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David Guion’s Vision for a Musical Americana

Mark David Camann, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2010

Supervisor: Elliott Antokoletz

American composer David Guion (1892-1981) created and expressed in much of his
music a unique and unmistakably American voice. Though he is remembered today
mostly for piano pieces, especially Turkey in the Straw and Arkansas Traveler, he was
famous for championing cowboy songs, African-American spirituals and folk songs as
the truly authentic representations of the American experience. He also wrote many
original works, including a substantial number of songs in Black dialect. In 1930 Guion
starred in a cowboy show at the Roxy Theatre in New York, drawing upon his westernthemed music. The next year he had a weekly radio show, broadcast around the country
and featuring his music exclusively, with the title Hearing America with Guion. He
played a substantial role in transforming Home on the Range into the best-known of all
cowboy songs. His magnum opus, the ballet Shingandi, was highly regarded but has yet
to be recorded.
This dissertation examines those genres among Guion’s compositions that reveal his
vision for a musical Americana. Much of his music is based on songs that circulated first
in oral tradition before he adapted them for the concert stage. This dissertation surveys
the breadth of the oral tradition of these songs, identifies his direct sources, and examines
his treatment of melody, rhythm and harmony as he infused his music with such
characteristic national flavor that his audiences were, in effect, “Hearing America.”
A complete list of Guion compositions is attempted, and to the extent possible, probable
dates of composition are established from recital programs and publication agreements.
The scripts of his radio shows are reconstructed from papers in his archives and presented
here.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
One year before America celebrated its bicentennial, a librarian in Denton, Texas, wrote
an article for the Dallas Morning News in which he advocated that Americans should
celebrate their composers of classical music:
In discussing music with friends, I often ask which country has had the most
radical, revolutionary, visionary composers of the 20th century. The replies
usually start with Germany or Russia. It never seems to occur to them to guess
America. Most express surprise when I mention American composers. You think
I’m kidding? Well, what does one say about Charles Ives, a man who generally
worked 20 to 50 years ahead of his contemporaries in musical thought?
Dissonance is a major factor in the makeup of 20th century music, and many
American composers have not hesitated to use it generously. Ives was writing
music half a century ago that by comparison makes acid rock sound like “Good
Night, Ladies.” This is part of the dilemma of the American composer—waiting
for the audience to catch up.
Why have American composers been ignored? Aside from their radical concepts,
there are other reasons. In this country there is an attitude that anything to do
with the arts and culture is effeminate…. An equally prevalent attitude is that
culture is for those who have three or four college degrees…. The idea that
culture, knowledge and the fine arts are the property of an elite has done a great
deal of damage in this country….
In the field of music, as with art and literature, America has a great deal to be
proud of.
The abundance of American composers makes it all the more puzzling that they
are largely neglected. Admittedly, George Gershwin occupies a place of honor in
American music that he richly deserves. The interest in Ives has been increasing.
There is wide if belated acclaim for Scott Joplin. Joplin? Certainly if Chopin
could be immortalized for writing polonaises and mazurkas, then why not Joplin’s
rags?...
Perhaps one answer to the problems facing the average American orchestra might
be to perform more American music than they presently do….
I’m not saying discard the great masters of any age. But neither these great men
nor the concert medium would suffer from including some American masters in
the concert repertoire….
1

It’s time for some of our excellent American musicians to rise to the occasion
with some Americana concerts. It’s also time for the public to rise to the
occasion. If you want to wave the flag, you couldn’t wave it any harder or more
grandly than with Charles Ives’ music. The music and the musicians are here,
ready to go with a little support from the public, and it surely won’t be too soon. 1
The librarian, Alec Williams, mentioned many American composers by name.
Omitted from his list was a fellow Texan who responded promptly in his characteristic
tone of unabashed self-aggrandizement:
I fully agree with you in all that you said and I am glad you have the guts to have
said what you said! But being an unknown item to you, I take the liberty to write
and tell you that you could have been better informed as to just where much of
our Americana came from and how it got started in New York City—before you
were born.
It began in a classical way at Carnegie Hall in 1919—when Mabel Garrison,
Metropolitan Opera Soprano, sang “Greatest Miracle of All,” “Little Pickaninny
Kid,” and “De Ol’ Ark’s A-Moverin’” written by an unknown composer by the
name of David W. Guion. The audience so loved these three songs that Miss
Garrison was called back on stage and forced to repeat all three songs. The large
audience still didn’t want Miss Garrison to leave the stage and the unknown
composer was called from the audience to the stage to take a standing ovation.
Flattering and enthusiastic press comments followed in the New York papers.
“An American composer has been born!”
Shortly afterwards, Toscanini delighted and surprised his Carnegie audience by
playing, of all things—a transcription of “Turkey in The Straw!” The audience
laughed, stomped, yelled and applauded—even whistled! It seemed the same
unknown composer, David W. Guion was responsible for this transcription. The
press came out with, “David Guion’s compositions are as American as baseball—
let us hear more from him!”
Then, somehow Roxy, of the Roxy Theatre got hold of Guion, listened to his
western music and cowboy songs and within two weeks, Guion found himself on
the Roxy stage, playing his “Turkey in The Straw” with the Roxy Orchestra—and
listening to “Prairie Echoes” an All-Guion Cowboy Production. And it was here
that “Home on the Range” by Guion was heard in the East for the first time.
1

Alec Williams, “America’s Classical Composers Deserve Greater Recognition,” Dallas
Morning News Scene Magazine, March 23, 1975.
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During this week at the Roxy, Guion, in full cowboy regalia, in a convertible, top
down, chauffeur-driven Cadillac, sirens blasting, led by two policemen, stopped
all traffic on Fifth Avenue on his way to and from NBC Studios to personally
appear in an All-Guion program on the General Electric Hour—coast to coast
broadcast! More Guion coast to coast broadcasts followed!
Want more? Well, Guion was then engaged to give weekly two-hour programs of
his own music over Station WOR. These programs ran for thirty-two weeks.
At the close of these programs, Guion was engaged to give an All-Guion program
at Carnegie Hall, which he did! And within a week’s time, Guion was found to be
on an NBC All-Guion Program, called “Hearing America With Guion!” This
program, twice a week, ran for thirty-two weeks and fan-mail came from
everywhere, as was the case with the WOR programs.
During this time almost every concert singer in America and Europe was singing
Guion songs—and pianists and orchestras were featuring Guion piano and
orchestral compositions throughout America, and many foreign countries!
And Guion kept writing—and Guion kept giving All-Guion programs—and
Guion appeared seven times on the Night of Stars Programs at Madison Square
Garden!
It seemed there was no stopping to this unknown fellow from Texas. He seemed
to be everywhere in the states of New York, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Connecticut,
New Jersey, Colorado, and even Texas. His orchestral compositions were played
by many famous orchestras in America, Europe, Australia, etc. His music is
known and loved even in China, Russia, and wherever music is sung and played.
American music? He started it in 1918 to be exact! And today, at eighty-two,
you’ll find him living quietly in Dallas—minding his own business—writing his
memoirs, and occasionally a song or two—and with glaucoma, cataracts, arthritis,
heart and inner-ear trouble, constipation, and just confounded, plain Old Age!
But Americana, that’s his name!
And what he couldn’t tell you about some of the known composers you wrote
about, Mr. Williams!
For Guion knew Copeland [sic] before Copeland wrote “Billy the Kid,” and “The
Red Pony”—music and ideas not too unlike Guion’s.
Guion knew George Gershwin before “Porgy and Bess” was written. He even
suggested, when asked by Gershwin, that Gershwin spend some time in Georgia,
3

Alabama, and South Carolina. He felt complimented and flattered when
Gershwin told him how much he admired the Guion Negro lullabies, work-songs
and Spirituals.
There are other incidents with American composers that Guion wishes not to
divulge!
But Morton Gould’s father asked Guion to personally appear at Morton’s first
WOR program—when Morton was a young man, and to offer encouragement to
the young composer. Guion did! Oh, there’s much more, but—
Best wishes, Mr. Williams! 2
This “unknown composer” has fallen even further into obscurity in the past thirtyfive years. Never yet has a book about him been published, aside from two doctoral
treatises and a master’s thesis. Given his habit of exaggeration if not outright fabrication,
we might have reason to be skeptical of the merits of the unknown composer—until, that
is, we turn our attention to his music, the subject of this dissertation. I shall examine
what is specifically American about a large part of his compositional output. We might
regard these works as “Americana,” though they reflect a wide diversity of styles. Much
of Guion’s Americana is based directly upon or composed in the style of folk music, yet
elevated with great artistry for the concert stage. We shall see whether this composer was
justified or presumptuous in giving his 1931 series of radio programs, which used his
own music exclusively, the ambitious title Hearing America with Guion.
But first let us consider the opinions of those who knew him well. John
Rosenfield, music critic with the Dallas Morning News, wrote to Guion: “You are the
only authentic musical genius ever produced by our native state and you are among the
2

Guion to Williams, March 25, 1975. David Guion Collection, Crouch Fine Arts
Library, Baylor University.
4

precious few ever produced by our native land.” 3
Donald Day, editor of the Southwest Review, wrote:
David Guion was able to bring to his songs authenticity because he had lived with
the people out of whose lives they came. Born in a little western cow town
(Ballinger, Texas) in the very center of the great cattle country, he grew up in the
saddle. A cowboy and prize-winning rodeo rider, he knew the cowboy at work
and at play. In the same way he knew the Negro. His versions of their songs is
[sic] just as typically theirs as the skyscrapers and baseball are American…. John
A. Lomax collected and preserved the original songs. David Guion has made
them into imperishable works of art. 4
From Theodore Kosloff, Russian ballet impresario who collaborated with Guion
on the ballet Shingandi, comes this accolade: “I find here [in Dallas] such men as David
Guion, whom I consider the most gifted musician in this country.” 5 Percy Grainger,
Guion’s colleague on the faculty of Chicago Musical College, wrote: “David Guion is
one of the greatest living composers in any country. Already he has written many
immortal things and his work is close to the greatest classics of all time.” 6 Moissaye
Boguslawski, another colleague at the same school, wrote: “David W. Guion is to me the
true genius of America’s music. In his music he has incorporated the idiom which
stamps a genuine originality in an undiscovered art of a nation.” 7 Who was this relatively
obscure composer who once received such high praise?

3

Rosenfield to Guion. October 19, 1945. David Guion Collection, Crouch Fine Arts
Library, Baylor University.
4
Donald Day, “Mister Home on the Range,” [ca. 1946], David Guion Collection, Crouch
Fine Arts Library, Baylor University.
5
Dorothy Edmiston, “A Texas Ballet,” Texas Monthly 4, no. 4 [November 1929]: 458.
6
Mabel Cranfill, “David Guion: Something of the Career of the Man Who Introduced
‘Turkey in the Straw’ into the Drawing Room,” Texas Monthly 4, no. 3 [October 1929]:
312-13.
7
Boguslawski to “whom it may concern.” November 17, 1927. David Wendell Guion
Collection, Southwest Collection, Texas Tech University.
5

Guion’s biography, and questions of his credibility
The astute reader could easily find contradictions between the biography that I will
outline below and virtually any published source pertaining to the composer. As I will
show, David Guion had a lifelong tendency to exaggerate and to tell tall tales about
himself whenever it seemed no one would likely know differently. As biography is not
the focus of my dissertation, I have not provided extensive documentation of the
biographical facts that I am correcting for the record, but my claims are substantiated by
letters in the David Guion collection at the Round Top Festival Institute dating between
1907 and 1914.
Born in Ballinger, Texas in 1892, David Guion was introduced to the piano by his
mother, an amateur musician. He began formal piano lessons with Charles Finger in San
Angelo, making regular trips by train.
I have not found any proof of when his piano lessons actually began, but a concert
program documents that he performed at the Runnels County Courthouse at age eight,
with his sister, cousin and piano teacher all taking part in the same program. 8 He played
Scottish Souvenir by Czerny, along with two other people, one of whom was his cousin
Kathleen Francis. 9 At this same recital, Guion’s sister Irene played Beethoven’s Piano
Concerto No. 1 together with Charles Finger as well as Beethoven’s Variations on Nel
cor piu non mi sento. 10
Mr. Finger many years later recalled that “in those days Guion was a sort of
8

Concert program, April 16, 1901, David Guion Collection, Crouch Fine Arts Library,
Baylor University.
9
Ibid.
10
Ibid.
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promising Mozart, a little lad of seven or so, playing Schumann and Beethoven with a
strange depth of earnestness.” 11 But aside from naming the composers, he gave no
further indication of Guion’s repertoire.
Yet Guion claimed that he began composing even before taking part in this
concert. The manuscript of The Santa Fe Railway March, which was never published, is
in the Southwest Collection at Texas Tech University. At the top of the page is written:
“The Santa Fe Railway March by David Wendell Guion Age 7 years.” The handwriting
is clearly not the composer’s own, but appears to be that of his sister Neil, his sister Kate,
or his sister Clara. His middle name is misspelled; Wendell was his maternal
grandfather’s middle name, but David’s middle name came not from his grandfather’s
name, but rather from the maiden name of his great-grandmother, Matilda Caroline
Wendel Fentress. Guion’s sister Neil also misspelled his middle name in her memoirs,
Neil’s Guion Saga. His birth certificate confirms the correct spelling of his middle name
with a single L, as does the manuscript of Rabbit’s Foot (later renamed Jazz Scherzo),
another of his early compositions. 12 The title and attribution in what I believe to be the
composer’s sister’s handwriting at the top of the manuscript of The Santa Fe Railway
March are in black ink, except for the number 7, which is in blue ink. The paper has
been scraped here as if to remove what had been written there in black ink. The blue ink
appears to match the ink used at the bottom of the page, where the composer wrote the
following: “(Written without having had any knowledge of harmony or composition)
11

Charles J. Finger, Frontier Ballads [Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, Page, 1927], 138.
David Guion, “Rabbit’s Foot,” David Wendell Guion Collection, Harry Ransom
Center, The University of Texas at Austin.
12
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David.” Here the penmanship is characteristic of the composer’s adult handwriting. I
consulted with Bruce Cammack, associate librarian for rare books at Texas Tech
University, and Sara J. Holmes, conservator for special collections, and they examined
this manuscript using a light table. They concluded that the number that appeared to have
been scratched off was 18, so that originally the manuscript read “The Santa Fe Railway
March By David Wendell Guion Age 18 years.” One possibility is that Guion backdated
this manuscript in order to fashion an image of himself as a gifted young composer.
Another possibility is that in changing his age on this manuscript, he was correcting a
mistake on his sister’s part. In either case, it is worth considering whether this march
could be the work of a seven-year-old composer.
In typical march fashion, the left hand jumps around constantly between the bass
line and chords in a higher register. In measure 12 for example, the bass line has an
eighth note C on the downbeat and an eighth note low F on the second beat. Falling
between the beats are chords consisting of F-C-Eb, which in itself would be quite a reach
for a seven-year-old pianist. But the constant shift between registers would make it
tedious work for the amateur pianist who tries to play the chord using the fifth finger on
F. Using the fifth finger for both the bass line and the bottom note of each chord would
slow the pianist down considerably. It is difficult for me to imagine that a young boy
would intentionally compose something that at his age he could not enjoy playing due to
the size of his hand. On the second page in the right hand, there is a chord with a range
of an ninth: F-A-C-G. This chord cannot be split between the two hands, because the left
hand is busy playing F two octaves lower. I cannot imagine a seven-year-old using one
8

hand to reach from F to G more than an octave higher, even without the two additional
notes used to fill in the chord.
Thus I conclude that this The Santa Fe Railway March is not the work of a sevenyear-old composer. It is much more reasonable to assume that Guion composed this
march at the age of eighteen.
Some consideration of the title may also shed light on the situation. The Gulf,
Colorado and Santa Fe Railway was extended to the composer’s hometown of Ballinger
on June 29, 1886, five and a half years before the composer was born. In fact, it was the
railroad that founded the city, holding a property sale on that day that was attended by
some six thousand people. 13 The city was named after an official of the railroad. The
composer’s father bought an entire city block on the day of the lot sale, and it was on this
block that the house was built in which David Guion was born. But the Santa Fe Railway
had a more personal significance for the composer. It was his means of travel between
home and the various places where he had his piano lessons: San Angelo, Fort Worth,
and Jacksonville, Illinois.
After Charles Finger moved to New Mexico in 1904, 14 Guion took lessons from
Minnie Francis Horton, the aunt of his cousin Kathleen Francis. Apparently she was
involved in arranging for him to study on scholarship at the Illinois Conservatory of
Music in Jacksonville in 1907. The previous year, Ferdinand Haberkorn had become an

13

Ron Tyler et al., ed., The New Handbook of Texas [Austin: Texas State Historical
Association, 1996], s.v. “Ballinger, Texas.”
14
Norma Ortiz-Karp, “Charles J. Finger Papers,” University of Arkansas,
http://libinfo.uark.edu/specialcollections/findingaids/finger.html [accessed November 4,
2010].
9

instructor at the Conservatory, and he already had heard Guion play, as Mr. Haberkorn
had performed a violin solo in that same recital at the courthouse in Ballinger. The
lessons at the conservatory with a Mr. Oberndorfer fell through after the first two weeks
due to a personality conflict, but Guion remained in Jacksonville for three months,
studying at the Whipple Academy and taking piano lessons from his cousin’s aunt.
By the end of January, 1908, Guion was studying with Wilbur MacDonald at
Polytechnic College on the outskirts of Fort Worth. He prospered in his music studies
here, and served as teaching assistant during his last years of study until Mr. MacDonald
died suddenly in January, 1912 (or possibly as late as February 1).
In August, 1912, Guion went to Vienna to study at the Imperial Academy of
Music under Leopold Godowsky. Most of the time he studied with teaching assistants
rather than being taught by Mr. Godowsky himself. He returned to Texas in April, 1914.
After his return from Vienna, Guion sought to establish his career as a piano
instructor and composer. He was head of the piano department at Daniel Baker College
in Brownwood around 1915. This same year he composed and self-published his Texas
Fox Trot. Programs of a 1916 recital that he gave at Baylor College and a 1917 recital at
the City Hall Auditorium in Dallas are the earliest that list him as a composer.
Apparently he was dissatisfied with these early compositions, as he never performed
them again, and none were ever published. Neither of these recitals included Texas Fox
Trot, which was accepted for publication by the firm M. Witmark and Sons in 1917. He
included Texas Fox Trot in an operetta (or musical) entitled Land of Heart’s Desire. One
copy of the manuscript for this musical is in the Library of Congress, and the other is at
10

the Round Top Festival Institute. The latter copy seems to indicate that the work did not
meet with success, as Guion washed out the lyrics (with water, apparently) so that they
are scarcely legible, and he crossed out the titles and the name of the lyricist. The title
pages have been obliterated by pasting heavy paper over the titles, paper resembling that
of a grocery sack. I could not find documentation of any performances of Land of
Heart’s Desire. It seems that Guion’s intention was to reuse the music, and he did so by
reworking the overture into the waltz Southern Nights, and the song Indago Blue became
the piano piece The Lonesome Whistler.
It is noteworthy that in the second half of 1917, Guion apparently made a decision
as to which of the works that he had composed up to that point were worthy of
publication. This decision coincides with another milestone for the aspiring composer: it
was also in the second half of 1917 that Guion first registered the copyrights for several
of his unpublished compositions, including Shall It Be Mountain or Sea? (July 17), and
Come Across (October 22). Also, individual excerpts of the musical The Land of Heart’s
Desire at the Library of Congress are datestamped October 8, 1917, which presumably is
the date of acquisition.
Thus it was in 1917, at age 24, that Guion became a professional composer.
Much of the next two years Guion spent in New York promoting his music and getting it
published. I will treat this period in more detail in the chapter on African-American
spirituals.
Upon achieving the status of a published composer, Guion changed the focus of
his concert performances. In New York he took part in several programs featuring other
11

composers performing their own compositions, these programs often having been
organized by the publishers in order to promote their most recent offerings. Then after
returning to Dallas, he appeared in a few programs featuring local composers. But in the
spring of 1919 he began to promote himself as both pianist and composer in
performances mostly featuring his own works. He toured with his favorite vocalists, such
as tenor J. Wesley Hubbell, George Ashley Brewster, and soprano Daisy Polk. He would
often begin the recital with Schumann’s Scenes from Childhood, followed by
compositions of Chopin and Brahms.
Through the 1920s Guion taught piano at various private music schools in Dallas,
and at Southern Methodist University. In 1926 he joined the faculty at Chicago Musical
College with the help of Percy Grainger, who had made Guion’s arrangement of Turkey
in the Straw famous by featuring it in his concert tours. Guion spent several summers
leading a piano workshop at Estes Park, Colorado, where he also distinguished himself
by winning awards in rodeos. A concert in Galveston in May, 1927 appears to be the last
time that Guion performed any works that were not his own compositions. 15 Instead, he
used all of his concert appearances to promote his own work exclusively.
Guion achieved much recognition beginning in the summer of 1930 when, after
abandoning his teaching career, he turned his attention to radio, where he especially
became known for his cowboy songs. The big break was his week-long show Prairie
Echoes, part of a live show at the Roxy Theatre that preceded the airing of a motion
picture. His weekly show Hearing America with Guion aired on station WOR and was
15

Concert program, May 5, 1927, David Guion Collection, Crouch Fine Arts Library,
Baylor University.
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carried by many affiliate stations around the country in 1931, and was followed up with
David Guion and Orchestra in 1932. He had not seen his mother in two years, but during
this two-year period he had become a hit on Broadway and had earned a name for himself
nationally through his two series of radio shows, and through a nationwide broadcast of
his symphonic work Shingandi, culminating with his being named by New York WorldTelegram critic Jack Foster alongside George Gershwin, John Alden Carpenter, Deems
Taylor and Werner Janssen as one of the craftsmen of modern American music. 16
Guion wrote numerous works in commemoration of the 1936 Texas Centennial,
including several unpublished pieces that comprise the operetta Cowboy Love Song. I
have not uncovered evidence of this musical having been performed, and it may not even
have been completed, but a few of the pieces have been published individually. The
libretto, which I have not been able to locate, was written by Marie Lussi (née Wardall),
the lyricist with whom Guion collaborated most frequently. The most successful piece
from the operetta was My Cowboy Love-Song, which became the theme song for the
Cavalcade of Texas show that ran for six months at the Texas Centennial Exposition.
Guion continued to appear in all-Guion concerts, or jointly in recitals with other
performers until his mother died in 1936, after which he is known to have played only
two more times on stage: at Radio City Music Hall on February 11, 1937 he took part in
an hours-long program beginning at midnight as a benefit for the American Red Cross,
playing Home on the Range; and his farewell performance was on December 7, 1941 (the
same day as the bombing of Pearl Harbor), in which he accompanied two of his songs,
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Jack Foster, New York World-Telegram, February 9, 1932.
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Chloe and Cowboy’s Meditation.
Following his mother’s death, Guion’s compositional output featured sacred
songs more prominently than ever before. His royalties from Home on the Range
provided a reliable income after 1932, so that he no longer needed to work to support
himself. His last major accomplishment was Texas Suite, commissioned by the Houston
Symphony Society in 1950 and premiered two years later. The suite consists of fourteen
pieces. Many are orchestrations of previous works, but several were newly composed.
After Texas Suite, Guion composed only sporadically, and few of these late works
were ever published. Several of his art songs remain familiar because they are still found
in widely-used anthologies of works by various composers, but his reputation rests
mostly on piano pieces such as The Harmonica Player and especially Turkey in the
Straw. His biggest claim to fame, Home on the Range, was subject to enormous
controversy, as I shall describe in detail.
Thus Guion’s career faded in part because he stopped composing with any
regularity and also because he stopped actively promoting his music through his own
performances. But there were also many fundamental changes taking place in American
music at the apex of his career, and he played no role in these changes. Jazz was
reaching a much wider audience. Music in the classical tradition became far more radical
than the modernism of the early twentieth century. And in the realm of popular music,
the Tin Pan Alley style would soon be supplanted by rock and roll.
Guion is scarcely remembered today, but as we shall see, most of his music
deserves to be performed again and would be well received by today’s audiences.
14

Scope and outline of this dissertation
Although many American composers have drawn from folk music as a source of
American modernism, most of them have used folk sources only incidentally. Only a few
have gone beyond a merely incidental use of folk sources to the point of elevating the
country’s indigenous music to the level of the concert stage.
The title of Guion’s first radio series, Hearing America with Guion, implies a
comprehensive survey of the country’s musical traditions, or at least a representative
sample thereof. Those who tuned in heard Guion’s music exclusively, including cowboy
songs, fiddle tunes, nursery rhymes, African-American spirituals, secular songs in Black
dialect, sailor’s chanteys, art songs, and even a rag and a foxtrot. 17
It happens that the central repertory among Guion’s oeuvre coincides with what
one newspaper music critic deemed the essence of American folk music:
America has given the world two forms of folk music—the negro spiritual and the
cowboy ballad. Both of these forms are elemental and typically American.
Unfortunately, until recently, Europe has considered that musical monstrosity
known as jazz, as the only contribution made by America to musical history. We
are glad that the Europeans are learning better. 18
In this dissertation I examine the works that Guion composed in these two genres:
spiritual arrangements and cowboy songs that are based on folk sources. By means of
melodic comparison I identify the specific folk collections that he used directly. I also
consider claims Guion made as to his authority and familiarity with these specific
17

Native American influence is conspicuously absent from Guion’s work. The only such
work that comes to mind is Hopi Indian Cradle Song, which has no authentic connection
with Native American music, and which was never used in Guion’s radio programs.
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Excerpt attributed to the Denison Herald in “Cowboy Songs,” clipping from unknown
newspaper with handwritten citation “From The Journal,” David Guion Collection,
Crouch Fine Arts Library, Baylor University.
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musical traditions.
Following this introductory chapter is Chapter 2, in which I survey Guion’s radio
shows. The next three chapters concern the African-American influence. Chapter 3
examines Guion’s spiritual arrangements. Chapter 4 explores one of Guion’s most
ambitious works, his African ballet Shingandi, built on themes resembling AfricanAmerican music. Chapter 5 treats Guion’s “songs of the South,” a label that he used for
songs in Black dialect. This same chapter also considers piano music by Guion that
depicts African-Americans. Chapter 6 uncovers the folk sources of Guion’s cowboy
song arrangements. Conclusions are presented in Chapter 7.
In Appendix A, I present a complete list of known compositions by Guion, and I
attempt to determine their chronology. Appendix B contains the scripts of Guion’s radio
shows, which I have dated and assembled from the collection at Baylor University.
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Chapter 2. Radio Shows
It was through his radio programs that Guion reached his largest audience. Here he
capitalized on the image of himself as both cowboy and composer, though his shows
were not limited to just western music, but instead drew from nearly all of his diverse
styles in conveying to his listeners a multifaceted yet ostensibly American experience.
Before he went to New York in 1930, Guion had performed numerous times on
the local radio in Dallas. Evidence is found in the Guion Collection at Baylor University
in scrapbooks filled with clippings from newspaper articles that mentioned him. Rarely
is the name of the newspaper or the date of publication found in these clippings, so it is
difficult to ascertain when his radio appearances took place.
One of Guion’s radio appearances was on the inaugural program of the
Southwestern Artist Series of the Dallas Power and Light Company on station WFAA on
September 29, 1929 with baritone Marcel Jones. 19 This program included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Turkey in the Straw: symphonic ensemble
Home on the Range: Marcel Jones with Guion at the piano
Cowboy’s Meditation: Marcel Jones with Guion at the piano
Arkansas Traveler: Guion (first radio performance)
How dy do, Mis’ Springtime: symphonic ensemble
The Bold Vaquero: Marcel Jones with Guion at the piano

Another Guion radio appearance in Dallas was with tenor Weston Morrell,
probably in 1929, as it included several pieces not known to have been performed before
that year. The program included Weary, The Bell Buoy, When You Go, Sail Away for the
Rio Grande, Praise God I’m Satisfied, De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’, Little Pickaninny Kid,
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“D. P. & L. Series Opens Sunday over WFAA,” Dallas Morning News, September 29,
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How dy do Mis’ Springtime, all sung by Mr. Morrell; Barcarolle, Arkansas Traveler,
Minuet, Prairie Dusk, Turkey in the Straw, all played by Guion; Lonesome Song of the
Plains, Cowboy’s Meditation, Home on the Range, and The Bold Vaquero, sung by
Morrell. 20
In the summer of 1930 Guion went to New York with ideas for a cowboy show.
The story of how these plans materialized into a performance at the prestigious Roxy
Theatre was told in a New York newspaper:
David Guion’s Astonishing Success at Roxy’s Came Within a Few Days of His
First Setting Foot in New York, Where He Arrived With No Definite Plan in
View, Except to Try to Show His Stuff.
Miracles still do happen. Our Main Street is filled with artists doing the rounds of
agencies and pulling every possible wire to get the ear of a manager or a producer,
meanwhile watching the hot “at leisure” weeks roll by and wondering how to get
a look in. And in the midst of all this, up from Texas comes a pianist by the name
of David Guion, totally unheralded, and steps into a featured spot at “The Roxy,”
all dressed up in cowboy clothes, doing his stuff on a grand piano hoisted high
above the orchestra! What’s more, the stage presentation was built around his
music, and Roxy’s soloists sang some of the Guion cowboy songs.
How do such things happen? Mr. Guion got off the train at the Pennsylvania
station about three weeks ago with no definite idea of what New York could offer
him, nor just how to go about finding out. A few days later he was rehearsing in
the big cinema house at 50th street and the following week he rubbed his eyes and
looked at his name in front of the theatre. From Texas to Broadway with no
intervening stops, not even a picture house appearance in Amarillo or Corsicana!
Asked how he did it, Mr. Guion with traditional cowboy modesty told his laconic
story which belongs among the theatrical records of “how I got my start on
Broadway,” and incidentally drops one more hint of S. L. Rothafel’s
showmanship vision. This is his simple account:
He decided a few weeks ago to close up his studio in Dallas and come to New
20

Edward Dunn, “Joint Recital of Guion and Morrell in Original Works Heads WFAA’s
Sunday List,” unknown Dallas newspaper, David Guion Collection, Crouch Fine Arts
Library, Baylor University.
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York to see his various music publishers and find out what was going on up here;
so he wrote a letter to “Roxy” enclosing a circular and said he’d like to play some
of his things for the big director. The next thing he new, he had a reply that
“Roxy” would be glad to see him when he came, and as soon as he had shaken the
Texas alkali dust off his clothes he presented himself at the theatre with a
portfolio of Southwestern music and sat down and played it for Mr. Rothafel. In
two shakes of a lamb’s tail they began to talk about a “Texas Ranch” stage setting
with cowboys and cactus plants and a cowgirl ballet, all introduced with an
orchestral prelude featuring Guion at piano playing his astonishing arrangement
of “Turkey in the Straw.” A day or two later the idea was put into rehearsal,
Guion’s music was orchestrated, and the next week, (two weeks ago), he had the
novel experience of soaring into the air on a rising stage before an audience of
five or six thousand people. “That’s all there was to it,” he said! Miracles are
like that.
And now of course, various production heads are wondering why they never
heard of this Texas musician before. The reason is as simple as his explanation of
his Broadway debut: he has been pretty busy with serious concerts and
composing, occupying at odd intervals the post of Director of Music at Baker
College in Brownwood, the Fairmont Conservatory in Dallas and serving on the
faculties of the Southern Methodist University in Dallas and the Chicago Musical
College in Chicago. His compositions range from the cowboy ballads to “art”
songs and piano works heard on concert platforms to a total number of a hundred
or more.
One of his latest writings is a “Ballet Primitive,” which Paul Whiteman will
introduce in Carnegie Hall this autumn with Guion as soloist at the piano. He has
been quietly working down in Texas with no thought of Broadway in his head.
Now he suddenly finds himself “discovered” with the picture people on his trail
[part of article missing here] radio offices asking when he can [c]ome around and
give them a half hour of his busy time.
Broadway is like that. 21
Shortly after arriving in New York, Guion was the guest of honor at a party on
July 10 given by Nannine Joseph, (formerly?) executive secretary of M. Witmark and
Sons, Guion’s first professional publisher, in the studio of composer and voice teacher
21

“Texas Musician ‘Makes’ Old Broadway on Very First Try,” clipping from unknown
New York newspaper [ca. August 1930], David Guion Collection, Crouch Fine Arts
Library, Baylor University. The subheading of the article is of course mistaken, as this
was not Guion’s first visit to New York; he had lived there from 1917 to 1919.
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Rhea Silberta at Ansonia Hotel, 22 which at the turn of the century had been the city’s
largest apartment hotel, one of the most famous buildings of the Upper West Side. At
this party he played some of his new compositions along with Turkey in the Straw and
Arkansas Traveler.
Prairie Echoes ran for one week at the Roxy Theatre, beginning on July 25, 1930.
The Roxy Theatre, at the corner of 50th Street and Seventh Avenue, known as “The
Cathedral of the Motion Picture,” was also promoted as “the World’s Most Interesting
Theatre” 23 and was regarded as “the foremost motion picture presentation theater in the
world.” 24 The Roxy was so extravagant that one could hardly imagine that the
depression had begun. The ladies’ room offered samples of Doux Jasmin perfume from
Ciro of Paris, personally selected by Roxy Rothafel, compliments of the house. 25 The
ballet master was none other than Leonide Massine, former choreographer of Diaghilev’s
Ballets Russes. 26
Some of the world’s greatest artists have performed at the Roxy… Ernestine
Schumann-Heink, Jeanne Gordon, George Gershwin, Paul Whiteman, Harriet
Hoctor, Golda Gray, Erna Rubinstein, Ernesto Lecuona, the Players from Japan…
The most elaborate stage productions at the Roxy are conceived, rehearsed, staged
and presented in less than four days’ time… There is only one full rehearsal
before the first performance which must be perfect in every detail. The average
change of scene on the Roxy stage takes only 40 seconds… Most of them occupy
half that time, with a few taking as little as ten seconds….
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More than 22,000,000 persons have already been to the Roxy….
Broadway, once the thoroughfare of the legitimate drama, is now entirely devoted
to motion pictures and every de luxe movie house now in the theatrical district
was either started by Roxy, or is a direct outgrowth of one of the theatres he has
directed since his arrival in New York sixteen years ago….
5,000 dancers and 7,000 singers apply annually for work on the Roxy stage… No
more than ten or twelve of these a year meet the necessary requirements… 27
Prairie Echoes came at the end of a long list of live performances that preceded
the movie:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

The Roxy Organ: organists Lew White and C. A. J. Parmentier;
Wagneriana (overture), arr. Maurice Baron: The Roxy Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Joseph Littau, Maurice Baron and Mischa Violin;
The Pastel Ballet: Patricia Bowman, Harold Van Duzee, The Roxy Ballet
Corps, The Roxy Chorus;
Carnival of Venice, by Benedict: Beatrice Belkin, vocalist;
Microphobia (comedy skit): Raymond Knight, Rheta Stone, George
Kiddon, Paul Paulus;
Dances and Routines, by William V. Powers: The Thirty-Two Roxyettes,
directed by Russell E. Markert;
Fox Movietone and Hearst Metrotone Newsreels;
Prairie Echoes: David W. Guion, Lew Fink, Jack Harwood, Harold Van
Duzee, John Gurney, The Roxy Chorus, The Thirty-Two Roxyettes, and
The Roxy Symphony Orchestra;
Good Intentions (motion picture), written and directed by William K.
Howard, starring Edmund Lowe, with Marguerite Churchill, Regis
Toomey, Owen Davis, Jr., and Hale Hamilton 28

This program had five afternoon and evening performances each day for a week-long
run. 29 On Sunday afternoons from 2:00 to 3:00 and on Monday evenings from 7:45 to
8:30, the show Roxy and his Gang presented highlights from the show on NBC stations
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across the country. 30 The Monday night program of Roxy and his Gang included bassbaritone John Gurney, who sang Cowboy’s Meditation with the Roxy Chorus. 31
No script for the Prairie Echoes show at the Roxy Theatre has been found. The
show opened with Turkey in the Straw with Guion accompanied by the orchestra, then
continued with The Bold Vaquero, Home on the Range sung by Harold Van Duzee, The
Harmonica-Player (with a comedy dancing skit), Cowboy’s Meditation sung by baritone
John Gurney, and Texas Fox Trot (with the Roxyettes doing a dance imitation of
horseback riding). 32 A Dallas newspaper reported that the program included Turkey in
the Straw, Arkansas Traveler, Sheep and Goat, The Bold Vaquero, Home on the Range,
and Cowboy’s Lament. 33 A review in the New York Times stated that “In the opening
item, ‘Turkey in the Straw,’ the composer was called upon to direct the orchestra from
the piano stool. It seemed to divide his powers and attention. The production and music
were among the most interesting of the Summer season.” 34 The most enthusiastic report
of this show however came not from a New York paper, but rather the Dallas Times
Herald:
30

Among these radio stations were WJZ (New York), WBZA (Boston), WBZ
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David Guion’s program which opened Friday at the Roxy theater, New York, is
proving one of the best attractions ever presented at that house, according to press
notices and enthusiastic comments from visitors. The entire program [sic], with
the exception of the picture, is a Guion affair. 35

A far less enthusiastic review was given in Variety:
“Prairie Echoes,” with cowboy atmosphere and “The Pastel Ballet,” in which
simplicity and color run riot, are the most ambitious of the presentations. Some of
the routines are built along novel lines and probably more through that than
anything else occasionally look clumsy, with a few of the girls now and then
seeming out of kilter….
In “Prairie Echoes” an honest attempt has been made to catch western
atmosphere, with cowboys and girls, plus others cluttering up the set, but the
house has done better in getting faithful pictures of what it wants to paint. One of
the cowboys, first on with a solo, has an affected swagger or else is far from home
on the Roxy stage. He fails to make the impression that another nearer the finish
does with the chorus aiding. Combined voices on the first may have given a
different effect. 36
A reviewer from the New York Morning Telegraph found Prairie Echoes to be the
highlight of the evening:
Taken as a whole, the patrons will be getting their money’s worth, but you could
cut the numbers to several less and nobody would know the difference, except to
wonder what a pleasingly short program it turned out to be, and now we won’t
have to hurry so getting home.
“Good Intentions” is the name of the picture, and it should be left in as a courtesy
to the management. I do not blame Mr. Rothafel for this sort of picture, because,
after all, he has to take what he can get… . I do blame that able director for
having written the scenario, however. Maybe he knew that he could save it from
completely spoiling by directing with all of his ability, because that is exactly
what happened. But I do wish something just a little bit—even that little—newer
in the way of a crook scenario….
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David W. Guion was famous in Texas long before he came to New York. He was
a pioneer in the collecting and arranging of America’s folk songs—the songs of
the Southern negro and of the cowboy—and some of his arrangements are
presented pleasingly this week on the Roxy stage. Guion himself plays the piano,
but not enough. This is one part of the program which couldn’t be dropped.
“Prairie Echoes” it is called. 37
Some two weeks before the Prairie Echoes show began, a Dallas newspaper
contrasted Guion’s success in New York with an episode from back home:
Mr. Guion will wear a cowboy suit (in which he won’t feel strange) and will
accompany at the piano a soloist in several songs of the plains. The magnificent
Roxy Symphony Orchestra, eighty-five pieces, will do the Guion arrangement of
“Turkey in the Straw,” a piece of scoring that makes this traditional air as much
Guion’s as the creation of the country fiddlers who have handed it down. We
think this is a bang-up program for New York and feel that the Roxy is one of the
few places in the world worthy of it.
Nor can we avoid a malicious reminiscence. Mr. Guion, about this time last year,
braved the blazing pavements of Elm street to call upon the Palace Theater
manager. To him he outlined precisely the same program idea. The Palace
manager inquired around to find out who David Guion was. He might have been
a stranded vaudeville actor. You never can tell about these things.
Satisfied that Mr. Guion didn’t merely need work, the management conceded that
the Guion feature might be a good thing. But they never quite got around to it.
We might say something about prophets, honor and their own country, but this
would be trite. 38
The same night that Cowboy’s Meditation was used on the radio in Roxy and his
Gang, Monday, July 28, during which time Prairie Echoes ran at the Roxy Theatre,
Guion made an appearance of his own on national radio, for the General Motors Family
Party.
The script for General Motors Family Party is not labeled as such. But what
Guion did on this program probably coincides with an undated script labeled “Mr.
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Guion’s Talks.” This is not a complete script, but gives Guion’s answers to an
announcer’s questions followed by performances of The Bold Vaquero, Sheep and Goat,
and Turkey in the Straw (for piano with orchestra). The partial script is given in
Appendix B.
What indicates that this partial script was used for Guion’s appearance on the
General Motors Family Party are that it specifies works performed on that show, in the
same order, and that this script appears to be the source of introductions Guion gave to
his pieces on later programs, such as the Eveready Hour. Guion’s first radio appearance
in New York, General Motors Family Party was a half-hour show on July 28, 1930
starting at 8:30 p.m. 39 Robert Pool, managing director of WFAA, said before the
General Motors Family Party aired:
I really think WFAA can pat itself on the back for having “discovered” Mr.
Guion’s radio possibilities…. The station, however, does not presume to take
credit for either Mr. Guion’s ability as a pianist or as a composer. He has been of
national caliber all along and it was only a question of time until recognition
came. 40
This show featured Guion at the piano, the Men About Town trio, and an
orchestra conducted by Don Voorhees and also by someone named Wesley whose last
name is illegible on the schedule in the Guion Collection at Baylor University. The
cowboy trio consisted of tenor Jack Parker, tenor Frank Luther, and baritone Phil
Dewey. 41 The General Motors Family Party was billed as “a program of American folk
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music, as it has been collected and arranged from the songs of the Negroes, cowboys and
plainsmen by David W. Guion.”
The General Motors Family Party was broadcast during the week that Guion
appeared in Prairie Echoes at the Roxy Theatre, with live shows every afternoon and
evening beginning at 2:00, 4:00, 7:30, 9:30 and midnight. This was a very tight schedule,
considering that Guion was to appear on the radio on Monday night from 8:30 to 9:00. In
his memoirs, Guion tells a story that, given the circumstances, is likely to be true:
I had been engaged by General Electric [sic] to appear on an All-Guion coast-tocoast broadcast over NBC. The broadcast had to be worked in between shows at
Roxy. So Roxy had his chauffeur drive his Cadillac convertible and me, with a
motorcycle police escort to and from my broadcast, which was on NBC, Fifth
Avenue. I had only fifteen minutes to get from Roxy’s Theatre to NBC—and for
once in my life I stopped all traffic on Fifth Avenue, going and coming, with
police whistles and sirens blowing—and there I was in full cowboy regalia and
grease paint on my face. But I made it! 42
A similar account was told in Musical Leader:
David Guion has been giving his cow boy songs at Roxy’s. He is all dressed up
in the paraphernalia and has been making a hit. One day he had to broadcast at
711 Fifth Avenue (NBC) and had ten minutes to make the grade! To do this he
was escorted by a cordon of police on bicycles and broadcast in full regalia, but
the airlings knew nothing of the excitement! “What a shame,” said he,
afterwards, “that my auto didn’t collide with something on the way! What a story
that would have made in the news!” No wonder he writes with such spirit! 43
The General Motors Family Party was heard not just in New York, but in many
places around the country over NBC network stations. In Estes Park, Colorado, where it
was heard over Denver’s station KOA, the local newspaper had this to say about the
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program:
[Guion’s] playing at all times was clear, effective and expressive; his technique
and skill throughout was excellent. The compositions were all original and
characteristic, for Mr. Guion belongs to the West.
Mr. Guion spends most of his time in his saddle during his visits to Estes Park.
He displays excellent horsemanship and once rode at the Frontier Days
Celebration in Cheyenne, the most vicious horse there…. 44
On September 9, 1930, Guion was featured on the Eveready Hour in a program of
“Native American Music” (i.e., music by American-born composers) with the Eveready
Orchestra and Goebel Reeves, a hobo singer from Dallas known by the stage name “the
Texas Drifter.” 45
It may have been this show, with Goebel Reeves singing Little Joe, the Wrangler,
that inspired Guion to write his own arrangement in 1933. Guion’s manuscript is
undated, but the song was published in September of that year, and the earliest known
performance was two months later.
This program was reviewed in Zit’s Weekly:
The vogue for cowboy and hobo songs extended to Eveready hour which had, as
guest soloist, David W. Guion, cowboy composer and pianist, and Phillip Reeds
[sic] who gave us a first rate vision of Hobo paradise. Mr. Guion’s graphic
descriptions of his compositions were as colorful as his playing. The entire
program was unique and enjoyable. 46
An appearance by Guion on the Metropolitan Echoes program broadcast by NBC
over WEAF, WTAM, WHO and possibly WFAA was scheduled for noon on September
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21, 1930. 47
Guion appeared also on program number 24 of the Conoco Listeners’ Hour, but
for this show I have not determined the date. Guion played Turkey in the Straw,
accompanied by an orchestra conducted by George Shackley, followed by the piano solo
versions of The Harmonica Player and The Lonesome Whistler. The script itself is not
noteworthy, consisting mostly of mindless banter between the show’s co-hosts.
These guest appearances gave Guion the experience and confidence that he would
draw upon to try to convince radio executives to give him his own show. Thus Guion’s
collection of scripts includes one labeled “Native American Music (All Western
Program),” with a format similar to what would be used in the series Hearing America
with Guion. There is no evidence that this script was actually used for any radio
broadcast, but at the top of the first page is written in green pencil the word “Signature,”
as if to indicate that a person well acquainted with the radio business suggested beginning
the show with a signature theme. The script lists the name of singer Paul Ravell, whose
first known collaboration with Guion was in January, 1931, and who would later be the
featured soloist on every episode of Hearing America with Guion and also David Guion
and Orchestra.
The Hearing America with Guion program was a half-hour show on Thursday
nights at 8:00 p.m., with its premiere on June 25, 1931, with baritone Paul Ravell and the
WOR orchestra conducted by George Shackley. Each Sunday issue of the New York
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Times would include a radio program schedule for the entire week. Also on Sundays
under the heading “The Microphone Will Present” were descriptions of the “outstanding
broadcasts” of the day. Such programs were featured not only for their quality but also
because the radio stations promoted them by sending announcements to the various
newspapers in the hopes that they would receive this mark of endorsement. For the first
show of the series, “The Microphone Will Present” carried this announcement:
Concert Orchestra; David Guion, Pianist—WOR… David Guion, composer and
pianist, will play selections of his own compositions when he appears at WOR’s
studio to inaugurate a new series of concerts at 6 o’clock Thursday evening. He
will be assisted by Paul Ravel’s orchestra [sic]. 48
Guion’s show was one of only five programs that received this designation as
“outstanding broadcasts” of the day. Another such listing would come on the day of the
broadcast, under the heading “Today on the Radio,” which for the day of the inaugural
program listed fifteen “outstanding events on the air today.” The show was listed twice
on this page:
8:00 P.M.—Orchestra; David W. Guion, piano—WOR.
8:00—Orchestra; Paul Ravel [sic], Baritone; David W. Guion, Piano 49
It is significant that the title “Hearing America with Guion” never appeared in these
program listings. Listeners would come to know the program by this title only if they
tuned in to hear the beginning of the show. The program would last thirty minutes.
The program began with a 45-second excerpt of Turkey in the Straw used as the
show’s signature theme. What followed was a spoken introduction to the program
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similar to that found in the “Native American Music” script, but shortened considerably.
One feature in this inaugural episode was a reading by Raoul Marlo of his poem “In
Texas.” 50 The show closed with a snippet of its signature theme, Turkey in the Straw.
The second episode of Hearing America (July 2) was listed in the Sunday issue of
the New York Times as one of only three “outstanding broadcasts” for the following
Thursday. Such listings included a list of the pieces that were planned for the program, 51
although the program often aired with a much different list of repertoire, as the media
notices went out long before the actual scripts were written and checked for length.
The third episode (July 9) opened with shouts of “Whoopla” and “Set ‘em afire!”
and The Bold Vaquero, followed by a dialogue based on the song’s refrain. The
exchange worked so effectively that subsequent programs usually began and ended with
the refrain of The Bold Vaquero as a second “signature” theme.
An interesting detail concerning this third program is found on Guion’s copy of
the script, on which following the song Wild Geese, he wrote “Wait wait! Wait!”
Another copy at this same point bears the words “Station break.” This marks the halfway
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point in the program, which was to be used for station identification by the local stations
carrying the network program. Apparently, Guion did not stop for station identification
in the first two episodes, because the scripts bear no indications of a station break, and in
this third episode, Guion’s note to himself is quite emphatic. This also seems to suggest
that Guion got little guidance from the network as to how he should do his show.
Probably they assumed that with his previous experience in radio (which he may well
have exaggerated as he pitched his initial plans for his series with the radio executives),
he wouldn’t need much help.
At the beginning of August, his show was moved to Tuesday nights. The August
4 program was unusual in that it consisted entirely of spirituals and similar material as if
performed in a service at an Aftrican-American church. Elsie Mae Gordon was a guest
on this program, singing some of the spirituals and giving a sermon. Guion himself
joined in some of the singing. Exclamations were made by Guion, Ravell, Gordon, and
even the members of the orchestra during appropriate places in the music. Many of the
shouts are handwritten in the sheet music found in the Guion Collection in Round Top,
Texas. This was unquestionably Guion’s most ambitious program in terms of how much
time it must have taken to prepare. It also raises questions about the propriety of white
Americans portraying black Americans through use of Black dialect. A few times in the
show this dialect was used as a source of humor, but most often it was a matter of lending
a supposed authenticity to the imagined church service.
Guion sometimes reused the spoken introductions to his musical works in his
shows, cutting passages out of old scripts and pasting them into drafts of scripts for later
31

programs. This was especially the case after the August 4 program, which evidently took
a considerable amount of work to prepare, after which he seemed content to take short
cuts. The final show of the series was on September 22, and it may have been that the rerun effect was a factor in the show’s cancellation. But a more likely reason was that
Guion received a telegram that same day informing him that a date had been set for a
concert for the orchestral premiere of his ballet Shingandi. 52
Guion prepared drafts of scripts and repertoire lists in an effort to sell radio
executives on a new series. Unlike Hearing America with Guion, with its assortment of
various styles and genres, there was a new emphasis on displaying the composer’s
versatility with entire shows focusing on his Western music, his classical compositions,
or his popular music.
The new series, David Guion and Orchestra, began on January 6, 1932 on Station
WEAF and the NBC network. The orchestra was conducted by Leon Rosebrook. The
show lacked the publicity that had contributed to the success of Hearing America with
Guion, for which practically every episode had been featured in the columns “The
Microphone Will Present” among the three to five outstanding programs highlighted each
day in the upcoming week, and also in “Today on the Radio” as among the approximately
fifteen outstanding broadcasts of the day. The new series received this distinction in
“The Microphone Will Present” only in the first episode and in “Today on the Radio”
only in the second episode. By the second month of the series, “Today on the Radio” had
acquired a new format in which David Guion and Orchestra would be listed among sixty
52
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or more programs that were featured for the day. It is hard to envision this lack of
publicity as the result of a change in the quality of the program, because the scripts
indicate that there was hardly any difference in format between the two series. The
scripts of the second series reflect extensive borrowing from the first series. But one
difference is that Guion’s last words on the show, just before the reprise of the signature
theme, Turkey in the Straw, were always “Goodnight, Mother.”
The third episode was cut to only fifteen minutes, necessitated by the preceding
program. This was however to become a permanent change beginning with the sixth
episode, along with a schedule change from Wednesday night to Tuesday night. The
schedule change was announced during his previous program, but what was not
announced was a change in station. Now his show would be on WJZ instead of WEAF.
This may or may not have been a station change in other parts of the country that picked
up the show on the NBC network. Further confusion was caused by the New York Times
announcement, which on the preceding Sunday still listed the show as scheduled for
Wednesday night. 53 For the seventh episode, Guion started to add to the press notice of
pieces scheduled for his program: “Note: Publicity Man—Please see that program is
printed, in newspapers, as above. Credit must be given me for each number. Guion.” 54
This resulted in better publicity for the eighth episode: “A program made up entirely of
his own compositions will be presented by David Guion and his orchestra over the WJZ
network. Guion also will act as narrator and accompany Paul Ravell, baritone, in
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presenting….” 55
It was a struggle to fit the program into a fifteen-minute time slot. Drafts of the
seventh episode script reveal that Guion was able to trim twenty seconds by shortening
the announcer’s opening remarks, and that he considered cutting forty-five seconds from
the end by omitting the reprise of The Bold Vaquero, his cowboy yell, and his trademark
closing of “Goodnight, Mother,” and he may have actually done so.
We might imagine that Guion was increasingly disillusioned with the
circumstances of his show. And yet he seemed to pick fights that we might not have
expected, as evidenced by a peculiar note at the beginning of the script for the eighth
episode: “Note: Do not use the phrase ‘ladies and gentlemen’ in introducing or closing
this program.” 56 This was not merely a matter of being out of character for the show.
We can easily imagine how the composer’s temper flared, being that he was so timeconscious as to consider omitting his customary “Goodnight, Mother” only to hear the
announcer improvise a message that included an unwarranted “Ladies and gentlemen.”
And to make matters worse, there probably also occurred something to provoke this note
at the end of the script of the eighth episode: “Note: Announcers will not give their names
on programs requiring only formal introductory notes.” 57
It probably was the last straw. The script for the ninth episode, March 1, 1932, is
only in draft form and does not include the revisions that were used to shorten the
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announcer’s opening statement in the previous episode. The program was listed in “The
Microphone Will Present” on Sunday, but not in “Today on the Radio.” By the following
week, Guion’s time slot had been filled with “Beauty,” with Ruth Jordan and tenor John
Fogarty. 58
It would be more than two years before Guion would again return to the role of
cowboy musician, this time at Carnegie Hall on November 17, 1934 in a program for the
“Odd Series of Entertainments for Children and Young People.” The first half of the
program featured “Te Ata, the charming Indian princess in a vivid presentation of dances,
legends and songs from different tribes of American Indians,” with the second half, billed
as “David Guion and his ‘Singin’ Cowboys,’ … presenting thrilling stories and songs of
their own experiences… in a setting of the Wild West.” 59 The “Singin’ Cowboys” were
the Cavaliers Quartette consisting of tenors Morton Bowe and Fred Keating, baritone
John Seagle, and bass Stanley McClelland, and for each of them this is the only
performance for which I have any knowledge of their appearing together with Guion.
This would be Guion’s last cowboy concert, and one of his last public performances.
The vogue for singing cowboys of course continued long after Guion’s radio
programs, and just as Guion left the radio studio for the last time, such radio stars as Tex
Ritter and especially Gene Autry and Roy Rogers launched their film careers. But Guion
did not follow them to Hollywood, as he was neither a singer nor an actor.
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Chapter 3. African-American Spirituals
Although it was for his arrangements of cowboy songs that David Guion was most
renowned, at the beginning of his career as a composer, his arrangements of AfricanAmerican spirituals figured much more prominently in his compositional output. When
in 1917 he went to New York to establish himself as a composer, his only published work
had been Texas Fox Trot, which he had published on his own in Ballinger. It was on
August 24 of that year that he first had one of his works accepted by a professional
publisher: Hopi Indian Cradle Song was published by Boosey & Co. Then on December
13, he had several works accepted by M. Witmark & Sons: Texas Fox Trot (which would
now become available commercially), several art songs (Embers, The Ghostly Galley and
Prayer During Battle), a “song of the South” entitled Ol’ Marse Adam, and a number of
so-called “Darkey Spirituals”:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hark, from de Tombs
Holy Bible
I Sees Lawd Jesus a Comin’
John de Bap-a-tist
Jubilee
Little David
My Little Soul’s Gwine a Shine
Satan’s a Liar an’ a Conjur Too
Sinner, Don’ Let Dis Harves’ Pass
Some o’ these Days
You Jes’ Will Git Ready, You Gwine a Die

Three more “Darkey Spirituals” were accepted by M. Witmark & Sons on March 1,
1918:
•
•
•

Nobody Knows de Trouble I Sees
Poor Sinner
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
36

Alongside this late addition to the collection of “Darkey Spirituals” are eight more songs
accepted by publishers in 1918:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Greatest Miracle of All (G. Schirmer, October 12)
Loss (Boosey & Co., February 28)
My Own Laddie (G. Schirmer, November 12)
De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’ (G. Schirmer, December 27)
Old Maid Blues (Harms Co., January 5)
Return (G. Schirmer, September 21)
Within Your Eyes (Boosey & Co., February 28)

Thus of the twenty-seven Guion compositions that were accepted by publishers in 1917
and 1918 (It should be noted that although Prayer During Battle was accepted by M.
Witmark & Sons in 1917, it would not be published until 1919 by G. Schirmer under the
title Prayer), the majority were spirituals: fourteen comprised the set of “Darkey
Spirituals” issued by M. Witmark & Sons, and one additional spiritual was De Ol’ Ark’s
a-Moverin’, published by G. Schirmer. The preponderance of spirituals among Guion’s
early works is ever more striking when we consider that through the rest of his
compositional career, he wrote only three more works that fit into the same category:
Shout Yo’ Glory (published by G. Schirmer in 1919), Run, Mary, Run (published by G.
Schirmer in 1921), and O My Lawd, What Shall I Do? (published by Harold Flammer in
1924). Two more works that I wish to consider in the following chapter are not
spirituals, strictly speaking, but are closely related: the piano piece Brudder Sinkiller and
his Flock of Sheep (1925), and De Lawd’s Baptizin’ (1937).
The fourteen “Darkey Spirituals” published by M. Witmark & Sons, though
belonging to a set, were issued separately as sheet music, each at the relatively expensive
price of sixty cents. The inside cover of each one lists all of the titles in the set, and not
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in alphabetical order. The ordering does not appear to be deliberate, as I have not
uncovered any evidence that the fourteen “Darkey Spirituals” were ever performed as a
song cycle. Some of them were sung as a set, however, on November 10, 1917 at Studio
810 of Carnegie Hall. It was a recital in which composers performed their own works,
and it is the first known public performance that included vocal works by Guion. The
program opened with “Original Piano Compositions” by Guion (clearly not the
designation of a “suite”!), and closed with ‘Darkey “Spirituals”,’ also by Guion, sung by
Miss Lois Fox. The recital must have been well received, for it predated the signed
royalty agreement between Guion and Witmark for these spirituals by a month. There is
no indication on the program which spirituals he used, and in which order. The program
notes, however, attempt to put the spirituals in context:
Miss Fox’s interpretation of Negro life, as portrayed in these Folk Lore Songs and
Melodies, shows clearly that this original music means far more than has hitherto
been shown on the Vaudeville stage. It is self expression of a race closely
affiliated with the American.
Miss Fox’s voice is especially adapted to these touching songs of slavery and
bondage, and wins the heart of her listener. The longings, thoughts and
outpourings of a race for its freedom resound through these songs of the
Southland. 60
The program notes also include a brief essay by Lois Fox entitled “What the
Negro Music Means to Me”:
From early childhood the weird cadence, the beauty and pathos of the music of
the negro slave has always thrilled me. To promote and preserve this unique
phase of art of a people once in bondage is my great desire. The public does not
grasp the importance of saving this traditional music from oblivion. What a pity
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it would be to lose forever such a treasure of sounds, each one of which bears a
story in its own peculiar intonation.
There is no other race whose music is more delicately shaded in expression, or
shows more accurately the state of mind of the singer, than that of the old-time
slave. Every note contains some plaintiff [sic] element that has more the
intonation of a sigh than a laugh.
Every tone is that of prayer, supplication or sorrow. Even their hallelujahs have
the ring of distress. It is almost impossible to find words that can describe this
music, and few singers can correctly imitate it.
The modern ‘Coon song’ is no more akin to real negro music than their lyrics are
to the poetry of Psalms. 61
Especially striking in Miss Fox’s essay is that as she explains her affinity for the
spirituals, she can hardly refrain from treating them as exotic through the use of such
adjectives as “weird” and “peculiar.” As I will show, this tendency was commonplace
among white Americans who found African-American spirituals moving but were
reluctant to embrace the spirituals wholeheartedly.
In an article in the Texas Monthly, Guion claimed that he had written his spiritual
arrangements prior to the fall of 1912:
When I went to Vienna to study, I took along a group of the spirituals I had
arranged, which was several years before any American composer had one
published. After I came home, fourteen of these arrangements of mine were
published at the same time. 62
A better informed viewpoint on the significance of African-American spirituals
can be gained by considering the writings of Guion’s contemporary Nathaniel Dett, who,
upon becoming the first African-American to chair the music department at Hampton
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Institute in Virginia, inherited the task of expanding and revising the institute’s renowned
collection of spirituals. In the preface, Dett wrote:
It is a well-known fact that humanity is most prayerful in the hour of need.
Religion comes then as the reverberation of a great cry of soul; which explains in
brief the Negro spiritual, which more than almost any other folk-music in the
world is a great cry of soul whose burden is of age-old promises of eternal
freedom, of feasts of milk and honey, and of the divine glory of a love allinclusive. 63
Later in this chapter I will identify Guion’s specific sources for the spirituals that
he arranged. But first I wish to survey the broad tradition of spirituals, including the
circumstances in which they came to be collected, written down, and propagated.
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The early history of the spirituals

The tradition of African-American spirituals dates back to organized efforts in the
eighteenth century to convert slaves to Christianity. 64 Many early commentaries on
spirituals tried, on the basis of scant evidence, to identify the origins of their melodies
with hymns of the Baptists, Methodists and other Protestant denominations, while
equating their exotic aspects (their rhythm, unusual harmonies, and performance style)
with the music of Africa. Despite the existence of a few Black churches in the South
prior to the Civil War, for the most part, slaves were able to take part in religious
activities only in camp meetings, in which Blacks and Whites worshipped together, or in
churches for White congregations, in which the Blacks usually had to sit in the gallery. 65
The question of whether the tunes of the spirituals arose under the influence of hymns
sung in Southern churches is far less relevant than the social circumstances surrounding
this repertory; the spiritual freedom promised by the Christian faith was strikingly at odds
with the condition of slavery. This contradiction is often reflected in the words of the
spirituals, which may convey a Biblical message while at the same time referring to
slavery either explicitly or implicitly. Nathaniel Dett explained:
[H]ow… shall one explain the strong, unwavering note of hope of final
recompense, and the assurance of the perfectness of another life to come, unless
one is willing to admit that the slave brought with him from Africa a religious
inheritance which, far from being shaken in any way, was strengthened by his
American experience?... It was nothing else… than this religious inheritance, this
oriental regard for parable and prophecy, which made easy the incorporation into
the spiritual of so much of Bible story; for in striving to give voice to his
64
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experiences the slave found in the Testaments, in the story of the children of
Israel, for instance, much in the way of a text that was ready made; all of which
was quite to his liking though, of course, unconsciously, for he could thus sing of
one thing and mean another. 66
Francis Hoyt described the spirituals eloquently and in a Romantic vein in the
introduction to one of the early published collections:
As the creation of the peculiar experiences of an enslaved people; as a faithful
witness to their abject bondage, to their mental darkness, to their yearnings for
deliverance, to their religious aspirations as the solace for earthly and bodily
woes, to their scanty joys mingled with many sorrows, and to their touching and
almost incredible patience and hope under all forms and degrees of deprivation,
neglect, and outrage, they speak with an almost infinite pathos to the heart of
humanity, and become an important, though fragmentary, contribution to the
history of mankind. Here are indelibly fixed those phases of thought and
character which exhibit at once the characteristics of the colored people and their
experiences during their period of bondage…. We see a people who were torn by
violence from their native soil, humiliated, robbed of all civil rights, often
outraged by the infliction of every conceivable wrong and cruelty, yet not
becoming, one and all, vengeful and implacable toward the white race, but, in
general, preserving their amiability and affectionateness, slowly but surely
emerging from ancestral heathenism, and, as far and fast as opportunity was
afforded, taking language and Christian truth and civilization from those who held
them in bondage! Here we see these people voicing as best they could the
religious truths which solaced them in their heart-breaking sorrows, softened their
natures, and kindled in them unquenchable hopes of deliverance and joy in a life
to come. Here we see immortal, though darkened, minds grasping with a firm
faith Bible facts and truths, and weaving them into verse—not of orderly
arrangement and artistic style, but full of energy and fervor—and creating for that
verse music which, in its plaintive tenderness, its joyful notes, and its triumphant
strains, has never been surpassed. 67
Dena Epstein identified the primary musical characteristics of the spirituals as
“syncopation, call-and-response form, strong rhythm, [and] repeated short melodic
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phrases.” 68
Many who heard the spirituals described them as mournful. The Freedmen’s
Inquiry Commission wrote that “the negro songs of South Carolina are, with scarcely an
exception, plaintive, despondent and religious.” 69 But this opinion was not unanimous.
One observer wrote: “These songs, much to my surprise, were all cheerful in their
tendency, and all in the major key. I had read much of the plaintive airs of the slaves; but
have not heard one since I came among them.” 70 Of course, this observer was unable to
transcend his own culture’s association of the major scale with happiness and the minor
scale with sorrow, and certainly did not experience the spirituals in the same way as those
who sang them. It is highly significant that those who sought these spirituals reported
that the former slaves did not sing any secular songs. But Dena Epstein refuted this myth
that the slaves had no secular music. 71
Prior to the Civil War, the music of the spirituals was documented only
anecdotally and not in music notation. Starting in 1861, only a dozen or so spirituals
were published as sheet music, none of them ever reaching a wide audience, prior to the
publication in 1867 of Slave Songs of the United States, the first collection of its type. 72
The spirituals, though published in a multitude of books between the 1860s and
the 1920s, are so uniform in words, melody and harmony from one book to the next as to
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obscure the variety that is a hallmark of music in oral tradition. It almost seems as
though each spiritual was sung everywhere throughout the South with exactly the same
tune and words. In order to understand how this became the case, it is necessary to
examine how the spirituals came to be written down and published.
The first efforts at collecting and transcribing the spirituals began in the 1860s,
primarily in three places: the Sea Islands off the coast of Georgia and South Carolina;
Nashville, Tennessee; and Hampton, Virginia. In each of these locations, the collecting
of spirituals took place in unique historical circumstances.
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The spirituals from the Sea Islands
Prior to the Civil War, in the Sea Islands along the coast of South Carolina and Georgia,
the slaves outnumbered white property owners by a ratio of more than thirty to one, and
as a consequence both of this high concentration of slaves and also the relative isolation
of the islands, many aspects of African culture survived here in a more pristine form than
elsewhere in the South. 73 A week after the Civil War began in April, 1861, President
Lincoln ordered a blockade of the entire coastline of the Confederate States, which would
effectively prevent international trade and disrupt the Confederate economy. By
November, when Union forces captured Port Royal harbor, most of the whites had
already abandoned the Sea Islands, leaving behind a huge population of slaves and a
large cotton crop that, because the war disrupted trade between the North and the South,
was all the more valuable. 74 Volunteers began to arrive from the North in 1861 as
teachers and missionaries eager to prove what the former slaves could achieve as
working, educated freedmen.; among the volunteers were Charles Ware, his cousin
William Allen, and nineteen-year-old Lucy McKim. 75 It was primarily the work of these
three people, and Lucy’s husband Wendell Garrison, that culminated in the publication of
Slave Songs of the United States in 1867.
Among those who collected spirituals in the Sea Islands during the Civil War,
only Miss McKim, who visited Port Royal for three weeks in June, 1862, had the
experience of a professional musician:
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Her abolitionist background made her receptive; her musical training prepared her
for a respectful appreciation of a style she could not emulate. [She] was the first
to describe this music in terms of its style and technique, rather than focusing on
religious or political aspects of slavery while regarding the music as
indescribable. 76
Dena Epstein appraised the abilities of these three collectors for the task of collecting and
notating the slave songs at a time when not only had sound recording not yet been
invented, but there had not yet emerged any formal academic discipline of folklore
studies, when even in Europe, collection of folk music was only in its infancy. She found
that all three of them
displayed concern for a music that they could not fully understand, but that they
recognized as valuable, attractive, and eminently worth preserving from the
hazards of time and historic change. Among the three of them were education,
skills, and talents that made them as well qualified as any of their generation for
the work they set out to do. 77
Though he was only an amateur musician, the entries in William Allen’s diary show that
his musical training equipped him for the task of music dictation. 78 He was a Harvard
graduate who later would become a professor of history at the University of Wisconsin.
His cousin Charles Ware was also a Harvard graduate and amateur pianist whose father
was a charter member of the Harvard Music Association. 79 Lucy McKim had been a
piano teacher since age fifteen, and upon her return to Philadelphia in 1862 she published
two spirituals that she had arranged with piano accompaniment. In 1865 she married
Wendell Garrison, who five months earlier had become the first literary editor of The
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Nation. 80 Garrison published an announcement in The Nation announcing the
forthcoming publication of Slave Songs of the United States and inviting other collectors
to send what they had found. 81 In the intervening years Allen had continued to collect
spirituals in Virginia.
It turned out that this project was a unique opportunity, because as early as 1867,
a collector who was still in Port Royal reported that the freedmen would hardly ever sing
the spirituals anymore. 82 Seven years later, the editor of a subsequent collection of
spirituals reiterated this point:
[T]he freedmen have an unfortunate inclination to despise [the music of the past]
as a vestige of slavery; those who learned it in the old time, when it was the
natural outpouring of their sorrows and longings, are dying off; and if efforts are
not made for its preservation the country will soon have lost this wonderful music
of bondage. 83
As for the music that was replacing the spirituals, William Allen quoted what Harriet
Beecher Stowe had written only months earlier:
repeating two lines of a hymn, and then singing it, and then two more, ad
infinitum. They use for this sort of worship that one everlasting melody, which
may be remembered by all persons familiar with Western and Southern campmeetings, as applying equally well to long, short or common metre. 84
Slave Songs of the United States did not sell nearly so many copies as its editors
anticipated, and favorable reviews came mostly from anti-slavery publications rather than
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music journals. The book was reprinted in 1871, and after that not again until 1929.
The 136 examples in Slave Songs of the United States are unaccompanied
melodies. Some of them appear to have phrases with two notes sung at the same time,
but this indicates not polyphony, but rather that different versions are notated on the same
staff. The notation hardly suggests the way the songs were actually sung or how they
sounded. In the preface, William Allen explained the performance style:
There is no singing in parts, as we understand it, and yet no two appear to be
singing the same thing—the leading singer starts the words of each verse, often
improvising, and the others, who “base” him, as it is called, strike in with the
refrain, or even join in the solo, when the words are familiar. When the “base”
begins, the leader often stops, leaving the rest of his words to be guessed at, or it
may be they are taken up by one of the other singers. And the “basers”
themselves seem to follow their own whims, beginning when they please and
leaving off when they please, striking an octave above or below (in case they have
pitched the tune too low or too high), or hitting some other note than chords, so as
to produce the effect of a marvellous [sic] complication and variety, and yet with
the most perfect time, and rarely with any discord. And what makes it all the
harder to unravel a thread of melody out of this strange network is that, like birds,
they seem not infrequently to strike sounds that cannot be precisely represented
by the gamut, and abound in “slides from one note to another, and turns and
cadences not in articulated notes.” “It is difficult,” writes Miss McKim, “to
express the entire character of these negro ballads by mere musical notes and
signs. The odd turns made in the throat, and the curious rhythmic effect produced
by single voices chiming in at different irregular intervals, seem almost as
impossible to place on the score as the singing of birds or the tones of an Aeolian
Harp.” There are also apparent irregularities in the time, which it is no less
difficult to express accurately. 85
Elaborating further on the performance style, Allen wrote: “The rests… do not indicate a
cessation in the music, but only in part of the singers. They overlap in singing… in such
a degree that at no time is there any complete pause.” 86
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The editors of Slave Songs of the United States preserved the songs using the
Black dialect in which they had been sung. A large part of the preface is devoted to an
explanation of the features of this dialect.
Few of the spirituals in Slave Songs of the United States are well known today.
Among the few exceptions are “Roll, Jordan, Roll,” “Michael Row the Boat Ashore,”
“Rock o’ My Soul,” and “Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve Had.” One of the curiosities
among a collection of seven secular songs from Louisiana at the end of the book,
collected before the Civil War, is “Lolotte,” which resembles “Skip to My Lou” in a
minor key. This tune had been used by Gottschalk in his piano piece “La Savane,”
published in 1849.
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The spirituals of the Fisk University Jubilee Singers
The next important collection of African-American spirituals was produced by the
Jubilee Singers of Fisk University in Nashville in 1872. Fisk University was established
in 1867 on a half block of land purchased two years earlier “for the purpose of
establishing a permanent institution for the education of the freedmen. At that time no
provision for colored children was made by either the city or State, in the public
schools.” 87 The university relied heavily on charitable contributions from the North
through the cooperation of the American Missionary Association. The treasurer of the
university, Professor George L. White, organized the Jubilee Singers as a choir of nine
students, seven of them former slaves, who endeavored to raise $20,000 through their
concerts for the construction of the first permanent building on the campus, Jubilee
Hall. 88 Each of the singers had come to Fisk University to become “instructors of their
race,” and to this end, “[t]heir musical training has been only incidental.” 89
Theo. F. Seward, editor of the New York Musical Gazette, wrote these spirituals
down in music notation as they had been harmonized by the Jubilee Singers instinctively.
“[Each of these spirituals] was taken down from the singing of the band, during repeated
interviews held for the purpose, and no line or phrase was introduced that did not receive
full indorsement [sic] from the singers.” 90 Of the 24 spirituals included in this volume,
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22 had never before been published. 91 Seward emphasized that his role was merely to
notate the harmonizations, not to arrange them himself: “The Jubilee Singers, no doubt,
represent the highest average of culture among the colored people, but the singing of
these songs is all their own….” 92
Seward noted some of the characteristic features of these melodies: strict
adherence to regular, duple meter (never triple meter, which is antithetical to the swaying
motion that accompanies their performance), complicated rhythms, and in about half of
the songs, use of the pentatonic scale C-D-E-G-A. 93
The choirmaster, Professor White, took down the words of these spirituals as sung
by the choir, and a key issue was to avoid use of Black dialect:
By the severe discipline to which the Jubilee Singers have been subjected in the
school-room, they have been educated out of the peculiarities of the Negro
dialect, and they do not attempt to imitate the peculiar pronunciation of their
race. 94
Yet this dialect still turns up in several of the spirituals, such as Turn Back Pharaoh’s
Army, which begins with the words “Gwine to write to Massa Jesus,” or I’m a Trav’ling
to the Grave. The performance manner of the Jubilee Singers was similarly tailored to
the sensitivities of Northern audiences: “They do not attempt to imitate the grotesque
bodily motions or the drawling intonations that often characterize the singing of great
congregations of the colored people in their excited religious meetings.” 95
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In what was describes as an “experiment… [that] had never been tried” 96 before,
the Jubilee Singers began to give concerts in the North in October, 1871. Press reviews
appearing on the last pages of the booklet issued the following year express genuine
fascination with the emotionally stirring performances, heaping praise on the spirituals
while at the same time denigrating them and the race of their creators with such words as
“queer,” “weird,” “ignorant,” “quaint,” “wild” and “peculiar.” 97 Even the sincerest
advocates of this music, such as Seward himself, could hardly refrain from falling into
the habit of viewing it as primitive:
[T]he critic stands completely disarmed in [the] presence [of these melodies]. He
must not only recognize their immense power over audiences which include many
people of the highest culture, but, if he be not thoroughly encased in prejudice, he
must yield a tribute of admiration on his own part, and acknowledge that these
songs touch a chord which the most consummate art fails to reach. Something of
this result is doubtless due to the singers as well as to their melodies. The
excellent rendering of the Jubilee Band is made more effective and the interest is
intensified by the comparison of their former state of slavery and degradation with
the present prospects and hopes of their race, which crowd upon every listener’s
mind during the singing of their songs….
Their origin is unique. They are never “composed” after the manner of ordinary
music, but spring into life, ready made, from the white heat of religious fervor
during some protracted meeting in church or camp. They come from no musical
cultivation whatever, but are the simple, ecstatic utterances of wholly untutored
minds. From so unpromising a source we could reasonably expect only such a
mass of crudities as would be unendurable to the cultivated ear. On the contrary,
however, the cultivated listener confesses to a new charm, and to a power never
before felt, at least in its kind. What can we infer from this but that the child-like,
receptive minds of these unfortunates were wrought upon with a true inspiration,
and that this gift was bestowed upon them by an ever-watchful Father, to quicken
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the pulses of life, and to keep them from the state of hopeless apathy into which
they were in danger of falling. 98
The first volume of Jubilee Songs contains twenty-four spirituals, of which nine
are unharmonized. Three of them had also been included in Slave Songs of the United
States: “Many Thousand Gone,” “Nobody Knows the Trouble I See, Lord,” and “Roll,
Jordan, Roll.” Among the best-known spirituals in the first volume of Jubilee Songs are
“Give Me Jesus,” “Go Down, Moses,” “Swing Low,” and “Steal Away.”
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The spirituals of the Hampton Student Singers
Hampton lies across from Norfolk where the James, Nansemond and Elizabeth rivers join
together as “Hampton Roads” before flowing into Chesapeake Bay. In 1861 the city was
burned by Confederates as the Union forces approached to enforce the blockade. The
Union forces were fortified at Fort Monroe in Hampton, while the Confederates
controlled Norfolk and the inland rivers. It was at Fort Monroe that General Benjamin
Butler declared that escaped slaves reaching Union lines would not be returned to
slavery. The former slaves flocked to Fort Monroe, where they worked in exchange for
food and shelter. 99
The real meaning of the war and its inevitable end became apparent, and the
question was no longer, “What is to be done with the slaves?” but instead, “What
is to be done with the freedmen?”
New [B]ern, North Carolina, and Hampton, Virginia, were the two cities of refuge
to which they fled, their lives in their hands, as the Israelites of old fled from the
avengers of blood. Fortress Monroe and its guns offered tangible protection, and
the spirit of the officers in command promised a surer protection still; so that in
little squads, in families, singly, or by whole plantations, the negroes flocked
within the Northern lines, until the whole area of ground protected by the Union
encampments was crowded with their hurriedly-built cabins of rudely-split
logs. 100
In this same year, Mary Peake, an African-American who had been educated in
the North, began teaching the former slaves at Hampton under an oak tree. She worked
tirelessly despite failing health, and died the next year. In 1863, the community gathered
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at this same tree to hear Union soldiers read the Emancipation Proclamation, the first
time it was ever read in the South.
At the end of the Civil War, as Hampton had the highest density of fugitives of
any point on the Atlantic coast, General Samuel C. Armstrong advocated that a school be
built there for African-Americans to be trained as teachers. A promotional book 101 issued
in 1874 described the urgency of this effort:
[T]he experience of the most successful missionaries, all the world over, as well
as that of the leading practical educators of the South, induces them to prefer
always trained teachers of the same race as those whom they are destined to teach,
and already the demand for colored teachers in Virginia alone could not be
supplied by all the Southern States together. To-day, thousands of colored
children in Virginia and the Carolinas are without elementary schools, not from
any unwillingness of the part of the State governments to supply them, not
because salaries and school-houses are wanting, but solely because there are no
teachers; and it would hardly be possible to find more speedy means for
facilitating popular education in the South then the establishment of institutions
devoted primarily to the training of colored teachers. Hampton is doing just this
work, for nine tenths of the graduates she sends out become at once teachers of
colored schools…. 102
[T]he State governments are gradually assuming the charge of the elementary
instruction of the colored people, but the feeling against mixed schools is still so
strong that they are shut out from all Southern collegiate institutions, and
consequently are able to get no professional training except in schools established,
like Hampton, especially for them. 103
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Established in 1868 adjacent to the Emancipation Oak with two teachers and twenty
students and with Gen. Armstrong as its principal, 104 the Hampton Normal and
Agricultural Institute was based on the premise of self-reliance, that African-Americans
could prepare to educate their own race, while at the same time working to pay a
substantial part of the cost of their own education, for example by working on the
school’s farms, in its print shop, or on the construction of the school itself. If this seems
to echo the self-reliance philosophy of Booker T. Washington, it is in large part because
he was a student of the Hampton Institute.
The origins of the Hampton Institute are intricately connected with the
development of Black spirituals, as Gen. Armstrong envisioned an effort similar to that of
the Fisk University Jubilee Singers. In June, 1872, he brought in Thomas P. Fenner, a
professor at the Conservatory of Music in Providence, to head the department of music at
Hampton Institute and to organize and train a choir. This choir, consisting of seventeen
students, of which twelve were former slaves, became known as the Hampton Student
Singers. 105 Fenner’s task was described as “developing this characteristic slave music in
its own lines… and… preserving… in these old-time melodies the pathos and wail which
those who have listened to the singing on the old plantations recognize as the ‘real
thing.’” 106 In his own words, there were
two legitimate methods of treating this music: either to render it in its absolute,
rude simplicity [i.e., to document it exactly without changing any details], or to
develop it without destroying its original characteristics, the only proper field for
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such development being in harmony…. The inspiration of numbers; the
overpowering chorus, covering defects; the swaying of the body; the rhythmical
stamping of the feet; and all the wild enthusiasm of the Negro camp meetings—
these evidently cannot be transported to the boards of public performance. To
secure variety and do justice to the music, I have, therefore, treated it by both
methods. 107
Fenner explained the difficulty of notating the melodies:
[T]ones are frequently employed which we have no musical characters to
represent…. These tones are variable in pitch, ranging through an entire interval
on different occasions, according to the inspiration of the singer. They are rarely
discordant and often add a charm to the performance. It is of course impossible to
explain them in words, and to those who wish to sing them, the best advice is that
most useful in learning to pronounce a foreign language, Study all the rules you
please, then—go listen to a native. 108

At the inception of the Hampton Institute, students lived in tents, until these were
replaced by crudely and hastily constructed cabins. But the cabins were intended only as
a temporary facility, to be replaced with dormitories. The first dormitory, Virginia Hall,
would be only for women, and a men’s dormitory would be built later. The Hampton
Student Singers had as their goal to raise the entire $75,000 needed to build Virginia
Hall. 109 They gave their first public concerts in Washington D. C. and Philadelphia in
February, 1873. Their first public concert was preceded that same day by a performance
for President Grant at the White House. 110 In New York they performed twice in
concerts at which the Fisk Jubilee Singers were present and preparing to depart on a
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European tour. 111 Only in the second half of the summer did the Hampton Student
Singers have time to resume their studies, while still touring New England. They did not
return to Hampton until January, 1874. 112
As the Hampton Student Singers prepared for their second tour, a promotional
booklet was assembled that explained the history and the mission of the school. Included
at the end of this booklet were fifty “cabin and plantation songs” arranged by Mr. Fenner.
Alongside the collection published by Fisk University in 1872, these fifty “cabin and
plantation songs” represented the third important early publication of African-American
spirituals. Most of these spirituals had not been published previously, except for a few
that appeared in the Fisk collection, and were used with permission. The Hampton
collection was reprinted almost annually until it was expanded in 1890 with 44 additional
pages. Then in 1900 it was enlarged once again with 44 more songs, to a total of 178
pages of music, and reissued under the title “Religious Folk Songs of the Negro.” An
additional 25 spirituals were added in 1909, and the choir leader noted that “It is
exceedingly gratifying to know that these songs… are not only continuing to hold their
own among white people but are becoming more and more popular with Negores.” 113 In
1924 the collection was reorganized and expanded by composer R. Nathaniel Dett to
include 235 pages of music.
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Other early collections of spirituals
With the first edition of the Hampton collection, there was a conscious effort not to reissue spirituals that had already been published in the Fisk collection, except for a few of
the best-known spirituals that were explicitly attributed to the Fisk collection in the book
issued by Hampton Institute. In some cases, these spirituals that appear in both
collections differ in their harmonization, and in other cases they have similar words but
much different melodies. 114 Generally speaking, though, there is little overlap between
the two collections. In subsequent volumes of spirituals issued by various publishers, the
spirituals hardly ever came from folk sources directly, but usually were taken from the
Fisk or Hampton collections verbatim, or with minor editing such as correcting the
rhythm of a single note or chord in a measure that had too few beats. Moreover, the most
substantive change between various editions would be the substitution of open harmony
with close harmony, as the Fisk and Hampton choirs included performers who could sing
the bass and tenor parts comfortably even in a very low register. In this way, the choral
adaptations made at Fisk University and Hampton Institute became the standardized
versions of these spirituals and quickly supplanted the widely varied folk versions, which
became less and less popular among African-Americans as a vestige of the era of slavery.
In 1883, Rev. Dr. Marshall W. Taylor, an African-American whose mother had
been freed from slavery just before he was born, and whose wife had also been a slave,
issued a much different collection of spirituals. He described the music from a
thoroughly Romanticized vantage point:
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Every line contained in these melodies breathes a prayer for liberty, physical and
spiritual. They reveal in every sentence either the pathetic moan of a slave in
almost utter despair, yet panting, groaning, bitterly wailing and still hoping for
freedom; or of a freedman with his heart lifted up to God, melting in the purest
fires of devotional thanksgiving for deliverance from cruel bonds, the auctionblock, and years of unrequited, grinding toil given for those who had no right to
his labor. 115
As the title of his collection implies, Taylor made a distinction between “revival
songs,” which “were sung in the white congregations of the South, and were found in old
religious song-books” from “plantation melodies,” which “originated with the colored
people themselves, and are the outgrowth of their peculiar experiences, reflections, and
fancies.” 116
The “revival songs” in Taylor’s book were provided by his mother. Describing
them in the introduction to Taylor’s collection, Francis Hoyt wrote:
[T]hese stirring devotional hymns, with their well adapted tunes, the colored
people attendant upon the white congregations memorized, loved and adapted.
Not being able to read, and, therefore, unable to correct their recollections by
reference to the printed page, they often confused both the sense and the verses—
thus bringing these “revival songs” of their adoption to partake more or less of the
character of those which were entirely of their own invention. 117
Whereas Fenner and especially Seward attempted to notate the spirituals exactly
as the Jubilee Singers and the Hampton Student Singers performed them, Taylor had an
entirely different view of the authenticity of the spirituals as he presented them in his
collection:
[W]hile retaining much of the old we have also laid hands upon the new order of
things, accompanying each song or melody with music originally prepared for it,
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and for use only in this book. Verses apparently [p. 7] meaningless have been
given an interpretation which render them no less beautiful, but far more useful.
The syntax has occasionally been corrected, but the dialect is left unchanged, as it
was desired to preserve in their original grandeur the forms of speech. 118
The “composer” for Taylor’s collection was a former slave, Miss Josephine
Robinson. The title page lists Miss Amelia Taylor and Miss Hettie Taylor as having
copied the music; presumably these were the daughters of Rev. Taylor. It is written in
the author’s preface that “[t]he melodies and songs here have been gathered from every
direction, and the music prepared by Miss Josephine Robinson and Miss Amelia C.
Taylor. The arrangement and supervision of the work was largely done by Mrs. Kate
Taylor, my wife, and the copying by Miss Hettie G. Taylor.” 119 “Copying” probably
meant initially setting the melodies down in music notation; this is the same expression
that Lucy McKim Garrison had used for this same task. “Musical composition” and “the
music prepared by” presumably refer to creating piano accompaniment to the melodies.
Of the “plantation melodies,” Hoyt wrote:
Some were written down as [Dr. Taylor] heard them sung in religious meetings;
others from dictation; others were found in “ballad-books”; and a few have been
composed by Dr. Taylor when he found no appropriate words—that is, no words
appropriate for his book—attached to tunes which he desired to preserve.
In many instances, as was to be expected, different versions of the same songs
have been found, and much carefulness and skill have been required in fitting
together the best parts of these versions and in writing for them the music to
which they were originally sung. The result, it is believed, is a unique and
valuable collection of the religious songs and the weird, but charming melodies
for which the colored people of America have become famous the world over. 120
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The Taylor collection is not readily usable for performance, because there is no
text underlay, and the number of notes or chords does not match the number of syllables.
The characteristically complex rhythms noted by Seward and well represented in the Fisk
and Hampton collections are largely absent from the Taylor collection, perhaps
suggesting that Taylor’s daughters were not sufficiently skilled in music dictation to
notate the rhythms accurately. Moreover, the methodological nonchalance that Taylor’s
remarks express concerning his handling of the lyrics implies that neither was it a
primary concern to notate the melodies exactly as they were sung in oral tradition.
Although Taylor’s collection may be impractical for performance use, it is
significant not only for its size (172 songs) and also for the uniqueness of its contents.
Scarcely more than a handful of the spirituals it includes are well known today (aside
from Go Down, Moses; Roll, Jordan, Roll; Sweet Chariot, and a few others). Many of
the spirituals in his book are hardly to be found in other collections.
In 1913, John Nelson Clark Coggin, an African-American Methodist Episcopal
minister in New York City, published Plantation Melodies and Spiritual Songs for use in
schools, colleges, churches and evangelistic meetings, drawing largely from the Fisk and
Hampton collections. With the sale of the books, he hoped to purchase a tent for use in
outdoor meetings as he evangelized among “the reached and unreached people of the
Negro race.” 121 Thus his collection is merely a compilation from other collections, as his
goal was propagation rather than documentation. The extensive contents and a
comparison of the melodies will show that Guion probably had access to this book, and
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as I will explain below, Guion wrote to his sister in 1917 asking her to send him a book
of spirituals. But Guion’s spirituals include a substantial number that apparently did not
derive from any previously published source, which implies that his claims of authority in
the matter of authentic African-American spirituals are not without basis.
A true reflection of the variety among the spirituals as they were sung in the era of
slavery can be found in contrasting published spirituals with similar words but vastly
divergent melodies, and also in contrasting the words of spirituals that reveal melodic
affinities. 122 Later in this chapter I will examine Guion’s spirituals, comparing their
melodies and words with spirituals in the Fisk, Hampton, and other collections where
applicable.
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Variety in rhythm could also be observed in comparing different stanzas of the
same spiritual, examining how the rhythm is adapted to fit the lyrics. For the sake of
brevity I have chosen not to present this in the melodic comparison graphics that follow
Chapter 7. However, such rhythmic adaptation to fit the lyrics accounts for much of the
divergence in rhythm between versions that have similar tunes but different lyrics.
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Guion’s sources for the spirituals
The context for Guion’s “Darkey Spirituals” is provided by a note by “The Publishers”
that is included on the inside cover of the published sheet music:
Darkey “spirituals” are plantation-songs which had their origin for the most part
in the camp-meetings and revivals of other days. Spontaneous in their birth, they
were never conceived with any direct plan or form, and not until lately have they
been perpetuated in a way that enables them to appeal directly to lovers of folksongs. Underlying them all is a religious fervor for which the race is peculiar, and
the idiosyncrasies which accompanied this peculiar manifestation are plainly
discernible throughout all the Spirituals. The whimsical aspect of many of them
may tempt a smile from the uninitiated, but they must never be sung in any but an
intense devotional spirit. To attempt to inject humor into their rendering is to
destroy instantly their real value and significance.
David W. Guion, who has transcribed these Spirituals, being a Southerner by
birth, is well fitted for the task, which to him has been a labor of love. In every
respect, a finished and accomplished musician, Mr. Guion has the additional and,
in this case, inestimable advantage of knowing the darkey well. From his earliest
days he has been in close touch with negro music and folk-lore. His work in thus
perpetuating these quaint and plaintive melodies, with their characteristic text,
constitutes a valuable contribution to the future as well as to the present.
Mr. Guion has succeeded admirably in retaining the true negro interpretations of
these peculiar melodies, and has avoided any temptation to spoil them by the socalled modifications of modern professional improvers. Their charm lies in their
native quaintness and simplicity—graces that can hardly be improved upon. In
their present form, these Spirituals represent a conscious expression of that
indefinable unconscious musical impulse so common to the negroes. 123
I suspect that this publisher’s note was actually written by Guion, because there is a copy
of it in draft form in the Guion collection at Texas Tech University. Furthermore, the
writing style, especially when it comes to the adulations that are heaped upon the
composer, is consistent with that of the scripts of Guion’s radio shows.
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David W. Guion, Hark, from de Tombs [New York: M. Witmark and Sons, 1918].
The same preface is also found on the sheet music of the other compositions in this set of
“Darkey Spirituals.”
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The publisher’s note presents many issues to which I will return later in this
chapter and in Chapter 5, but at present I should like to address Guion’s admonition that
“[t]o attempt to inject humor into [the] rendering [of these spirituals] is to destroy
instantly their real value and significance.” Clearly Guion intended to set his spiritual
arrangements apart from the derogatory tradition of blackface minstrelsy. But perhaps
Guion’s warning did not go far enough, as composer Nathaniel Dett wrote eight years
later:
One must deplore much of the present-day singing of these songs on the concert
platform. So few of the artists of either race seem willing to trust alone to the
inherent beauty of the music to make its own appeal; still fewer seem to realize
that music which has come from the heart of one people, will go by its own
strength to the heart of another; that such music needs no mannerisms or stage
tricks to help it on its way. 124
Guion arrived in New York in 1917 shortly after composer Harry Burleigh had
issued a booklet containing seven spiritual arrangements. Burleigh had been arranging
spirituals for many years and publishing them individually (aside from one publication
that had included three arrangements), but apparently this new release sparked renewed
interest in the genre. A letter to Guion from his sister Neil suggests that Guion turned his
attention as a composer to the African-American spirituals only after realizing that there
was such a demand for them. The letter refers to an unnamed book of spirituals that
Guion had asked Neil to send to him. I did a WorldCat search in an attempt to locate
whichever book Guion might have received from his sister. I narrowed the list down by
excluding books that were not listed among the holdings of any library in Texas, based on
the assumption that such books would be so obscure that it would be hard to imagine that
124

Dett, Religious Folk-Songs of the Negro, xvi.
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Guion would have had a copy of them in Ballinger. Thus the book his sister sent was
likely one of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jubilee Songs: As Sung by the Jubilee Singers, of Fisk University, complete
edition (1872)
A Collection of Revival Hymns and Plantation Melodies, by Marshall W.
Taylor (1883)
Cabin and Plantation Songs, by Bessie Cleaveland (1901) [A revision of the
Hampton collection that was published in 1874. 125
Jubilee Songs: As Sung by the Jubilee Singers, of Fisk University, (1902) [an
expansion of the Fisk collection published in 1872]
Folk Songs of the American Negro, edited by Frederick Jerome Work (1902)
[a supplement to the Fisk collection]
Religious Folk Songs of the Negro, by Thomas P. Fenner (1909, revised 1916)
[An expanded revision of the Hampton collection that was published in 1874]
The Most Popular Plantation Songs, by Gilbert Clifford Noble (1911) 126
Plantation Melodies and Spiritual Songs, by John Nelson Clark Coggin
(1913)
Jubilee and Plantation Songs, edited by James C. Macy (1915) [subtitled
“Characteristic favorites, as sung by the Hampton Students, Jubilee Singers,
Fisk University Students, and other concert companies”]

All but three of the spirituals arranged by Guion (Hark, from de Tombs; I Sees Lawd
Jesus a Comin’; and Shout Yo’ Glory) resemble closely those found in one or more of the
following books. The version most similar to what Guion used is indicated with an
asterisk; where no version has an asterisk, the similarity is in the lyrics but not the
melody.
Holy Bible
• *1902 (Fisk): Holy Bible
• *1907 (Fisk): Holy Bible [same as 1902 version]
• 1913 (Coggin): Before I’d Be a Slave
• *1913 (Coffin): Holy Bible [same as 1902 version]
John de Bap-a-tist
• 1872 (Fisk): Been a Listening
125
126

This volume, which I did not examine, is in the library of Baylor University.
I did not examine this collection. It can be found at the Dallas Public Library.
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• *1874 (Hampton): I’ve Been a-List’ning All de Night Long
• 1913 (Coggin): King Jesus is a-Listening
• 1915 (Macy): Been a Listening [same as 1872 version]
Jubilee
• *1913 (Coggin): Jubilee
Little David
• *1902 (Fisk): Little David
• 1909 (Hampton): Little David, Play on Your Harp
• *1913 (Coggin): Little David [same as 1902 version]
My Little Soul’s Gwine a Shine
• 1872 (Fisk): Shine, Shine
• 1874 (Hampton): Oh, Den My Little Soul’s Gwine to Shine
• 1913 (Coggin): My Little Soul’s Goin’t Shine
• 1915 (Macy): Oh, Then My Little Soul’s Going to Shine [similar to 1874 version]
Nobody Knows de Trouble I Sees
• *1872 (Fisk): Nobody Knows the Trouble I See, Lord
• 1874 (Hampton): Nobody Knows de Trouble I Sees
• *1913 (Coggin): Nobody Knows the Trouble I See, Lord [same as 1872 version]
• *1915 (Macy): Nobody Knows the Trouble I See [same as 1872 version]
• 1915 (Macy): Nobody Knows de Trouble I’ve Seen [similar to 1874 version]
Poor Sinner
• 1907 (Fisk): Poor Sinner
• 1909 (Hampton): What Yo’ Gwine t’ Do When de Lamp Burn Down?
Satan’s a Liar an’ a Conjur Too
• 1872 (Fisk): He’s the Lord of Lords
• 1909 (Hampton): He’s the Lord of Lords [same as 1872 version]
Sinner, Don’ Let Dis Harves’ Pass
• *1902 (Fisk): Sinner, Please Don’t Let this Harvest Pass
• *1907 (Fisk): Sinner, Please Don’t Let this Harvest Pass [same as 1902 version]
Some o’ these Days.
• *1913 (Coggin): Some o’ these Days
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
• 1872 (Fisk): Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
• 1874 (Hampton): Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
• *1902 (Fisk): Swing Low
• *1907 (Fisk): Swing Low [same as 1902 version]
• 1909 (Hampton): Swing Low, Sweet Chariot [same as 1874 version]
• *1909 (Hampton) Swing Low [same as 1902 version]
• *1913 (Coggin): Swing Low [same as 1902 version]
• 1915 (Macy): Swing Low, Sweet Chariot [same as 1872 version]
You Jes’ Will Git Ready, You Gwine a Die
• 1874 (Hampton): Oh, Sinner, You’d Better Get Ready
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• 1913 (Coggin): You Got to Die
• 1915 (Macy): Oh, Sinner, You’d Better Get Ready [same as 1874 version]
De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’
• 1874 (Hampton): De Ole Ark a-Moverin’ Along
• *1902 (Fisk): The Old Ark’s a-Moverin’
• *1913 (Coggin): The Old Ark’s a-Moverin’ [same as 1902 version]
• 1915 (Macy): Old Ark a-Movin’ Along [same as 1874 version]
Run, Mary, Run
• 1874 (Hampton): Run, Mary, Run
• 1915 (Macy): Run, Mary, Run [same as 1874 version]
O My Lawd, What Shall I Do?
• 1913 (Coggin): O My Lord, What Shall I Do?
Of the nine spirituals closely resembling Guion’s version, seven are found in the same
book, Plantation Melodies and Spiritual Songs, by John Nelson Clark Coggin (1913).
Further evidence that Guion consulted this book can be found in comparing the keys in
which these spirituals appear. In most cases, Guion’s manuscript cannot be located, and
as his spirituals were usually issued in two or three different vocal ranges, we have no
knowledge of Guion’s first choice of key.

Holy Bible
Jubilee
Little David
Nobody Knows de Trouble I Sees

Coggin
A Major
G Major
G Major
C Minor

Some o’ these Days

Ab Major

Swing Low, Sweet Chariot

G Major

De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’

G Major

Guion
Publ. in G Major, A Major
MS in Ab Major
Publ. in F Major, G Major
Publ. in C Minor,
D Minor, E Minor
Publ. in Eb Major,
F Major, Ab Major
Publ. in E Major,
G Major, Ab Major
Publ. in Db Major

Thus we see that in five cases out of seven, Guion’s version was published in the same
key that was used in Coggin’s collection.
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If Guion consulted Coggin’s book of spirituals as he prepared his arrangements of
the fourteen “Darkey Spirituals” that were published by Witmark, and perhaps also the
three spirituals that were issued by other publishers, this does not necessarily imply that
the book was his only source, even if the spirituals in the book closely resemble the
Guion version in their melodies and lyrics (the harmonizations being unquestionably
Guion’s own work). In any case, it is important to take into consideration how Guion
was listed in the sheet music, whether as composer, collector and/or arranger.
“Darkey Spirituals” (Witmark, 1917)
Hark, from de Tombs
Holy Bible
I Sees Lawd Jesus a Comin’
John de Bap-a-tist
Jubilee
Little David
My Little Soul’s Gwine a
Shine
Satan’s a Liar an’ a Conjur
Too
Sinner, Don’ Let Dis Harves’
Pass
Some o’ these Days
You Jes’ Will Git Ready, You
Gwine a Die
“Darkey Spirituals” (Witmark, 1918)
Nobody Knows de Trouble I
Sees
Poor Sinner
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
Spirituals not published by Witmark
De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’
(Schirmer, 1918)
Shout Yo’ Glory (Schirmer,
1919)
Run, Mary, Run (Schirmer,
1921)

By David W. Guion and Sally Hill Scaife
Collected and arranged by David W. Guion
Collected and arranged by David W. Guion
Collected and arranged by David W. Guion
Collected and arranged by David W. Guion
Collected and arranged by David W. Guion
Music by David W. Guion
Collected and arranged by David W. Guion
Collected and arranged by David W. Guion
By David W. Guion
Collected and arranged by David W. Guion

Collected and arr[anged] by David W.
Guion
Collected and arranged by David W. Guion
Arr[anged] by David W. Guion
Collected and arranged by David W. Guion
David W. Guion
David W. Guion
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O My Lawd, What Shall I Do?
(Flammer, 1924)

David W. Guion

The phrase “collected and arranged” brings up images of a composer traveling the
countryside with an Edison phonograph to make recordings of whatever songs he can
find, then transcribing them carefully, playing the recordings at half speed so that his
transcriptions capture every significant detail from the recordings, and then composing a
piano accompaniment that reflects the ambiance of what the composer heard in the field.
But there is no evidence that Guion ever did this. It is striking that the phrase “collected
and arranged” appears not only on the spirituals published by Witmark, but also on the
one published concurrently by Schirmer. This would suggest that the phrase was added
at the composer’s request, perhaps to bolster the authenticity of the arrangements and the
authority of the composer.
In the following pages I will describe Guion’s setting of each of the spirituals and
his use of folk sources, beginning with the Witmark spirituals in alphabetical order. I
will then conclude with the spirituals which are not based on published sources, but
which Guion probably came to know through oral tradition, if he did not compose them
himself.
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Holy Bible
The spiritual Holy Bible is found in both the Fisk and Coggin collections, while the
Coggin collection also includes a variant entitled Before I’d Be a Slave, this title coming
from the lyrics of the refrain in both versions (see Figure 1). The similarity illustrates
how loose the connection is between the spiritual and its title, as the two versions are
remarkably similar in both melody and lyrics. Both versions use the pentatonic scale AB-C#-E-F#. The Fisk version has the refrain “Before I’d be a slave, I’d be buried in my
grave, And go home to my Father and be saved.” With the Coggin version the refrain
uses the same lyrics, substituting “Lord” in place of “Father.” The verses of the two
versions share lyrical content as well:
Fisk:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Holy Bible, book divine.
O what weeping over me.
Weeping Mary, weep no more.
Doubting Thomas, doubt no more.
Great Jehovah over all.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Doubting Thomas all my days.
Wrestling Jacob all my days.
Weeping Mary all my days.
Mourning Martha all my days.
Dying sinner all my days.
Trusting Jesus all my days.

Coggin:

Guion’s lyrics are adapted from the Fisk version:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Holy Bible, book a divine.
Weepin’ Mary, weep a no mo’.
Doubtin’ Thomas, doubt a no mo’.
Thievin’ Judas, thieve a no mo’.
Sinkin’ Peter, sink a no mo’.

However, the Coggin version is clearly the source of Guion’s third verse.
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Guion altered the melody rhythmically by adding syncopation in measure 9 and
15 (measures 5 and 11 in the graphic above, which omits the four-bar introduction). In so
doing, he adapted his folk source to make it even more characteristic than the original,
enhancing the aura of authenticity. A similar approach is seen in his adaptation of the
lyrics to include Black dialect.
The sparse piano accompaniment consists entirely of repetition of a single figure
as either a tonic or a dominant chord, focusing all attention on the melody and the lyrics.
With the excessive repetition of five verses that are musically identical, this spiritual
seems to lose much in its transformation from communal singing to a vocal solo on the
concert stage. The profound depth of the lyrics in the refrain is undermined by the
simplicity of the musical setting. I have not found any documentation of public
performances.
Guion’s use of Black dialect merits particular attention. While the editors of the
Fisk collection tried to avoid dialect, striving instead to use standard English inasmuch as
possible (but in some cases it was unavoidable, as it would have altered the rhythm), and
the editors of the Hampton collection gradually adopted this same principle, as did,
increasingly, editors of subsequent collections, Guion was adamant that the spirituals
must be sung in dialect, or else they would lose much of their charm:
[T]he texts were kept as near to Negro dialect as it was possible to make them in
order to preserve the integrity of the thing itself. I was told that a group of
wealthy and important members of the race called upon the publisher and
requested him to use some other word than “darky” on the covers of the songs,
and to eliminate the dialect altogether. I am glad to say that this was not done….
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As far as changing the Negro dialect for Oxford English is concerned, it’s just
ridiculous, nothing more. It’s like translating the text of any song from one
language to another. The effect is spoiled and the spirit lost. Why do concert
artists always sing the original texts of songs? Because they know that the best
translations ever made fail to give the spirit of the original poem….
Half the beauty of the old, typical Negro music is in the quaint pronunciation of
words and their still quainter and more charming mis-pronunciations. If these are
altered, the value of the song is lowered by half. 127
On the issue of the use of the word “darkey,” Guion added rather abrasively that in the
South the term is used with affection and not in a derogatory way. 128 He refused to take
responsibility for offending anyone who did not share this point of view. As to whether
the word “darkey” had a negative connotation in the vicinity of Guion’s home town, we
might consider how his piano teacher used the word, drawing a distinction between the
Southern “darkey” and the educated “city Negro”: “Do not attempt to sing [this ballad] in
the style of a city Negro. You must [in order to get the style right] listen attentively to
some unsophisticated darkey entirely unconscious of his audience….” 129
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John Alan Haughton, “‘Negro Music Should be Preserved in its Integrity,’ Declares
Guion.” Musical America 50 [September 1930], 25.
128
Ibid, 25.
129
Finger, Frontier Ballads, 77.
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John de Bap-a-tist
Guion’s John de Bap-a-tist is based on I’ve Been a-List’ning All de Night Long from the
Hampton collection, which alternates between a chorus in four-part harmony (on some
chords expanded to as many as six notes) and a unison verse, perhaps sung by one person
alone (see Figure 2). For the sake of comparison, I have juxtaposed I’ve Been a-List’ning
All de Night Long with two more spirituals with nearly identical lyrical content but
unrelated tunes: Been a Listening, from the Fisk Collection, and King Jesus is a-Listening
from the Coggin collection. All three of these spirituals have a ternary from (chorusverse-chorus), whereas Guion’s adaptation of the Hampton spiritual omits the initial
chorus, as was his tendency with many of his spiritual arrangements. Been a Listening is
sung in
unison. King Jesus is a-Listening uses call-response style in the chorus with “King Jesus
is a-listening” as the call and “All day long” as the choral response, with the choral
ending “To hear some sinner pray.” The verse is sung in unison, probably by just one
person.
Because of the lyrics, John de Bap-a-tist would not be received well by the
audiences of today. While Guion cannot be faulted for the anti-Jewish sentiment
expressed in the lyrics, as his lyrics more or less agree with the Hampton version that was
his source, the question remains as to why Guion chose to resurrect precisely this
spiritual. In all the spiritual collections I examined, I did not find any with anti-Jewish
lyrics other than those three that are compared above with John de Bap-a-tist.
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Like Holy Bible, John de Bap-a-tist has a modest accompaniment consisting
entirely of a single figure outlining tonic and dominant chords. I have found
documentation of only two public performances.
The lyrics are nearly identical with the Hampton version of the spiritual, aside
from the use of Black dialect, which as Guion employs it, largely corresponds to standard
American English aside from a few regularly occurring phonological alterations and a
smaller number of grammatical deviations:
•

Substitution of “d” for “th” (John de Bap-a-tist; all de night long)

•

Substitution of “n” for “ng” (Ben o’ listenin’)

•

Separation of adjacent consonants that place the tongue in different
positions (Bap-a-tist; Ben o’ listenin’)

•

Subject/verb misagreement (de Holy Scriptures tells us)
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Jubilee
Of the spiritual collections that I examined, only Coggin’s collection includes Jubilee.
Guion’s arrangement is similarly obscure, as I know of only one performance with the
composer at the piano, and one more in which the composer did not take part. As the
version comparison in Figure 3 shows, the two tunes are practically identical, the
differences largely being a matter of form. The Coggin version begins with a sixteenmeasure chorus, or more precisely, an eight-measure chorus that is sung twice. Guion
removed this internal repetition from the chorus, while also skipping the initial chorus. 130
Using “C” to indicate eight bars of the chorus and “V” to indicate the numbered verses,
the form is CC-V1-CC-V2-CC-V3-CC-V4-CC for the Coggin version, and V1-C-V2-C-V3C-V4-C for the Guion arrangement. The Coggin version uses four-part-harmony for the
chorus, while the verse uses a call-response style with unison (or solo) calls and
harmonized responses “O Lordy” and “O Lord, Jubilee.” The first line of the verse is
sung by the soprano, and the second line (“the devil’s in the amen corner”) by the bass.
Both versions have a pentatonic melody using the scale G-A-B-D-E.
Omitting the chorus and the responses, we see that the two versions diverge
greatly in their lyrical content:
Coggin
1. What is the matter with the mourners? The devil’s in the amen corner.
2. What is the matter, the church can’t move? Somebody’s here been carrying
bad news.
3. Won’t you join in, sister, won’t you join in? And help me this jubilee to sing.
4. Let’s shout sisters, O let’s shout around. Let’s shout while wearing our starry
crown.
130

In the version comparison graphic, I added measures of rests to the Coggin version so
that corresponding passages would line up.
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Guion
1. What is de matter wid de moaners? De debble’s in de amen corner.
2. I done died don’t die no mo’. I’se gwine across over on de udder shore.
3. I’se gwine across de river Jordan. I’se gwine across over in de Promise Lan’.
4. I’se gwine a sing an’ pray all day. I’se gwine a climb to Heaven on de milky
way.
Jubilee presents the composer as the master of subtlety in a song setting that is
quiet throughout. The responses and the chorus from his source are underscored with a
depth that spans three octaves as the notes played in the left hand are preceded by grace
notes an octave lower, and the result is strikingly profound. The two vocal lines of the
verse were sung by soprano and bass in the Coggin version. Guion replicates this effect
by having the pianist duplicate the vocal melody in the right hand as a soprano part for
the first line, and then for the second line duplicating the vocal melody in the left hand as
a tenor part while simultaneously playing the first line as a soprano part. This polyphonic
elaboration of the tune is suggestive of the spiritual’s authentic context of communal
performance rather than solo singing. Adding to the mystique is the judicious use of rich
harmonies, such as the V9/V chord that leads into the ending of the first chorus. The song
has been used in only two performances that I know of. It is dedicated to baritone Oscar
Seagle, who was renowned for his performances of spirituals by Burleigh, but
occasionally performed Guion arrangements also.
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Little David
This spiritual is found in both the Fisk and Hampton collections, the latter using the title
Little David, Play on Your Harp (see Figure 4). Both versions have a pentatonic melody
using the scale G-A-B-D-E (the Hampton version omitting the second scale degree). The
Hampton version is the source of Harry Burleigh’s arrangement published in 1921. All
three versions have multiple verses, with the rhythm altered accordingly.
Guion
1. Little David was a shepherd boy, He killed Goliath and shouted for joy.
2. Done tol’ you once, done tol’ you twice, Hell’s full of sinners for de shootin’
of dice.
Fisk
1. Little David was a shepherd boy, He killed Goliath and shouted for joy.
2. Joshua was the son of Nun, He never would quit till the work was done.
3. Done told you once, done told you twice, There’re sinners in hell for shooting
dice.
Hampton
1. God told Moses, O Lord! Go down into Egypt, O Lord! Tell ole Pharo’, O
Lord! Loose my people, O Lord!
2. Down in de valley, O Lord! Didn’t go t’ stay, O Lord! My soul got happy, O
Lord! I stayed all day, O Lord!
3. Come down angels, O Lord! With ink an’ pen, O Lord! An’ write salvation,
O Lord! To dyin’ men, O Lord!

The Fisk version is harmonized only in the chorus, the verses being unaccompanied
melody. Guion omitted the initial chorus. 131

131

With the Fisk version, what I have shown as measures 19 and 20 is actually a single
measure with an extra beat. Thus the rests are used as a placeholder and do not occur in
the Fisk version. Similarly, the full-measure rest shown in the Guion version at measure
20 has been inserted so that corresponding phrases would line up.
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Guion’s setting of Little David has unfortunately been neglected on the concert
stage, as I know of only three performances. However, there is nothing to preclude it
from being used successfully today, as Guion handled the issue of dialect discreetly this
time, and the tune itself is appealing with pronounced syncopation often falling on the
second beat. The piano part is boisterous with wide-ranging arpeggiated chords that even
at a moderato tempo would make for a rousing presentation.
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My Little Soul’s Gwine a Shine
Guion’s version of this spiritual has counterparts in the Hampton collection (Oh, Den My
Little Soul’s Gwine to Shine) and the Coggin collection (My Little Soul’s Goin’t Shine)
that are closely related in their lyrics, but however much their melodies are akin to each
other, they have little to do with the melody that Guion used (see Figure 5). To facilitate
comparison, I changed the meter of the Guion and Coggin versions from 2/4 to 4/4 and
doubled the note values. The Macy edition has a revision of the Hampton version, with a
few changes in the harmony, and the Black dialect replaced with standard English. The
Fisk collection includes a spiritual names Shine, Shine that has an entirely separate tune,
but similar lyrics:
Shine, shine, I’ll meet you in the morning.
Oh! My soul’s going to shine, shine.
1. I’m going to sit at the welcome table. Oh! My soul’s going to shine, shine.
2. I’m going to tell God about my trials. Oh! My soul’s going to shine, shine.
3. I’m going to walk all about that city. Oh! My soul’s going to shine, shine.
Shine, Shine is also included in the Macy edition, again with standardized English and
some revision of the harmony.
Guion’s version is understated, soft-spoken but energetic, with a narrow-ranging
melody, the verse oscillating mostly between two pitches as the harmony alternates
between tonic and subdominant seventh chords. The chorus consists of interjections in a
recitative-like style with call-and-response treatment in the piano accompaniment as if to
suggest that the calls of “Lawd, Lawd” are answered in four-part harmony. In the second
verse, the piano accompaniment is yet softer, now alternating between tonic and
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subdominant seventh chords with an added sixth. The ubiquitous parallel fifths enhance
the rustic charm.
Guion’s arrangement is dedicated to baritone Oscar Seagle, who subsequently
performed several Guion spirituals but is not known to have performed My Little Soul’s
Gwine a Shine. I have documentation concerning four performance of Guion’s
arrangement.
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Nobody Knows de Trouble I Sees
The Hampton version of this tune is far more widely known today than the Fisk version
that was Guion’s source (see Figure 6). Predating the Hampton version was its
appearance in Slave Songs of the United States, with a nearly identical tune, except for
measures 1, 3 and 5, which begin with an upward leap from the dominant pitch to the
tonic. The Slave Songs version thus lacks the characteristic descending major sixth by
which the tune is so readily identified. An explanatory note in Slave Songs traces the
song back to the colored schools in Charleston, from which it spread to the Sea Islands in
South Carolina and also to Florida, where a collector notated a practically identical
variant. 132 The note continues with a poignant anecdote about what was one of the first
spirituals to be documented:
Once when there had been a good deal of ill feeling excited, and trouble was
apprehended, owing to the uncertain action of Government in regard to the
confiscated lands on the Sea Islands, Gen. Howard was called upon to address the
colored people earnestly and even severely. Sympathizing with them, however,
he could not speak to his own satisfaction; and to relieve their minds of the everpresent sense of injustice, and prepare them to listen, he asked them to sing.
Immediately an old woman on the outskirts of the meeting began “Nobody knowd
the trouble I’ve had,” and the whole audience joined in. The General was so
affected by the plaintive words and melody, that he found himself melting into
tears and quite unable to maintain his official sternness. 133
Harry Burleigh’s setting of Nobody Knows de Trouble I’ve Seen, published in
1917, is based on the Hampton version. Burleigh used the same sort of polyphonic
subtlety that I described above in Guion’s setting of Jubilee: when the first and second
verses reach the response “Oh yes, Lord,” against these long notes the piano
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accompaniment echoes the motive from the beginning of the refrain (“Nobody knows de
trouble I’ve seen”) with its descending major sixth. Yet the Burleigh arrangement, based
on the Hampton tune with its major tonality, pales in comparison with the emotive power
of the Guion arrangement based on the Fisk tune. Guion’s setting has enormous dynamic
contrast, ranging from forte to pianississimo in the course of a mere four measures. The
piano part is especially demanding, with wide arpeggiated chords, and, with the
assistance of grace notes, full-keyboard chords that at times span more than five octaves.
The harmonies are especially rich, such as the final cadence, which uses a V13 chord that
includes the seventh and ninth. Guion’s harmonization is wholly original, as the
collections that include this spiritual present it as monophonic melody. With 23 known
performances, it is one of his best successes in the genre.
The Hampton version has essentially the same form, but repeats the verse with
different words: C-V1aV1b-C-V2aV2b-C. It uses the pentatonic scale F-G-A-C-D.
1a.
Sometimes I’m up, sometimes I’m down; Oh, yes, Lord;
Sometimes I’m almost to de groun’, Oh, yes, Lord.
1b.
Although you see me goin’ ’long so, Oh, yes, Lord;
I have my trials here below, Oh, yes, Lord.
2a.
One day when I was walkin’ along, Oh yes, Lord.
De element opened, an’ de Love came down, Oh yes, Lord.
2b.
I never shall forget dat day, Oh yes, Lord.
When Jesus washed my sins away, Oh yes, Lord.
The Fisk tune alternates between chorus and verse: C-V1-C-V2-C-V3-C-V4-C. I doubled
the rhythmic value of each note to facilitate comparison.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Brothers, will you pray for me?
Sisters, will you pray for me?
Mothers, will you pray for me?
Preachers, will you pray for me?

Guion’s arrangement of the Fisk tune uses the form C-V-V.
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Poor Sinner
Guion’s Poor Sinner is similar to the version found in the Fisk collection of 1907, as well
as What Yo’ Gwine t’ Do When de Lamp Burn Down? in the Hampton collection, which
designates it as “An old Georgia Plantation Song” (see Figure 7).
Both the Fisk version and the Hampton version alternate between chorus and
verse. The Fisk version uses the form C-V1-C-V2-C-V3-C-V4-C.
1. Fire in de east, fire in the west, What you goin’ to do when your lamp burns
down? Fire goin’ to burn up the wilderness. What you goin to do when your
lamp burns down?
2. Head got wet with midnight dew. What you goin’ to do when your lamp burns
down? Morning star was witness, too. What you goin’ to do when your lamp
burns down?
3. Wind blows hard, wind blows cold. What you goin’ to do when your lamp burns
down? Lord, have mercy on my soul, What you doin’ to do when your lamp
burns down?
4. I done died, don’t die no more. What you goin’ to do when your lamp burns
down? I’m goin’ to cross on the other shore, What you goin’ to do when your
lamp burns down?
As for the Hampton version, the similarities can be seen especially with the
measures that begin with four sixteenth notes. The form is C-V1-C-V2-C-V3-C-V4-C-V5C-V6-C.
1. Oh, de lamp burn down an’ yo’ cannot see; What yo’ gwine t’ do when de lamp
burn down? Oh, de lamp burn down an’ yo’ cannot see; What yo’ gwine t’ do
when de lamp burn down?
2. Ezekiel saw dat wheel o’ time; What yo’ gwine t’ do when de lamp burn down?
An’ ev’ry spoke was of human kind; What yo’ gwine t’ do when de lamp burn
down?
3. God made man an’ He made him out o’ clay, What yo’ gwine t’ do when de lamp
burn down? An’ put him on de earth, but not to stay; What yo’ gwine t’ do when
de lamp burn down?
4. Dey cast ole Daniel in de lion’s den; What yo’ gwine t’ do when de lamp burn
down? An’ Jesus locked de lion’s jaw; What yo’ gwine t’ do when de lamp burn
down?
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5. Ole Satan’s mad an’ I am glad; What yo’ gwine t’ do when de lamp burn down?
He miss one soul he thought he had; What yo’ gwine t’ do when de lamp burn
down?
6. Ole Satan’s a liar an’ a conjurer too; What yo’ gwine t’ do when de lamp burn
down? If yo’ don’t mind, he slip it on yo’ What yo’ gwine t’ do when de lamp
burn down?
Once again omitting the initial chorus, Guion used the form V1-C-V2-C. The second
verse differs greatly in rhythm and syllabication, but uses essentially the same tune as the
first verse.
1. Fire in de East and fire in de West, Fire gwine a burn up de wilderness. Better git
ready fo’ to leave dis lan’, To walk wid de angels hand in hand.
2. Come on, sinners, wid yo’ ups an’ downs, Angels am a-waitin’ to give you a
crown. Come to the fold far from all harm, Hebben am a-waitin’ wid open arms.
Given the close similarity between Guion’s tune and the Fisk tune, as well as the
vast difference in their lyrics, it is questionable to what extent Guion “collected and
arranged” his version. This example is akin to those spiritual arrangements by Guion that
do not correspond to any of those previously published collections in presenting a
theology that seems disproportionately concerned with mortality, God’s judgement, and
what might be described as “hellfire and brimstone.” Yet there is stark contrast between
the lyrics and the gentle atmosphere created by the major tonality and by the piano
accompaniment, which resembles a vocal quartet, occasionally extended into chords of
six or seven notes. Concert programs in the Guion collection indicate that Poor Sinner
was used in four performances, but there is no indication that it was ever performed by
Oscar Seagle, to whom it was dedicated.
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Satan’s a Liar an’ a Conjur Too
In the case of Satan’s a Liar an’ a Conjur Too, Guion’s spiritual is not based on a
previously published source, but it does share melodic affinities with He’s the Lord of
Lords from the Fisk collection (see Figure 8). I doubled the note values to facilitate
comparison.
1. I will not let you go, My Lord, No one can work like Him; Until you come and
bless my soul, No one can work like Him.
2. For Paul and Silas bound in jail, No one can work like Him; The Christians
prayed both night and day, No one can work like Him.
3. I wish those mourners would believe, No one can work like Him, That Jesus is
ready to receive, No one can work like Him.
The lyrics of Guion’s version are similar to the sixth verse of What Yo’ Gwine t’ Do
When de Lamp Burn Down? (see Poor Sinner above).
1. Satan’s a liar an’ a conjur too, Don’ mind what Satan say, If you don’ a mind he’ll
conjur you, Don’ mind what Satan say.
2. Satan’s de man wid de iron shor, Don’ mind what Satan say, If you don’ a mind
he’ll clamp it on you, Don’ mind what Satan say.
3. Satan’s like a snake in de grass Don’ mind what Satan say, If you don’ a mind
he’ll git you at last, Don’ mind what Satan say.
He’s the Lord of Lords uses the form C-V1-C-V2-C-V3-C. Guion used the same form, but
once again omitting the initial chorus. The piano accompaniment repeats the same
pattern incessantly, though the syncopation in the vocal melody adds intrigue. Concert
programs indicate that that Satan’s a Liar an’ a Conjur Too received three performances.
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Sinner, Don’ Let Dis Harves’ Pass
This spiritual, included in the Fisk collection as a monophonic tune melody entitled
Sinner, Please Don’t Let This Harvest Pass, uses the pentatonic scale E-G-A-B-D with
the form C-V1-C-V2-C-V3-C. At the end of each line, most singers hold the final note,
while others do a three-note echo, which I have indicated in parentheses in the version
comparison in Figure 9. 134 Guion’s arrangement preserves this feature with the soloist
repeating the end of each line pianissimo, “like an echo.” The Burleigh arrangement of
this same spiritual, published in 1917, makes no reference to this polyphonic elaboration
of the main melody in the original spiritual. The first and third verses reiterate the first
line of the chorus:
1. I know that my Redeemer lives (yes, He lives); Sinner, please don’t let this
harvest pass (harvest pass).
2. Sinner, O see the cruel tree (cruel tree), Where Christ died for you and me
(you and me).
3. My God is a mighty man of war (man of war), Sinner, please don’t let this
harvest pass (harvest pass).
Burleigh’s arrangement uses the form C-V1-V3 (skipping the second verse).
Guion on the other hand omitted the verses altogether, instead treating the chorus as a
verse with three different stanzas: C1-C2-C3:
1. Sinner, don’t let dis Harves’ a pass, An’ die an’ a go to Hell at-a las’.
2. Befo’ I’d live in Hell one-a day, I’d sing an’ a pray my soul away.
3. De Debble’s got you in his-a grasp, You’ll die an’ a go to Hell at a las’.
By omitting the comforting and reassuring sentiments expressed in the verses, Guion has
once again altered the theological message. In Burleigh’s arrangement, the uplifting first
half of each verse is presented in the relative major, with a conspicuous change of mood,
134

I have doubled the note values in order to facilitate comparison.
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before proceeding to the second half of the verse, which is essentially an abbreviated
chorus. Guion’s setting is deeply contemplative, almost brooding. The first two lines in
each stanza are each accompanied by a single sustained, arpeggiated chord. The third
line, with the same words as the previous two lines, is an emotional outburst, with the
piano part duplicating the vocal melody in each hand. Then the final line of the stanza
has the piano part descend into the lowest register of the keyboard, with rich harmonies:
the last two stanzas end with the progression i64-I42-Fr+6-i64-ii∅7-i-iiM7-i. I am aware of
only three performances of Guion’s setting, and another performance of a choral
arrangement that was heavily influenced by Guion’s version.
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Some o’ these Days
Some o’ these Days is included in the Coggin collection, having a pentatonic melody
using the scale F-G-A-C-D (see Figure 10). The melody is slightly reminiscent of What
Yo’ Gwine t’ Do When de Lamp Burn Down? and Guion’s Poor Sinner. The version in
the Coggin collection has seven verses without a chorus: I’m goin-’‘t sit down at the
welcome table, Some o’ these days.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I’m goin-’t feast on milk and honey, Some o’ these days.
I’m goin-’t sing and never get tired, Some o’ these days.
I’m goin-’t tell God all of my troubles, Some o’ these days.
I’m goin-’t tell God how you treat me, Some o’ these days.
God’s goin-‘t set this world on fire, Some o’ these days.
God’s goin-‘t stop that long-tongue liar, Some o’ these days.

Guion’s version has vastly different lyrics, with two stanzas, separated by a free variation
of the first stanza interspersed with such vocal interjections as “God knows it,” “Ain’t
you, Lawd, Hallelujia!,” “Oh, Lawdy, Hallelujia!,” “Oh, yes!,” and “Praise de Lawd!”
The lyrics of the two stanzas are:
1. God’s gwine a set dis world on fire, some o’ these days. You better get ready,
yes, you better git fo’giveness; Fo’ de Lawd’s gwine a set dis world on fire.
2. I’se gwine a take my seat in Heaven, some o’ these days, Gwine sit right down by
Jesus, Some o’ these days.
Once again, the image of the world on fire is mollified by the cheerful major tonality, the
infectious rhythm (especially in the middle section), and a piano accompaniment that is
suggestive of a vocal quintet singing harmony consisting mostly of parallel first-inversion
triads set against prolonged bass notes.
With thirty-five documented performances, Some o’ these Days is one of Guion’s
most successful spiritual arrangements.
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Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
This most famous of spirituals was published in the Fisk collection in 1872 in F Major,
and revised in 1902 and transposed to G Major (In Figure 11 these versions are
designated as “Fisk a” and “Fisk b,” respectively). The two versions are practically
identical but for subtle differences in rhythm, the exception being that the earlier version
begins with the first note on the downbeat, followed by the second note (“low”) on beat
two, while the later version has the first note on a pickup beat, with the second note
falling on the downbeat. Both versions use call-and-response style, the refrain beginning
with “Swing low, sweet chariot” sung in unison (or by one singer), and a harmonized
response, “Coming for to carry me home.” The two versions share the same lyrics,
except that the 1902 version omits the third stanza:
1. I looked over Jordan, and what did I see, Coming for to carry me home? A band
of angels coming after me, Coming for to carry me home.
2. If you get there before I do, Coming for to carry me home, Tell all my friends I’m
coming too, Coming for to carry me home.
3. The brightest day that ever I saw, Coming for to carry me home, When Jesus
washed my sins away, Coming for to carry me home.
4. I’m sometimes up and sometimes down, Coming for to carry me home, But still
my soul feels heavenly bound, Coming for to carry me home.
Later publications usually included the 1902 version, with occasional corrections, or in
some cases, mistakes, in the harmony. An entirely different tune is given in the Hampton
collection of 1874, which when republished in 1909, was expanded to include the Fisk
version of the spiritual from 1902. The Taylor collection of 1883 includes a spiritual
entitled “Sweet Chariot,” but I did not examine it.
Guion’s arrangement of the Fisk tune focuses all the attention on the vocal part,
with the piano playing hushed chords mostly in half notes, and at times with chords held
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across two or more measures. Unlike most of the Guion spiritual arrangements, Swing
Low, Sweet Chariot does not omit the initial chorus in his source, but uses moreover the
same form as the original (CV1CV2CV3CV4C), except that the form is abbreviated to
CV1CV2C. His use of dialect is subtle, deviating from his source only when it comes to
omitting consonants at the end of a syllable (comin’, befo’). The harmonies are at times
rich, even if they are so soft as to be scarcely audible. In the second and third choruses,
when the vocal part reaches its climax, the whole note on the word “home,” the piano
plays a pan-diatonic chord containing every note of the major scale.
Guion’s Swing Low, Sweet Chariot was preceded by Burleigh’s arrangement ,
published in the previous year. Both settings are equally effective on the concert stage,
highlighting the sensitivity of the vocalist with a subtle, delicate accompaniment. With
Burleigh’s arrangement, the piano part tends toward impressionism. Guion’s
arrangement was performed at least 27 times. More than a dozen performances of the
Guion version were given by Mabel Garrison, although the recording she issued did not
use the Guion arrangement because the recording company did not want to pay the
royalties. 135 Of the Guion arrangement, Garrison wrote: “Mr. Guion has struck exactly
the right note for this setting and the impression on audiences is invariably preference.
They convey to us death-like quiet, and this is always the proof of highest
appreciation.” 136
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You Jes’ Will Git Ready, You Gwine a Die
The Coggin collection includes the spiritual “You Got To Die,” which closely resembles
Guion’s You Jes’ Will Git Ready, You Gwine a Die, both in it tune and its lyrics. In order
to facilitate comparison in Figure 12 I doubled the note values of the Coggin version. It
has a pentatonic melody, and at the end of most lines, the alto and tenor echo the four
previous words, “you got to die,” shown in parentheses in the comparison graphic.
Guion’s arrangement uses melisma to create a similar effect. The Coggin version is
strophic, with five stanzas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

O you just as well live in union, You got to die.
O you just as well love your enemies, You got to die.
O you just as well love your brother, You got to die.
O you just as well love your sister, You got to die.
O you just as well love your preacher, You got to die.

Guion’s version has only a single stanza. A spiritual in the Hampton collection entitled
“Oh, Sinner, You’d Better Get Ready,” has similar lyrics but an unrelated melody.
The foreboding lyrics are in stark contrast with the major tonality and the
atmosphere of Guion’s setting. The melody is pentatonic, except for a brief departure
from the pentatonic scale in the second line. The piano part shares the vocal melody,
harmonizing it note by note, and accentuating its syncopation. Only in the final cadence
do we find the harmonic richness that characterizes other Guion spiritual arrangements:
V9/V-V13-I.
The title and lyrics of You Jes’ Will Git Ready, You Gwine a Die present a
sobering truth of which, presumably, few audiences wish to be reminded. Perhaps this
accounts for why I could not find documentation of any performances.
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I Sees Lawd Jesus a Comin’
Two of the fourteen Darkey Spirituals published by Witmark are unrelated to any
material in the spiritual collections that I examined: I Sees Lawd Jesus A Comin’, and
Hark, from de Tombs. Both of them bear dedications to African-Americans who were
formative influences on the composer in his childhood, and I will explore these
influences in the subsequent chapter. Hark, from de Tombs does not appear to be based
on an authentic spiritual, and as such it will be considered in Chapter 5. Similarly, O My
Lawd, What Shall I Do, Guion’s last composition in the category of spirituals, does not
appear to be based on a folk source and will be considered in Chapter 5.
What I Sees Lawd Jesus A Comin’ shares with many Guion spiritual arrangements
is the sparse accompaniment that keeps the audience’s attention focused on the vocalist.
The piano part harmonizes certain notes in the vocal melody, duplicating these melody
notes as the highest note of the chord, and matching the same dynamic level as the vocal
part. The vocal part demonstrates the singer’s full range of expression, starting out as a
whisper followed by a low note sung pianississimo and indicated by the words “Like a
sigh.” The sigh is followed by a melodic exclamation “Oh, a Lawdy!” The third line
begins with a melismatic outburst with the words “Low, mourners low,” outlined by a
descending octave. The spiritual has two verses that musically are treated in an identical
manner. I found documentation of eight performances.
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De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’
The most successful of Guion’s spiritual arrangements was De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’, one
of the five most frequently performed works in his concert programs. Its first
performance, shortly before its publication by G. Schirmer, was given at Carnegie Hall
by Mabel Garrison:
I took [my compositions] to G. Schirmer, Inc. Mr. Rudolph Schirmer was then
president of G. Schirmer, Inc. He showed a decided interest in my music—in fact
he accepted every composition, I then had, and put me under an exclusive
contract with his publishing house. Mr. Schirmer was especially excited over my
transcription of Turkey in the Straw, for piano—and my song, De Ol’ Ark’s AMoverin’. He immediately rushed these numbers through—sent a copy of De Ol’
Ark’s A-Moverin’ to Miss Mable [sic] Garrison. Miss Garrison changed a group
of her songs that were to be on her Carnegie Hall program, and instead used three
songs of mine. De Ol’ Ark’s A-Moverin’ was the last song of this group of songs
and it created an uproar of applause. Miss Garrison was forced to repeat this
number and again the applause was prolonged, and I was called to the stage and
introduced as the composer. 137
The concert program however shows that only one Guion work was used in this
performance, but also that De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’ was the final piece in the program. 138
Thus the composer’s contention that the piece was repeated as an encore is likely correct.
Oscar Seagle wrote about it to his wife: “[Y]ou ought to hear that Negro
S[piritual] of Guions, ‘The Old Arks a moverin,’ it is the best-ever simply wonderful. I
am going to make a record of it when I get home.” 139
As Figure 13 shows, Guion’s arrangement is based on the Fisk version of the
tune, except that instead of the chorus-verse-chorus form, Guion begins with the verse,
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and then alternates between the verse and the refrain.
The music is in many ways connected with the better known Guion piano piece
The Harmonica Player. Both are in the key of Db Major, with a quick tempo, wide
ranging chords, a strong backbeat accent, and the pentatonic scale Db–Eb–F–Ab–Bb.
After a boisterous introduction, which features a heavily accented syncopation on
a tritone halfway through the first beat of the first measure, the singer begins quietly, with
the piano remaining subtly in the background, yet gradually the pianistic chords start to
reinforce the melody note until at the end of the stanza the singer and the pianist share the
melody equally. In the concluding two-measure phrase of this stanza, the piano part
omits the right-hand chord on the downbeat, adding emphasis to the syncopated chord
half a beat later (on the word “Ark”), the same metric placement as the accented chord in
the piano introduction.
Following the first stanza is a four-measure pianistic interlude that recalls the
vocal melody of the second half of the stanza, with slightly altered rhythm so that the
piano echoes the tune without reference to the lyrics. The bass ascends chromatically, as
does the “tenor,” the bottom note in the right-hand chord, achieving an unexpected
harmonic complexity. Thus the first-inversion tonic triad F–Ab–Db–F proceeds to Gb–A
(natural)–Db–F, followed by G (natural)–Bb–Db–Eb, Ab–Gb–C–Eb (dominant seventh),
A (natural)–F–A (natural) –F, Bb–E (natural)–G (natural)–Db, C–Eb–Gb–Bb (halfdiminished seventh), Db–F–Ab–Db. The final cadence is even more striking: Eb–G
(natural)–Db-F followed by the pre-dominant chord Bbb-G (natural)–Db–Eb, then Ab–
Gb–C–Eb and Db–F–Ab–Db. The unusual sonority of the pre-dominant chord is
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emphasized by its occurrence on the downbeat. There follows a two-measure
introduction to the second stanza that is similar to the ending of “Shave and a Haircut,”
with a grace note triplet leading into a heavily accented A natural followed by Ab, then a
quarter rest on the final downbeat, then a dominant chord and a tonic chord. The A
natural in this introduction corresponds with the Bbb at the end of the pianistic interlude.
The second stanza is nearly identical to the first stanza, and is followed by a
similar pianistic interlude and then a return of the first introduction, but elaborated
contrapuntally.
The third stanza is also quite similar to the first, except at the end of the first line
{“Ol’ Marse Gabriel blowin’ his horn”), the last note reaches unexpectedly from Ab to A
natural, prolonged by a fermata, and underscored by a pianissimo dominant seventh
chord on A that leads unexpectedly to the Db tonic chord in the following measure.
A lively coda follows as a fourth “stanza” relegated to the piano, treating the
melody as a sort of fiddle tune in the upper register, harmonized with broad chords that,
for pianists with normal-sized hands, would necessarily be played as rapid arpeggios.
The vocalist returns to sing the final line of the stanza, and the pianist finishes in a
constant decrescendo through the pianistic interlude and the contrapuntally elaborated
introduction, the last chord played pianissississimo.
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Run, Mary, Run
The spiritual Run, Mary, Run, first having appeared in the Hampton collection of 1874,
was also included in the Macy collection of 1915 with the same tune, a different
harmonization (using close harmony instead of open harmony), and a revision of the
lyrics that replaced the Black dialect with standard English (see Figure 14). 140 The first
verse, “Fire in de east, an’ fire in de west,” appears to have been a source of Guion’s
lyrics for Poor Sinner.
Guion’s Run, Mary, Run has little connection with the spiritual other than using
the same title. The piano accompaniment is characterized by repetition of short,
syncopated harmonic and rhythmic patterns. This style was described by Guion in the
sheet music to De Lawd’s Baptizin’ as “like a slow drag or shuffle” 141 Both the slow
drag and the shuffle are dance steps, and the piano accompaniment is suggestive of dance
in its repeated rhythmic figures and also in a prominent glissando-like figure that occurs
twice, first with the words “slide right over” in the last line of the first stanza, and later at
the words “Yo’ foot might slip” in the last line of the second stanza. The tempo
indication for the song is “in moderate time and with marked swing,” which probably
does not mean swing rhythm, but instead likely suggests that the song implies dance-like
movement.
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Hampton version lyrics (1874) 142

Guion’s lyrics (1921)

Run, Mary, Run

Run, Mary, Run

Chorus. Run, Mary, run,
Run, Mary, run, Oh, run, Mary,
run,
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like
dis.
Fire in de east, an’ fire in de west,
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Bound to burn de wilderness,
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Jordan’s ribber is a ribber to cross,
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Stretch your rod an’ come across,
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Chorus.
Swing low, chariot, into de east,
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Let God’s children hab some peace;
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Swing low, chariot, into de west,
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Let God’s children hab some rest;
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.

Want to go to Heaben?
I’ll tell yuh what to do;
Grease yo’ foot wid a mutton su’.
Debble get aft’ yuh wid a red hot han’—
Jes’ slide right over in de Promise’ Lan’.
Chorus. Well, Run, Mary, run,
Suffer an’ die,
Run, Mary, run, Gwine to Galilee.
Run, Mary, Run, Suffer an’ die,
Run, Mary run, Gwine to Galilee.
Some comes a limpin’ an’ some comes
lame,
Some comes a runnin’ in religion’s name;
Mind out, brudder, how yuh walk dat
cross,
Yo’ foot might slip an’ yo’ soul get lost.

Chorus.
Swing low, chariot, into de north;
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Gib me de gold widout de dross;
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Swing low, chariot, into de south;
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Let God’s children sing and shout;
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Chorus.
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Chorus.

Ef dis day war judgment day,
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Ebery sinner would want to pray;
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Dat trouble it come like a gloomy cloud;
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Gader tick, an’ tunder loud;
I know de oder worl’ ’m not like dis.
Chorus.

Whether Guion’s Run, Mary, Run has any claim to authenticity as a spiritual,
other than its having the same title as a Hampton spiritual, I do not venture to guess. The
scriptural allusions in both versions are vague at best, with hardly any connection with
Christian theology. Once again, in contrast with the majority of the spirituals in the Fisk
and Hampton collections, Guion seems to have gravitated toward a text that presents a
“brimstone and hellfire” view of the afterlife. The listener may be baffled by the lyrics
and their spiritual message, but the music leaves little room for doubt that Guion knew
well the musical traditions of African-American spirituals.
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Shout Yo’ Glory
Among the most unusual of Guion’s spiritual arrangements is Shout Yo’ Glory, with its
refrain “Shout yo’ Glory Ante Anna, Praise de Lawd.” The spiritual was collected by
Guion, or more precisely, by his mother, according to the preface to the sheet music:
“Shout Yo’ Glory” is a shoutin’ camp-meetin’ song, and was never before written
down. It was sung by my mother’s black “Mammy Sally.” It is her own melody
and words. She sang it to mother when mother was a little girl.
Mother once asked Mammy Sally what “Shout Yo’ Glory Ante Anna” meant.
Her answer was, “Now, honey-chile, dare yuh is askin’ questions what doan’
consarn yuh. Dat shout yo’ glory ante anta am dare, an’ dare it’s gwine a-stay an’
dat’s all dare am to it, so go ’long an’ min’ yuh own business.” 143
A second preface by Kurt Schindler points out the melodic similarity with a
Breton canticle sung in worship of St. Anne, mother of the Virgin Mary, and patron saint
of Brittany. It is not coincidental that Schirmer had published Kurt Schindler’s
arrangement of the Breton canticle ten years previously. The preface speculates that St.
Anne is the “Ante Anna” named in Guion’s spiritual, and that African-Americans
appropriated and embellished the French song without understanding its meaning. 144
Despite the melodic similarity and the reference to “Ante Anna,” the folk melody quoted
by Schindler in the preface is in 6/8 meter rather than the cut-time meter of Guion’s
spiritual.
The piece is essentially strophic, with each stanza having a four-measure verse
and a four-measure refrain, followed by a four-measure piano interlude that repeats the
refrain an octave higher. However, the verses differ from each other melodically. The
143
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piano accompaniment in many places imitates the sound of bagpipes. The harmony
consists largely of root-position triads, with a left hand playing the root and the triad fifth,
which is preceded by a grace note a half step below. Thus parallel fifths are abundant, if
the grace note is not taken into account.
The heavily syncopated melody remains mostly within the lower pentachord of
the minor scale, but halfway through the first four-measure verse it rests a whole step
below tonic, suggesting a modal quality to the music. The piece is written in D minor,
but the first phrase ends with a surprising shift to a D major chord, with the melodic line
ending on F#. The melody itself suggests that Mammy Sally sang with imprecise pitch
when it comes to the third and seventh scale degrees, but the harmonization treats her
“blue notes” as deliberate.
At the end of the third stanza the piano interlude repeats the refrain two octaves
higher, starting at pianissimo, but gradually diminishing into a quadruple piano to
introduce the last verse, which has the words “I’se a gwine up to Hebben, argufy wid de
Son, gwine a tell my Jesus whar I come f’om.” The final refrain is suddenly loud, with
the piano accompaniment playing chords with a range of a tenth in the left hand. The
piano repeats the refrain, with the singer returning in the final two measures, but
abandoning the refrain tune, instead ending with an exultant shout.
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Chapter 4. The Ballet Shingandi
Guion’s three-movement ballet Shingandi, originally titled Ballet Primitive, is among his
most ambitious modernist works, originally composed in November 1929 145 for two
pianos, later orchestrated by Ferde Grofé, and choreographed by Theodore Kosloff based
on a libretto written by the composer. In this chapter I will examine what led up to the
creation of this work as well as the preparations for significant performances and the
work’s reception history. I will examine the creation of the libretto, and I will describe
the music in detail in connection with the libretto.
The work as a whole was initially conceived as “a ballet, a symphony or a Negro
rhapsody for piano and orchestra.” 146 But as a three-movement work for piano and
orchestra, it could equally be described as a piano concerto. In 1929, Guion met ballet
impresario Theodore Kosloff, formerly with Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, who had
appeared in more than two dozen silent films in the 1920s, and was now searching for
music to use for a production in Dallas. With Kosloff’s encouragement, Guion began to
compose Ballet Primitive for two pianos, completing it within eight days. The theme of
the second movement may have been written as a sketch as early as 1915, 147 or according
to one claim, Guion wrote this tune at the age of 16 (i.e., in 1908 or 1909), this being “the
first theme ever written by Mr. Guion.” 148 An article in Texas Monthly confirms that the
musical ideas in the work predate Guion’s collaboration with Kosloff: “For several years
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Mr. Guion has had in mind three dance rhythms to be used as themes for a composition
built about the African savage, on the order of the New World symphony, and these three
airs are to form the basis for the forthcoming ballet.” 149
The article also described Guion’s plans for the music:
At present the music is in an embryo stage of development, and it was with some
hesitation that Mr. Guion played the three themes he is to use in the ballet for the
writer. In the first place, he is composing for the orchestra, not for the piano, and
he continually felt the limitations of his instrument. “Here the drums will carry
out the theme with the effect of tom-toms,” he said as he played, and “Here other
themes will be woven in, augmenting the central theme,” and “The brasses,
everything, will come in here in a burst of riotous frenzy.” 150
Descriptions of the music seem to include both interpretive impressions of the
author and ideas expressed by the composer:
The theme of the first part is a barbarian dance rhythm, expressing the abandon
and savagery of the African, yet transcended in wildness and passion by the theme
of the finale, which will be heightened in climactic effect by the treatment the
orchestra will give it.
The theme of the adagio is no less interesting. It is the sort of melody that half the
audience will be humming as they leave the concert. While characteristic of the
Louisiana plantation song, the melody is original with Mr. Guion, and is not an
arrangement of an old folk tune. Its tempo is that of the civilized negro of this
country, and yet, even in its contrast with the more hectic rhythms of the other
parts of the ballet, it has a distinct relationship with the rhythm of the African
dances. The music of the negro, whether barbaric or civilized, is essentially one
of rhythm rather than of melody, and no one is better able to catch that rhythm
than David Guion. 151
Kosloff was born in Moscow, and entered the Imperial Theatrical School at age
seven, but completed his final year of study at the ballet school in Petrograd. 152 After
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several years with Moscow’s Imperial Theater he spent the 1909 season with Diaghilev’s
Ballet Russes in Paris before founding his own company, which after a period in London
came came to the United States in 1911 as the first Russian ballet company in the
country. 153 In addition to appearing in many of Cecil B. DeMille’s films, Kosloff served
as artistic advisor for some of DeMille’s most spectacular productions such as The Ten
Commandments (1923) and The King of Kings (1927). 154 Kosloff opened dance studios
in New York, Dallas and Los Angeles.
Guion made plans for a performance with Harlan Pettit, piano instructor at the
College of Industrial Arts 155 (now Texas Woman’s University) in Denton, playing the
second piano part. Pettit had studied at the Paris Conservatoire with Marguerite Long, 156
and had come to Dallas at the invitation of Mrs. Reuben Davies in 1929 to take over her
late husband’s piano studio. 157 Reuben Davies was a Dallas composer whom Guion had
known since 1922 and who had performed together with Guion at least five times in the
following three years.
Early in January, 1930, Kosloff and his associate, the Russian dancer Vera
Fredowa, attended a rehearsal of Ballet Primitive. Up to this point, no one but Guion and
Pettit had ever heard the music. Kosloff was so impressed that he began to make plans
for a choreographed production that same spring with the Dallas Symphony Orchestra
153
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conducted by Paul Van Katwijk. A newspaper article records Kosloff’s remarks:
Mr. Guion plunges you abruptly into the middle of things… and at once he
evokes a primitive world. It is primitive Africa, but it somehow suggests those
weird, exotic paintings which Gauguin has done of the South Sea Islands. Guion
seems to be naturalistic in his approach to his subject. He expresses bluntly and
directly primitive realities rather than, as Stravinsky and Prokofiev have done, to
take the perfume of the exotic.
In his second movement I got the impression of passionate love, which is barbaric
as well as primitive. It is something more than the simple intimate union of two
childlike souls. It is Cleopatra caressing her slave lover while the servant waits
just beyond with a golden cup of poison to offer the favorite when the queen shall
have grown tired of him. It is two men loving the same girl, waiting to meet in
mortal combat to decide who shall have her.
In his final movement, Guion reaches a climax which makes him forget
everything else. I saw a procession—fantastic and bizarre. It is not a procession
of splendid oriental princes, with diamonds on their foreheads and riding richly
caparisoned elephants such as one imagines to the music of ‘Scheherazade.’ It is
a procession of African cannibals and savages. Their hands are bound and they
are writhing in pain. A great club comes down upon a head and up through the
skull spurts a fountain of blood. A black arm hurls a spear and a man staggers
and plunges forward as the point drives home from behind. It is black primitive
Africa on parade.
These were my impressions. They differ surprisingly from the reactions of my
colleague, Miss Fredowa, as she listened. Throughout she seems to feel a milder
mood. She thought of a scene in the moving picture of the South Seas, Moana. A
girl sits in a boat while her sweetheart lies beside her on the beach, eating a raw
fish which he has just caught from the sea. The girl looks at the boy and in the
heart of each one of them it is plain that there has begun the first stirring of love.
It is an exotic courtship, the primitive counterpart of our romances which begin
with a foxtrot on the ballroom floor and progress to an automobile ride.
Strictly speaking, Guion’s composition is not music for a traditional ballet but for
a choreographic pantomime—the sort of thing the Russian ballet developed in
Prince Igor, for example. If I were to name it, I should call it by the highsounding title of “Pantonimic Choreographic African Vision.” Before we can
interpret it, we shall have to find a story to fit it. It is hardly long enough to admit
of any formally developed plot and its rapid changes of mood suggest the sudden
kaleidoscopic shift of a vision or a dream. However, a single hearing of any new
music that is worthwhile is not enough to realize all its possibilities and Miss
Fredowa and I are looking forward with keen interest to hearing it again next
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Sunday evening. 158
Kosloff and Fredowa sent a wire recommending Guion to Cecil B. DeMille, 159
who planned a ballet sequence with Kosloff in his film Madam Satan, which was
ultimately released in 1930. 160 A different account of the genesis of Shingandi is given
by a newspaper article according to which DeMille was “in the market for a barbaric
African score to be synchronized to his new picture, ‘Madame Satan.’” 161 Whether the
idea of composing a “primitive African ballet” originated with Guion or with DeMille,
the plan was to use Guion’s music for an extended scene taking place in Africa.
This was a period of massive upheaval in the film industry, and as a consequence
DeMille’s plans for Madam Satan changed so that Guion’s music was not used in the
film. After the introduction of talking pictures with Al Jolson in The Jazz Singer in 1927,
interest in silent films waned. DeMille’s first two talking pictures were Dynamite (1929)
and Madam Satan (1930). Talking pictures called for an entirely different kind of acting
than the exaggerated reactions and gestures used in silent films. Many of the films from
these years by less capable directors and producers are characterized by awkward, stilted
acting, exemplifying the challenge presented by this new medium. The situation was
exacerbated by economic circumstances after the stock market crash of 1929, as directors
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had to work within very low budgets, with greatly reduced chances of success at the box
office as movie tickets became harder to afford. If DeMille decided not to use Guion’s
music, this decision is hardly a reflection on the producer’s estimation of the composer.
Nor is it an adequate reflection on Kosloff, whose film career came to an abrupt halt
following Madam Satan. But this was by no means the end of Kosloff’s career either. In
February 1930, Kosloff produced Rimsky-Korsakov’s ballet Scheherazade in Dallas. 162
The premiere of Ballet Primitive was given for an audience of invited guests on
January 12, 1930 at the Dallas Little Theatre on Maple Avenue, with the composer at the
first piano, and Harlan Pettit playing the second piano. Guion had completed his twopiano score of Ballet Primitive in only eight days, as described in an article that appeared
in the Dallas Times Herald on the day of the premiere:
The writing, in its actual process, was accomplished at the piano. This is Mr.
Guion’s method. However, it is seldom that he receives his inspiration at the
keyboard. The hours of the morning from 12 to 4 o’clock, when the atmosphere
is entirely quiet and there are no interruptions, are the hours of inspiration for this
composer. The themes are constantly racing through the composer’s brain,
disturbing him and entirely precluding sleep, until he is forced to record them on
his ubiquitous manuscript at the side of his bed. Themes, once conceived, are
readily developed in mathematical sequence. There is no mathematics about their
conception, however, and it is in this matter that genius is apparent. 163
In an article that appeared in the Dallas Times Herald on the day of the
performance, art and music editor Kay Jefferson described the percussive effects
achieved by the Ballet Primitive: “Mr. Guion has caught the rumble of the drums, tom-
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toms, the metallic snap and vibration of the brasses, all by means of the pianos.” 164
Also performed in the same program were three of Guion’s piano pieces (this being also
the premiere of The Scissors Grinder, which due to audience demand was played
twice, 165 and the earliest known performance of Nocturne, which was later renamed as
Prairie Dusk) and four or five Guion songs sung by soprano Daisy Polk, including Please
Shake Dem ‘Simmons Down, which was dedicated to Miss Polk (for this piece also, this
being the earliest known performance).
Some two and a half years later, a newspaper reporter recalled the turmoil that
preceded the performance:
On that memorable day everything happened. The water pipes froze. Mr.
Guion’s mother and sister both came down very ill. The cook left. The pipes
burst. Mr. Guion’s car also froze and wouldn’t start. The pianos which had been
moved over into the Little theater got temperamental and the keys stuck. It was
Sunday and there was no piano man available. And then to cap it all, Harlan
Pettit sprained his wrist. Just as Mr. Guion was tearing his hair and striving
manfully to retain his sanity, J. W. Rogers, who was to have been master of
ceremonies, was rushed to the hospital on an emergency call.
Artists’ Blow-up.
It was about this time that David blew sky-high and began throwing things. His
language could be heard for miles. Those who were in on the know approached
the theater with fear and trembling, sure they would discover the building going
up in one gigantic roar.
But by the time the auditorium was full a dangerously calm and wild-eyed David
was ready to perform, correct and severe in evening clothes. (And for a real treat,
one should hear Mr. Guion on the subject of evening clothes. He says he despises
to dress up as badly as small boys hate to have their ears washed.)
He and Mr. Petit, despite the many handicaps, gave a stirring performance of
“Shingandi,” which was known as “Ballet Primitive” at that time. The piano keys
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didn’t stick that night, the house was jammed with people standing in the aisle;
Oliver Hinsdell did some pinch hitting for J. W. Rogers and the evening ended in
a thunder of wild applause and approval. 166
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Reception history: first concert
A review of the concert described Ballet Primitive in detail:
The ballet was written by the composer for two pianos, but from those two pianos
the pianists Sunday evening brought out various orchestra combinations. The
staccato theme was introduced in the first movement, the allegro, with its bits of
primitive theme, and was reintroduced in the largo—Guion’s largo that was
somewhat similar in theme to Dvorak’s largo from the [New] World Symphony,
which, when put into words, is called “Going Home.” The third movement of the
ballet is the presto, into which is summed up the beatings of the drums, the Negro
spirituals, and the droll, rumbling characteristic primitive themes, [which] all
developed into a powerful abrupt climax.
Playing a part of the time from the manuscript, the composer and the pianist
played as one in presenting the ballet, throughout which sections of phrasings are
broken from one piano to the other. The success of it all was easily determined
by the [calls] for the artists after their second rendition of the selections, and of
the numbers who remained for the performance though only standing room was
available. 167
Another critic reviewing the same concert wrote:
The Ballet Primitive reveals the composer in a new light, a master of the building
of harmonies from a small haunting rhythm or interval, and the result was one of
the biggest pieces of work he has yet attempted and succeeded with so entirely.
The work is provocative, picturesque and has a lasting emotional appeal….
The ballet itself was played twice, so that its mechanics as well as the general
effect could be comprehended. 168
The Dallasite proclaimed Ballet Primitive “the most ambit[ious wor]k ever
attempted by a Southwestern composer…, “an exceptional piece… destined to gain
national, if not international, fame.” 169 According to this article, every seat in the theater
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was filled, as was most of the standing room. 170
Africa provides the setting and the varying moods of the aborigines are faithfully
portrayed as the theme is developed. It begins with a fast, rhythmic dance
suggestive of a barbaric ritual and moves through the whole sphere of savage
emotions. At times it is romantic and colorful; at others it is a melancholy dirge.
Each mood is skillfully arranged to blend into the following one and, to the
incessant beating of tom toms, the whole works into a near-frenzy which produces
a weird and impressive finale. Even the two-piano arrangement enabled the
imaginative to conceive the infinite beauty which the full orchestration will bring
out where each mood is given its proper atmosphere and each tone its proper color
by the appropriate instruments.
When the complete orchestration is finished Mr. Guion plans to give the Ballet in
a proper setting at Fair Park Auditorium with the aid of the Dallas Symphony
Orchestra and Theodore Kosloff who has been seeking an original American
ballet for years and who encouraged Mr. Guion to complete the Ballet Primitive
after hearing bits of the composition several weeks ago. 171
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Preparation for the orchestral premiere in Chicago
Despite the successful premiere of Ballet Primitive, the production of this work as an
actual ballet, as Kosloff had envisioned it, would still be several years in the making.
Guion was busy with many other projects. He gave four more recitals of his own
compositions in the next five months, and he was director of the piano department of the
Southwestern School of the Fine Arts in Dallas. At the end of May, his student Maude
Clemmons gave a recital of fifteen piano pieces, including three works by Guion: The
Scissors-Grinder, The Harmonica-Player, and Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture.
Maude was Guion’s cousin and one of his last students, as I have not found any evidence
of his working as a teacher after the spring of 1930. That summer he went to New York,
where his cowboy show Prairie Echoes at the Roxy Theatre was a smashing success.
Even before Prairie Echoes opened, Guion performed Ballet Primitive for the manager of
the Roxy Theatre, S. L. “Roxy” Rothafel, and Roxy Symphony Orchestra conductor
Joseph Littau, and for New York Times music critic Olin Downes, New York
Philharmonic manager and NBC Artist Bureau director George Engles, and Paul
Whiteman and Ferde Grofé. 172 A press release by Guion’s publicist implies that
Whiteman and Grofé knew of Ballet Primitive even before Guion left Dallas, and that his
anticipated collaboration with them was the main reason for his trip to New York: Carl
Engel of G. Schirmer, Inc., recommended Ballet Primitive to Howard Hanson, who
looked forward to seeing it with the intention of giving a performance the following year
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at the Eastman School of Music in Rochester, New York, where he was the director. 173
In June, 1930, at Mr. Whiteman’s request, following a presentation of this Ballet
at the Dallas Little Theatre, where it was given an ovation after a hearing in twopiano form, Mr. Guion left for New York City, where he has since been living, in
order that Mr. Whiteman and Mr. Grofe might see this score, in which they had
become interested. 174
Whiteman was by this time the most famous bandleader in the country. 175 Six
years earlier, Whiteman conducted Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue at Aeolian Hall with the
composer at the piano, thus bringing jazz onto the classical music concert stage in a
program entitled “An Experiment in Modern Music.” The Rhapsody in Blue had been
orchestrated by Whiteman’s associate, Ferde Grofé. Altogether there were eight of these
“Experiment in Modern Music” concerts between 1924 and 1938; the third such
experiment would feature the premiere of Grofé’s orchestration of Guion’s Ballet
Primitive. By the time Guion made their acquaintance, Whiteman and Grofé had been
working together for more than a decade. 176 Dallas newspapers erroneously reported late
in July 1930 that the orchestration of Ballet Primitive had been completed and that
Whiteman’s orchestra would present it sometime in October. 177 Later it was reported that
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this concert would be at Carnegie Hall on November 15, 1930. 178 But by February, 1931
it was decided that the concert would probably be given in Chicago, 179 after Whiteman
was hired as the music supervisor of the NBC Chicago studios. 180 The orchestral
premiere of Ballet Primitive, newly renamed as Shingandi, was finally given on
November 22, 1931 at the Studebaker Theatre in Chicago. The title Shingandi has no
significance with respect to the story, which contains no character by that name, and the
title is not known to have meaning in any language, but apparently was chosen to reflect
the exotic character of the ballet.
It seems that it was a delay in completing the orchestration that necessitated
postponing the concert, because in an undated letter (or, more precisely, in a letter dated
“Sunday”), Guion wrote to his mother: “As soon as the ballet is orchestrated, I intend to
enter it in the NBC contest—regardless of when Whiteman plays it. The old fool has
married for the third time now.” 181 I haven’t uncovered any information about the NBC
contest mentioned in this letter. Whiteman married Margaret Livingston on Tuesday,
August 18, 1931. On that same evening there was the weekly broadcast of Hearing
America with Guion. In the same letter, Guion wrote : “Wish you could hear my next
program—it’s dern cute, I think—and I’m singing my ‘Wrong Livin,’ myself—and
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talking in between verses, and if I do say so—it’s clever.” 182 The only time Guion used
Wrong Livin’ on his radio show was the following Tuesday, August 25. Therefore, this
letter must have been written on Sunday, August 23, which proves that more than a year
after newspapers reported that the orchestration had been completed, it still was not done.
In February, 1931, at Guion’s request, a contract was drawn up by the Publication
Department of G. Schirmer, Inc., according to which Guion would pay Grofé an
unspecified dollar amount per page of the manuscript of the orchestral score, with the
copyright of the orchestration belonging to Guion. 183 In mid-June, Grofé agreed on the
price of ten dollars per page, for an estimated seventy pages. 184 Grofé finally sent a
telegram to Guion on September 22 announcing that the orchestration was complete and
setting the concert date for November 22. 185
The weekly radio series Hearing America with Guion lasted from June to
September, 1931. Guion occasionally made occasional concert appearances in New York
with cowboy baritone Paul Ravell, his associate from the radio show, the last of these
being on November 5, only two and a half weeks before the Chicago premiere of the
orchestration of Shingandi. Guion’s stay in New York from the summer of 1930 to the
spring of 1932 was the most active period of his entire career. His publicist summarized
his activities in a news release for the Shingandi performance:
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During the year that Mr. Guion has been in New York, he has filled a week’s
engagement in the Roxy Theatre, being presented in a program of his own music,
which was followed by a number of coast to coast broadcasts over NBC, in
programs devoted exclusively to his own music and in which he was heard as
guest soloist—General Motors [Jul 28], Eveready [Sep 9], Metropolitan Echoes
[Sep 21], Conoco Listeners [date unknown] and a series of some sixteen All
Guion programs over Station WOR.
Mr. Guion has just signed a contract with George Engles as an exclusive NBC
artist and will shortly be heard over the great network. He is expected in Texas
for a short visit, following Sunday’s concert, as Mr. Guion insists that Texas is his
home and New York City merely his residence. 186
Two more months may have passed before the orchestration was done, according
to another undated letter that Guion wrote to his mother. I believe that this letter was
from mid-October, as the letter was typed, and elsewhere in the same file I found a typed
envelope not containing any letter; Guion had addressed this envelope to his mother, and
it was postmarked on October 16. Guion wrote:
Dear Mama:
Well, at last I’ve gotten the piano part of the ballet. Grofe arranged it for two
pianos and orchestra, and I am to play the first piano IF I have sense enough to
learn it. It is terribly difficult in spots and I am working my fool head off trying
to get it into my fingers. I got a wire yesterday from Grofe telling me Whiteman
would send expense money. I don’t know yet what hall it’s to be given in or
when I’m expected ther[e], but I imagine I’ll have to be there at least a week
ahead of time for rehearsals.
Nothing from NBC yet—no signs of a program nor anything else. [As the
Hearing America series had ended, Guion was trying to get a new series launched
on the NBC radio network.] That’s why I’d rather not mention my contract with
them until they give me something definite. I’ll try and find out more about the
Whiteman concert and Alice [Kneeland, Guion’s publicist] can then give it to
[John] Rosenf[i]eld [music critic for the Dallas Morning News]. I’ve been
disappointed so often at the last minute I hate to count on anything, much less
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give it out publicly.
My money will be gone by the end of Nov. so I guess I’ll come home then.
I’m wiring Alice today to get off my extra copy of the ballet. I think it’s at home,
or she may have it—anyway, I must have it at once. Also I’m telling her to send
me a dozen or more of my photographs—slick ones for cuts, in case I get any
publicity in Chicago….
I’m getting many invitations out to dinners, concerts etc, but I’m so busy on the
ballet I can’t accept them. Am doing most of my cooking on electric grills and
get along pretty good—I’m burnt out on restaurant food. 187
On November 8, Guion wrote to his mother that he would take a train from New
York to Chicago on November 16 and arrive the next morning.
The program is not to be broadcast. If it were, it would keep people from the
concert. The Ballet will be broadcast at a later date.
I wish I had the money to send you and Neil [the composer’s sister] so you could
be in Chicago for the premiere. I’m just able to make it myself—or rather
couldn’t have if Whiteman were not paying my expenses. I’d give anything for
you all to be able to hear it,. And I wish ol’ Alice [Alice Roberts Kneeland,
Guion’s publicist] and Mrs. [Jules D.] Roberts [presumably a relative of Alice],
and Harlan could be there too. They have been so sweet to me and are so
interested….
The ballet is coming along very nicely—I don’t always play it as well as I’d like
to, but I still have a week here before going to Chicago. Guess I’ll have little or
no time there for work outside of the rehearsals. 188
Another letter to his mother recorded Guion’s thoughts upon his arrival in
Chicago:
Dear Mama,
This is just to let you know I arrived in Chicago, was met by Whiteman’s
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manager & taken out here. Have a lovely room & bath, overlooking the lake.
Whiteman lives here too. Also, the Kinseys. This, you know, is the smallest
hotel in Chicago. We had our first rehearsal this afternoon at three. The ballet is
simply great. I never got such a thrill before in all my life.
I was terribly nervous & excited & played rather rottenly, but it will go better
tomorrow. Was too busy “listening” to play & keep my mind on my own part.
Whiteman, Grofe, (in fact every one) are most enthusiastic over the ballet & I
think it will go over big.
I was interviewed by several newspaper men after the rehearsal, & hope to get my
share of publicity. I think the entire program will go on the air a week from next
Sunday, so you will hear it over NBC. The Boguslawski’s were at the rehearsal.
I had lunch with them. They’ve asked me to dinner tomorrow nite. 189
Guion had met the renowned pianist Moissaye Boguslawski in 1926 when they
served together on the faculty of Chicago Musical College. Guion was understandably
delighted that his friend had come out for the rehearsal. They would have much to
discuss over lunch: Guion’s spectacular success at the Roxy Theatre, the radio shows,
and the orchestral premiere of his most ambitious work to date. Boguslawski no doubt
talked about the new conservatory he had founded in Chicago that year, the Boguslawski
College of Music. 190 But the dinner completely took Guion by surprise:
Last Thursday the Boguslawski’s gave a dinner party for me at the “College Inn”
at Hotel Sherman, on “Celebrity Night,” and I was personally introduced to the
crowd, along with the four Marx brothers, Amos and Andy, Fanny Brice, Paul
Whiteman and dozens of world famed people, by Ben Bernie. The “spot” was
thrown on us as our names were called out and we had to get up & bow. Bernie
made quite a little speech about my work and me. There were at least five
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hundred people there. 191
In the publicity that preceded the November 22 concert, Shingandi was
overshadowed by the premiere of Grofé’s Grand Canyon Suite on the same program.
Whiteman bragged that he had spent about $20,000 in bringing the Grand Canyon Suite
to the public. 192 Another feature was the premiere of Grofé’s new orchestration of
Gershwin’s An American in Paris. The full program, Whiteman’s “third experiment in
modern music,” 193 conducted by Bertha Ott, consisted of:
1. The Peanut Vendor, by Simons, arranged by Bargy;
2. Waltz Caprice (Caprice Viennois—Tambourin Chinois), by Kreisler, arranged
by Bargy;
3. Sylvia, by Speaks, arranged by Bargy;
4. Knute Rockne: A Musical Tribute, by Grofé;
5. Manhattan Serenade, by Alter, arranged by Huxley;
6. Shingandi: A Primitive Ballet, by Guion, orchestrated by Grofé;
Encore: Turkey in the Straw, by Guion; 194
7. Five Pictures of the Grand Canyon, by Grofé;
8. That’s Why Darkies Were Born, by Henderson, arranged by Huxley;
9. When It’s Sleepy Time Down South, by Muse, arranged by Huxley;
10. Chopsticks, by Crozier;
11. A Banjo Recital (We Can’t Forget Mike);
12. An American in Paris, by Gershwin
Grofé’s Knute Rockne was a tribute to the Notre Dame football coach who had died in a
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plane crash on March 31, 1931. This orchestral poem had its premiere in a radio
broadcast a few weeks prior to the November 22 concert. 195
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Reception history: orchestral premiere
Once again, Shingandi was received by the audience with great enthusiasm. Guion wrote
to his mother and sisters about it that night in a letter dated “Monday, 4 a.m.”:
Dear Mama, Neil & Cordie,
Well, for one more time in my life, I “put it over.” It was great, and the ballet got
a tremendous ovation. The applause was thunderous and I was kept bowing many
minutes and took three curtain calls, and could have taken many more, but I
stopped the applause and made Grofe take a bow from his box. Then they began
again, and I took another curtain call & then came back & played “Turkey in the
Straw” as an encore, and took two more curtain calls after that.
At least a hundred people came back stage to congratulate me, and I got many
wires & letters.
So, another dream has come true, and I’ve had another thrill of a lifetime. I only
wish you all could have been here.
If the program goes on the air next Sunday, and it’s likely it will, Whiteman wants
me to stay over. I will know possibly tomorrow. 196
A reviewer for the Chicago Herald and Examiner was much impressed with the
concert but had little enthusiasm for either Shingandi or An American in Paris:
Paul Whiteman, high priest of popular music, brought his truly remarkable
orchestra yesterday to the Studebaker Theater, which proved too small by a
thousand seats to hold his admirers. Since a similar number of would-be listeners
were turned away from the opera on the foregoing evening, it seems evident that
the people still have money to pay for the kind of musical entertainment they
happen to like.
There are many reasons for liking Mr. Whiteman and his orchestra. He has
brought it to a higher pitch of efficiency and of distinctive beauty, too, than any of
his competitors. What he calls the American orchestra, with its astonishing
variety of unaccustomed colors and timbres, unfamiliar sonorities, and aggressive,
pioneering spirit, is capable of almost unlimited development.
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Similarly the rhythms which he and others quite rightly describe as characteristic
of his country, the impulsive and drastic inflections that grow out of them, are
developing and expanding into a new musical idiom that presently may be more
significant than it is just now. That happy result waits upon the appearance of a
composer whose imagination shall match that of Vienna’s Johann Strauss. Then
America will have popular music that great musicians of the future will love to
quote, as Kreisler and Godowsky delight in their charming echoes from Vienna.
Meanwhile Mr. Whiteman is served best by the less pretentious writers
represented on his program. The composite works of Henderson-Huxley and
Muse-Huxkey, in which Mildred Pailey chanted the vocal obbligato, seemed to
me to possess elements of beauty that were finer than anything to be discovered in
the ambitious undertakings of Grofe and Gershwin.
It was inevitable that the symphonic poem should be discovered by the jazz
composers. Mr. Grofe in his “Grand Canyon” Suite had moments of that kind of
musical insight that appeals to the listener’s imagination without resorting to
imitative effects. Thus his tonal picture of the “Painted Desert,” despite its
Debussian idiom, developed true poetry.
But the public liked far better the trombones’ imitation of the donkey’s cheerful
voice and the sounds of tempest and torrent in the movement entitled
“Cloudburst.” They also liked his symphonic tribute to the late Knute Rockne,
though this is a far less skillfully made piece, consisting of the most obvious kind
of musical patchwork.
The remaining novelties on the program were Guion’s “Shingandi,” subtitled “a
primitive ballet,” which was best in its jazzy moments, and Gershwin’s “An
American in Paris,” happiest when it was funniest, which was not often enough
for its length. Indeed, it would not be bad advice to Messrs. Grofe, Gershwin and
Guion to recommend brevity. The blue pencil, gentlemen. Not even the lovers of
popular music need so many repetitions. 197
Shingandi made a more favorable impression on the Chicago Tribune:
If American composers only realized it, they have the chance to have their music
played in a way beyond their fondest hopes. All that is needed is to write
something that can be accepted by Paul Whiteman.
He appeared at the Studebaker yesterday with an orchestra of some thirty-five
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brilliant experts, the first time in several years that he has come before the public
with so large an organization. During the interval he has changed his opinion
about its makeup. He uses a much larger string section, which adds flexibility and
variety to the playing. Otherwise the former excellence prevails. The crowd that
wanted to hear him was several hundred larger than could be accommodated.
It is too bad that words cannot describe the kind of tone that this highly
specialized orchestra produces. Mr. Whiteman’s woodwinds are the best you are
likely to hear anywhere; his brasses, especially his trumpets, are almost beyond
belief in range and color. A piano, a celeste, and a banjo add their tones; there are
percussions of all sorts. The combined tone is ravishing.
As he adds to his orchestra, his composers go in for suites and symphonic poems
as well as transcriptions of complex nature. There should be more composers and
more efforts at developing compositions for this group. Just at present it would
seem that the composers who write with the Whiteman band in mind get the best
results when they are in the mood of gayety. There were several new pieces on
yesterday’s program. Once of them, Ferde Grofe’s “Five Pictures of the Grand
Canyon,” was by far the best in the picture called “On the Trail.” George
Gershwin’s “An American in Paris,” not entirely new, but little known
hereabouts, came closest to realizing what the Whiteman orchestra ought to be
doing.
But it was exhilarating just to hear the players. There were other new pieces: Mr.
Grofe’s “Knute Rockne, a Musical Tribute,” which developed into a lively
delineation of a football game, and David W. Guion’s “Shingandi,” a ballet
founded upon African themes, with a lot of rhythmic stir in it, if somewhat exotic
in character. Both composers were present and apparently delighted with the
performance. There were shorter pieces and arrangements in plenty. Altogether
it was a stirring program, and one hopes for more of the same. 198

Guion didn’t pay much attention to these press reports, as he wrote to his mother
that night:
Dear Mama,
Just a note to tell you “Shingandi” goes on the air next Sunday at 10:15 P.M. over
N. B. C. Chicago, on a coast to coast hook-up.
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Guion to remain over a week as guest of Paul Whiteman, and take the first piano
part for the air premiere.
The “dear critics” didn’t pay much attention to either Grofe or me. They blew in
and blew out only hearing bits of the program & those that heard our numbers
didn’t have brains or interest enough to give us a decent or fair, or even an
intelligent criticism. But the audience is the only thing that really counts & both
Grofe & I got tremendous ovations & all Chicago is talking of my number. It
went over better than Grofe’s, & made more of an impression on the musicians as
well as the entire audience.
I’m so happy you all will be able to hear it, & I only hope it will come over
well. 199
Thus a rivalry began to emerge between Guion and Grofé. Back in New York,
Variety published a review of the concert, and here Guion got much more attention:
Chicago, Nov. 23. Paul Whiteman again explored the border line between jazz
and symphonic music at the Studebaker theatre yesterday (Sunday) afternoon on
his first concert appearance in four years. Event was a sellout, with standees
drawing every musician of note in Chicago area and refreshened and reestablished appreciation of Whiteman as a musical pioneer. It was outlined more
sharply his value as a salesman and a deluxe window dresser for the Chicago
branch of NBC, where he holds the title of music supervisor. In fact, Whiteman is
the only personality NBC has in Chicago.
Program interest centered in two new compositions by Ferde Grofe and one by
David Guion, who interpreted “Shingandi” on the piano, proving himself as able
at execution as at creation. Guion is one of the most unusual figures in
contemporary music, having started as a champion cowboy in Texas. His
composition alternates passages of beauty with others of power. Guion was so
bashful and self-effacing he materially weakened his own ovation.
Recently completed “Grand Canyon Suite” of Grofe was the longest on the
program, and in its fifth movement, interpretive of a storm, kept Grofe taking
bends afterward for a couple of minutes. Knute Rockne tone poem earlier in the
program was another Grofe triumph.
Geoge Gershwin sent Whiteman a set of specially tuned automobile honking
horns of the old-fashioned type to fit into “An American in Paris.” That was held
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for the finale.
On the opening end were three arrangements by Roy Bargy, namely, “Peanut
Vendor,” “Waltz Caprice” and “Sylvia.” In the latter number Jack Fulton, Jr.,
through a megaphone became one of the two individual hits of the program, the
other being Mildred Bailey, who assassinated her audience with a couple of Dixie
ballads.
“Manhattan Serenade,” Chopsticks and Mike Pingatore’s reliable break-neck
banjo playing completed the program, which consisted of nine items.
Audience buzzed with comment when Whiteman first came on, for the king of
jazz has cut his former waist line in half. His usual mustache was also absent. 200
Another favorable opinion of Shingandi was published in Music News:
Being hopelessly in the minority in my opinion of the value of the Whiteman
programs I will say nothing in addition to what has often been expressed in these
columns about that of last Sunday afternoon at the Studebaker under the direction
of Bertha Ott.
The majority rules always and since this concert was endorsed by a very large
audience and great enthusiasm it is only wisdom to conclude that this is
preeminently what the public wants and to let them have it.
There were, however, three exceptions to the general rule on Sunday and these lay
in the compositions of David Guion, Ferde Grofe and George Gershwin, the last
two of which I did not hear but which were recommended highly to me by my
loving friends.
In the case of the Guion “Shingandi” I must confess sheer fascination on my part
although it is in the metier of ultra-modernism.
Mr. Guion is a splendid musician and has written many things to prove it. In this
case I believe the piano score to be the most important part, rising indeed to the
dignity of a Concerto and being at least as good as any such output for a number
of years, [much] better, in fact, than most.
Mr. Guion is likewise a splendid pianist, with technic, taste, style and conviction,
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and unhampered, he could make his own score to glow again. But, Mr.
Whiteman, always noisy and sensational, blocked this phase to a considerable
extent by the too-brilliant employment of his choir of brasses.
The audience recognized all these merits as well as the fine personality and the
correct poise of Mr. Guion and applauded him to the echo, so much so indeed that
an encore was inevitable and for this he played his own transcriptions of ‘The
Arkansas Traveler,’ to the great joy of the assemblage.
This is a piece of melodic exuberation with always a song flow as well as an
overlay of brilliant color, and, in my opinion, is better than any of the efforts
made by Grainger along the same line. 201
A review of this radio performance published in the New York American is
particularly valuable for its description of the significance of Whiteman’s symphonic jazz
concerts:
Mr. Whiteman Presents. Dismissing his crooners, his quartets and other
encumbrances of his radio programs, Paul Whiteman marched his jazzbos to the
microphone the other night, gave the parlors—those that had not been closed for
the night—the “high hat jazz concert” that he recently presented in a Chicago
theatre.
Dr. Whiteman and his jazzbos faced the armchairs under a handicap that would
have overwhelmed less doughty musicians. All day long the parlors had echoed
with the trumpets of the symphonies, the high C’s of operatic songbirds, the
lullabies of Broadway charmers. The hour was late. Millions probably had gone
to the quilts. But there were others who hadn’t.
Whiteman Offers Some New American Works. There were others who were
curious to see what Dr. Whiteman had up his capacious sleeve. Didn’t they
remember that seven years ago the good maestro had taken jazz out of its rowdy
clothes, its battered hat, its Bowery manner; had dressed it up in high hat and
spats and presented it to the lifted eyebrows of Aeolian Hall?
Didn’t they recall that on that occasion, the good doctor had introduced something
called “A Rhapsody in Blue” by an up-and-coming composer named Gershwin?
And that, as a result, the lifted eyebrows were raised even higher—were raised, to
be exact, in ecstatic wonder?
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Yes, they remembered; remembered not only how swagger were the new clothes
of jazz but how well they fitted. And it is not easy, they bore in mind, to fit a
figurine that had been shaking so long with St. Vitus dance. So they stayed in
their easy chairs, these people, prepared again to greet Dr. Whiteman as he
ushered high hat jazz into the salons of the broadcasters.
This time he gave most of his attention to Ferde Grofe, the Grofe of “Mississippi
Suite,” one of the three great American compositions written in the modern idiom
(the other two are “Rhapsody in Blue” and Rube Bloom’s “Song of the Bayou”),
the same Grofe who, with his masterly arrangements, has saved the programs of
innumerable dance maestros.
Grofe’s “Grand Canyon Suite” a Thing of Beauty. Grofe, this time, was
represented by an ambitious work called “Grand Canyon Suite.” It was its first
performance on the air, its second performance anywhere.
To our notion it far surpasses “Mississippi Suite,” not only in its coloring, its
melody, the imagination shown in the use of strange musical instruments, but in
the atmosphere it evokes. The composer actually gives you the spirit of the Grand
Canyon, its gorgeous beauty, its vastness, its part in the Indian history of the
Southwest.
And Whiteman’s men do a superb job with it. Yet, can it be called jazz as jazz is
defined today? Only by stretching the imagination. Here and there is a
suggestion—but it is only a suggestion.
Nor is David Guion’s “Ballet Primitive,” which followed, jazz. For years Guion
has been hunting down the folk music of the South and Southwest, rearranging it
for the concert hall. Today he is the chief historian of the hoedown, to which
primitive America, between nips of corn whiskey, frolicked after the chores were
done and the hay was in the barn.
There is an echo of the old spiritual, ‘Going Home,’ which Dvorak appropriated
for his “New World Symphony,” in the Guion piece. While it has not the
freshness, the vitality of “Grand Canyon Suite,” it, too, is a first rate work. It, too,
in its way captures the spirit of the republic when Andrew Jackson was in his
heaven and all was well with the republic.
Musical Bigwigs Will Now Take Up Composers. So it is that we feel indebted to
Dr. Whiteman for getting away, if only for a day, from hot-cha-chas, and giving
an audience to such expert toilers in the music vineyards as Grofe and Guion. His
recognition will, of course, serve to bring them into the favor of the musical
bigwigs, just as his recognition of Gershwin served to usher the latter into the
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rarefied air of the symphony halls.
We need more Grofes and Guions. If Whiteman, alone, is able to bring them to
us, then, it seems to me, he still rates the throne chair in the jazz heavens. 202
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Orchestral premiere: the aftermath
Guion immediately began to make plans for a New York performance of Shingandi, fully
choreographed, with a hundred fifty dancers in African costume, 203 perhaps to be given at
the Roxy Theatre. 204 Also under consideration for the Roxy Theatre was Guion’s Mother
Goose Ballet, which he had written in Dallas (or may have completed while in New
York). 205 At the same time, Whiteman was preparing for the most prominent works from
the November 22 concert (Grand Canyon Suite, Knute Rockne, Shingandi, and An
American in Paris) to be repeated in an NBC radio broadcast on November 29, the first
of Whiteman’s symphonic jazz programs ever to be broadcast. 206 By the middle of the
week, Guion’s elation over his successful performance had been reduced to a bitter
dispute:
Dear Mama,
Well, I’m having my heart half cut out now. One of the biggest disappoints I’ve
ever had to face.
The broadcast, Sunday, will be 45 minutes. Grofe’s suite takes up practically all
the time and my number is being cut, so much so there is hardly any use in
playing it at all. Every movement is cut, the last movement cut four times, in fact
it is just ruined and I’m afraid will do me more harm than good.
If it wasn’t for you, I’d refuse to let it go on the air at this time, but I want you to
hear even a little of it. I’ve cried & stayed awake over it until I’m sick, and I can
do nothing but let it go on as Whiteman has cut it, or else refuse to let him
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broadcast it, which I am tempted to do. I started just to blow up & tell him I
couldn’t & wouldn’t allow him to ruin it in that way, but I just bit my tongue and
said nothing. But he knows how I feel.
He isn’t cutting Grofe’s number at all, & there are five in the suite, he could even
leave out one. But the thing is Grofe is his arranger, in fact has made Whiteman
what he is today, so naturally he has first consideration. Then too, my number got
a much bigger ovation than Grofe’s & they felt that very keenly. Whiteman tried
to force an ovation for Grofe by making the entire orchestra stand & applaud
Grofe, but even then he didn’t click as I did & the talk now isn’t of Grofe’s no.
but of mine & there is quite a bit of jealousy so Whiteman is giving this broadcast
just for Grofe’s numbers and using my name to help draw listeners, & is using my
number just as a “filler in.”
I wish now I hadn’t let him play it, it would have won $5000.00 for me in the
NBC composers’ contest, I’m sure.
This has taken all the life out of me and I want to get back to N.Y. as soon as
possible and see if anything can be worked there. If not, then I am flat broke, will
have to let slide everything I want to do. It isn’t that I don’t want to see you all &
be with you, but when I think of how miserable & unhappy I was in Dallas, where
there is just nothing for me to do, I want to go jump in the Hudson. I love N.Y. &
am happier living there than any place on earth & I have so much to give & offer
if only these fools could see it. I’ve just tasted of the life I love and it now seems
that it will be snatched from me. Oh well, I should never hope for anything
anyway. I’m not the kind to get along, to succeed at anything. I’m just a misfit
any way you take me.
My modesty, honesty, squareness & consideration for the other fellow just make
it easier for me to be stepped on….
Well, I’m all in & am tired writing. If you hear the ballet at all, you will know &
see that it is butchered, and I will be going thru it just as a sense of duty &
because I can hardly do anything else now.
I hope no one listens in & I wish there had been no publicity sent out. Even so, it
will probably be all about Grofe and damn little about me, just as it was here.
Maybe some day I’ll get accustomed to being knifed. 207
Shortly before this live broadcast was given, Guion wrote to his mother that the dispute
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had been resolved, thanks to Grofé.
Dear Mama,
Just a note to tell you I am leaving Chicago tonite for New York.
You will hear my ballet (without cuts) in a couple of hours. I hope it comes over
well.
I had to fight to keep it from being ruined by the many cuts which were to have
been made. They cut it from 16 minutes to 7 minutes and in so doing, the entire
number was ruined. I finally just refused to let it go on at all and was ready to
leave, when Grofe came to me and said everything had been fixed up, & the ballet
would go on as written. They cut one of his numbers, and should have in the first
place, as his is entirely too long for the air.
It peeved Whiteman when I refused to let it go on, but all the boys in the orchestra
say I did right & they are delighted it isn’t being cut. Many of the boys told me
not to let it go on with the cuts. Grofe was lovely about it. Only Paul kicked, but
he respects me more for not having let him run over me.
I guess I’ll be home soon, as I’m broke. Will write you from N.Y. 208
But even if Grofé did manage to find a solution to the impasse between Guion and
Whiteman, one might imagine that the resentment remained, because Guion never again
collaborated with either Whiteman or Grofé. And three months later, Grofé and
Whiteman stopped working together after a dispute concerning a performance of the
Grand Canyon Suite.
Has Paul Whiteman lost confidence in himself along with those fifty pounds? I’d
rather believe not. I like to think that, instead, he merely was poorly advised in
cancelling his February 28 concert.
He called off the program because Ferde Grofe last Sunday night conducted for
the first time from a New York stage his “Grand Canyon Suite,” a tone poem
which Mr. Whiteman himself intended to introduce here, as he always had
introduced all Grofe music. As a result, the Whiteman camp accuse Mr. Grofe of
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bad faith, but I swear I can’t come to criticise a man for showing off his creative
wares in public, where he may enjoy the sweet, though fleeting, bonbons of
applause.
Anyway, Mr. Whiteman felt, presumably, that this performance would take the
edge off his concert. I do not believe this is true. I have more faith in the King of
Jazz than he apparently has himself. For as I reflect on last Sunday’s concert,
with its myriad popular singers, its carnival atmosphere and with the handsomest
praise for Mr. Grofe’s genius, I believe that Mr. Whiteman might offer an even
more distinguished interpretation.
Could be Repeated. It is not flash-it-the-pan music—this “Grand Canyon Suite.”
It is music that blossoms with further presentation, symphony that bears added
meaning the oftener one hears it. Surely the fact that Paul Whiteman already had
broadcast it from Chicago for the country to hear did not mar its local stage
premiere last Sunday.
But if Mr. Whiteman must be an originator why does he not turn to other
composers? To Gershwin, John Alden Carpenter, Deems Taylor, Werner Janssen,
David Guion and many others who are craftsmen in the modern idiom?
It is strange to find the King of Jazz, an honored and respected king, acting as if
he were defeated with the battle not yet begun. In the boxing profession they
disqualify a champion if he fails to keep a date with his fans. 209
Meanwhile, Kosloff was completing a six-month European trip, visiting London
and Paris, then joining DeMille and his wife in travelling to Moscow, where Kosloff
received a warm welcome. It was Kosloff’s first return to Russia since the Bolshevik
Revolution. He then went to Istanbul and Egypt, returning to Dallas in December. 210
The next year he would produce Scheherazade in Dallas and Los Angeles. 211
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The second and third Dallas performances
Late in July, plans were announced for a Dallas performance of Shingandi conducted by
Alexander Keese at the Fair Park Bowl on August 21. A newspaper clipping announcing
this concert describes an event (the nature of which is unknown to me because the
clipping is only a portion of the article) attended by both Guion and the painter Frank
Reaugh 212 (pronounced “ray”). This detail is significant because it is the earliest known
occasion on which Guion and Reaugh crossed paths. Both were residents of the
Highland Park neighborhood of Dallas, and both had become famous for their portrayal
of cowboy life, Guion through his music, and Reaugh through painting. The following
year, there would be a program at Highland Park Auditorium featuring Guion’s cowboy
songs interspersed with presentations of paintings by Reaugh, with such titles as Driving
the Herd, Watering the Herd, Bedding the Herd, Guarding the Herd, The Stampede,
Milling Cattle, and The Herd Moves On. 213 Guion acquired a significant collection of
Frank Reaugh paintings.
The Dallas performance of Shingandi would use a different orchestration from
that of the Chicago performance. This second orchestration, also by Grofé, had been
used by the Washington (D.C.) Civic Symphony under the baton of Hans Kindler. 214 I
have no further knowledge of this Washington performance other than the mention in a
212
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Dallas newspaper. The National Symphony Orchestra was founded by Kindler in 1931
and gave its first performance on November 2, and NSO records do not include any
performance of Guion works in 1931 or 1932. 215 I can think of only two explanations for
this: either the Washington performance was given by the Washington Civic Symphony
(but why on earth would Kindler turn away from the NSO so soon after founding it to
conduct a rival orchestra?), or the NSO performance was prior to November 2 (the first
official NSO concert, though there were unofficial concerts by the ensemble as early as
March 4, 1930 that are not fully documented). In this second case, the Washington
performance would have been earlier than the Chicago “orchestral premiere.” This
would mean that the orchestration used in Chicago was the later of the two
orchestrations, giving credence to press reports that an orchestration had been completed
by 1930, but would contradict the only known article that documents any Washington
performance of Shingandi in its claim that the orchestration Kindler used was the newer
one. This second case seems to me rather far-fetched, because I think Guion would have
lambasted Kindler for “stealing his thunder” by using Shingandi prior to its wellpublicized orchestral premiere on November 22, 1931, and such a feud should have
surfaced in documentation in many places. According to another newspaper article, the
second orchestral performance of Shingandi was given not by the NSO but rather by the
Washington Symphony Orchestra at the American Festival in Virginia, with John Powell
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at the piano. 216
The Dallas concert began with Russian orchestral showpieces (excerpts from
Borodin’s Prince Igor, Rimsky-Korsakov’s Sadko and Scheherazade, and the traditional
song “Dark Eyes”). This was followed by a set of Guion pieces with Guion at the piano
(Arkansas Traveler, Lonesome Song of the Plains, Howdy Do Mis’ Springtime, Sheep
and Goat, The Harmonica-Player, The Bold Vaquero, Home on the Range, Cowboy’s
Lament, and Turkey in the Straw). The vocal soloists were baritone Lee Walling and
soprano Amy Jean Keese, wife of conductor Alexander Keese. A newspaper article from
the day of the concert includes important details about these Guion works:
Arkansaw Traveler (Guion).—David Guion has taken two Southern folk songs,
one a fiddlers’ breakdown, and the other a negro tune “Whoa, Mule,” and
arranged them for playing. The first work was for piano only, but this score is not
being engraved for orchestra and Mr. Guion requested the original manuscript
from the publisher so that the “Arkansaw Traveler” might be presented in Dallas
for the Bowl Concert.
Lonesome Song of the Plains (Guion).—To be sung by Amy Jean Keese. The
music for this song was written before the composer had any words to go with it,
whereupon he called in Grace Noll Crowell, Dallas poet, outlined his idea to her,
and requested that she write the lyric for the tune. The result is this mournful
little lonely air which Mrs. Keese will sing for tonight’s audience.
Howdy Do, Miss Springtime (Guion)—To be sung by Amy Jean Keese, soprano.
The lyric for this negro dialect song was written for Mr. Guion by Ben Gordon of
New York City. It has proved a very popular quartette number, both in this
country and abroad. The music is original, that is, not gathered from any folk
tune.
Sheep and Goats Walking to the Pasture (Guion).—Here again Mr. Guion has
taken an old negro folk song and put it into a score for orchestra and piano. The
air, reminiscent of the negro character, is very colorful and descriptive. Mr.
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Guion says that he recalls hearing it when still very small. His mother used to
sing it to him often when he was a boy, and it was often played at old settlers’
reunions in West Texas when David was growing up.
Harmonica Player From “Alley Tunes” (Guion).—This descriptive piece of music
pictures a pickaninny playing his harmonica in the shadow of the cabin door,
while all about him the little pickaninnies hop, skip and jump to the music.
Bold Vaquero (Guion).—To be sung by Lee Walling, baritone. The Bold
Vaquero has the distinction of being the first cowboy song ever published, and it
might be said that this composition set the present vogue for cowboy music.
Incidentally, this inspiring and distinctive number was used by Mr. Guion as his
theme song on all of his radio broadcasts over WEAF, WOR, WLWL, and WJC.
Home on the Range (Guion).—To be sung by Lee Walling. “Home on the
Range” is, according to Mr. Guion’s own statement, the most popular song he
ever wrote and also the best seller. It has been sung by everybody who sings,
beginning with John Charles Thomas, Lawrence Tibbett, and coming on down to
Bing Crosby, Kate Smith and Martin Downing [sic].
Cowboy’s Meditation (Guion).—To be sung by Mr. Walling. This lament is one
which every old cow man will recognize. Mr. Guion says that he himself has
heard it all his life. While it has been very popular with audiences everywhere, it
has not enjoyed the success of “Home on the Range.” However, it is the
composer’s favorite amongst his cowboy ballads.
Turkey in the Straw (Guion).—According to the composer, this is the first
composition of his which brough him world-wide fame. The tune has been
played by bands and orchestras all over the world, and has been especially
featured by the United States Marine Band and Goldman’s Band. Again, Mr.
Guion has taken a folk tune and orchestrated it, thereby lifting it from obscurity.
Shingandi, Primitive African Ballet (Guion).—David Guion, Harlan Pettit at the
pianos. Shingandi, with its themes occurring on intervals of minor thirds and
major seconds, all eight measures in length and blending perfectly, was written in
eight days, all except for the Largo or middle theme. This religious motif was the
first theme ever written by Mr. Guion and was composed when he was but 16
years old. The ballet then brewed for many years, and suddenly he seized upon it
again and completed the piece in eight days in 1929. 217
Kosloff, meanwhile, had studios in Los Angeles and was actively producing
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ballets in both cities. His company gave performances of a ballet called Chopin
Memories twice in Dallas, and then in Hollywood on July 15 and August 30, both of
them with the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra led by Paul Van Katwijk, the
conductor of the Dallas Symphony Orchestra. 218 His associates Miss Vera Fredowa and
Miss Eva Russo left Los Angeles and arrived in Dallas on Saturday, August 20, and left
Dallas again on Sunday night to return to Los Angeles, presumably staying to hear the
Sunday evening performance of Shingandi in Dallas. Kosloff and Miss Fredowa were
expected to return in September for the reopening of Kosloff’s Dallas studios, and they
were planning choreographies of the Hollandia Suite by Van Katwijk and Guion’s
Mother Goose Suite. 219
One newspaper reported an anecdote concerning Guion and Mr. Keese:
No one really objects to the celebrated David Guion temperament because David
Guion, himself, takes it with a sense of humor. Before rehearsals started on
“Shingandi,” the Guion magnum opus, which was played Sunday night by the
Bowl orchestra, the composer warned the conductor, “I’m temperamental as the
deuce and if I get excited and bawl you out, or bawl the orchestra out or insult
Stanley Marcus, don’t pay any attention to me.” He received solemn promises all
around that the executive end would keep its shirt on. There was no trouble at all
and only once did Mr. Guion say, “Ay tank I go home.” 220
John Rosenfield wrote a very enthusiastic review of Shingandi in the Dallas
Morning News:
A record crowd went to the Bowl Sunday night to hear music that was both
American and Dallasonian. As the audience of 5,000 packed the well and
stretched almost from rail to rail in the stadium, and as torrents of applause swept
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down the hillside one learned that somebody’s own country goes great lengths to
honor a prophet.
It is true that David Guion faced his neighbors after three years of important
theater, concert and radio engagements in the East and it is further true that the
evening’s main event, “Shingandi,” came home with trophies from Chicago and
Washington; but it is also true that Dallas has never been indifferent to the talents
of its favorite musical son and that the city gave him audiences and acclamation
before his departure. Mr. Guion’s home town really knew him “when.”
On “Shingandi” Mr. Keese and his orchestra had lavished almost two weeks of
preparation. Everything was tuned up when the hour arrived for the Dallas
premiere in orchestral form with the composer and Harlan Pettit seated at two
pianos. There was a dramatic moment when Mr. Keese poised his baton, and this
was galvanized by a wonderfully hysterical chord. Thereafter the work proceeded
to enchant and agitate the audience for reactions that could not have been more
spontaneous had they been for Rimsky-Korsakov, who never lived in Dallas.
“Shingandi” must be taken for [what] it is and must not, in the excitement, be
called something that it is not. The best approach, perhaps, is through the “isnots.” The composition, then, is not a symphony or a tone poem. It contains no
spiritual message or transcendental notions. It is not pretty, and it is not ugly for
our David is neither a show-off nor a dadaist.
Labeled a Ballet. There is really no occasion for misunderstanding. Mr. Guion
has tagged “Shingandi” explicitly as a “primitive ballet.” He has given it,
moreover, a detailed libretto which The News published several weeks ago. Like
[the] famous “Petrouchka” the piece was written for a dance; also like
“Petrouchka” it evokes enough pictures to be interesting in concert. As
“Shingandi” was heard, you did not require a swarthy corps de ballet to conjure
images of black bodies and white teeth, red blood and crimson pyres. You could
see with his ears.
Ballet and make-up might hold “Shingandi” to Africa. Otherwise it seems to
move from jungle to staked plain and thence, perhaps, to the steppes. Without the
composer’s word for it, we would not dub it African. But [we] need nobody’s
word that “Shingandi” is primitive. Even the muted slow movement has a simple,
idyllic quality that belongs to virgin forests rather than bosky dells. The climaxes
are sheer animalism, frenzied and unleashed, and this indescribably orgiastic
character, we think, takes “Shingandi” somewhere in musical literature.
Arranged by Grofe. Mr. Guion would be the last to belittle Ferde Grofe’s
contribution to the manuscript played Sunday. The noted arranger for Gershwin’s
“Rhapsody in Blue,” the estimable composer of the “Mississippi” and “Grand
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Canyon Suites,” the prodigious back-stage force of Paul Whiteman’s syncopated
career was responsible for “Shingandi’s” dazzling instrumental color, wild
tonality and mighty sonority. And, evidently, it was more than a labor of craft.
The arranger must have ridden the high tide of Mr. Guion’s inspiration when he
tricked certain tom-tom chords and wrote anguished, shrieking up-bow strokes for
the violins.
But don’t think an instant that ‘Shingandi’ is more Grofe than Guion. The twopiano version, familiar here since 1929, contained the remarkable melodic
invention, the fresh and pat themes and, above all, the portentous and tangled
harmony. Mr. Grofe’s translation (of a stubbornly pianistic Mr. Guion) is not
unlike Mr. Seldes’ rendering of the late Mr. Aristophanes into American dramatic
writing. It might be smart to ask what “Shingandi” would be without Mr. Grofe.
It would be smarter to ask what “Shingandi” would be without Mr. Guion.
Mr. Guion’s creation is, for the most part, original but there is one frank
appropriation of the old spiritual “Goin’ Home.” This is used ingeniously,
masqueraded with a rising inflection. Inasmuch as Dvorak waxed famous with
the same tune, one might say that Mr. Guion is in good company. Since folk
tunes underlay the bulk of all music there is absolutely nothing to be gained by
discussing the point further.
Keese Conducts Brilliantly. The composer was fortunate in having Mr. Keese on
the podium for the young conductor has had rare training in modern music. He
conducted with understanding authority and with an unwontedly wide range of
dynamics. Pianissimos, which are difficult in this orchestra anytime and more so
in the open, were forthcoming for genuine contrasts.
Guion music comprised the second half of the program and the audience heard
with delight the dignified overtures made from “Arkansas Traveler” and “Turkey
in the Straw.” Part of the crowd stomped out the tempo by way of enjoying
themselves. “Sheep and Goat” was unexpectedly effective in its large
orchestration and “The Harmonica Player” from “Alley Tunes” won its spurs as
symphonic comedy by getting as much laughter as the Marx Brothers. Among
the Guion songs were “Lonesome Song of the Plains” and “Howdy Do, Miss
Springtime,” well sung by Amy Jean Keese, and three familiar cowboy airs by
Lee Walling, a rich-voiced baritone. For him Mr. Guion was at the piano. “The
Bold Vaquero,” with its infectious “Hoopla, Set ‘Em Afire” brought down the
stands….
Since “Scheherazade” is, perhaps, the most brilliant instrumental tour de force
from the pen of the nonpareil of orchestrators, it put “Shingandi” to a terrific test.
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“Shingandi” won its place without a set-up. 221
The article in the Dallas Times Herald was equally filled with praise, though
more succinct:
“Shingandi,” with Mr. Guion and Harlan Pettit at the pianos, was the final number
in all its discordant yet rhythmic barbarism and the audience gave it its deserved
ovation.
But before that they had patted their feet to the lilt of “Turkey in the Straw” and
“Arkansas Traveler;” they had sat enthralled over the simplicities of “The
Harmonica Player,” so descriptive you could almost see him hunched up on a
doorstep in an alley as he piped his plaintive lay; they had cheered Amy Jean
Keese as she [sang], in round, full and tone-true voice, “Howdy Do, Miss
Springtime,” and “Lonesome Song of the Plains.” Almost as loudly if not quite,
had they signified their approval of Lee Walling, baritone, who as a boy out
around Comanche, Texas, knew his cowboys, as he gave “Bold Vaquero,” “Home
on the Range,” and “The Cowboy’s Lament.”
Audience Went Native. All these were Guion compositions, and there was no
doubt that their appreciation was far more deeply felt than for the more classical
things that had made up the first half of the evening’s program. Borodin’s
Polevetzkian Dance from “Prince Igor,” and the two numbers out of the RimskyKorsakov “Scheherazade” ballet suite, were capitally done, but the Guion music
had made listeners kind of “go native,” and there was no denying that they
enjoyed it to the utmost….
Brilliant Accomplishment. And if there was acclaim for Mr. Guion as a
composer, there also was acclaim for his brilliant piano work as he personally
accompanied Mr. Walling for the three cowboy songs. What with his
peregrinations away from home during the last three seasons, local folk have been
denied opportunity to hear him in any public appearance for some time.
More than one remarked the scintillant perfection of his key manipulation and
effective pose, really more striking and impressive to musical tyros than his
equally masterful musicianship in the more extended “Shingandi.” 222
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On October 25, 1932, Guion and Harlan Pettit gave another performance of
Shingandi with the Fair Park Bowl Symphony Orchestra conducted by Alexander Keese
at State Fair Auditorium. The second half of this concert, including Shingandi, was
broadcast on the radio.
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Preparation for the first performance as a ballet
In December, Guion wrote to Roxy Rothafel with plans for a choreographed production
of Shingandi. Rothafel had turned his attention away from the Roxy Theatre and was
preparing for the opening at the end of the month of Radio City Music Hall. The Roxy
Theatre had been “Broadway’s fanciest, flashiest showcase from the era of colossal
movie palaces… the unchallenged number one showplace of the nation,” but Radio City
Music Hall would be even more spectacular. 223 Guion’s letter was answered by
Rothafel’s music director, Erno Rapee. Here is what Guion wrote back:
I am in receipt of your letter of the 7th, and appreciate your prompt reply very
much. I am afraid that I was not explicit enough in a description of the plans I
have for Shingandi (African Primitive Ballet), in my letter to Roxy, which you
were kind enough to answer for him.
It was my plan, if Roxy was sufficiently interested, to send him copy of libretto
and score, with a view toward actual purchase of the production as a whole, to be
staged in an elaborate way, possibly for a week’s production in Radio City. As
outlined to him, the music has been scored for full symphonic orchestra and I
have written a libretto which would call for a cast of about one hundred and fifty
negro dancers. Before leaving New York, I had started rehearsals with Hemsley
Winfield and his group of dancers. Mr. Winfield is thoroughly familiar with the
music and libretto and had a comprehensive idea of the coordination of the music
and libretto. It really is his dream to be featured in this number with his negro and
African dancers.
I only have the original copy of the score, but this can quickly be photostatted, but
as you can readily understand, I would want to know if Roxy is definitely
interested before going to the expense of having this done to submit to him. The
playing time is between twenty and twenty-five minutes, which makes quite a bit
of work in connection with the securing of another orchestral copy of the score.
As I believe I told Roxy, the orchestration is the work of Ferde Grofe. Of course,
the score itself can be given over the radio as a straight orchestral number, but this
is not what I am interested in at the present time, for this particular number. It is
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my most ambitious work and I wish its New York presentation to be done in a
spectacular way—staged and produced as Roxy alone can do.
Please go over this matter with Roxy, and then let me know if he is definitely
interested in reviewing the score and libretto, with a view toward a spectacular
production. If so, I will immediately proceed with the necessary work of having
the score duplicated and will then either send or bring it to him.
With regard to the breakdown [?], it is just completed, and is of the same style as
Turkey in the Straw, Sheep and Goats or Arkansas Traveller. I am sure you
would like it and I will be delighted to give you the opportunity to be the first to
broadcast it. Will also send the manuscripts of several other new light numbers if
you can use them right away. 224
Hemsley Winfield in 1931 had founded the Negro Art Theatre Dance Group,
whose first performance in a theater on the fiftieth floor of a building at the corner of
Lexington Avenue and 42nd Street was billed as the “First Negro Dance Recital in
America.” 225 We can only speculate as to why the plans for Winfield’s company to
produce Shingandi fell through, but the very fact that this ballet was rehearsed by the first
ensemble to bring African-American performers to the forefront of modernist dance is
highly significant. Winfield died in 1934 at the age of 27, declaring on his deathbed:
“We’re building a foundation that will make people take Black dance seriously.” 226
The first performance of Shingandi as a ballet was given by Kosloff’s company in
Dallas on November 19, 1933 at Fair Park Auditorium by a hundred fifty dancers and a
224
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40-piece orchestra conducted by Paul Van Katwijk with Guion and Pettit at the piano.
The program began with The Romance of the Infanta (a ballet by Kosloff, inspired by
paintings by Velasquez and a story by Oscar Wilde, with music by Glazunov, Sarasate,
Drigo and others, with costumes said to cost $50,000) followed by nine divertissements
(each with its own scenic background) by student performers as young as eleven, and
ended with Shingandi, which the Dallas Morning News had proclaimed as “Mr. Kosloff’s
Greatest Ballet,” 227 and “the first spectacle of its kind seen in Dallas since the late Serge
Diaghilev brought his Ballets Russes here fifteen years ago.” 228 Among the performers
were Kosloff and his partner, Vera Fredowa, and his two principal dancers (Eva Russo
and Kosloff’s Flower) and more than a hundred students from Dallas. 229
A publicity announcement in the Dallas Morning News recapped the history of
Shingandi, including mention of a Carnegie Hall performance of which I have no further
documentation:
The ‘Shingandi’ project has a poetic justice. Mr. Kosloff is almost the patron of
the ballet written by Dallas’ distinguished composer, David Guion. Mr. Kosloff
asked Mr. Guion for an aboriginal or ‘ballet primitive’ to be used in the score of
Cecil B. DeMille’s picture, ‘Madam Satan.’ Mr. Guion, who had many of the
themes sketched, finished it hastily but talking pictures had ousted the DeMille
project. Mr. Guion then finished the Ballet Primitive as a two-piano suite which
he and Harlan Pettit played to a crowded house at the Dallas Little Theater in the
spring of 1930. Mr. Guion took it to New York that summer and a year later
Ferde Grofe has orchestrated it, Mr. Guion had rechristened it ‘Shingandi’ and
Paul Whiteman’s orchestra introduced it in Chicago at a concert of modern
American music. A week later it was played for an NBC broadcast. Some time
afterward Whiteman played it in his New York concert at Carnegie Hall and then
again over NBC. Mr. Guion worked with Ferde Grofe on a standard orchestration
227
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which was first used by Hans Kindler for the Washington (D. C.) Symphony.
Then in the summer of 1932 Mr. Guion brought the score home at the invitation
of Alexander Keese, who played it at the Fair Park Bowl to an audience of more
than 4,000. Now Mr. Kosloff will give it its first choreographic representation.
Mr. Guion is working on a plan for Hemsley Whitfield, noted negro dancer of
New York, to produce it in the East with an all-negro ballet. 230
A newspaper article announced that the performance would be followed by a
reception given for Guion by Kosloff at the Kosloff studios; the article also listed several
people who would be Guion’s guests at the performance: his mother, his sister Neil
Guion (then living in Dallas), his sister Kate Lasater (living in Mineral Wells), his sister
Irene Ward (living in Austin), his sister Cordelia Giesecke (living in El Paso), his brother
Wade Guion (living in San Antonio), and Louis Untermeyer “who wrote the lyric for the
first song Mr. Guion ever had published” [Hopi Indian Cradle Song] and Broadway
producer Peggy Fears, a Dallas native who had become famous as a showgirl in the
Ziegfeld Follies. 231
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Reception history: first performance as a ballet
John Rosenfield of the Dallas Morning News described Shingandi as a milestone of such
magnitude as had never been achieved in Dallas before:
In the history of the frontier, there is a pathetic chapter on Art’s advance guard,
those crazy prophets of Metropolis, who died in frustration and tragic defeat.
May it be that their ghosts were in the auditorium Sunday afternoon to witness
this plains town’s coming of age. Then they might have enjoyed their reward.
What was seen surpassed in sophistication, in lavishness and in creative enterprise
their wildest and most preposterous notions.
The Kosloff ballets, a bloom of Imperial Russian roots in this prairie soil, were
altogether the most stupendous and deeply satisfying achievements on which
Dallas has been able to stake a civic claim. They comprised an exhibition the like
of which has not reached us even by rail since 1918 or thereabouts. As far as is
known the Kosloff company is the largest and most resourceful on this continent
and will be until the arrival after Jan. 1 of its blood brother, Les Ballets Russes de
Monte Carlo. If anyone in North America had wished Sunday afternoon to see
the spectacle ballet in full legion, with copious repertoire and richness of
investment, he would have had to journey to Dallas, Texas.
A World Premiere. It was more than a rehabilitation of the Russian ballet. It was
a Russian ballet still ambitious as it added to the ‘Petroushkas’ and ‘Sylphides’ a
brand-new and wholly novel item. This was David Guion’s ‘Shingandi’ given its
choreographic fulfillment for the first time anywhere. We have had opportunities
in the past to admire the Dallas composer’s modern statement of aboriginal
themes. With Mr. Kosloff’s staging it realizes at last the use for which it was
born. To say that this is nice, fitting or complimentary is not to avow its true
significance. The ballet has lagged behind stage, screen, opera and the Cotton
Club in drawing upon the newly discovered jungle. Henry F. Gilbert’s tepid
‘Dance in the Place Congo,’ performed by the Metropolitan Opera ballet fourteen
years ago, has been the nearest approach in America. But Place Congo is merely
a Louisiana tangle and not Africa. There may have been European ballets on the
subject, but if so, they did not register in the chronicles.
In composing ‘Shingandi’ Mr. Guion followed a minutely detailed libretto which
Mr. Kosloff, in turn, used as his scenario. This story of a tribal queen who
sentences her finest warrior to the sacrificial pyre because he scorns her for the
girl Wetta provides dramatic material that skirts banality and affords intense
ritualistic moments for spectacular dancing opportunities. It seems to be a
singularly good ballet libretto possibly a legend that could not be rendered
correctly in any other medium.
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Writhing Masses. The curtain draws upon a darkened stage which suddenly is
bathed in ominous light revealing great masses of tan bodies trimmed in silver
and white. As the harsh, barbaric chords sound from the orchestra the stage
writhes with movement which never ceases until the end. Miraculously Mr.
Kosloff has preserved this mad, feverish mood while he orders sundry evolutions
to relate the tale with sharp clarity. Mr. Guion’s music burns hot in several spots
and the frenzied choreography keeps pace as trees swing, arms weave, legs dart
bodies twist, skirts swish, shields gleam. The booming percussion is augmented
by shouts from the chorus, smiting of palms and the clang of metal.
‘Shingandi’ is not the savagery of Hottentots. Mr. Kosloff has discriminated
cleverly between the primitive and the pagan. His choice of the latter enabled
him to go great lengths in the decors. Whatever this scheme may have lacked in
authenticity it made up in theatrical value.
The synthesis of visual and aural barbarism conceivably affected the audience
which displayed symptoms of lunacy after the crashing finale. Mr. Guion and his
partner at the two pianos, Harlan Pettit, were summoned to the stage to take the
cheers. Dr. Paul Van Katwijk, who conducted, was brought forth also. There was
honor this time for prophets.
It is difficult to distinguish individual performances in what was designed for
conglomerate effect. Mr. Kosloff, who has spared himself the more strenuous
steps since he has been here, made a nimble and gallant figure. Vera Fredowa as
his faithful sweetheart gave her anguish a moving fervor and Kosloff’s Flower,
that breath-taking Amazon of the dance, found in the part of the Voodoo queen
the greatest opportunities yet for her demonic turns and whirls.
The whole program qualified so well as entertainment that the audience forgot
Mr. Kosloff’s purpose to show the results of four seasons’ teaching in this
territory. There were also eight young ladies and one young gentleman whom
Mr. Kosloff was ready to offer as soloists. They were presented in nine
divertissements, each a gem of production and interpretation. Perhaps never
before on this continent have budding dancers enjoyed such glamorous
introductions with full symphonic orchestra, gorgeous raiment and cunning
scenery. The scenery incidentally enlisted another Dallas art in the enterprise.
The painter was Perry Nichols of the Little Theater workshops…. 232
Another article in the same paper had little to say about Shingandi, but assembled
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quotations about Guion from various sources:
John Tasker Howard, who has written the most exhaustive history of American
music, unhesitatingly places David Guion of Dallas among the great composers
produced on this continent. Mr. Guion’s ‘Shingandi’ is therefore important
because it is his first departure from folk sources and his entrance into
cosmopolitanism. The work, which was given its first ballet presentation Sunday
afternoon, detaches itself entirely from any locale, unless it be a tropical jungle
anywhere. Percy Grainger has called Guion’s ‘Turkey in the Straw’ a
‘cosmopolitan masterpiece.’ John Powell ranks Guion’s old fiddlers’ breakdowns
higher than Beethoven’s country dances. Mr. Howard cleverly analyzes Mr.
Guion’s native music in this way: ‘His (Guion’s) polyphonic subtleties never
interfere with the melodic outline of the original or destroy its delicious
impertinence…. With Guion music is the tangible expression of things as he sees
them, hears them and feels them.’ Primarily a nationalist he… until ‘Shingandi’
or the ‘Ballet Primitive’ always was interpreted in ‘the accents of the
Southwest.’ 233
John William Rogers of the Dallas Times Herald was similarly impressed:
Theodore Kosloff presented a “ballet concert” Sunday afternoon at Fair Park
auditorium which was the most elaborate exhibition of its kind ever given in the
Southwest. In showmanship, costumes, scenery and musical setting, it was on a
mammoth scale which will make it historic in the local annals of the dance—even
when it is compared to visiting ballets that have come from time to time.
And be it said at the outset, Mr. Kosloff did superbly and with a lavishness that
seemed more like the great Radio City Music hall than a largely non-professional
affair in Dallas, everything he set out to do.
Using fifty dancers from his own school, almost as many more supers, and a
symphony orchestra of fifty players, he offered the first performance on any stage
of his own ballet built around David Guion’s African fantasy, “Shingandi;”
recreated a ballet produced by himself several years ago in California, ‘The
Romance of the Infanta’ and offered nine of his students who have studied with
him during his last four seasons in Dallas, in a series of divertissements which for
grace, beauty of scenic effects and general virtuosity of the dance on the part of
each of the dancers, left the audience who watched them frankly amazed.
“Shingandi.” As “the first performance on any stage” and because the music had
already been heard in Dallas and found immense favor, Mr. Guion’s “Shingandi”
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was offered as climax of the afternoon and held the greatest potential interest for
the audience. The composer’s own story for the ballet was used. Two warring
African tribes decide to celebrate peace by making a human sacrifice. A voodoo
priestess (Kosloff’s Flower), who has been scorned by the bravest of the warriors,
Kalombwan (Kosloff) for a tribal girl, Wetta (Vera Fredowa), has to choose the
victim and decides to avenge the scorn shown her by choosing Kalombwan.
Wetta is prostrated, but in spite of her frantic efforts the pagan festival continues
and fire, which is to be the funeral pyre, is lit. Wetta begs her lover to renounce
the honor of the sacrifice, but he refuses and when the moment comes for him to
leap into the flames, Wetta embraces him and the two go to death together.
African Landscape. For this ballet, Mr. Kosloff devised a realistic bit of African
landscape with tall palm trees in the foreground, ghostly mountains beyond and a
huge red moon in the sky. The curtains parted before the music began, and at one
terrific, ear-smiting crash of the entire orchestra, the stage lights came up to reveal
a howling confusion of brown skinned warriors and maidens decked in their
savage splendor of plumes and war paint, dancing in a frenzy. To describe
coherently the whirling, maddened dances of fury which the ballet simulates
would be quite impossible—it was the wild fury of nearly a hundred dancers and
tribemen woven into excellent theatre. As a spectacle, it was colorful, but, for all
the barbaric impressiveness of Mr. Guion’s atmospheric music, it remained
somehow remote from Africa.
For this reporter also—and he is willing to admit first of all that seeing a ballet but
once, necessarily brings superficial judgment to bear—the choreography of
Shingandi seemed to be confused and to lack the proper focusing upon the main
pattern. One cause for this may have been that the stage seemed too crowded. Of
course a crowd is exactly what Mr. Kosloff had in mind, but there is a difference
between suggesting a vast crowd imaginatively, and simply having the stage too
full of people to get the most compelling effect of what is actually happening on
it.
Worthy Tribute to Guion. “Shingandi,” however, was a tremendously vital
performance, full of color. The producer spared nothing to give it the most
impressive mounting possible, and nothing could be more fitting than that Dallas’
most distinguished composer, and a musician who has won international
recognition should have the honor of seeing his ballet first produced at home. In
expressing our own appreciation of Mr. Kosloff’s tribute to David Guion, we do
so without reservation and we know we express the feelings of the whole of
artistic Dallas.
The score was conducted by Paul Van Katwijk, and the two pianos were played
by the composer and Harlan Pettit of C. I. A., Denton, who first introduced
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Shingandi to the public with Mr. Guion, three years ago. 234
Mabel Cranfill described the performance in Musical America:
The first performance on any stage of David Guion’s ballet Shingandi was given
in Fair Park Auditorium on the afternoon of Nov. 19 by Theodore Kosloff and his
dancers. It was a gala event made particularly attractive by the facts that Mr.
Guion is a local composer and that Mr. Kosloff’s home is in Dallas.
The story of the tribal African queen who sacrificed her best warrior to death by
fire because he had displeased her by paying court to a girl of the people, gave the
dancers opportunity to show their interpretative skill.
The ballet, orchestrated by Ferde Grofe and first played several years ago by Paul
Whiteman and his Orchestra, is spectacular, colorful and bizarre. Mr. Kosloff,
Vera Fredowa, Eva Russo and Kosloff’s Flower had solo parts. Mr. Guion and
Harlan Pettit played two pianos in the large orchestra, which was conducted by
Paul Van Katwijk.
The Kosloff dancers were also seen in The Romance of the Infanta, conducted by
Franco Autori. Alexander Keese conducted the orchestra for a children’s ballet
entitled Khorovod. An enthusiastic audience applauded the performers and gave
Mr. Guion an ovation. 235
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Later history of Shingandi
As Rosenfield wrote several years later, the Shingandi performance had represented
Kosloff’s farewell to Dallas. By 1937 he was collaborating with Stravinsky for a
production of Petrouchka at the Hollywood Bowl:
Last week in Hollywood occurred something that made our mouth water.
Igor Stravinsky conducted a program of his own works with the Los Angeles
Philharmonic Orchestra and the finale was the ballet ‘Petrouchka’ staged by
Theodore Kosloff and his new ensemble, numbering 200.
All this sort of thing might have been possible in Dallas if the Kosloff plan had
reached its desired community.
It is true that Kosloff didn’t come cheap.
He didn’t have to.
He also made his living by teaching dancing. But while teaching dancing he was
making Dallas the home of what might have been the great American ballet.
Being a man of somewhat independent means, Kosloff was not interested
primarily in the earnings of his Dallas studio. He was more concerned with the
creation of a ballet and opportunities to produce repertoire. Only the Dallas
Symphony Society and the Interstate Theaters gave him what you might call
encouragement. There were four productions (including a repetition of
“Chopiniana”) with the orchestra and the remarkably effective and ingenious
dance to Ravel’s “Bolero” that Jimmy Cherry arranged for the Palace here and
later sent around the circuit.
Kosloff tried hard to get into the State Fair Auditorium shows when they were
mere miscellanies compiled by Mike Barnes and Ernie Young, but no soap.
Kosloff ballets wouldn’t have hurt these shows a darned bit. They might have
been legitimate reasons to have attended.
“Shingandi” on Parade. While on the subject of might-have-been’s, Kosloff’s
ballet could have been ripe for anything around Centennial time. It would have
been substantially a Texas achievement and something genuine to have shown the
public on behalf of an “empire on parade.”
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It already had one thoroughly Texas work under its belt, David Guion’s
“Shingandi.” We saw it in his farewell program, given at the Auditorium in his
final season here. The Guion tone poem is significant music. The Kosloff
choreography and mounting were of the highest order.
Just now we can’t think of another locally originated art concept so thoroughly
realized as “Shingandi.” Here was the one work out of Texas that might have
challenged the attention of any audience and could have stood comparison with
anything in ballet history.
But it wasn’t in the cards last summer for our empire to parade musically.
Steel Needles. You might argue that Stravinsky and the Kosloff ballet in one
piece can be handled in Hollywood and Los Angeles but not in little old Dallas.
But this ignores certain facts. The Los Angeles Philharmonic is but slightly better
off today than the Dallas Symphony. Neither is there a Los Angeles
Philharmonic. It is a bunch of musicians called together for special events.
Obviously there were large obstacles in the way of the “Petrouchka” enterprise.
There was “dat ol’ debbil,” union scale, with charges for rehearsals and overtime.
But nothing, not even a lack of money, stops a genuine artist on performance
bent. Kosloff availed himself of a “Petrouchka” recording as conducted by
Stravinsky and the ballet was able to rehearse with its conductor to its heart’s
content. The chief cost was steel needles.
There was new Petrouchka scenery, painted on satin.
Eva Russo, well known here, had the chief feminine role and Kosloff himself
mimed the Nijinsky part. 236
Kosloff performed Shingandi in Los Angeles in September, 1938, and likely also at the
National Theatre in Mexico City in the spring of either 1937 or 1938. 237 Performances in
Moscow and other Russian cities were planned but probably never realized. 238
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Dating of the libretto of the ballet
An article about Shingandi appeared in the November 1929 issue of Texas Monthly, a
short-lived journal that had no connection with the magazine by the same name that was
founded in 1973. One month previously, the same journal had published an article on
Guion. It is noteworthy that the November article does not use the title Shingandi, as the
titled had not been devised yet.
At the time of the article, Kosloff had been in Texas for only four months. 239 He
explained why Texas attracted him from Los Angeles:
I find [in Texas] the most colorful history of any section of the country. There is
more drama in the traditional background of Texas, more material for original
composition here than anywhere else. All of the varied elements that are
contained in the history of the State—the Indian, Spanish, French—offer very real
possibilities. And then there is the atmosphere of the negro and the cowboy. My
first plan was to arrange a musical pantomime depicting all these colors and
atmospheres, but that may follow. Now I have decided to work with Mr. Guion
on the ballet of the African negro, which, it should be remembered, really goes
into the background of materials indigenous in the Southwest. 240
The November Texas Monthly article describes how in his collaboration with
DeMille, Kosloff visited Africa “to gather ‘atmosphere’ over the course of three years
“when he lived in Alexandria and made frequent trips into the interior of the continent….
He can describe the orgies of the savages with such vividness as almost to do away with
the necessity for music and a ballet to complete the picture.” 241 Kosloff drew inspiration
from his trips to Africa as he wrote the libretto for Shingandi. 242
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Although details have not yet been worked out, and questions as to costuming and
make-up remain unsettled, Mr. Kosloff has definite ideas as to the general course
that must be taken. Fully cognizant of the difficulty in projecting out
imaginations so far that they will be unbiased by standards of civilization in
witnessing a barbarian spectacle, he sees the necessity of bringing every element
of color and tone that is definitely African into the ballet. 243
The article goes on to describe a weakness with George Antheil’s ballet Fighting
the Waves, based on a play by William Butler Yeats, in that composer and playwright
worked so independently that the music and drama are disparate elements that merely
ornament each other. 244 Such would not be the case with Shingandi:
The music is being written first, and since Mr. Kosloff has often remarked that
“music is the soul of the dance, and is dependent on the dance for interpretation
only,” his libretto and ballets will undoubtedly be a sympathetic interpretation of
the music instead of an attempt to express an entirely different mood, or, if the
same mood, to express it in a different way. The two artists are working together
constantly, Mr. Guion at the piano trying out his themes and variations while Mr.
Kosloff creates the libretto to suit them. 245
As the music was being written, Kosloff fully expected to use the complete ballet
immediately: “The ballet built about the African negro is only one number, however, on a
program that Mr. Kosloff is preparing for the first week in December [1929].” 246 He also
envisioned a production of Scheherazade in Dallas that same winter, as well as another
ballet that “will be something entirely new to the experience of people in this part of the
country, and… will be representative of another country…. In preparation for these
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programs the Kosloff studios on the eleventh floor of Stoneleigh Court are, literally, in a
constant whirl.” 247
Though the Chicago orchestral premiere of Shingandi was not staged as a ballet,
Kosloff’s libretto had long been completed, and was summarized in a Dallas newspaper
article:
The ballet, once called “Ballet Primitive,” is now known as “Shingandi.” The
name is an African one and the ballet describes an African tribal festival. It is the
custom of this particular tribe to celebrate victory in battle with human sacrifice.
The conquering hero returns home to find that he has been chosen as the offering
to the gods. Through the medium of music, Mr. Guion describes the young
warrior’s anguish and that of his betrothed. She tries to persuade her lover to
running away, choosing love in preference to honor. When he refuses she decides
that she no longer wishes to live and throws herself into the blazing fire. 248
The story is told in a condensed version in the program notes for the November
22 concert:
David W. Guion, the self-taught “cowboy-composer,” raised in the Texas ranch
country, had little piano training and never studied theory, harmony or
composition. Shingandi (with its themes occurring on intervals of minor thirds
and major seconds, all eight measures in length and blending perfectly) was
written in eight days during 1929, although the thematic material is drawn from
the random ideas of several years.
To insure the endurance of peace between the Batongas and the M’Tetes, the
strongest warrior must burn upon the pyre. Only the Voodoo Queen, M’Talaka,
may discover whose life will be acceptable to the Spirit of Peace. In a clearing
between the villages, beneath a low, full moon, the tribes are gathered for the
sacrifice. Tomtoms throbbing, pipes shrilling, the stately Voodoo Queen leads the
furious dance. Spears flash, and proud warriors flaunt the glory of their strength.
Wetta, greedy-eyed and fearful, watches Kalombwan the magnificent, watches
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her lover’s frenzied dance of defiance to life and death. He is hers, despite the
charms of the witching M’Talaka, the evil woman scorned, who shall decide what
man will die. All the men join in a triumphant climax to the war dance, waving
spears and shields, rushing upon imaginary foes.
M’Talaka moves forward, works her Voodoo charms, and after an agony of
suspense, points to Kalombwan. With a cry Wetta throws herself at his feet,
implores him to renounce the cruel honor. Every blandishment, every appeal she
knows, she throws into her dance to lure him back to life and love. Kalombwan
responds, and the whole crowd softly joins in the rhythm of the age-old dance of
love. Wetta allows Kalombwan’s body to brush hers—the final act of surrender.
He is hers! With a start Kalombwan remembers his fate, throws her roughly from
him, and leads the chanting, stamping tribes in a wild dance of renunciation. On a
high shout of blood-thirsty fury, he leaps to the pyre. Wetta drags herself over the
ground to his feet, to brief, sobbing notes.
Stealthily, the witch-doctors, led by M’Talaka, wind into the solemn religious
dance of sacrifice. Not a sound now save the subdued throb of the tomtom. A
scream from Wetta rends the atmosphere like a stab of pain, but not a glance is
directed toward her anguish. With the rigidity of an age-old ceremonial the old
men seat themselves cross-legged in a semi-circle about the pyre, M’Talaka in the
center. Woodenly they wave their arms, bend, twist, turn and bow low from the
waist, nor does the mechanical relentlessness of the ceremonial falter as Wetta’s
occasional cries of despair beat on the inhuman atmosphere.
Shrill pipes scream the hour of death, and the howling young and old, wearing
hideous masks, leap into the cruel abandon of the dance of flame and death.
Defiantly against this fury Wetta pits her dance of life, but Kalombwan turns
away. Then in a screaming frenzy she defies him, the witch-doctors, life itself,
and with a laugh of wild hysteria hurls a blazing torch at the pyre, the first to set it
aflame. The wild tableau mounts to its vertiginal climax, the men drop from
exhaustion, and only Wetta is left before the flaming sacrifice. For the last time
Kalombwan refuses her appeal, and sadly bids her farewell. There is a despairing,
discordant crash; Wetta throws herself on the pyre with her lover. 249
The earliest known version of the libretto is in the David Guion Collection at
Crouch Fine Arts Library, Baylor University. In this version, the title is given as
Shingandi, thus precluding the possibility that the libretto (in this version) was written
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before the Dallas two-piano premiere of the work as Ballet Primitive. This version
includes all but the last of the thirty-four numbered scenes in the libretto that were
published together with the two-piano score in 1945. A later version differs only in a few
corrections aside from changes in punctuation, with the important addition that the scenes
are numbered from 1 to 33. At the bottom of the final page of this version is handwritten:
“Copyright 1930 Secured. David W. Guion (apt. 339) Madison Square Hotel, 37
Madison Ave., New York City….” Guion received mail at this address from September
1930 (and possibly lived here up to three months before September) through June 1,
1932. This same version of the libretto was later retyped on blue paper, the sort that was
used by Guion’s publicist, presumably after his return to Dallas in June, 1932. On one of
these is handwritten the address of Guion’s apartment in Greenwich Village: “14
Washington Place East (Tel Spring 7-3700).” I’m not sure when Guion lived in
Greenwich Village, but it was certainly no earlier than 1933. The libretto as it was
published in 1945 differs from the first numbered version in numerous instances of
editing, presumably on the part of the publisher. And it was between these latter two
versions—the first numbered version and the published version, that the Chicago
program notes were prepared, since these program notes include language from the first
numbered version that was modified in the published version, while lacking any of the
changes that were made in the published version. All of this demonstrates that the
copyright date of 1930 written on the first numbered version is credible, and few if any
changes to Kosloff’s libretto were made after the Chicago concert in November, 1931.
Also typed on this blue paper are descriptions of the costumes, staging, lighting,
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and, for some of the scenes, choreographic suggestions. Some idiosyncrasies of
typographical style (for example, “I9” in place of the number 19) are consistent with the
drafts of scripts for the Hearing America programs, a clear indication that they were
typed by the composer himself.
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The story and the music
In this section, the plot descriptions are given verbatim from the published version of the
libretto, excluding length and tempo designations. 250
War between the Batongas and the M’Tetes has drained the tribes of their
strongest men. Since the year of the great drought, more moons than an old man
can remember, the tribes have been at war. Chizongo, chief of the Batongas, and
his councillors have approached the chief of the M’Tetes. It has been decided that
peace is imperative. But peace cannot be had for the asking. A human sacrifice
to the Spirit of Peace alone can ensure its endurance. And only M’Talaka, the
Voodoo queen, can discover the warrior whose life would be acceptable to the
Spirit of Peace.
(1) On a crash of primitive discord and shrilling pipes, the curtain rises. In a
clearing, halfway between the two villages of the headmen, stands the pyre on
which the sacrificed warrior is to lose his life. The huge full moon hangs low
over the gnarled trees and the brush that close around the clearing. The tribes
have gathered for the ceremony.
The “crash of primitive discord and shrilling pipes” with which the ballet begins
is a fortississimo tremolo lasting four measures, played by both pianos, spanning four
octaves. On each piano, the left hand plays F#-C#-F#, while the right hand plays F
(natural)-G-natural, C#-G (natural). Piano 1 has F# added near the top of the right-hand
chord. The clash of simultaneous F, G, and F# reflects the atmosphere suggested by the
tempo designation of “savage.” At the same time, the tremolo chords create the effect of
shrilling pipes in the two layers of trills played with the left hand and right hand thumbs:
from F# to G and F# to F-natural. The audience is immediately plunged into an
atmosphere of primitivistic modernism.
The two-piano manuscript at the Dallas Public Library has a four-measure tied
chord instead of this four-measure tremolo, and of course predates the published two250
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piano score. The two-piano manuscript at the Harry Ransom Center for Research in
Humanities at the University of Texas at Austin indicates clearly that this four-measure
introduction was an afterthought. This manuscript also contains a revision concerning
this first chord, as originally the chord was even more dissonant.
(2) The shrilling pipes cease. The tomtoms throb. M’Talaka, the stately Voodoo
queen, dominates the bending, swaying circle of natives. Bronze torsos gleam in
the firelight. Spears flash.
The tom-tom effect is played by Piano II, with Eb-Bb in the left hand
(establishing the tonality of Eb minor) and Eb-A (natural)-Bb in the right hand, played in
the lowest register of the piano. The A-natural forms a tritone against the Eb and a minor
second against the Bb, prolonging the dissonance established by the opening chord, while
the clash of A-Bb suggests the imprecise pitch of drums. The Piano II accompaniment is
designated to be played “rhythmically (weird),” with the chords falling in each measure
on the downbeat.
(3) A wild, defiant shout and song rise from two hundred husky throats. Dancemad feet prance and stamp. Knob-kerries weave a threatening pattern. Within
the circle, the initiated warriors of both tribes weave the furious pattern of their
war dance before M’Talaka. Proudly the men flaunt the glory of their strength,
for the strongest will be chosen for the sacrifice. In the lyric frenzy of the dance,
who would regret death on the pyre, a sacrifice to the great good of the tribes?
While Piano II continues to play the tom-tom chord on the downbeat, Piano I
introduces the tribal dance theme, which is based on a single motive, Gb-Gb-Eb-Eb-GbGb-Ab, played as six eighth notes followed by an accented quarter note on beat 4.

The

motive is heard first unaccompanied, then answered with chordal accompaniment in a
call-response fashion. The melody is pentatonic, played entirely on the black keys,
although the harmony played by Piano I is not exclusively pentatonic. Piano II plays
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mostly on the downbeat, at times also on beat 3, but at the cadences (measures 4 and 8
after rehearsal number 3), the tom-tom chord is shifted to beats 2 and 4. At the ninth
measure after rehearsal number 3 is a continuation theme, also pentatonic, accompanied
with arpeggiated chords in the left hand of Piano I and tom-tom chords in Piano II, now
departing from the fixed-pitch chords that Piano II has played up to this point. The 8measure continuation theme consists almost entirely of eighth notes, each pitch repeated
twice in succession, in an effect that almost resembles perpetual motion except for the
quarter note at the end of every fourth measure. Both the perpetual-motion aspect of this
passage and the accompaniment style correspond closely with Guion’s Pickaninny Dance
for solo piano, and this correspondence suggests that these features represented for Guion
an African-American influence. Another striking feature is the cadence one measure
before rehearsal number 4, with the misaccentuation caused by shifting the accented
melody note to precede the downbeat. This technique is also used to introduce the
cadence at the end of the “Whoa, Mule!” section of Arkansas Traveler, once again a
passage of music rooted in African-American tradition.
The tom-tom effect is played by Piano II, with Eb-Bb in the left hand and Eb-A
(natural)-Bb in the right hand, played in the lowest register of the piano. The A-natural
forms a tritone against the Eb and a minor second against the Bb, prolonging the
dissonance established by the opening chord, while the clash of A-Bb suggests the
imprecise pitch of drums. The Piano II accompaniment is designated to be played
“rhythmically (weird),” with the chords falling in each measure on the downbeat.
(4) As Kalombwan works into the center, the throb of dance-mad feet, the boom
of the tomtom, the frenzied clapping take on a greater intensity from the proud
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passion of his defiance to life or death. With greedy eyes Wetta watches him.
There is an impetus in her singing and clapping. Kalombwan is her lover, and
none is more magnificent in either tribe than he. She is his choice in spite of the
charms of M’Talaka, the witching Voodoo queen. For once, magic failed
M’Talaka; she could not win Kalombwan. Above all the women of the tribes, he
has chosen Wetta and he is hers.
This 24-measure passage is based on the same tribal dance theme and
continuation theme heard at rehearsal number 3. The Piano I part is essentially the same
as before, except that at time the melody is played in octaves rather than single notes.
The Piano II part is similar to the previous passage except that in the tom-tom chords,
notes played in the right hand are extended to create a polyphonic embellishment of the
main melody.
(5) Wildly the dance progresses. In an agony of suspense, Wetta watches
Kalombwan and M’Talaka, who will decide who is to die. All the natives join in
a triumphant climax to the war dance, waving spears and shields, rushing upon
imaginary enemies.
As the dance reaches its climax, Piano I creates the effect of a crescendo with a
repeated figure that quickly ascends to a high register, to which Piano II responds in a
passage that departs from conventional chord progressions. The melody here is based on
the tribal dance theme, again misaccentuated as the motive begins a half beat before the
downbeat, but the emphasis remains on the downbeat, now the second of the repeated
melody notes.
(6) M’Talaka moves forward. The crowd falls back. She takes her place in the
center of the clearing. A breathless hush falls on the tribes as they watch her
arrange her bones, horns and other charms. The young warriors stand in front of
the semicircle, opposite the Voodoo queen. Behind her are grouped old men,
women, and witch doctors. The young women timidly peer over the shoulders of
the young men, anxious eyes watching the tossing of the bones. Wetta, on her
knees, at the end of the semi-circle, has no eyes for anything but Kalombwan and
the charms. Her own she clutches, as though by holding it she could further
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protect her lover, standing there so proudly without a glance in her direction.
The misaccentuation of the previous passage continues in this much slower
section of six measures, in which Piano I plays a new theme richly harmonized with a
preponderance of seventh and ninth chords, each played twice in succession but accented
the second time, as the first chord always falls halfway between beats. The unstable
harmony begins to pull away from Eb, preparing for modulations in the following
passages.
(7) M’Talaka concentrates on her charms, tossing, arranging, rearranging them.
The long, sable horn swings in a half-circle, not yet stopping before the brave
whom the Spirit of Peace will have for a sacrifice. Occasionally she glances at
Wetta, cruelly smiling and gloating as she prolongs the suspense.
The modulation continues as a new theme is introduced in the tenor register on
Piano I and simultaneously played in four octaves by Piano II. The second part of this
theme recalls a figure heard in the Piano II accompaniment in the preceding passage.
This new theme then might be regarded as M’Talaka’s theme. The right hand in Piano I
plays repeated chords outlined by an octave Cb, descending briefly to Bb, but then
returning, respelled as B-natural. The underlying harmony changes from a Db7 chord to
B Minor, and finally G Major. At the beginning of the last measure of this passage is
rehearsal number 8:
(8) At last the horn wavers, stops in front of Kalombwan. Wetta stiffens as if
paralyzed.
(9) “Nansi! Ena lo bacella lapa N’Koss Pezula!” M’Talaka, cruelly and
dramatically, points at Kalombwan. Wetta screams.
A dramatic pause precedes the third beat of this measure.
(10) With a wild cry Wetta throws herself at her lover’s feet.
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Wetta’s cry is accompanied by a chain of half-diminished chords descending
chromatically, six chords per beat over the span of two beats. No specific tempo is given
here except for the designation “rapid.” There had been a ritardando at rehearsal number
8 preceding the pause at rehearsal number 9. Presumably the tempo here should be faster
than the 88 beats per minute designated at rehearsal number 7. This is unquestionably the
most difficult passage of the entire work, with the twelve chords, two notes in each hand,
descending chromatically, at a rate of 7.8 per second. What makes this even more
difficult is synchronizing the music with both pianos, as Piano II plays the same chords as
Piano I, an octave lower.
For pianists who would find this passage too difficult, an alternative would be to
use the previous version, found in the two-piano manuscript at Dallas Public Library.
This version omits the pause at rehearsal number 9, giving instead a C# half-diminished
chord at rehearsal number 10 (outlined by octave B in the right hand) in place of the
chain of half-diminished chords here. Piano 1 then plays a G major chord on the
downbeat at rehearsal number 11 and continues with rests until rehearsal number 12.
Both versions are the same length in terms of the number of measures.
(11) Kalombwan lifts her up, rigidly, as though unconscious of her identity.
M’Talaka moves off toward the edge of the brush, the tribes following her.
Over the course of three and a half measures the dramatic intensity changes from
fortissimo to piano. Piano I here has a repeated figure with a C# half-diminished chord
(spelled here with Db) resolving by common tone to a Gb major chord. This figure is
heard four times, after which it is repeated an octave lower, now with the C# changed to
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C natural to give a C major seventh chord resolving, as it were, to Gb major. Meanwhile,
Piano II plays a syncopated accompaniment figure consisting of Gb major chords.
(12) Inspired by despair, Wetta pleads with Kalombwan to renounce the dreadful
honor thrust upon him. Every blandishment, every motion of appeal she has
learned, she throws into her dance to lure him back to life and love with her.
Wetta’s eight-measure dance is the first quiet passage heard in the ballet, a sort of
prelude to the duet she will dance with Kalombwan. Her prelude, in the key of Gb major,
introduces many of the melodic and rhythmic motives that are woven into the duet as a
sort of tapestry.
(13) Intoxicated [according to all versions except the published one: “by the
appeal of her dance”], Kalombwan begins to move to her rhythm. Carried away
by the age-old appeal of woman to man, the crowd softly claps and sways in time
to Wetta’s dance. Arms outstretched, bending sideways, the two describe
semicircles with their arms as they flow, like one person, back to back, face to
face; they unwind the fascination of love and passion. Wetta allows
Kalombwan’s body to brush against hers, a gesture never made in a native dance
except as an act of final surrender. He is hers!
The duet begins with an unexpected modulation to B minor. Both the melody and
the accompaniment in Piano I make very effective use of the rhythmic motive quarternote, quarter-note, half-note, while the melody adds another motive of a quarter-note
triplet followed by a whole note tied to a half note. During this repose where the melody
has a whole note tied to a half note, an inner voice is set apart from the melody as a
pianistic effect resembling orchestral shading. Throughout the passage, the melody is
played in octaves, filled in as chords for the most part only on accented beats, while the
left hand mostly plays open octaves. Meanwhile, Piano II fills in the texture with
sixteenth notes, except on beat 1 which has triplets. The first notes of beats 2, 3 and 4 are
sustained as quarter notes to create a further polyphonic embellishment. The separation
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of this figuration in Piano II from the rather sparse texture of Piano I allows the entire
passage to be played with great clarity. Thus as a whole, the passage is both deeply
profound and, to borrow a word from the libretto, intoxicating with its infectious rhythm,
building to a forceful climax, then gradually fading away. It is an effect that
characterizes certain slow movements by Russian masters of orchestration such as
Borodin, Rimsky-Korsakov, Myaskovsky, Kabalevsky and Shostakovich.
(14) With a start, Kalombwan remembers that he is the chosen warrior. Roughly
he throws her from him. With a wild cry, “Eee, Yi, Yi, Yi!”, the tribes join in his
dance of sacrifice and death.
The tribal dance returns as the tonality suddenly reverts to Eb minor, again with
the initial motive answered with chords in call-response style, but this time a
countermotive is added to it in Piano II. The continuation theme follows, with an added
voice in quarter notes always a fifth above the main melody in eighth notes as a quasipolyphonic elaboration. Next this added voice becomes an inner voice as the melody is
played in octaves.
(15) More passionately, more wildly, Kalombwan leads this dance of renunciation
of love.
Kalombwan’s resolve is reflected here in the monophonic portions of the callresponse alternation in the tribal dance are duplicated two octaves below. Meanwhile
Piano II plays the countermotive in octaves just as forcefully. In the “responses” to
Kalombwan’s “call,” some discordant clashes occur between the two pianos on beats 2
and 4: against Piano I’s A major chord (A-E-A-C#), Piano II, has G#-C#-G#; against
Piano I’s D Major chord (D-A-D-F#), Piano II has C#-F#-C#. These dissonances clash
even further against the low octave Eb played by Piano II on each beat. Then the
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continuation theme is heard as before.
(16) The men charge across the clearing, shouting, flourishing spears, then
weaving back in a stamping, prancing fury. Again and again they repeat the
pattern.
Now the main melody disappears, and only the countermotive remains. Its
correspondence with the plot suggests that the countermotive represents the tribesmen.
Measure by measure, the countermotive passes from one piano to the other; whichever
piano does not have the countermotive instead plays tom-tom chords, Eb-A-Bb-Eb in
each hand on beats 2 and 4. The countermotive now has the rhythm of the original
motive: six eighth notes followed by a quarter note. It is elaborated into full chords, often
with as many as six or seven notes, which on beats two and four are strikingly dissonant.
For example, in the first measure after rehearsal number 16, Piano II on beat 2 has B-FA-D-A on beat 2 while Piano I plays the tom-tom chord Eb-A-Bb-Eb; on beat 4 Piano II
has D-A-Db-Gb-Db against the same tom-tom chord. In the following measure, Piano I
plays Ab-C-Gb-A (natural)-Eb-A (natural) on beat 2 as Piano II plays the tom-tom chord.
(17) On a high shout of blood-thirsty fury, Kalombwan leaps to the pyre. “Eee,
Yi, Yi, Yi!” shout the approving warriors as they take their places for the religious
ceremony.
A pentatonic atmosphere is re-established as this four-measure passage is played
entirely on the black keys. In each of these four measures, Piano II plays a four-octave
chord in the lowest register on beat 1 as Piano I begins a black-note glissando from the
low register ending on beat 2 with a four-octave chord in the highest register.
(18) With an anguished “Mawe, Mawe!”, Wetta throws herself on her face, drags
herself on her belly to the base of Kalombwan’s pyre, to brief, sobbing notes.
Then an echo of the tribal dance motive is heard, after which its initial minor third
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interval is transformed into a major third. This transformation introduces a key change to
B major.
(19) Stealthily, the witch-doctors, led by M’Talaka, wind into the solemn
religious dance of sacrifice. Not a sound disturbs the tense silence save the
subdued throb of the tom-tom. A scream from Wetta rends the atmosphere like a
stab of pain. But not a glance is directed toward her anguish. With the rigidity of
an age-old ceremonial, the old men seat themselves, cross-legged in a semicircle
about the pyre, with M’Talaka and witch-doctors in the center. Woodenly they
wave their arms, bend, twist, turn and bow low from the waist. Their only
movement is that of the waist and arms. The mechanical relentlessness of the
ceremonial of M’Talaka and the witch-doctors does not falter as Wetta’s
occasional cries of human despair beat upon the inhuman atmosphere. The
ceremony ends, then silence.
Guion regarded this B major section, with a tempo change to forty beats per
minute and a time signature change to triple meter, as the second of three movements,
though there is no such indication in the published score. The three-movement structure
makes it possible to perform this work, when not choreographed, as a three-movement
piano concerto. Among the possible instrumental configurations are piano with
orchestra, two pianos with orchestra, or two pianos without orchestra.
The second movement theme has been identified by newspaper reviews as the
“Goin’ Home” theme that Dvořák supposedly took from a Black spiritual and used in his
From the New World Symphony. There are several problems with this account, as
Dvořák was the source and not the borrower of the “Goin’ Home” tune. The spiritual
was created later by adding words to Dvořák’s original melody. Guion acknowledged a
connection with Dvořák, stating that this second movement theme “embraced the largo
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theme from Dvořák’s symphony, but develops differently.” 251 Both tunes share the first
six notes and similar rhythm. Both Dvořák and Guion begin their second movement with
the same atmosphere created by a slow, quiet melody accompanied very sparsely with
chords that change only on the downbeat of each measure. It would not be surprising if
Guion’s audience, knowing of his spiritual arrangements and his newly invented AfricanAmerican music, might be predisposed to find in Shingandi a supposed “AfricanAmerican” tune that they already recognized.
The first time the eight-measure theme of the second movement is heard, Piano I
plays only melody, accompanied very quietly by chords in Piano II. Next a subtle
accompaniment is added as the theme is repeated. Then the first four measures of the
theme are elaborated into a contrasting middle section. Finally the first section returns,
with the opening gesture of the theme echoed in the bass in each measure until it finally
unfolds into a delicate duet between the right hand and the left hand.
(20) Shrill pipes announce the hour of death. The fire dance begins. With
hideous masks on their heads and brandishing torches and spears, the howling
men, young and old, leap into the cruel abandon of the dance of flame and death.
Likewise the natives of both tribes.
The final movement begins suddenly with the fire dance theme, played in three
octaves by Piano II. It is a pentatonic tune using the scale B-D-E-F#-A, and is very
similar to the main theme of Guion’s The Harmonica Player, another work based on an
African-American tune, in its rhythm, pitch contour, and motivic construction. When
Piano I answers by playing the theme with a chordal accompaniment, the accompaniment
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“Dallas Composers’ [sic] Works Given Brilliant Premiere,” The Southwestern
Musicale, February 1930.
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style closely resembles that of The Harmonica Player, except that the chords fall on the
beat rather than off the beat. The harmony is not restricted to the pentatonic scale. The
fire dance continues with a second pentatonic theme consisting mostly of sixteenth notes,
played by Piano I in parallel octaves with the designation “gaily, grotesquely.” This
second theme is then repeated by Piano I in its highest register, boisterously accompanied
by Piano II.
(21) Maddened, Wetta springs to the center of the pyre. Defiantly she dances
before Kalombwan. Defiantly she pits her dance of life against the young and old
men’s dance of death. Shouting and waving her arms, she abruptly stops all
dancers. They fall back.
The fire dance grows in intensity. Piano II plays a percussive ostinato
accompaniment of an octave B (the lowest such octave on the piano) alternating with a
chord consisting of the pitches E#-F#-F natural (sic)-A#-B. At the same time Piano I
plays the fire dance theme in the right hand, duplicated a fifth and an octave above, while
the left hand plays an ostinato of its own in defiance to the melody, adding dense
sonorities to Piano II’s drum chord between beats: D-F-B-F#-B, and C-E-B-F#-B. The
final melody note of the fire dance theme is interrupted by explosive glissandos as the
underlying harmonies alternate between C major seventh chords and B minor eleventh
chords. Then the fire dance theme returns, played by Piano I, duplicated above at the
fifth and octave, accompanied by an ostinato between octave B and E#-F# as Piano II
fills in the texture with the same accompaniment style used at rehearsal number 13, but
with all the time values halved. Just before the fire dance theme reaches its final note it is
interrupted by silence, and the second theme returns, “gaily, grotesquely.” As the first
theme returns with a thunderous fury in Piano II, Piano I begins each measure with a
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crash of B-F#-B-F natural-B-E-F natural while continuing with its previous ostinato now
played in both hands. The effect closely resembles the climax of Grieg’s In the Hall of
the Mountain King, which perhaps not coincidentally is also in the same key of B Minor.
(22) Her tempo changes. For one last desperate time, in the midst of the men’s
madness, Wetta unfolds the lure of living and loving. Body and soul, she throws
herself into a dance designed to lure her lover from his sacrifice. Proudly, she
uses the beauty of her moving, love-tossed body to turn Kalombwan from his
death. Swaying to Wetta’s irresistible, seductive rhythm and movement, the
dancers quickly join in. Her dance of love and the dance of death struggle one
against the other.
Once more the fire dance theme is interrupted before reaching its final note.
Tom-tom chords of C-G-C announce a sudden tempo change to a slow triple meter and a
local key change to C major. Wetta’s dance (“seductively, mockingly”) uses the second
movement theme duplicated a fifth below and filled in diatonically to form triads,
slavishly restricted to the pitch set of C major. This is repeated in Eb major, then G
major.
(23) Irrevocably Kalombwan turns from the sight of Wetta.
(24) Breathless, she stops.
(25) She abandons all thought of love and defies Kalombwan, M’Talaka, and the
witch-doctors.
After a few sudden pauses, Piano I begins to play parallel fifths an octave apart,
moving up and down chromatically, with a crescendo from pianissimo to fortissimo
within the space of twelve measures.
(26) Screaming and tearing her hair in a reckless, mad rage, she is carried away
on a wave of despair. Like a maniac, in a swirling frenzy, she defies Kalombwan,
M’Talaka, the witch-doctors, life and love.
The contour becomes strictly ascending with parallel fifths played by Piano I in
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three octaves, while Piano II hammers away “with gradually increasing intensity” at the
same full-keyboard chord, the left hand playing F#-C#-F#, the right hand playing F#-F#G, then suddenly beginning to cascade up and down the keyboard.
(27) At a blood-curdling yell from the churning tribes, Wetta snatches a torch
from one of the warriors. With a laugh of wild, hysterical defiance, she hurls it at
the pyre, the first to set it alight.
Piano II’s full-keyboard chord becomes a full-keyboard tremolo for both pianos,
left hands playing F#-C#-F# and right hands playing G-C#-F#-G for six measures before
settling on F#-C#-F# in both hands.
(28) Wildly the brands flash through the air as the mob churns about the pyre, led
by Wetta, M’Talaka, and the witch-doctors.
The theme of Wetta and Kalombwan’s duet at rehearsal number 13 returns as a
march “in a grand manner (processional), fantastic, bizarre.” Drums are heard in Piano
I’s left hand ostinato between octave B and E#-F#, and shrilling pipes are heard in high B
minor chords, to which G is added above the F#, played by both pianos. The
counterpoint from the duet is reduced to a three-note motive played by Piano II in the
tenor voice.
(29) One after another the dancers drop from exhaustion. They fall to the ground,
gasping for breath, tortured and writhing in pain.
Here Piano I continues to play Wetta and Kalombwan’s duet as a march, its
counterpoint fully restored, with a drum-like ostinato accompaniment, as Piano II plays
the fire dance theme in four octaves. A gradual decrescendo takes place as dancers fall to
the ground.
(30) Only Wetta is left before the burning pyre.
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(31) Once more, moaning softly, she makes a final gesture of appeal to
Kalombwan.
Wetta’s gesture consists of the first three notes of the second-movement theme
played by Piano I.
(32) For the last time he refuses and sadly bids her farewell. Silent, motionless,
Wetta receives the decision.
Kalombwan’s refusal is played by Piano II as a fragment of the fire dance theme.
Piano I repeats Wetta’s gesture, and Piano II repeats Kalombwan’s reply.
(33) To a murderous, discordant crash, Wetta throws herself on the pyre with her
lover.
The discordant crash consists of Piano I cascading from the bottom to the top of
the keyboard, alternating between B and F# played in four octaves, while Piano II does
the same thing except that Piano II’s notes are C and G.
(34) Warriors, witch-doctors, young and old men spring to their feet, shouting,
“Eee, Yi, Eee, Yi, Eee, Yi!”, to final crashing chords, as Kalombwan and Wetta,
in each other’s arms, burn to death.
At the top of the keyboard, Piano I plays a repeated chord of B-F#-B in each hand
while Piano II plays C-G-C. Then the ballet ends with a tremolo on chords of B-F# in the
lowest register.
Curtain.
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Evaluation and suitability for performance
It is unfortunate that no recording is known to have been made of such a monumental
work, one whose creation connected its composer with many of the twentieth century’s
most noted proponents of modernism: Stravinsky, Diaghilev, Whiteman, Gershwin and
Grofé.
Like Rite of Spring, Shingandi finds the sources of its primitivism in folk music
transformed by the musical idiom of modernism. Both ballets are stories of pagan ritual
and human sacrifice. Stravinsky drew upon authentic Lithuanian and Russian folk tunes
to create a sense of an archaic Russian past. Guion did something very similar in using
themes that, although they are of his own creation, are readily identifiable with AfricanAmerican traditions, especially as they are represented in other Guion works. But there is
a profound difference between using primitivism to represent one’s own culture in an
abstract way and using it to represent an ethnic group that has endured a long history of
oppression. With Guion’s Shingandi, “primitive” Africans are equated melodically with
Americans of African descent. I have not located any sources to suggest that in the 1930s
the race issue had any impact on the reception history of Shingandi. If anyone interpreted
this work as a derogatory depiction of African-Americans, and I have seen no evidence
that the composer intended anything about the work to be derogatory, this objection
seems not to have surfaced in writing. We can only speculate as to why Hemsley
Winfield’s African-American ballet company eventually abandoned their plans to
perform Shingandi, or whether this decision might have been racially motivated.
The race issue is not integrally connected with the music of Shingandi, however,
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and it would be regrettable if this significant work were not permitted to be performed by
piano with orchestra as a hallmark of American modernism.
Nor does the race issue preclude performance of Shingandi as a ballet. The only
thing inherently African about it is the use of the word “African” in the subtitle.
Removing this word from the subtitle may distort the composer’s intent, but it would give
audiences of today the opportunity to experience a work that eighty years ago was so
critically acclaimed and which, albeit briefly, established Dallas at the forefront of
American ballet.
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Chapter 5. Songs of the South: Musical Depictions of African-Americans
In addition to Guion’s arrangements of African-American spirituals, he wrote more than
twenty original songs in Black dialect, listed here in order of publication:
1918

1919
1924

1929

1930
1934
1936
1938
1939
1941
1945

Hark, from de Tombs
Old Maid Blues
Ol’ Marse Adam
Greatest Miracle of All
Little Pickaninny Kid
How dy do, Mis’ Springtime
Li’l’ Black Rose
O My Lawd, What Shall I Do?
In Galam
Mam’selle Marie
De Massus an’ de Missus
To the Sun
Voodoo
Please Shake Dem ’Simmons Down
Mistah Jay-Bird
Wrong Livin’
Chloe
De Lawd’s Baptizin’
Lef’ Away
Short’nin’ Bread
My No-Good-Man

Also in this chapter I will consider Guion’s piano pieces that depict African-Americans:
1922
1926

Pickaninny Dance
Alley Tunes
Brudder Sinkiller and his Flock of Sheep
The Lonesome Whistler
The Harmonica-Player
1930 Negro Lament
Two more piano pieces that do not depict African-Americans but reflect the

African-American genre of ragtime (despite their titles) are Texas Fox Trot (1915) and
Jazz Scherzo (1924). Guion’s first published work, Texas Fox Trot was issued for sale in
1915 before being accepted by a commercial publisher in 1917 in a somewhat modified
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version, probably at the publisher’s insistence, because the original is far more difficult
than most rags, and even the revised version is quite challenging. It has the characteristic
syncopated melody of ragtime, but is atypical in that it uses a minor key. The harmonies
are richer than those of Joplin’s rags. Neither Texas Fox Trot nor Jazz Scherzo,
originally titled Rag Crazy, uses Joplin’s typical rag form AABBACCDD. Jazz Scherzo
is far removed from Joplin’s style, with jazz-inspired harmonies including even tone
clusters.
And finally there are two jigs—Country Jig in D Major (1936) and Country Jig in
C Major (1938)—and three breakdowns—Turkey in the Straw (1919), Sheep and Goat
(1922) and Arkansas Traveler (1929)—that reflect the virtuosic fiddle playing of an
African-American servant who worked for the Guion family.
The term “songs of the South” is a classification found in a promotional
booklet 252 featuring Guion, listing all of his compositions that were published through
1932 (along with a few that had been completed and were soon to be published, and one
more, the Staccata Concert Etude, that was never published). He separated his piano
works from the vocal works. Piano works were placed in four categories: “cowboys’ and
old fiddlers’ breakdowns” (the same three works listed above), “alley tunes” (the three
works listed above and published together, but hardly ever performed as a three-piece
suite), and “Mother Goose rhymes” (fourteen of the pieces that would later be published
as the seventeen-piece Mother Goose Suite), with all the remaining works being listed as
“drawing room and concert pieces.” The vocal works are divided into five categories:
252

David W. Guion: American Composer-Pianist [ca. 1932], David Guion Collection,
Crouch Fine Arts Library, Baylor University.
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“darky spirituals” (those fourteen spirituals published by Witmark), “songs of the south,”
“five imaginary early Louisiana songs of slavery” (the five songs listed above that were
published in 1929), “American cowboy songs,” and the miscellaneous category, “art
songs.” Later in this chapter I will discuss the “five imaginary early Louisiana songs of
slavery,” a category description that is given on the common title page for five excerpts
from a musical that otherwise was never published. Thus Guion’s category “songs of the
South” includes all of his dialect songs except for the fourteen spirituals issued by
Witmark with a common cover page, though issued individually, and the five songs
issued by G. Schirmer in 1929 that also used a common cover page and were issued
individually. The three spirituals published by G. Schirmer and described in Chapter 4
were included in Guion’s “songs of the South” category. Thus his use of the term seems
to mean “Black dialect songs,” whether sacred or secular, whether derived from oral
tradition, or whether created by a composer with no African-American heritage
whatsoever. I will depart from this usage and classify as “songs of the South” the Black
dialect songs that are not spiritual arrangements. Only one of Guion’s songs in this
group, Short’nin’ Bread, is based on a folk tune.
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Guion as self-proclaimed authority on African-American music
It was unusual in the twentieth century for anyone to go to great lengths to establish
himself as a composer of African-American music unless he were himself AfricanAmerican. Famous examples from the nineteenth century include Stephen Foster and
Dan Emmett, but whateven African-American element inspired their music has become
almost thoroughly Europeanized. Here Guion enlisted the help of Marie Wardall, the
lyricist who worked with him on Greatest Miracle of All and Little Pickaninny Kid, and
later, the “five imaginary early Louisiana songs of slavery.” Their collaboration would
span more than three decades, with 24 published songs (most of them under her married
name, Marie Lussi), as well as some that are unpublished. She wrote an essay attempting
to position Guion as an authority on African-American music:
A later discovery to the world interested in Negro-Folk-songs, is David W. Guion.
Although a mere lad of twenty, he has established for himself a unique position
among modern American composers. His Darkey-spirituals restore the spirit of
the South, almost lost to music. The black man of the African jungle,
transplanted to America, given the rudiments of law and religion, relives and
breathes. The man with the slumbering soul of an infant, the credulous heart and
imagination of a child and the ferver [sic] of a savage, Mr. Guion introduces in a
manner as truthful as it is imimmitable [sic].
To the musical world, the Negro is comparatively [sic] an unknown quantity. To
be sure, we have had Coleridge Taylor’s offerings. But sympathetic and artistic
as Taylor is, he does not represent the elemental African but rather presents a
remarkable exhibition of the power of the Negro to transcend his race and adapt
himself to Anglo-Saxon ideals. And Taylor is not alone in this effort to submerge
the elemental in the artificial. A host of others have prefered [sic] to remain
mediocre imitators [sic] of the white man’s music rather than achieve real
greatness in the unveiling of the black man’s genius.
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Here 253 is the antithesis of the struggle of the African to become other than
himself, but of the white man to interpose him [sic] technique upon the black.
The result is an offering of Negro-spirituals so un-negro in spirit, so harmonically
and melodically Anglo-saxon, that they are scarcely recognizable.
The Negro as he is, has not been represented in music until the arrival of David
W. Guion. Guion’s spirituals are real folk-music and in this consists their genius.
Folk music is the cradle-music of humanity. It is the heart of all music, in the
strictest sense, the only music of the world. Music, like art and literature, takes its
first impulse from the soil,—from the unwritten cradle-songs that mothers have
crooned to their children, —from the wild chants that Chieftans [sic] have sung by
the blaze of camp fires, and the invocations that primitive man, involuntarily
outbreathes to Deity. All that comes after is but an elaboration of this pristine
fount of song. Complex harmonies develop with complex civilizations but the
vital note, the living, pulsing heart around which the body of an elaborate
structure is built, is forever primitive.
Song is instinctive, as much a part of man’s normal being as vocal speech. Song
manifests syncronously [sic] with thought and affection, almost with life itself.
America has but two mouths of song—the African and the Indian. Patiently have
we waited for one to arise who would interpret America. We have been offered a
composite music, a mixture, a harmonic patois in which there is a little of
everything in general and not very much of anything in particular. As a people,
we have lacked a pure, distinctive music for the reason that we are not a pure nor
a distinctive race. Out of our hetergeneous [sic] mass may someday be born a
greater composite, a leviathian species of music yet undreamed of by man.
Mr. Guion has been fortunately circumstanced for the career he is destined to
fulfill. He was born twenty years ago in ___, in the very heart of the South.
Twenty years ago, the plantation although not all what it was in the pre-civil-war
days, still made up a vital part of Southern life. The Southern negro, twenty years
ago, was comparitively [sic] uncontaminated by outside influences.
Little David Guion had his “Ole Black Mammy.” Her songs were his first
memories. Those lullabys of hers had been transmitted from black mother to
mother thru Slave days in America. They had been changed when the blacks
were slaves to European masters, to Moors, Algerians and Persians. They
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reached back into Ethiopian civilizations and to the unrecorded histories of the
Congo Blacks, lost in abscurity [sic] and mythology.
Always the black man has been a slave to the white. He is the Servant in the
House of humanity, and he is never happier than in serving. In the jungle or the
modern college, he is the same black man, apparently the only man of whom we
may say that as a race, he finds his delight in the injunction: “He that would be
greatest in the Kingdom of heaven, let him become the least.”
Of all human beings the Negro is the most religious. Religion is not an external
addition to his life but a fundamental. He is super-religious; not only religious in
his transcendent moments but in his weakness. He is more religious in his sins
than are other men in their virtues. His God is a never-failing quantity. At all
times, under all circumstances, not only praying but in the field and in the frolic
after the days labor, the “Good Lawd” is the ever present “Power” with the Negro.
The negro prays while he dances or sings or marries multiple times or steals a
chicken or shoots crap. He is like a child who whether it does ill or well, cleaves
passionately to its parent. And as he prays, he sings.
This eternal spirit of prayer in song environed David Guion’s childhood.
Guion was born where the Negro’s [sic] sang all day. For the Negro sings himself
out upon all occasions. He makes a song of his darkest sorrow as well as of his
bright joys.
If he likes to get up in the morning, he tells you so in song. He doesn’t sing to
himself nor to you but to the Lord. The Lord hears all the details, all the trifles as
well as the tragedies of the colored man’s life.
David Guion, as much as any black man, has absorbed this songful spirituality of
the Negro. He seems to have entirely oblitered [sic] himself, to have waved aside
conventional technique and the formulas of precedent and to have produced
something new and miraculous for the world’s beholding. Guion has done for the
negro what he could not do for himself.
The name of Guion is a distinguished one. As far back as the battle of Agincourt,
David Guion’s ancestor, Guillaume de Fentresse, won from the King for deeds of
valor, a golden shield bearing the inscription, “Toujours fidele—Toujours brave.”
In the political, the legal and military history of the New World the name of
Fentress and Guion have been associated with those influences and industries that
made great, our nation. Jamestown was named after Judge James Fentress. In
Louisianna ___.... In New York, the Guion Steamship Line is too familiar to need
introduction. Judge Guion of Ballenger [sic], Texas, the father of David W.
Guion was born in the executive mansion of that state about sixty years ago. He
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is now President of the Board of Regents of the Texas A and M college.
But dispensing with name and influence, anxious to try his own spurs, young
Guion, three months ago arrived in New York with as little heraldry as the
average young artist who feeling the weight of his hopes comes to the City of
Cities, to find if his dreams be false or true.
He seems to have had an experience as unusual and victorious as Caeser [sic]
when he plunged into the Rubicon and afterwards wrote, “I came, I saw, I
conquered!”
Almost instantly Guion disproved the theory that Publishers are ravening lions
seeking whom they may devour, or that they have their existence behind doors
impossible to penetrate. On the contrary, Guion discovered that Publishers are
not only willing to meet, but anxiously waiting for the man who has something
worth giving.
The firm of Witmark at once accepted and published Guion’s fourteen Negrospirituals. Gaining courage, Guion sought the offices of G. Shirmer [sic]. This
necessitated a valouous [sic] spirit indeed. But like his ancestor whose motto was
“Toujours fidele—Toujours brave,” Guion decided to attempt the heights of the
music-publishing world. The miraculous repeated itself. He succeeded. Appropo
[sic] of the experience his offering this time was a song entitled “Greatest Miracle
of All”—the words were written to interpret the feeling of a Negro father for his
latest gift from the Giver of All Good, But the title applied remarkably to the fact
that Guion found no difficulty in placing his work with the firm of G. Shirmer.
Hearing of his success, the firm of Boosey requested Guion’s songs. Next, well
known singers offered to popularize them. Sophie Breslau, May Peterson,
Florence Hunkle, and Lucy Gates and Hosea Madrones, found in his music
something for which they seemed to have been waiting. Eleanora De Cisneros,
has now laurels on two continents, fell in love with Guions’ [sic] ballads and Hopi
Indian Cradle song, quite as ardently as with his Spirituals.
The chiefest charm of Guion’s music is its originality. That he has studied
abroad, that he has mastered the technique of France, Russia and Italy does not
fling into his melodic themes the rehash of the music of those nations. He is not
academic [sic], but free, spontanious [sic] and magnificently alive. Neither does
he immitate [sic] nor combine from past complexities, an apparently new
singular.
He is the very opposit [sic] of that talent with which America abounds,—that
patois everything, a composite of the modernests [sic] of Europe, Americanized.
Guion dares a new stand, purely and heroically American and like America,
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young, strong, dauntless. Above all Guion is sympathetic and sensitive.
Between the greatest imaginable talent and genius is an impasable [sic] abyss.
Guion’s is the flame of genius. 254
Though no date is given in the essay, it can be dated based on internal evidence. It was
written no earlier than October 12, 1918, when Greatest Miracle of All was accepted for
publication, and October 27, 1920, when Guion’s father died. It does not mention
Guion’s spectacular accomplishment Turkey in the Straw, accepted for publication on
February 13, 1919, and thus presumably was written before Turkey in the Straw. About
halfway through the four months in which the essay could have been written, Guion had
his twenty-sixth birthday. If Wardall misstated his age, Guion was likely the source of
the error. He made many handwritten corrections to her essay but did not change his
description as “a mere lad of twenty.”
There are of course numerous issues with the opinions that Wardall expressed in
her essay, and she seems to have viewed African-Americans through the murky lens of
stereotypes more than through direct experience. But if we are to understand those Guion
songs for which she wrote lyrics depicting African-Americans within the historical
context of those songs, we must recognize that such views were commonplace and
unexceptional even if most of us today would be appalled. As for Guion, we should
perhaps keep in mind that his father had been a slave owner. At the age of three Guion’s
father inherited the family’s plantation along with a number of slaves, and then at age
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nine or ten he placed them for sale at the New Orleans slave market. 255
Many of Guion’s views about African-Americans and their music were printed in
a 1930 article in Musical America:
The idea came to me many years ago of collecting the Negro music and
publishing it. My first group was put out as “Darky Spirituals” and the texts were
kept as near to Negro dialect as it was possible to make them in order to preserve
the integrity of the thing itself. I was told that a group of wealthy and important
members of the race called upon the publisher and requested him to use some
other word than “darky” on the covers of the songs, and to eliminate the dialect
altogether. I am glad to say that this was not done.
This brings up an important point that I wish to make both as a Southerner and as
a musician. To begin with, there is no reason why any member of the race should
consider the term “darky” as one of opprobrium. With us of the South, it is one of
affection. That is all I have to say on that subject. If people in the North choose
to take a different point of view, theirs be the responsibility.
As far as changing the Negro dialect for Oxford English is concerned, it’s just
ridiculous, nothing more. It’s like translating the text of any song from one
language to another. The effect is spoiled and the spirit lost. Why do concert
artists always sing the original texts of songs? Because they know that the best
translations ever made fail to give the spirit of the original poem. They are not
and can never be anything more than makeshifts.
Half the beauty of the old, typical Negro music is in the quaint pronunciation of
words and their still quainter and more charming mis-pronunciations. If these are
altered, the value of the song is lowered by half. A proof of this lies in the fact
that the Moody-and-Sankey-izing that has been done to a lot of Negro music has
invariably been detrimental, and the Negro music which is most enjoyed by
audiences and most praised by musicians is the older, more typically Negro stuff.
Here we come to an important side issue where music is the principal one, and
that is, the endeavor to make Negro things into Caucasian. I discussed the
question of elimination of Negro dialect from my songs with the daughter of one
of the great Negro educators, and she said I was quite wrong, that there was no
reason at all why Negro singers should not sing operatic arias and Brahms lieder.
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Of course, in the last anyalysis, there is no reason. The only thing is, there are
hundreds, thousands, perhaps, of Caucasian singers who can do this sort of music
perfectly, but not a dozen who can sing Negro music in the proper way. Why
discard a type of music in which there is comparatively little competition for one
in which the competition is immense and in which their chance of success is
comparatively small?
I say all this without prejudice. I have no feelings whatever against Negro singers
doing what they choose and singing Handel and Wagner and Brahms and
Debussy if they like to and if audiences will pay to hear them do so. I simply
think that they are making a mistake, and I have no desire to assist anybody to do
what I think is a mistake.
I was one of the first to begin the rescue of typical Negro music and the very first
to put the cowboy tunes before the public in viable form. I have no intention of
making this music into something which it is not and can never be, and which I
see no point in trying to make it.
The vogue for this music is not what it was. The saturation point has been
reached and one no longer sees invariably a group of Negro spirituals on every
singer’s program—even those of foreigners who could not possibly do them
properly under any circumstances. It has been well, however, to preserve them,
and I am proud to have done my part in keeping this music from oblivion. 256
A comparison might be made between Guion and Béla Bartók, who collected
Hungarian folk songs and took great care to preserve the dialect pronunciation of such
songs in his published collections as well as his song arrangements. Yet there is a
fundamental difference, namely that Hungarian peasants were not subjected to decades of
ridicule through their being depicted on stage in minstrel shows. Audiences today might
be willing to accept a performance in Black dialect if the singer were to explain
beforehand that Guion felt strongly that dialect is an integral part of the character of the
song. The performer’s race is a factor as well, as audiences are more likely to accept
Black dialect when sung by a Black performer as opposed to a White performer. Even in
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the decades when Guion composed his dialect songs, there was controversy about the use
of Black dialect by Zora Neale Hurston and Paul Laurence Dunbar, two prominent
writers in the cultural movement now known as the “Harlem Renaissance.”
Nevertheless, vocalists wishing to include Guion songs in their programs today
should be urged to exercise caution and sensitivity if they wish to perform any of the
songs listed on the first page of this chapter. (The piano pieces do not present the same
difficulties, aside from a few titles.) Where the titles or lyrics include racial epithets such
as “darkey,” “pickaninny,” or “negro,” these may have been intended as terms of
endearment, but it may be preferable to substitute another word. Of course changing the
lyrics may interrupt the rhyme scheme, as in one case where a racial epithet is made to
rhyme with “trigger.”
For some of the vocal works, even more problematic than the use of dialect are
the stereotypical ways that African-Americans are depicted.
One of Guion’s contemporaries, composer Nathaniel Dett, described the origins
of some of these stereotypes in in his introduction to the Hampton collection of spirituals,
giving a poignant account of how the so-called “Negro music” degenerated into blackface
minstrelsy, which in turn tarnished the image of the spirituals:
The singing and dancing in a New Orleans theatre of “Jim Crow,” a Negro folk
nonsense-ballad by a Negro cripple who was able to flop himself about the stage
in imitation of the motions of a crow, was such an uproarious success that it was
imitated throughout the country by “black-face” comedians of both races as a
sure-fire hit. Thereby an early tradition of the Negro as essentially a humorous
character was established, the effect of which exists to the present day.
Romanticists who have pictured the bondsman as a happy, carefree being have
seen in the ecstatic expression of his song an extension of this established idea
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and so have added their bit in emphasizing the supposedly rollicking nature of his
contribution.
An old book of minstrel songs reveals the fact that almost all of them are meant to
be Negro in character, but they are hilarious and insincere. The melodies are
interrupted only that the singer may “do the buck.” The most unfortunate feature
is that many are out-and-out parodies of Negro church songs…
The stage character of the Irishman and the Jew, which graced (or disgraced) the
American stage a decade or so ago never existed in real life; neither did, or does,
the Negro character as embodied in the familiar and conventional stage “darkey.”
But as thousands of people have no other source of information except the theatre
or popular fiction (which employs a similar method) these pseudo-types finally
come to be accepted as true.
So the average audience almost everywhere expects the Negro to be funny. All
things associated with him, and all things which he has made, being supposedly
created in a mind but dimly lit with the half-light of a feeble intelligence or
stimulated by emotions which were, or are, but the reflections of the emotions of
others around him, are presumed consequently to be taken humorously, even as
the words of a child who accidentally hits upon a great truth are expected to be
taken. 257
In his documentary Ethnic Notions, director Marlon Riggs surveyed the
stereotyped depictions of African-Americans in popular culture. These included:
•

The sambo: “a simple, docile, laughing black man… carefree and
irresponsible… quick to avoid work while reveling in the easy pleasures of
food, dance and song. His life was one of child-like contentment…. Minstrel
caricatures mirrored the prevailing belief that slavery was good for the slave
since it drew upon his ‘natural’ inferiority and willingness to serve. Slaves
were content. The proof was offered in the image of the happy Sambo...
indifferent to poverty, subservience, segregation….”
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•

Zip Coon: “a dandy and a buffoon [who] attempts to imitate whites... proof of
Blacks’ ludicrous failure to adapt to freedom.”

•

The pickaninny: “victims who evoked not sympathy, but the feeling that
Blacks were subhuman.”

•

The mammy: “Plantation novels and minstrel shows presented her as fat,
pitch-black, and happily obedient to her master and mistress…. With her hair
hidden beneath a bandanna, her ample weight, dark skin and coarse manners,
the mammy was stripped of sexual allure.”

•

The savage brute: “Violence, Jim Crow segregation, mob terror became
acceptable methods of social control. And always, to justify such atrocity,
was the excuse of the animalistic Black brute.”

•

The urban coon: “[I]n the early 1900s… in growing numbers, Blacks were
moving from the county to the city, from the South to the North… now Black
migration and competition for jobs threatened the status quo of the North.
Racial hostilities began to brew. New caricatures of the urban coon emerged,
reflecting the perceived threat of an expanding Black labor force.” 258

It is hardly surprising that some of these stereotypes can be found in Guion’s songs of the
South, since these images were commonplace in American culture at that time. But what
surprised me in examining these songs closely is that Guion never seems to have intended
to denigrate African-Americans in these songs, but instead he seems to appeal to the
audience for sympathy.
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Three family servants
In Chapter 4 I described how each of the fourteen Witmark Darkey Spirituals included a
preface attributed to “The Publishers” (but perhaps written by Guion himself) asserting
that “Mr. Guion has the additional and, in this case, inestimable advantage of knowing
the darkey well.” 259 Guion’s claims of authority on African-American music apparently
trace back to four people who were formative influences on him: Mammy Neppy, Uncle
Andrew, Sinkiller Griffin, and Ol’ Coxy.
To the first of these, Mammy Neppy, Guion dedicated his arrangements of I Sees
Lawd Jesus A Comin’ and Holy Bible, suggesting that he learned both of these spirituals
from this woman who took care of him in his childhood. Further explanation is given in
his memoirs:
From my negro mammy, Neppie [sic], who was a slave in my Father’s family in
Mississippi, and who came from there to nurse me as a baby, I heard and learned
the negro spirituals and other negro melodies. Mammy Neppie, on a Sunday
morning, would dress me in my finest and carry me down to the Negro Church,
where I’d sit along beside her, on the front row, and sing along with her, clap my
hands, sway and shout, with the rest of the congregation. This experience was so
fascinating to me that it was difficult, later on, to get me to attend my own church.
This in time became embarrassing to my family! 260
Mammy Neppy was also one of three recipients of the dedication of Hark, from de
Tombs, the most unusual of the fourteen Darkey Spirituals published by Witmark. The
dedication reads: “To Rev. Sinkiller, Uncle Andrew, and Mammy Neppy.” What makes
the song so remarkable is that it includes a scenario with three characters, who seem to
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correlate with the three people listed in the dedication. Also, it has no connection to any
spirituals in the collections that I examined.
Uncle Andrew is described in Guion’s memoirs:
When Neppie died I was still a small boy, so Andrew, a handsome young negro
boy, who played the guitar, and had a beautiful haunting baritone voice, took me
in charge. Andrew, who lived with us, took complete care of me for many, many,
years. He was always kind, attentive, as was Mammy Neppie, and was forever
playing his guitar and singing negro melodies to me. I loved Andrew, and
Mammy Neppie, very much, and give them credit for my profound interest in
Negro Music. 261
Reverend Sinkiller, clearly, was Sinkiller Griffin, a traveling preacher who merits
further discussion, to which I shall return. Presumably, the scenario for Hark, from de
Tombs is a portrayal of Reverend Sinkiller.
But, a bit later, there was another much beloved negro servant, by the name of
Elijah Cox—another slave from the Southland. “Ol’ Coxy,” as we, and everyone
in West Texas called him, played the fiddle and sang, as no one else could.
Coxy’s son played the guitar, and these two sang and played every folk tune
known at that time. Our family, with all our relatives, and close friends, every
summer, spent a week or two on the Concho, or Colorado River. There we would
fish, hunt, dance all night long to the enchanting music of Ol’ Coxy and his son.
Both negroes were excellent cooks and never shall I forget the delicious
barbecued lamb, calf, pig, turkey and chicken dinners, set before us. Each
summer, there would be built a large dance platform amidst the many tents, in
which we slept—and on this platform we would dance and sing to the tunes
played by Ol’ Coxy and his son. Both had to have their “Red-Eye,” as liquor was
often called in those days, and both had to get rather high before the music would
take on a knock-down-drag-out pace, but oh, such music and such fun! It was
here that I first heard the old fiddle tunes of Turkey in the Straw, Arkansas
Traveler, and all the other breakdowns, as they were called. Coxy lived to be one
hundred and nine years old. He died in San Angelo, Texas, and is buried there—
but he is remembered all over the state of Texas, and loved by everyone who
knew him—not only for his singing and fiddle playing but also for his bronco-
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busting, for seldom, if ever, like Bugger Red, was an unbroken horse able to get
Ol’ Coxy off his back! 262
Coxy is thus the inspiration for and the source of Guion’s two Country Jigs and
his three breakdowns (Turkey in the Straw, Sheep and Goat, and Arkansas Traveler). He
is even mentioned in prefaces found in the sheet music. Guion credits him with the
“Whoa, mule” tune that is the secondary theme of Arkansas Traveler. All of these works
were performed very frequently, except for the Country Jig in C Major, which was
published after Guion had ceased performing. It is primarily for the three breakdowns
and The Harmonica-Player that Guion is still known to many pianists. The HarmonicaPlayer, despite its title, is stylistically akin to these fiddle tunes. All are boisterous and
exuberant. Their rich harmonies come from triads with added tones, suggesting that
Coxy was more concerned with agility and dexterity than with accuracy of pitch. But the
idiosyncracies in these harmonies add much to the rustic charm of these virtuosic
masterworks. Country Jig in D Major is an especially inventive piano piece, as it begins
with the pianist imitating a fiddle player tuning up and then continues with the fiddle
player and his ensemble going through two false starts before the third attempt succeeds.
At the conclusion of this virtuosic performance, rather than taking a bow, the fiddle
player nonchalantly checks his tuning.
Elijah Cox is listed in census records from 1880 and 1900 as living in Tom Green
county (San Angelo), having been born in Michigan. He was listed as 23 years old, thus
born in 1856 or 1857, in the 1880 census, but 46 years old, born in September 1853, in
the 1900 census. He is not found in the 1890 census records, the vast majority of which
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were destroyed in a fire. Nor is he listed among census records from 1910 or 1920, and
the claim that he lived to age 109 is not at all credible.
Mammy Neppy’s identity is much harder to trace. In an interview, Guion
explained that she was not from Texas, but had been a servant for the Guion family in
Mississippi:
I also had a negro mammy, that was brought from Mississippi, Jackson,
Mississippi, actually, belonged to my grandfather and grandmother. And after my
mother and father married and came to Texas, or rather, came from San Saba to
Paint Rock and Paint Rock to Ballinger, why, Mammy Neppy got in touch with
my father and wanted to come out and live with us, and my father sent for her,
and she came out and she was my nurse, and Neppy sang and used to take me to
the Negro churches and to the Negro funerals and the Negro baptisms, and she
was with us for quite a few years. 263
But the 1900 census, taken when Guion was age 7, does not include any Black females
living in Ballinger who were born outside of Texas before 1860. Actually, there were
only twenty people designated as “B” (Black ) or “Col” (Colored) in the 1900 census
living in Ballinger, out of a population of 1,128 for the city. This includes five Black
households with eleven members altogether, and one boarder and eight servants living in
White households. No servants were shown as living with the Guion family in 1900.
Outside of Ballinger there were 14 Blacks among the 4,251 people living elsewhere in
the county. The Guion family in 1880 was listed in the census records for Concho
County (Paint Rock), and there were no Black female adults listed in the 1880 census for
that county. Unless, as I suspect, the African-American population of Ballinger was
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severely undercounted in the census, they made up less than two percent of the
population. We can conclude that the Black church Guion visited was very small indeed.
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Sin Killer Griffin
The fourth African-American who was a formative influence on Guion was Sinkiller
Griffin, whose name appears in the titles of two compositions by Guion: De Lawd’s
Baptizin’, a song with the subtitle “Brudda Sin-killer’s Sermon,” and Brudder Sinkiller
and his Flock of Sheep (the first in a set of three piano pieces published together as Alley
Tunes). The latter was published with a preface that gives this description of the
preacher:
This descriptive piece was inspired by the composer’s memories of a typical
service in the Zion Evangelical Baptist Church, a tumble-down, forlorn-looking
shanty at the lower end of a certain alley in a little Southern town: memories of
the fervent “Amens,” the moans and groans from the “mourners’ bench,” Brudder
Sinkiller’s sermon, his warnings to the lost souls, the “bredderin an’ sisterin”
joining with him in song in ones, twos and threes; the “Hallelujahs,” the “Praise
de Lawds,” the entire congregation rising and with the utmost devotion and
reverence singing, as they sway from side to side, the last verse of their chosen
hymn; in short, memories of the dramatic progress of such a strangely touching
and impressive service to its exultant final “Hallelujahs,” the singing ending
rather abruptly, as all Negro singing does—and “church is over.” 264
One more Guion work refers explicitly to Reverend Sinkiller: De Lawd’s
Baptizin’. The Reverend is described in a “program note” published as a preface to the
song:
One of my fondest recollections, as I look back on my childhood days, was the
preaching, exhortations, and “goings on” of “Brudda Sin-killer” Griffin, a Negro
preacher noted throughout the South and Southwest and Pastor of the Zion
Evangelical Baptist Church, situated along a certain little alley known as
“Possum-trot Row.”
It was in this little, tumble-down, forlorn-looking shanty that I, usually
accompanied by Mammy Neppy, sitting in the “amen corner” or on the
“mourners’ bench,” first heard the fervent warnings, singing, shouting, moans and
groans of “Brudda Sin-killer” and his strange little group of followers.
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“Brudda Sin-killer” religiously “carried on” in spite of his lack of education and
Biblical knowledge. He was “bo’n to preach,” and preach he did! What he
lacked in one way he made up for in another. Preaching generally from
“memory,” or “reading” the Bible upside down, he always got results. And what
difference did it make, so long as his quaint expoundings, exhortations, and texts
(which were never clear to himself or to his congregation) had the desired effect?
I had long wanted to write a negroid musical sermon—such as I consider “De
Lawd’s Baptizin’.” It was only recently that the pleasure of doing so was
afforded me—through Clement Wood, the author of this poem and of many other
fine contributions to American literature. The inserted “Scripture reading” and
ejaculations, as well as tune, are of my own making.
In a rendition of this number, careful attention should be given to the negro
dialect and to the intricate rhythm and syncopation. 265
Working from the assumption that the church Guion attended with Mammy
Neppy was in Ballinger, the only place where Guion had lived prior to his two months in
Illinois at age 14, I searched for information about Rev. Sinkiller’s church there. But
David Albright, chairman of the Runnels County Historical Commission, was unable to
find any traces of a Zion Evangelical Baptist Church in Ballinger, or for that matter, any
traces of a Possum-trot Row.
Rev. John L. Griffin, nicknamed “Sin Killer,” was born in Louisiana in 1863 and
arrived in Dallas in 1884, holding a three-week-long revival meeting at New Hope
Baptist Church. 266 For the next twelve years, his activities would frequently be
documented in the Dallas Daily Herald and the Dallas Morning News. 267
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[H]e was a natural stump orator and born actor…. And he was smart. Smart
enough, anyway, to attract a large following, both black and white, and smart
enough to successfully promote himself. Early on he had two favorite sermons
that delighted his audiences. In the first, Griffin, part contortionist, acted out the
part of the snake in the Adam and Eve story. In the second, he mimicked Christ’s
agony and suffering on the cross. Also musically inclined, he sang with a “rich,
sonorous” voice and often rendered hymns he himself composed. 268
Describing himself as an “independent Baptist militant,” he established in Fort Worth and
Denison his Great Gospel Army “charged with hunting down Satan in the United States
and Africa,” 269 and he held public baptisms, including one at the Trinity River that was
described as the largest “ever witnessed in Texas.” 270
The most thorough sustained coverage Griffin got was during his three-week
Dallas revival in August 1896 and a short five-day meeting in Fort Worth the
following month. The crowds were large—some reported as many as 5,000 for a
single meeting—and the audience was racially mixed. In fact, at a Fort Worth
meeting, three quarters of the 4,000 attending were whites. Ever mindful of the
noise his meetings made, Griffin moved his tent several times in Dallas, finally
pitching his tabernacle at the end of the Consolidated Trolley line. In Fort Worth
he pitched his tent on Rusk, between Ninth and Tenth.
The pattern for the meetings was much the same. Whites sat on one side of the
tent, blacks on the other, while at one end, on a raised platform, was the preaching
party consisting of Griffin; Brother Hawkins, Griffin’s assistant and singer; Sister
Sarah Jones and Sister Fill, both “Shouters”; Brother Johnson, a singer and
“jumper”; and the Louisiana Jubilee choir. Actually, two services were held, first
a subdued affair for the whites, and then a more active and emotional one for the
black audience, although there was no formal ending of one and beginning of the
other. While not encouraged to leave, some whites did depart as the second
portion began, only because of the contrast in the form between the two. As
Griffin explained the difference: “These darkies can’t stand to hear the gospel as
quietly as you-all [whites], no way. When the Spirit moves on ’em, why, they
move.” 271
Before the black service began, hymns were sung by the choir and, at times, with
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audience participation. The second portion of the service saw Griffin at his best,
and his audience was more excitable, more emotional, and noisier. Sin Killer
Griffin was a stump-preaching revivalist in the traditional sense, using
exaggerated gesticulation to make his points; his movements were once compared
to those of a boxer in a prize ring. It was not unknown for him to leave his
platform and go out into the audience. At the beginning he teased his audience
with short passages that elicited responses from his shouters: “Yes, sir!” yelled
Brother Johnson, or “Take your time and tell it,” called out Brother Hawkins.
Once into a “sermon,” he broke into a rhythmic cadence that produced an
exciting, emotional high, almost mesmerizing his listeners. Some members of the
audience would stand, throw up their arms, and sway “in fits of ecstacy [sic] and
then fall over in a swoon.” Others would shout, jump up and down, or run
through the aisles. At a particular pitch, Griffin would stop and speak in softer
tones to lessen the emotions. He was like a symphonic director bringing his
charges first to a crescendo and then a diminuendo. 272
Griffin left Texas in 1898 and spent the next few years preaching in Chicago and
the upper Mississippi Valley; when he returned to Dallas in 1903 he claimed to have
travelled 25,000 miles and converted 5,000 people, but he no longer received extensive
coverage in the newspapers. 273
Guion was five years old when Sin Killer Griffin went to Chicago, and ten years
old when Griffin returned to Texas. While it is possible that Griffin preached in
Ballinger during the intervening five years, it seems more likely that Guion saw Griffin in
1898 or earlier. A biographical sketch written by his sister, who seems a much more
credible source than the composer himself, though not immune to error, adds significant
details:
Guion’s love for Negro melodies came from an early association with the Negroes
in his own home. He had a Negro mammy who took special care of him from
babyhood to his early school years. On Sunday afternoons she would dress him
up and take him with her to the Negro church, and right there is where he
absorbed the Negro melodies and rhythms which he later used. His mother was
272
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criticized for allowing him to go to the Negro church but time has proved how
wise she was. He could preach a good Negro sermon by the time he was nine
years old, and he could sing all of their church songs, with ejaculations, shufflings
and shoutings included. As a result of this early association, Guion has fourteen
Negro Spirituals in the Library of Congress which are considered among the best
in the entire library. 274
We can only imagine what kind of “Negro sermon” was preached by nine-year-old
Guion. Clearly it was a parody, though perhaps a compelling one. Let us now examine,
in their order of composition, Guion’s three musical depictions of Sin Killer Griffin.
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Hark, from de Tombs
By far the most unusual of Guion’s spirituals published by Witmark is Hark, from de
Tombs, which is not related to spirituals in any of the published collections that I
examined. Remarkably, it includes a scene and a script with three characters: Preacher,
Brudder, and Mammy. As it is dedicated “To Rev. Sinkiller, Uncle Andrew and Mammy
Neppy,” we can assume that they are the three people depicted in the script.
Two copies of the sheet music in the Round Top collection include interjections
written in Guion’s handwriting, with the preacher’s lines circled in red pencil, the same
way that Guion marked up his own copy of his radio scripts, thus indicating how the song
was to be performed in his show on August 4, 1931, played by the orchestra without
piano. These annotations also indicate that upon reaching the end of the second page, the
entire song was repeated, with different lyrics. No text underlay is given for the second
verse, so the version presented below required a bit of conjecture on my part. (The
interjections are written in italics.)
Scene:

A “Camp Meetin’.” The preacher stands on the pulpit between
two pine torches, reading the Bible upside-down, “Expoundin’
Salvation,” the congregation shuffling and swaying from side to
side. He then shouts out the words for the “mourners” to sing.

Preacher:

(spoken) Hark! From de tombs, de doleful soun’. It am de soul’s
las’ cry. Sing brudder!

Brudder:

Hark! From de tombs a doleful soun’, (Yes Brudda) it am de soul’s
las’ cry. (Hep us Lawd! hep us!)

Preacher:

(spoken): Come, mortal man, an’ view de groun’ whar you shall
sho’ly lie. Sing mammy.
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Mammy:

Come mortal man an’ view de groun’ (Git ready Brudder!) whar
you shall sho’ly lie, (Dats yo’ grave, Brudder!) whar you shall
sho’ly lie (Save us Lawd! Save us! Amen!)

Preacher:

(spoken) Ashes to ashes, Dust to dust. Dis heah’s yo’ grave,
Brudda, die an’ lay in it you must! (Lawd, hep us! Amen!)

Brudder:

Ashes to ashes (Yes Brudda). Dust to dust. (Hep us Lawd! hep
us!)

Mammy:

Dis heah’s yo’ grave, Brudda (Git ready Brudder!), die an’ lay in it
you must (You all gwina die, Brudder!), die an’ lay in it you must!
(Save us Lawd! Save us! Amen!) 275

The melody is highly melismatic and pentatonic (with the exception of only one
ornamental note), with a sparse accompaniment consisting of widely spaced full-measure
chords: tonic, dominant and subdominant. With its triple meter, the song is reminiscent
of “Amazing Grace.” But I am not aware of any performances of Hark, from de Tombs,
aside from the one time that it was used on Guion’s radio show.
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Brudder Sinkiller and his Flock of Sheep
Above in the section about Sin Killer Griffin, I quoted the preface to the remarkable
piano piece Brudder Sinkiller and his Flock of Sheep, the first in the set of three Alley
Tunes published together in a single volume. The preface merits a second reading, as it
not only establishes the identity of Rev. Sin Killer, but it also puts the unusual music in
its proper context.
The piece was performed only one time on Guion’s radio show, on August 4,
1931. A letter written to Guion’s mother, his sister Neil, and his publicist describes the
broadcast:
Dear Mama, Neil and Alice,
This program went over like a million dollars! Every one at station said it was the
very best yet, in fact most original and unique ever given. The station wants me
to repeat it in three or four weeks.
Really it was great and I’m so tickled.
No one knew I could and would do these nos. and when I did, well, they said it
couldn’t be beat.
The sermon was simply marvelous, and so was “Brudder Sinkiller an’ his Flock
o’ Sheep.” We “carried on” during the entire number, with all the “chuch [sic]
sayings” and really it was wonderful, and they said “Mam’selle Marie” was
inspiring. You see we prayed and muttered during the entire piece, very softly,
moaned and groaned and hummed etc., things not written in the continuity [i.e.,
the scripted introductions to each piece in the program]. 276
Despite the enthusiastic reception that Guion reported, this program was not
repeated, nor did the composer ever again attempt anything of the sort.
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Considering together the preface to the work and the letter in which Guion
described how he, his baritone “side-kick” Paul Ravell, and guest performer Elsie Mae
Gordon “carried on” during the piece, and the descriptive nature of the actual music, it
becomes a simple matter to reconstruct the programmatic content of the piece in a
manner consistent with the way the composer envisioned it.
The piece begins with an unaccompanied melody in the bass register, the preacher
beginning his sermon, with each melodic phrase followed by a cadential figure
representing a single worshipper’s shouted “Amen.” At the end of the second melodic
phrase, the preacher introduces a five-note motto, sung four times, ending alternately on
the supertonic and the tonic, each time echoed by an “Amen.” The next melodic phrase
is a seeming burst of improvisation, then returning to the motto ending first on the
supertonic, then on the tonic, each time followed by an “Amen.” A worshipper then
repeats the motto twice, singing an octave higher than the preacher. There follows an
eight-note transitional figure, which is echoed with both hands playing in octaves, the
whole congregation singing (“joining with him in song in ones, twos and threes”) yet
almost in a whisper, quietly contemplating the preacher’s profound statement as the
moans and groans from the mourners’ bench are heard through pianissimo chords in the
piano’s lowest register. Here the preacher changes his tune to a new one, a pentatonic
tune of sixteen measures based on an eight-note motive, of which the ending is derived
from the five-note motto. The worshippers are so captivated by his message that at first
they have forgotten their shouts of “Amen.” Next the preacher repeats his sixteenmeasure tune, starting out at full force, the congregation joining in with exultant shouts,
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either “Hallelujah” or “Praise de Lawd,” if not both. But the second half of the tune
diminishes in intensity. The transitional figure is heard twice, first in four octave
registers simultaneously, then in five octaves, yet pianissimo. The mourners moan and
groan once more, almost inaudibly, but with deep reverence. Finally the preacher sings
his sixteen-measure tune one last time, the full congregation joining him with thunderous
intensity, this time hardly diminishing until it reaches the last two measures, in which it
suddenly fades away. Despite the impression one might derive from reading Guion’s
description of the performers “carrying on,” upon hearing the piece there can be no doubt
that it was conceived with the utmost sincerity, or that it is anything less than an authentic
portrayal of the experience of worshipping in a Black church in a Southern town at the
turn of the nineteenth century.
Nevertheless, it is not a well-known piece. Aside from the radio broadcast, I
found documentation of only six performances, all of them between 1926 and 1932. In
the first two programs, it was played by Guion himself. In only one case was the entire
set of Alley Tunes performed together as a suite.
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De Lawd’s Baptizin’
Guion’s last depiction of Sin Killer Griffin is De Lawd’s Baptizin’, an obscure work for
which I do not know of any public performances. Accepted for publication in 1937 and
issued the following year, it was recorded by Lawrence Tibbett on an LP that was not
available for sale, but can be found at a few libraries across the United States.
Surprisingly, an arrangement for eight-part choir with baritone solo was published in
1941.
The lyrics by Clement Wood were described in Guion’s preface, quoted above in
the section on Sin Killer Griffin, as one “of many… [of Wood’s] fine contributions to
American literature.” 277 This is a remarkable statement in consideration that the lyrics
were never published except in Guion’s sheet music, which has the indication: “Words
used by special permission.” 278 A typed manuscript of the lyrics, with handwritten
corrections, can be found in the library of Brown University. In the song, these lyrics are
preceded by a “scripture reading” written by Guion. Wood’s lyrics begin with the words
“Whiter dan snow,” and it is likely that many of the interjections were added by Guion:
Ah takes mah tex’ dis evenin’—Bless Gawd Hallelujah!—frum duh twenty-third
psalm ob duh hine-mos’ part ob duh Book o’ Hezekiah. Halleluhah, Praise duh
Lawd!
Whar-in, duh Lawd done say to duh cullud chillun ob Isrul, dat befo’ dey enters
into duh Kingdom o’ Hebben, dey’s got to git a washin’ frum head to toe in duh
Fountain ob duh Lawd.
Dat’s right! Praise duh Lawd! Amen-Bless-Gawd-Hallelujah! A-men! A-men!
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Whiter dan snow! Lawd, Whiter dan snow! Breddren, Ah done been dar, Ah
knows! Praise God! Hallelujah! May de Lawd he’p us! Yeah, Lawd!
Ah ain’ no limber-tongue mekin’ speeches.
Ah preaches jes’ what de Good Book teaches.
Ain’ de Good Book say dat de Lawd’s own chillun
Gwine ter fin’ de Jawdon stream, dat’s spillin’
Under de mussy th’one, an’ risin’
Over de worl’, fo’ de Lawd’s baptizin’.
Yeah, Lawd! Praise Gawd! Ah’s done been dar! Lawd hab mussy on us! Bless
my soul! Yeah, Lawd! Hallelujah!
Ah ’fess mah sins, Ah wuz a bad, bad nigguh,
Loose wid mah tongue, loose wid mah trigguh,
When ah heah’d de word ob Grace aboundin’,
An’ started alone one night a-poundin’
De road Ah foun’ in de Lawd’s own sky.
Yeah, Lawd! Praise Gawd! De road Ah done fin’ in de sky! Amen! Yeah,
Lawd! Praise Gawd! De road ah done fin’ in de sky!
Ah clumb an’ clumb cl’ar up a mountain,
Seekin’ de Lawd’s baptizin’ fountain.
Ah know’d Ah’d fi-hin’ i-hit if-a Ah’d seek it. Ah say!
Sho, de Lawd done speak it.
De road wuz rough, yeah, de road wuz crooked,
De road wuz ha’d when-a fu’st Ah took it.
De lightnin’ snaked, de groun’ wuz tremblin’,
Behin’ me all de hosts ob hell assemblin’.
Ah strain an’ Ah sweat an’ Ah keep on a-mountin’,
An’ dar at de top, Ah foun’ dat fountain!
Praise Gawd! Ah done foun’ dat fountain! Yeah, Lawd! Yeah, Lawd! Yeah,
Lawd, Ah done foun’ dat fountain!
Dar wuz a pool to de Lawd Gawd’s notion,
A big white bathtub, big as a ocean!
Alone no mo’, ten million udders,
All o’ my white an’ cullud brudders,
All o’ my sistren, a million wimmin,
Dar in de pool a-splasin’ an’ swimmin’!
An’ ’roun’ it a billion sheraphs, holdin’
Towels o’ velvet, an’ robes all golden!
Yeah, Lawd! Praise Gawd! Who dat! Who dat!
St. Peter he bar my way, an’ kotch me. “Whatcher want, Brudda Sinkiller?”
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“Baptizin’ fotch me! Ah wants salvation!”
Dat’s whut Ah wants!
“Go git yo’ washin’!”
He led me up to Jawdon’s basin.
Ah stick my toe, my leg, my wais’ in,
An’ duck, till Ah got my head an’ face in!
Ah felt on my skin dat water stingin’,
While all dem sheraphs started singin’.
Ah felt my hide peel cleanuh an’ cleanuh,
Till Ah wuz as white as a white verbena!
Oh, Ah wuz white as sho’ as Hebben,
As sho’ as eight rolls after sebben,
As sho’ as sho’!
Ah stood dar laundried white as snow!
Ah stood dar, renched o’ all my sins,
St. Peter he say:
“Why you an’ me’s twins! You’s white,” he said,
“Fo’ de Lawd’s done laundried you toe to head,
An’ He’ll do de same to all good creatures
What serves de Lawd, an’ feeds his preachers!”
Come on, chillun! Come on, sisterin!
Come, my brederin’, Let Him wash you.
No cullud angel, wid wings all black
Soilin’ de shinin’ hebbenly track,
But a spirit laundried white as snow,
Breddren, Sistren, Let’s all o’ us go! Hallelujah! 279
There is no “Book of Hezekiah” as such in the Bible. Certain parts of the Old
Testament written during King Hezekiah’s reign could be described as “the Book of
Hezekiah” (Proverbs 25-29, or Isaiah 36-39), but it is unlikely that this is what is meant
by Guion’s “scripture reading.” There is a sort of joke within some Christian circles that
if a Biblical reference is needed for a passage of scripture, one could say that the passage
in question is in the “Book of Hezekiah,” and this reference is likely to be accepted as
valid, because Hezekiah sounds like it could be the name of an Old Testament book.
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Guion’s reference to Hezekiah seems to be in line with his calling attention to the
preacher’s holding the Bible upside down; unable to read, the preacher is not really sure
what is actually in the Bible at all!
Nor am I aware of any passage in the Bible that mentions baptism in connection
with skin color, or that equates skin color with spiritual purity. A possible connection
between skin color and spiritual purity might be made regarding Song of Solomon 1:5-6,
but I have heard it suggested that this passage be interpreted figuratively and not literally:
5

I am black, but comely, O ye daughters of Jerusalem, as the tents of Kedar, as the
curtains of Solomon.
6

Look not upon me, because I am black, because the sun hath looked upon me:
my mother's children were angry with me; they made me the keeper of the
vineyards; but mine own vineyard have I not kept. (King James Version)

There seems to me no basis for Clement Wood to suggest that an African-American
preacher might claim that, because of baptism, in heaven everyone would be white. And
for Guion to portray this idea as coming from an actual African-American, still living at
the time, is outrageous.
Upon listening to the Lawrence Tibbett recording of De Lawd’s Baptizin’, I was
immediately struck by the musical affinities with Porgy and Bess, selections of which
Tibbett recorded in the presence of Gershwin himself. Guion’s setting captures the
dramatic intensity of the preacher’s sermon. After an explosive introduction replete with
syncopation, the singer gives a spoken account of the pseudo-Biblical source for his
sermon. Then as the pianist plays a shuffle or slow drag, the preacher begins his personal
testimony, sung with exclamations from the congregation. He reaches a climax as he
describes his moment of conversion, with the music of the introduction returning to
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signify fulfillment. His description of his journey up a mountain in search of the
baptismal fountain is depicted in a prolonged crescendo over a progression of
accompaniment styles depicting thunder and earthquake, with the introductory theme
returning to highlight the discovery of the fountain. The music than presents a celestial
vision of the baptismal fountain filled with “All o’ my white an’ cullud brudders, All o’
my sistren, a million wimmin” joyfully swimming and splashing together. The piano part
is in the treble register, the left hand playing an ostinato pattern in 3+3+2 meter, forming
together with the right hand an extended major chord with an added major sixth and
minor seventh. A dramatic recitative ensues as St. Peter leads the preacher into the
fountain. The introductory theme returns to reflect the fulfillment of spiritual
purification, the preacher’s skin rendered white as snow. The final stanza is his
triumphant call for all of his brothers to join him.
It happens that four years before Guion wrote De Lawd’s Baptizin’, John Lomax,
who plays a most prominent role in my next chapter, encountered Sin Killer Griffin on
Easter Sunday, 1934, at Darrington State Prison Farm south of Houston. Lomax and his
son Alan had been collecting songs from African-American inmates. Due to the isolation
of the inmates their music would be less prone to the “corrupting” influences of what was
heard on the radio. Griffin was at that time employed as chaplain for the Texas prison
system in Huntsville. 280 So impressed was Lomax that he would describe the encounter
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at length in his autobiography, devoting three entire pages to the sermon itself! 281 An
excerpt from the sermon, entitled “The Man of Calvary,” and the song “Wasn’t That a
Mighty Storm,” were issued on an LP by the Archive of American Folk Song and have
since been released on CD. Both recordings are impressive indeed. Though it is likely
that more than two decades had passed since he had heard Griffin, Guion’s musical
reenactment of Griffin’s style of preaching is credible on the basis of these two
recordings. After completing the recording as much as possible (some of it missed from
having to flip the disk over or change disks during the sermon), Lomax played it for
Griffin and the convicts to hear, and Griffin exclaimed: “For a long time I’se been
hearing that I’se a good preacher. Now I knows it.” 282
It is worth noting that despite Guion’s depiction of Griffin as illiterate, I was not
able to find any defects in the theology presented in Griffin’s sermon.
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Dialect songs
In this subchapter I will examine the dialect songs that I listed in the first page of Chapter
5 in order of publication, excluding those songs treated in the preceding subchapters.
Old Maid Blues is actually not written in dialect, but I include it here because the
style is based on the African-American tradition of blues. It is a charming, whimsical
depiction of a woman on her twenty-fifth birthday wishing that she were married. The
lyrics were not written by a woman, and they depict the woman as practically helpless on
her own. This view of women is of course outdated, and thus has limited practicality for
concert use today except perhaps to illustrate how much society has progressed in the
past century. Nevertheless the music is quite appealing, with the rhythm a combination
of a light march in the harmony with additive meter (3+3+2) in the melody.
The music of Ol’ Marse Adam was written by Guion along with the same cousin
who collaborated with him on Hark, from de Tombs. The lyrics are objectionable due to
a racial epithet that is made to rhyme with “figure.” But the lyrics are not intentionally
derogatory, as the singer of this invented spiritual makes the point that no AfricanAmerican would behave so poorly as did Adam, who blamed Eve for his own failures.
The piano part focuses all attention on the vocal melody, which emphasizes contrast
between the major and minor third scale degree, a clear allusion to blues.
Greatest Miracle of All is a delightful lullaby song by an African-American
woman to her newborn son. The song could be performed in standard English, replacing
“little color’d kid” with “little bitty kid,” and changing the refrain “Greatest miracle of
all, little color’d chile” to “Greatest miracle of all, precious little child.” Among Guion’s
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most frequently performed songs, Greatest Miracle of All still retains much of its ability
to charm the audience.
Little Pickaninny Kid is a loving consolation sung by a parent to a child who has
been excluded because of racial discrimination. The music is almost as gentle as a
lullaby, a poignant character piece that expresses such compassion that we can hardly
question its sincerity. In the piano part the swaying motion between low notes on
accented beats and chords in the middle register on the backbeat suggests that the parent
is using a rocking chair to comfort the child. The lyrics unfortunately imply that what the
child really wants is to be white. Singers who wish to present this piece should use
caution and sensitivity regarding the lyrics. I suggest that the melody be played on a
violin rather than sung, using “Consolation” as the title.
How dy do, Mis’ Springtime is a gentle song with a charming lilt, expressing the
carefree joy of a sunny morning. The piano part includes a brief quotation of Swanee
River. Although the song presents the African-American in the stereotyped Sambo
image, the racial component of the song is not essential. In my opinion the song is
performable in standard English, substituting the words “has me feeling kind of blue” in
place of “made dis darkey kind o’ blue.” This song was issued by Witmark, a publisher
of popular music, with Guion receiving only two cents per copy rather than his usual five
cents, yet a 1931 royalty statement shows that this one song was selling five times as
many copies as all of his Witmark spirituals combined. 283
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Li’l’ Black Rose is a cheerful lullaby that contains a similar rocking-chair effect to
that found in Little Pickaninny Kid. The African-American mother sings to her newborn
son, though everyone else is interested in the newborn in a White family. There are
numerous race issues that could be averted by giving the melody to a violin.
The AAAB stanzaic structure of blues is reflected in the song O My Lawd, What
Shall I Do? The music is heavily syncopated, and the song derives its humor in part from
the contrast between the “brimstone and hellfire” admonition and the irresistible melody
with its infectious rhythm. There is no question that the use of dialect added to the
humorous effect, but the song is still quite effective without the use of dialect. Still, the
singer should take caution that the song presents an exaggerated depiction of AfricanAmerican Christianity.
The “five imaginary early Louisiana songs of slavery” published individually in
1929 are, according to the manuscripts, excerpts from the opera Suzanne, which might
better be described as an operetta or musical. The copyright date of 1920 has been
crossed out on the manuscripts, which further indicate “Book + Lyrics by Marie
Wardall.” I have not found this libretto, nor do I have any information about a
performance of Suzanne. Some indication of the story might be gleaned from the
introductions Guion gave these pieces in the radio scripts in Appendix B.
In Galam might have been the first vocal episode in Suzanne. It is a dramatic
portrait of a slave transplanted to Louisiana, dreaming of returning to Galam along the
Congo River. The melody is essentially pentatonic with occasional chromaticism. The
song is in Black dialect with liberal use of French words. Given the subject, it seems to
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me perfectly acceptable to perform the song in dialect.
Mam’selle Marie is a grieving woman’s appeal to the Virgin Mary. The melody
is strictly pentatonic. The accompaniment is essentially static, based on the first line of
the melody, but with subtle chord changes. The song is deeply moving.
De Massus an’ de Missus is a boisterous declamatory song about how, in the time
before Christ, the “massus” and “missus” had to wait before St. Peter allowed them to
enter the heavenly kingdom. The second half of the song is about the rapture, when the
world will be blown away, and the “massus” and “missus” will shout glory to the
heavenly crowd. The theological message is not entirely clear, nor is the identity of the
“massus” and the “missus,” thought the singer seems to rejoice in the notion that they
were kept waiting.
To the Sun is an invocation that addresses the sun as a deity, combining
Christianity with pagan worship. The piano part consists of rapid arpeggios with
orchestral implications, the vocal part making a profound statement not through its
dynamic range but rather through its richness and depth.
Voodoo is a quick, energetic song that would have made a strong impression as
musical theater, painting a vivid picture replete with snakes, bats and ghosts. Grace notes
are ubiquitous in the piano part.
Please Shake Dem ’Simmons Down is a very intriguing ballad about an opossum
trying to convince a raccoon to shake persimmons down from a tree. The dialect adds
much to the character of the story. Interludes hummed between stanzas add to the
listener’s suspense. The sheet music that I examined is missing one or more pages, so I
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do not know how the story ends, but from the part that I have seen there is nothing to
preclude an effective performance aside from the general precaution about use of dialect.
Mistah Jay-Bird is a song featuring a jay-bird as bearer of bad news. The
harmonies are inspired by jazz. Dialect enhances the story somewhat, but the song would
also be effective in standard English.
Wrong Livin’ is likely the piece performed twice in a single episode of Guion’s
radio show under the title “Slow Drag.” It is the first of three pieces in this style, which
also appears in De Lawd’s Baptizin’, and it appears to me that Guion became acquainted
with the “slow drag” style in his second residency in New York. Wrong Livin’ is perhaps
his most extensive foray into the aesthetics of blues and jazz, although it does not use
swing rhythm. It is the moving lament of a prison convict in which the feeling of regret
comes through strongly. The melody is almost entirely pentatonic.
Chloe is a lament filled with remorse. It presents an African-American woman
accused of a misdeed. She may have committed the crime, but it is not her fault, and she
is unable to speak in her defence. The composer clearly sympathizes with Chloe. For an
instrumental performance that would omit the lyrics with their racial implications, the
pentatonic melody could be played with a pan flute or a muted violin.
Lef’ Away is a portrayal of the total despair of a lost love. The singer has been
abandoned, but there is no explanation of the circumstances. The music conveys a deep
sense of unconsolable grief. The short phrases are difficult to render in singable standard
English, but the melody could be carried poignantly by a cello.
Shortnin’ Bread is a charming adaptation of a well-known folk song. The dialect
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is not essential. The word “mammy” could be replaced with “mommy,” and “darkies”
could be replaced with “children.” The mammy stereotype presented in this song is
rather benign.
My No-Good-Man is a convincing blues-infused portrayal of “a bum for a lover,”
with the same magnitude as might be found in a Rodgers and Hammerstein show tune.
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Piano pieces depicting African-Americans
Guion’s five piano pieces that portray African-Americans are Pickaninny Dance,
Negro Lament, and the three Alley Tunes: Brudder Sinkiller and his Flock of Sheep
(described in the subchapter on Sin Killer Griffin), The Lonesome Whistler, and The
Harmonica-Player.
Pickaninny Dance is a delightful piece with a character similar to Guion’s
breakdowns. The light-hearted first section, with its constant eighth-note melody, is
almost a sort of perpetual motion. The second theme is more rambunctious. Guion gave
this piece an alternate title that is perhaps more suitable for concert programs when he
orchestrated it for the Texas symphonic suite: Buck and Wing Dance. This title refers to
styles of dancing that were popularized in minstrel and vaudeville shows.
The Lonesome Whistler originated as Indago Blues, an excerpt from Guion’s first
operetta The Land of Heart’s Desire. With the lyrics removed, it is a poignant character
piece reminiscent of Debussy’s Girl with the Flaxen Hair.
The Harmonica-Player is Guion’s best-known original composition. Early
printings of the sheet music include a description explaining that a “darkey” is playing to
his “dancing cut-the-pigeon-wing pickaninnies.” This description was often repeated on
Guion’s radio shows in connection with this piece. Like many of Guion’s piano works,
The Harmonica-Player is difficult to play, but it is immensely appealing.
Negro Lament is a moving piece that seems to reflect the rhythms and harmonies
of the choral arrangements of spirituals published in the Fisk and Hampton collections. I
suggest giving the title as “African Lament.”
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Chapter 6. Cowboy Song Arrangements
I’m An Old Cowhand from the Rio Grande
And I come to town just to hear the band,
I know all the songs that the cowboys know,
‘Bout the big corral where the doagies go,
‘Cause I learned them all on the radio.
Yippy-I-O-Ki-Ay, Yippy-I-O-Ki-Ay. 284
The genre most readily identified with Guion is his cowboy song arrangements. As I
demonstrate in Appendix A, many of these have suspicious or improbable dates of
composition indicated on the manuscript, but it is not merely a matter of the composer
propagating the notion that he was a prolific composer at a young age. A key issue is
how Guion became acquainted with the songs that he arranged, whether it was directly
from oral tradition, as sung by former trail-drivers, whether Guion heard the songs on the
radio, or whether he found the songs in published collections. These possibilities are not
mutually exclusive; if Guion made use of a published book of cowboy songs, this does
not mean that he was not already acquainted with them.
Questions of where Guion got the songs that he arranged can best be answered by
a thorough investigation of the published cowboy song collections that predate Guion’s
arrangements, which apparently date from 1919 to 1934. A version history of these
songs including their tunes and their lyrics will shed light not only on how Guion
encountered the cowboy songs, but also on how well he knew the cowboy song tradition
before fashioning it into the core of his compositional output.
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It is equally important to consider the breadth of the oral tradition concerning
these songs. A measure of this can be seen in the number of different versions in which
the lyrics came to be written down and disseminated through printed sources prior to their
being used by Guion. As such, I will include in this chapter such versions that I have
uncovered in my nearly exhaustive search for these songs in printed sources.
Also relevant are several important collections that were compiled and published
by radio performers within a few years after Guion’s arrangements, as these collections
reveal what the singers had been performing in the previous decade. They also indicate
to what extent individual songs remained uniform in oral tradition, or whether these
songs existed in multiple versions.
In this chapter I will consider those songs which are based on authentic folk
sources. Guion also created many songs of his own that relate to the cowboys and the
West in general but are not based on folk sources, but I will not consider these abstract
creations in this dissertation in detail. The published songs include My Cowboy LoveSong; Pinto; Prairie Night Song; Ride, Cowboy, Ride!; The Song of the Whip; Roll Along
Little Dogies; and Texas, May I Never Wander. All but the last two have lyrics by Marie
Wardall Lussi. The Song of the Whip and My Cowboy Love-Song were taken from an
operetta Cowboy Love Song, which includes many additional numbers that were never
published. I have not uncovered any information as to whether it was performed as an
operetta.
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Cowboy songs in oral tradition
Several collectors of cowboy songs have commented on the diversity of origins among
the settlers of the West after 1845, and on the diversity of musical repertories that they
brought with them. Songs of the American West, by Richard Lingenfelter, Richard
Dwyer and David Cohen, includes a great variety of categories, some of whose
influences can be found in the cowboy songs. These include songs about prospectors
heading to California, sailors traveling around Cape Horn (the customary way to reach
California before there was a transcontinental railroad 285), pioneers emigrating across the
plains, settlers and soldiers fighting the Indians, songs about stagecoach drivers, railroad
builders, gold and silver miners, Texas rangers, Chinese immigrants, bandits,
homesteaders, lumberjacks, migrant workers, hoboes, union workers, and hymns of the
Mormons and songs reducing the Mormons to caricature. 286 Charles Finger wrote about
western Texas as a melting pot of newcomers:
North from Galveston into the cow country went runaway sailors, and others of
those odd adventurers you meet everywhere. They took the songs they knew with
them. Westbound from Louisiana went Negroes, also into the cow country. Now
one of the indispensable conditions of camp life and society is that the newcomer
shall at least be entertaining. 287
Having arrived in San Angelo when it was a newly established frontier town, Finger
proceeded to describe how various newcomers entertained each other by singing songs of
all sorts. Margaret Larkin, in the introduction to her cowboy song collection, wrote:
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The people who made this beginning of folk song were not a homogeneous group.
They had no common tradition to draw upon. They had emigrated from every
possible condition of life. Young adventurers who hoped for excitement and
fortune, men who had failed at more settled occupations, or had been forced out
of work by panics and hard times, second generation pioneers who felt that
Kentucky, Louisiana, Illinois, and Ohio were getting too crowded, remittance men
from England, Irishmen who had fled famine, men who feared the police, peopled
the frontier and punched cattle in the early West. Of course they had the common
sympathy of occupation, but most young fellows did not stay long at the trade.
They acquired cattle of their own, or joined a gold rush, or fought Indians, or with
“something tore loose inside” they settled into placid occupation in town. Many
died from injuries or exposure, and younger, tougher men took their places at the
roundups. 288
Many song collectors wrote reverently about the songs, the Western landscape depicted
therein, and the cowboys themselves, from a typically Romantic vantage point, placing
more attention on emotional appeal than on historical accuracy:
[T]he cowboy… was an outstanding figure that dominated the unmapped ranges
of the West when men relied on themselves alone for the preservation of decent,
human relationships; when loyal friendship and stern judgment went hand in
hand; when the controlling force in pioneer life was the high impulse that was
born of life in the open, surrounded by nature. 289
In these songs, born of the saddle, are the greyness of the prairies, the wail of the
Texas norther, the loneliness of the coyote, and a rhythm that fits into the gait of
the cowboy’s pony. Not all these ballads are beautiful; but all are sincere and
reflect as accurately as a mirror, the life of the cowboy. 290
The cowboy song collectors adopted a nostalgic sentimentality as they described the
performance setting of the songs:
The [cowboy] songs were... sung on widely different occasions. Sometimes they
were shouted in the saloons of the towns when engaged in a celebration.
The range songs of the cowboys grew up in various ways. Some were songs
heard in city music halls and transplanted; others were old country ballads
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retouched and changed to suit; and very many were composed, minstrel fashion,
by some member of the circle as a group of cowboys lay around the camp-fire. 291
Sometimes they were sung in the ranch-house at the stag-dances, again they were
heard at the camp-fire out on the round-up. And perhaps one of their most
frequent uses was in quieting the cattle at night as the cowboys rode round them
on night-guard. 292
There was no consensus on the veracity of the image of the cowboy singing to
keep the cattle quiet at night. John Lomax’s portrayal of the cowboy singing in the
saddle is heavily subjective and romanticized. Others cast doubt on this prototype of the
singing cowboy, but let us take as evidence in favor of the singing cowboy an excerpt
from one of the actual songs, “The Jolly Cowboy”:
When threatening clouds do gather and blinding lightnings flash,
And heavy raindrops splatter and rolling thunders crash;
What keeps the herd from running stampeding far and wide?
The cowboy’s long, low whistle and singing by their side. 293
Wayne Gard of the Dallas Morning News wrote nostalgically:
In threatening weather, when the cattle began to drift and show signs of
stampeding, a hymn or ballad might quiet them…. In his long days in the saddle,
songs helped to speed the hours and to keep [the cowboy] from growing
lonesome. In the evening around the campfire, they gave a bit of diversion before
the tired men hit their bedrolls. The hands on night guard used songs not only to
keep the cattle quiet but to keep themselves awake. 294
Charles Siringo wrote about singing the cattle to sleep:
[After a stampede] I found myself all alone with about three hundred of the
frightened steers. Of course all I could do was to keep in front or in the lead and
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try to check them up. I finally about three o’clock got them stopped and after
singing a few “lullaby” songs they all lay down and went to snoring. 295
Also a poem published by an English professor on Oklahoma in 1898 confirms the use of
song in quieting the cattle:
The herd awoke in a minute; but we rode through the flashing ways
And sang with a will the olden songs we learned in our childhood days;
The human voice has a wondrous power, and the wildest beast that moans
Forgets its fear in a dream of peace at the sound of its tender tones;
And on through the blinding flashes and on through the dark and the light,
We rode with the old songs ringing, and we prayed for the death of night. 296
The songs of course circulated in oral tradition, with wide variation in both tune
and lyrics. One collector explained how the variations in lyrics fall into three categories:
“the changes incident to their oral transmission, additions made to supply the gaps left by
forgotten portions, and those changes designedly made to suit the fancy or taste of the
singer.” 297 And another wrote:
What you would hear as you passed your partner on guard would be a kind of low
hum or whistle, and you wouldn’t know what it was. Just some old hymn tune,
likely as not—something to kill time and not bad enough to make the herd want to
get up and run. 298
The same collector also wrote: “The cowboy hardly ever knew what tune he was singing
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his song to, just some old, old tune that he had heard and known as a boy.” 299
The cattle-driving profession in Texas arose in response to economic
circumstances. The pioneer trail-drivers saw enormous profit, and news of their
prosperity spread throughout the Old South, where emancipation and the Civil War had
resulted in widespread economic hardship. Two collectors of cowboy songs gave
excellent synopses of the historical circumstances of the relatively brief period of trail
driving:
In the 1860’s, with unbranded cattle running wild on the Southern ranges, [the
cattle industry] was feeling for its market. In the 70’s it developed the Long
Drive to the railroad shipping points as they were pushed through Kansas, and to
the good grass lands of Montana and Wyoming. Northern gold rush towns and
railroad construction camps made the Long Drive profitable. The United States
Government was a large customer, buying beef for the Indians who had been
moved from their ancestral hunting grounds to northern reservations to make way
for the advancing settlers. These were its great days, when the work of the cattle
trade grew specialized and technical, its traditions were formed, and its songs took
root. In the 80’s cattle ranching became Big Business, administered by Eastern
capital and absent owners. The little fellows found themselves losing grass and
water. By 1890 the Free Range was going under fence; a cowman had to be able
to buy or lease his grazing territory. The Long Drive had almost disappeared with
the necessity for it, as the railroads put out spurs to tap the cattle country. 300
The close of the [Civil W]ar found the vast cattle-breeding regions of Texas
overstocked with the famed Longhorns but short on satisfactory ways of getting
the meat crop to market. Old trails to eastern Kansas and Missouri used by
drovers prior to 1861 were closing down as the area filled up with farmers. A
happy solution to the problem came when, in the summer of 1867, a far-sighted
twenty-nine-year-old Illinois Cattle dealer named Joseph G. McCoy began
building corrals and a siding at Abilene, Kansas, on the new Kansas Pacific
Railroad.
The youthful entrepreneur advertised widely in Texas. Before his stockyard was
completed, mile-long herds of from two to three thousand rangy steers were
strung out along the Chisholm Trail, some prodded along by horsemen still
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wearing tattered Confederate uniforms, and all heading for the little prairie town
of Abilene, then consisting of fewer than two dozen log homes and stores plus a
six-room hotel. On September 5, 1867, a locomotive’s whistle signaled the
beginning of an era as the first trainload of live beef, twenty cars long, chugged
off McCoy’s siding headed for Chicago.
Although Abilene prospered from its new business, after five years the
neighboring farmers grew tired of having their fences and crops trampled, and the
town fathers were fed up with the vice and gunplay attendant on the annual influx
of wild cowboys from Texas. Accordingly, in 1872 the trail drivers were advised
officially to go elsewhere. Wichita and Ellsworth were quick to take advantage of
Abilene’s abdication and of the bonanza created by what was now a veritable
flood of cattle moving northward from Texas every summer. The riches and
notoriety also were shared by Newton and Caldwell, later by the greatest and
wickedest cow town of them all, Dodge City.
During the 1880s many large herds of young Texas-born stock also were driven
north as far as Wyoming and Montana for fattening on the lush pastures there
before being shipped to market. This helped Miles City, Montana, earn a
reputation as a wild cow town second only to that held by Dodge. By the end of
the 1880s the number of Texas trail herds was dwindling rapidly as barbed wire
fences and farming homesteaders blocked off the routes and concurrently the
railroads began serving west Texas directly. 301
Thus the era of cattle drives spanned only three decades. But even before it
ended, there had been a radical transformation in the place of the cowboy in American
culture. It was in 1883 that William Cody, better known as “Buffalo Bill,” launched his
touring Wild West show. Not even twenty years had passed since the advent of the cattle
drives, and already the western way of life, in which the cowboy played a large part,
began to transform into mythical images fashioned by the entertainment industry. The
effects of these changes can be seen in the songs themselves.
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Noteworthy collections of cowboy songs
Historian Austin Fife summarized the timeline of the cowboy song repertory:
Cowboy songs made their appearance in the early 1870s, sung first on ranches
and in settlements on the Great Plains where cattle trail and railroad met. In the
eighties and nineties texts began to appear also in plains and western newspapers,
in farm and cattlemen’s magazines, and even in a few periodicals distributed
nationwide. New technological devices and arrangements for their use brought
publisher, singer, and fan even closer together; song folios and sheet music,
acoustical recordings on cylinders and 78 rpm records before World War I; radio,
movies, electronic recordings, and television thereafter. 302
The earliest published collection of cowboy songs was a little 50-page booklet
from 1897 by Clark Stanley “the Rattle-Snake King,” who became famous for selling
snake-oil liniment, entitled The Life and Adventures of the American Cowboy. 303 Essays
heralding the cowboy as a heroic figure fill much of the booklet, as do advertisements for
his product, but alongside them are the lyrics of three songs. These apparently aroused
the interest of his readers, because when he expanded his booklet in a second, undated
edition with 78 pages under the title True Life in the Far West, by the American CowBoy, the cowboy song collection grew to twelve examples, still without a notated melody.
A later collection, which I did not examine, is included in a 1905 pamphlet by Stanley
entitled Something Interesting to Read, and can be found in the library of Southwestern
University in Georgetown.
Like Stanley, the next collector was also an actual cowboy. Jack Thorp’s Songs
of the Cowboys (1908) resulted from a 1500-mile ballad-hunting trip through Texas and
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New Mexico in 1889 and 1890. 304 His collection, long regarded as the first of its type,
included 23 cowboy and western songs as lyrics without melody. He later acknowledged
that he had written five of these himself, though his book did not reveal his authorship. 305
The second edition, issued in 1921, contained 101 songs, still without their tunes. In an
essay, Thorp described the difficulty he had collecting the lyrics: “None of the cowboys
who could sing ever remembered an entire song. I would pick up a verse or two here,
another verse or two there.” 306 Thorp’s comment reveals another difficulty, namely that
of conceptualizing the “entire song” in an oral tradition. Instead of recognizing the song
as a group of variants, each as legitimate and authoritative as the next, linked together by
a common thread of melodic and lyrical content, Thorp believed his task was to assemble
all the verses that he found here and there, to reconstruct the actual song, even if the
composite version had never been sung before by anyone. Also in the same essay, Thorp
wrote:
A ballad like “The Old Chisholm Trail,” with its catching come ti yi youpy refrain,
seems to have just grown. It was sung from the Canadian line to Mexico, and
there were thousands of verses; nobody ever collected them all. Every cowboy
knew some, and if he had a little whiskey in him, or was heading for town with
wages in his pocket, he might make up a few. These weren’t “cultured” songs.
Sometimes the rhymes didn’t match very well. Often the language was rough and
for publication had to be heavily expurgated. But ballad-making and songsinging were living parts of cowboy life….
Take into account that many of the songs had to be dry-cleaned for unprintable
words before they went to press, and you get some notion of the chore a song
collector had who was only a cowboy himself. 307
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Thorp’s description of the cowboy songs is highly instructive: they were intended
for solo performance, and tunes could be interchanged freely or substituted with other
familiar songs. 308 And then there was the matter of the quality of performance:
I never did hear a cowboy with a real good voice; if he had one to start with, he
always lost it bawling at cattle, or sleeping out in the open, or tellin’ the judge he
didn’t steal that horse. Some of the cowboy actors and radio cowboys nowadays,
of course, have very beautiful voices. 309
Thorp argues correctly that not every song sung on the cattle trail was a cowboy
song (such as railroad songs and mining songs), and Austin and Alta Fife took this
argument further, even claiming that Home on the Range is not a cowboy song. 310
However, I will take the broader view that the genre of cowboy songs should include the
songs that are readily identifiable with the trail-driving cowboys, even if they do not refer
explicitly to trail-driving in their lyrics, as Home on the Range does not. At the same
time, it is crucial to maintain the distinction between the trail-drivers’ songs, which
circulated through oral tradition, from Tin Pan Alley songs that were disseminated
through sheet music, commercial recordings, film, radio, and television. As collector Ina
Sires wrote of such synthetic creations, “[u]nfortunately, those not familiar with the scene
of action, who have attempted to write of the cowboy, have merely caricatured him.” 311
Much more famous than Thorp’s Songs of the Cowboy is John Lomax’s Cowboy
Songs and Other Frontier Ballads, published in 1910. This was the first collection of
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American folk songs in which the music was included along with the lyrics. 312 But
unfortunately, out of the more than 100 recordings Lomax had collected, the publisher
allowed only eighteen to be published in music notation, with piano accompaniment by
Henry Leberman. 313 As the title implies, this collection was not exclusively restricted to
cowboy songs, but includes songs about stagecoach drivers, buffalo hunters, gold miners,
settlers of the Midwest, train robbers and bank robbers, and many other types.
Encouraged by two of his professors at Harvard University in 1906, Lomax wrote
to a thousand newspapers asking that they publish his request for help in locating songs
of the west. Letters poured in from around the country from people sharing the lyrics of
songs that they remembered, and over the next few years, Lomax travelled across the
West in pursuit of more songs, collecting them on wax cylinders. 314 Unlike his European
counterparts who were involved in classifying folk material and identifying differences in
regional styles, Lomax’s interest was primarily in collecting cowboy songs rather than
analyzing them.
According to Austin and Alta Fife, John Lomax made “liberal use” of the lyrics
from Thorp’s book of 1908, without giving credit; they describe Lomax’s song texts as
“synthetic specimens” while regarding Thorp’s versions as “genuine,” overlooking the
fact that both collectors followed essentially the same approach in assembling songs out
of the various versions that they encountered. 315
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As the Fifes wrote, “The useful musical transcriptions in Lomax’s book were
supplemented during the 1920s and 1930s by the incidental printing of cowboy music in
numerous mountain and hillbilly song folios.” 316
Charles Siringo’s book The Song Companion of a Lone Star Cowboy (1919) is a
supplement to his famous cowboy autobiography, and includes fourteen songs presented
as lyrics without any melody. Siringo borrowed heavily from prior collectors, especially
Lomax. “The Dying Cowboy” (“O bury me not on the lone prairie”), for example, and
“A Home on the Range” follow nearly every detail of Lomax’s version, even when it
comes to capitalization and punctuation, aside from a few typographical errors.
Charles J. Finger’s book Frontier Ballads (1927) is a significant book, if not a
major anthology, containing not only cowboy songs, but sailors’ songs, and songs about
famous boxers, outlaws, murderers and pirates. As the title implies, the focus is mostly
on the stories told by the songs, which Finger collected as a sailor in the South Atlantic,
in his travels in Tierra del Fuego and Patagonia, then West Texas and finally New
Mexico. David Guion is one of the many people to whom the book is dedicated, as
Finger had been Guion’s first formal piano teacher. A few years ahead of Frontier
Ballads, Finger published Sailor Chanties and Cowboy Songs, a small booklet containing
lyrics without melody. In this book he argued for slow tempos even when the lyrics seem
to imply a fast tempo, as “almost all cowboy songs are drawled out.” 317
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Carl Sandburg in 1927 published The American Songbag, with nearly three
hundred songs, most in music notation, many with piano accompaniment by various
composers. It is not restricted to cowboy songs or songs of the west, but includes a wide
variety of song genres.
Songs of the Open Range, a collection published in 1928 by Miss Ina Sires, a
schoolteacher in Dallas, 318 contains 29 cowboy songs with piano accompaniment by
Charles Repper. It is noteworthy as the first major cowboy song collection to include
actual music for every song. Seven of the eighteen songs given in music notation in
Lomax’s collection are also found in Miss Sires’ book, along with other songs for which
Lomax did not give any melody. In the introduction, Miss Sires wrote:
My work has been lightened by the collections of Howard Thorpe [sic] and John
A. Lomax. I have, however, secured my melodies directly from the cowboys, by
visiting ranches, attending dances, and riding on roundups in the western states
where people still dance all night to the tune of the fiddle. I spent my early life on
the ranch, so that from childhood the cowboy and his life have been familiar to
me. 319
Following Miss Sires came several collectors who were famous in their day as
performers of cowboy songs. John Irwin White in 1930 issued a collection of twenty
songs with piano accompaniment and guitar or ukulele chords, together with George
Shackley, musical director of radio station WOR. 320 In the following year, Shackley
would become the orchestra conductor for Guion’s radio show. White had majored in
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English at the University of Maryland, and became acquainted with cowboy songs during
a two-week visit to a ranch in Arizona in 1924. 321 White later wrote:
Our host also introduced us to a dog-eared copy of the first John A. Lomax
anthology, Cowboy Songs and Other Frontier Ballads. Greatly impressed, I
purchased one at the earliest opportunity. I also resolved to acquire a guitar the
minute I returned home. 322
In 1926 White was given a weekly radio show in which he sang and talked about cowboy
songs, first on NBC station WEAF and later on WOR. 323 He recorded twenty songs for
the American Record Corporation beginning in 1929, 324 and he became well-known for
singing as the “Lonesome Cowboy” in the NBC radio drama “Death Valley Days” from
1930 to 1936. 325 As for the authenticity of the songs in the White and Shackley folio, he
wrote in the foreword: “We don’t make any pretensions to scholarship in the field of the
ballad…. When selecting the songs which we give here, we have, in several instances,
avoided becoming involved in technicalities by following the simple procedure of
printing the version that appealed to us personally.” 326 The lyrics they used are largely
based on Lomax’s collection, improved here and there to make the songs more singable.
Following the publication of the folio by White and Shackley, White began to research
the origins of many of the best-known cowboy songs, writing letters to the cowboy poets
who created their lyrics, and publishing articles from time to time. 327 His invaluable
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work culminated in the publication of his essay collection Git Along Little Dogies in
1975.
Margaret Larkin, whose collection Singing Cowboy was published in 1931, was
known for singing cowboy songs and Mexican songs accompanied by guitar. 328 But in
her published collection the songs are arranged with piano accompaniment without guitar
chords.
Jules Verne Allen, born in 1883, was a trail driver as a teenager who later made
records for RCA-Victor, which gave him the copyrighted title of “The Original Singing
Cowboy.” 329 After achieving fame as a cowboy singer on the radio in 1931 as
“Lonesome Luke,” he published a small booklet with lyrics of eleven songs. “The
Cowboy’s Dream” is identical with the Lomax version, aside from a few details of
punctuation, and the omission of one stanza. So too is “The Cowboy’s Meditation,”
except for one change in verb tense, and a plural noun made singular. Allen’s “When
Work is Done This Fall” changes one word from the Lomax version and omits the
chorus. His “The Dying Cowboy” omits several stanzas from the Lomax version, adding
nothing new except for a spelling change, “cayote” replaced with “coyote.”
Allen’s 1933 book Cowboy Lore includes 37 cowboy songs with piano
accompaniment attributed to Mrs. G. Embry Eitt, though in several cases even the piano
arrangements were taken verbatim from Lomax’s Cowboy Songs and Other Frontier
Ballads.
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Cowboy songs were increasingly heard on the radio in the early 1930s. As one
radio performer noted, “The romanticized life of the cowboy—his valor and fortitude in
the face of every kind of hardship—was admired by Americans whose own courage was
being tested by the depression.” 330 The demand for these songs grew, and sheet music
publishers began to issue soft-cover song folios with piano arrangements and chord
symbols with diagrams for guitar, banjo, or ukulele. One of these is The Arkansas
Woodchopper’s Cowboy Songs, published by M. M. Cole in Chicago in 1932. This folio
is noteworthy because every song ends with a yodel. Two more early songbooks are The
Cowboy Sings (1932) and The Happy Cowboy (1934), both published by the PaullPioneer Music Corporation and edited by Kenneth S. Clark. Many of the tunes in these
songbooks are taken verbatim from the Sires and Larkin collections, while others were
composed by the songbook editors. But later songbooks had less concern with
authenticity, so that the genuine songs of the trail-drivers appeared less and less
frequently, supplanted by songs composed on Tin Pan Alley by professional songwriters
who had never ridden a horse, but whose output was increasingly heard on the radio and
in motion pictures. With some songs in these folios it is hard to determine solely on the
basis of musical style whether they stem from oral tradition. In others the resemblance to
the popular song styles of the day is unmistakable.
Among the Hollywood cowboys there was at least one who had extensive
knowledge of the cowboy song tradition, though he had never been a trail driver himself:
Woodward “Tex” Ritter. A member of the Glee Club at the University of Texas, he
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joined others in protesting against the club’s director, 331 who was replaced in 1925 332 by
Oscar Fox, choir director from San Antonio. At the University of Texas, Fox met
cowboy song collector John Lomax, who was also the secretary of the Ex-Students’
Association. By the end of the year, Fox’s sheet music arrangements of cowboy songs
from the Lomax collection were already being published. Ritter would become famous
years later as a cowboy singer. He acknowledged Lomax, Fox, and folklorist J. Frank
Dobie as “three men [at the University] who encouraged me to sing and… helped direct
my career.: 333 Ritter in 1928 went to New York and landed a part in the show The New
Moon, but it was his next show that truly launched his career: “There was a western show
with cowboy songs (Green Grow The Lilacs) so I went over there and they brought in a
lady who they thought was an authority—which she was—and she said, ‘This boy’s
authentic.’ So I sang four songs and understudied the lead part….” 334 The authority was
none other than cowboy song collector Margaret Larkin, and the four songs Ritter
performed in character as Cord Elam were Git Along Little Dogies, The Old Chisholm
Trail, Goodbye Old Paint, and Oh Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie. 335
Having surveyed the most significant early cowboy song collections, I shall next
examine Guion’s arrangements of cowboy songs in their probable order of composition,
locating their sources and identifying variants in published collections.
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The Bold Vaquero
Probably Guion’s earliest work in the cowboy vein is The Bold Vaquero. The date of
1906 that appears on the manuscript seems to be spurious, as there is an enormous
difference in quality in comparison with the second “Little Prelude,” which according to
that manuscript, Guion had written “at age 12!” (i.e., the previous year). The Bold
Vaquero was readily identified with Guion, in part because he used an excerpt of it as a
signature theme on his radio shows, and its shouted chorus of “Whoopla! Set ’em afire!”
coincided neatly with his cowboy persona. After Tex Ritter sang the song in the 1939
movie Rollin’ Westward, the sheet music was reissued with ukulele and guitar chord
tabulations and with Ritter’s picture on the cover.
I could find only one song collection that included a folk version of The Bold
Vaquero. Clifford P. Westermeier’s Trailing the Cowboy (1955) includes the lyrics
(without a melody) for “The Jolly Vaquero,” as printed in the Weekly Leader and Stock
Journal of Cheyenne, Wyoming on August 23, 1883 336
Guion’s lyrics:

Weekly Leader lyrics:

The bold vaquero is up with the sun
And into the saddle is he;
With a swinging lope he’s over the slope
And out on the broad prairie;
The cow may twist and the cow may turn,
But right in her track is he;
He’ll get there, Eli, sure as you’re born,
For a bold, bad roper is he.

The jolly vaquero is up with the sun,
And quick in the saddle, you see,
He swings his quirt and jingles his
spurs—
A dashing vaquero is he.
He “Hangs and rattles” and “Hits the high
places,”
That bound the lone prairie;
And woe to the steer, when he draws near,
For a bold bad roper is he.

Chorus:
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So “Whoopla! Set ’em afire!”
Shouts the rider free;
Throw in your spurs, and burn the earth,
For a cowboy’s life for me.

Chorus:
Whoop-la! “Set ’em afire!”
Shouts the rider free,
“Give ’em the spurs” and “Burn the
earth!”
A cowboy’s life for me.

“Yip yip.” to the doggies [sic] he gaily
yells,
As they curl their tails and pull;
He skirts to the heads of hollows and
draws,
“Yip yip” to the lumb’ring bull;
He drives them out on the open flat
Where the herds are gathering in;
They curl their tails and sniff the breeze
When they head the roundup din. Yip!
Around the fire on a winter’s night
There’s many a yarn they’ll spin,
And many a game at poker play,
At which they lose or win;
And many a cowboy song they’ll sing
When the “red-eye” floweth free;
So throw in your spurs and burn the earth,
For a cowboy’s life for me.
Chorus.

Over the cow-trail, leaping the sage,
His pony can’t be beat.
He’ll “Git That Eli,” “Sure’s you’re
born,”
See how he “Handles his feet!”
The rider “Stays with him,” and “Don’t
you forget it,”
True knight of the saddle is he—
And he “Hits the breeze,” and rides at
ease,
And swings the lariat free.
“You can bet your life” “He’s got the
sand,”
Whenever there’s work to be done,
He “Rounds ’em up” and “Cuts ’em out,”
And “mavericks” just for fun;
In rain or shine, or sleet or hail,
He rides the wild prairie—
Oh! who wouldn’t envy a life like this
Of the cowboy, wild and free!
Though often “Dead broke”—his saddle
“in soak”—
He never loses his pluck;
He’ll share his “stake” with his partner,
too,
If he meets him “Out of luck”;
He’ll “wack up” his blankets, or share his
“grub,”
No need of “Calling him down,”
He’ll “Spend his wealth” in drinking your
health,
Whenever he comes to town.
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There is little chance that Guion ever encountered the obscure newspaper version of the
lyrics. Guion’s source for The Bold Vaquero is described in the memoirs of his sister
Neil:
There was a young Englishman by the name of Maitland [in Paint Rock, where
the Guion family lived from 1878 to 1886, before David was born] who knew a
great many popular English songs. He played the guitar and sang at every social
gathering. We had a young sister of my mother living with us, a very musical
person with a charming personality. Mr. Maitland taught her how to play the
guitar and to sing the English songs he knew, as well as the cowboy songs he had
learned from the cowhands on his ranch. It was years afterward when my aunt
Maud, Mama’s sister, had married and had children of her own that my brother,
David Guion, learned the tune and words of one of these songs from her. This
one song especially has been immortalized by David. He put a piano
accompaniment to the words and made a very popular song of it. He preserved
the original tune, added to it here and there, and called it “The Bold Vaquero” a
folk song of early Texas days. No one knows just where this song originated, but
like all folk songs the cowboy sang, it came with tune and words. They were
sung for quieting the herd on the eve of a storm, or when driving them slowly
along the cattle trail. During this period when he was interested in writing so
many songs of the West, David wrote his arrangement of “Home on the Range,”
the best known of any cowboy song ever written. 337
Collector Margaret Larkin commented on the cowboy yells that occur in some
songs, and her remarks are just as applicable to the “Whoopla! Set ’em afire!” refrain of
The Bold Vaquero:
Singers unfamiliar with them may not know how to render the cowboy yells
which occur in some songs. Nonsense words like coma ti yo youpe [the refrain of
“The Chisholm Trail”] are based on cattle calls, and should be half sung and half
yelled or talked. The musical notation [in the Larkin collection] indicates their
approximate tune, and each singer may vary them to suit himself, remembering
that they are meant to be full-sized whoops prolonged into singing. 338
Guion’s setting, in a rollicking 6/8 meter at a suggested tempo of 126 dotted
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quarter notes per minute, is charmingly appealing. The staccato piano accompaniment in
the first verse accentuates the bouncy 6/8 rhythm, and the chorus bursts with such
enthusiasm that it is no wonder that the fan mail Guion received from his radio show
occasionally quoted the refrain “Whoopla! Set ’em afire!” The melody itself begins with
repeated notes on the dominant pitch in the first one and a half bars, and in the second
verse, Guion accompanies this with descending chromatic harmony, using the fixed
melody note as a “pedal point,” the momentarily wandering harmony perhaps suggesting
the roaming of the cattle. The third verse, describing a scene of card-playing and
drinking around a campfire, shifts to the relative minor, to the effect that the return to
major tonality for the final chorus seems all the more exuberant.
Guion’s scrapbook includes a list of his compositions, which seems to have been
prepared for an article in the Texas Monthly in October, 1929 and also for his entry in
Who’s Who in America. The latest date appearing in the Who’s Who entry is 1929, and
the list of compositions includes works copyrighted in 1929 (Roy Bean and McCaffie’s
Confession), but not works copyrighted in 1930 (Waltzing With You in My Arms and The
Yellow Rose of Texas). This list includes the claim that The Bold Vaquero is the “first
cowboy song ever arranged and published.” The claim is obviously untrue, as the song is
predated by the Leberman arrangements of cowboy songs in the Lomax collection of
1910. Nor was it the first cowboy song ever published as sheet music, as that distinction
might go to Arthur Farwell’s The Lone Prairee, published in 1905, or if songs composed
for the Broadway stage may be regarded as cowboy songs, we should recognize Owen
Wister, author of the novel The Virginian, who in 1904 adapted the novel as a play that
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included his song Ten Thousand Cattle Straying, published by M. Witmark and Sons in
the same year. Wister had long been interested in cowboy songs, having documented the
lyrics of the chorus and five stanzas of “Git Along, Little Dogies” in his diary in 1893. 339
As I explain in Appendix A, I reject Guion’s claim to have composed The Bold Vaquero
in 1906, and I date it instead from 1919, when it was accepted for publication by G.
Schirmer.
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Cowboy’s Meditation
Several years passed after writing The Bold Vaquero before Guion returned to the genre
of cowboy songs with Cowboy’s Meditation in 1925. The sheet music acknowledges
Guion’s source: “Original tune and words from the note-books and collection of Charles
J. Finger.” I mentioned above Finger’s booklet Sailor Chanties and Cowboy Songs; this
booklet was published in the Ten Cent Pocket Series by E. Haldeman-Julius in 1923, and
is clearly the source that Guion used. Finger describes having heard the song sung by
Sam Murray at the McMahon Hotel in Ozona, Texas, with a tune similar to that of
“Botany Bay,” a song of a convict sent from England to Australia. 340 The sheet music of
“Botany Bay” is available on-line through the National Library of Australia, 341 and its
melody closely resembles what Guion used. It has no copyright date but was apparently
published after 1940, as it refers to a recording by Burl Ives. It was a song by Florian
Pascal from the musical burlesque Little Jack Sheppard, first performed in 1885 and
published as sheet music in 1886 (not examined by me).
It seems however that Finger was not the first to publish the lyrics of Cowboy’s
Meditation. They were included in Lomax’s first edition of 1908, and reappeared
practically verbatim in Thorp’s second edition of 1921, where the punctuation varies
occasionally. Lomax did not credit any source. Thorp wrote that he had heard a cowboy
named Carter sing The Cowboy’s Meditation in Bluff, City, Utah. 342 Finger’s
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punctuation coincides moreover with the Lomax version, indicating that he did not use
the Thorp version as his own source, and making it unlikely that he obtained the lyrics
directly from Sam Murray in Ozona.
Finger’s lyrics (portions in italics omitted
by Guion, words in square brackets
inserted by Guion) 343:

Lomax’s lyrics 344:

At midnight when the cattle are sleeping
On my saddle I pillow my head,
And up at the heavens lie peeping
From out of my cold, grassy bed,—
[And] Often and often I wondered
At night when lying alone
If every bright star up yonder
Is a big peopled world like our own.

At midnight when the cattle are sleeping
On my saddle I pillow my head,
And up at the heavens lie peeping
From out of my cold, grassy bed,—
Often and often I wondered
At night when lying alone
If every bright star up yonder
Is a big peopled world like our own.

Are they worlds with their ranges and
ranches?
Do they ring with rough rider[s’] refrains?
Do the cowboys scrap there with
Comanches
And other Red Men of the plains?
Are the hills covered over with cattle
In those mystic worlds far away?
Do the ranch houses ring with the prattle
Of sweet little children at play?

Are they worlds with their ranges and
ranches?
Do they ring with rough rider refrains?
Do the cowboys scrap there with
Comanches
And other Red Men of the plains?
Are the hills covered over with cattle
In those mystic worlds far, far away?
Do the ranch-houses ring with the prattle
Of sweet little children at play?

At night in the bright stars up yonder
Do the cowboys lie down to their rest?
Do they gaze at this old world and wonder
If rough riders dash over [o’er] its breast?
Do they list to the wolves in the canyons?
Do they watch the night[-]owl in its flight,
With their horse[s] for their only
companion[s]
While guarding the herd through the
night?

At night in the bright stars up yonder
Do the cowboys lie down to their rest?
Do they gaze at this old world and wonder
If rough riders dash over its breast?
Do they list to the wolves in the canyons?
Do they watch the night owl in its flight,
With their horse their only companion
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344

Sometimes when a bright star is twinkling
Like a diamond set in the sky
I find myself lying and thinking,
It may be God’s heaven is nigh.
I wonder if there I shall meet her
My mother whom God took away;
If in the star heavens I’ll greet her
At the round-up that’s on the last day.

Sometimes when a bright star is twinkling
Like a diamond set in the sky,
I find myself lying and thinking,
It may be God’s heaven is nigh.
I wonder if there I shall meet her,
My mother whom God took away;
If in the star-heavens I’ll greet her
At the round-up that’s on the last day.

In the east the great daylight is breaking
And into my saddle I spring;
The cattle from sleep are awakening
[awak’ning],
The heaven[-]thoughts from me take
wing,
[And] The eyes of my broncho are
flashing,
Impatient he pulls at the reins,
And off round the herd I go dashing
A reckless cowboy of the plains.

In the east the great daylight is breaking
And into my saddle I spring;
The cattle from sleep are awakening,
The heaven-thoughts from me take wing,
The eyes of my broncho are flashing,
Impatient he pulls at the reins,
And off round the herd I go dashing,
A reckless cowboy of the plains.

The Lomax, Thorp and Finger versions of the lyrics are so similar that any of them could
presumably have been Guion’s source. However, none of them included any melody. It
is clearly owing to Finger that Guion’s melody bears a resemblance to that of “Botany
Bay,” but in the minor mode. The sheet music of “Botany Bay” is notated in 3/4 meter.
Much different melodies are given in the collections by Sires (1928), which also uses 3/4
meter, and Allen (1933). The version comparison in Figure 15 places all of the versions
in 6/8 meter to facilitate comparison.
The “reflective mood” and “serenadish” style that Guion calls for in the score are
accomplished jointly by the singer and the pianist. The first stanza has sparse, quiet
accompaniment that accentuates the rocking motion of the 6/8 meter, with a single note
in the left hand on beats one and four and a right-hand chord in the middle register of the
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piano on beats two and five, with surprisingly rich harmonies. The harmonic progression
of the first stanza, for example, is i – viio – i – bII7 – i – ii7 – V64-53 – i – ii7 – i64 – Frn+6 – i.
In the second stanza the accompaniment shifts to a higher register, still with a dreamy
quietness, the left hand playing on beats one and three, then four and six, while the right
hand plays a rhythmic figure that will later grow increasingly prominent: following an
eighth note on beat one, it consists of two sixteenth notes and an eighth note, realized
through descending simultaneous fifths or sixths that combine into a doubly-arpeggiated
triad. The same rhythmic figure is repeated on beat five, but with an ascending contour.
This pattern of doubly-arpeggiated triads, descending then ascending, continues
throughout the stanza. The third stanza, with its rough riders and Comanches, gallivants
across three registers of the keyboard within each half of each measure, the right-hand
chords ornamented with grace notes. The following two stanzas, “In a more pensive
mood,” introduces a new tune, designated as “Own melody—to give contrast,” as the
cowboys in the stars consider this world, with the rhythmic figure of the second stanza
returning here and there. The sixth stanza returns to the “Botany Bay” tune, but in a
major key, with the rhythmic figure from the second stanza occurring now twice in each
measure, always ascending, but now with its highest note on beats three and six played
by the left hand, requiring the pianist to move quickly in order to play a low chord or
octave on the following beat. The final stanza, designated as “peppy,” and “With dash,
and carefree,” depicts the “reckless cowboy of the plains” described in the lyrics, using
the rhythm from the second stanza, but the right hand figure played in octaves, strictly
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descending, yet repeated at higher and higher pitch levels so that the song ends in a
flourish of pianistic bravado.
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McCaffie’s Confession
In 1929, Guion started on a set of “Texas Tunes,” consisting of four songs, Home on the
Range, All Day on the Prairie, Roy Bean, and McCaffie’s Confession, and completed two
years later with Little Joe, the Wrangler. The first four were issued with a common cover
page, which was reworked to include Little Joe. The set was never performed as a song
cycle, however. Home on the Range of course became the most popular of these, and
soon was issued with a separate cover indicating that it was President Franklin
Roosevelt’s favorite song. Given the prominence of this work and the many issues
surrounding it, I will consider Home on the Range at the end of this chapter.
In stark contrast with the popularity of Home on the Range are the two ballads
from the set of Texas Tunes entitled McCaffie’s Confession and Roy Bean. No
performances of either are known to have been given aside from their use on Guion’s
radio programs, which in the case of McCaffie’s Confession amounted to a single
occurrence. Yet Guion’s former teacher Charles Finger praised all of these works highly
in his literary magazine All’s Well:
And now Guion, the first American composer to immortalize the “Negro
Spirituals” has again covered himself with glory in being the first composer to
collect, arrange and publish the songs of our American cowboy. His “Bold
Vaquere,” [sic] “Cowboy’s Meditation,” “O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie,”
“Home on the Range,” “Roy Bean,” and “McCaffie’s Confession” are of the
greatest importance to American folk-song literature. As such I commend them
to all who care for our native song of the West. 345
The lyrics of “Macaffie’s Confession” were published first in Lomax’s 1910
collection. In the following decade, folklorists uncovered versions dating back some
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thirty to fifty years. The oldest was published by Tolman, who collected it from Mrs.
M. M. Soners, whose mother had sung it to her nearly fifty years previously and had been
personally acquainted with the Miss Hettie Stout mentioned in the song: 346
Draw near young men and learn from me
My sad and mournful history;
And may you ne’er forgetful be
Of all this day I tell to thee.
Before I arrived in my fifth year,
My father and my mother dear
Where [sic] both laid in their grave
By Him who them their beings gave.
No more a mother’s love I shared,
No more a father’s voice I heard,
No more was I a mother’s joy,
I was a helpless orphan boy.
But Providence, the orphan’s friend,
A kind relief did quickly send,
And snatched from want and penury
Poor little orphan McAfee.
Beneath my uncle’s friendly roof,
From want and penury aloof,
Nine years I was most kindly served,
And oft his kind advice I heard.
But I was thoughtless, young, and gay,
And ofttimes broke the Sabbath day.
In wickedness I took delight,
And ofttimes done what was not right.
Ah, well I mind the very day
When from my home I ran away,
And feigned again in wickedness,
And Satan served with eagerness.
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At length unto me a wife I took,
And she was gentle, kind and good;
And now alive would be no doubt,
Had I not seen Miss Hettie Stout.
’Twas on a pleasant summer’s night,
When all was still, the stars shone bright,
My wife was lying on the bed,
When I approached and to her said:
“Dear wife, here’s medicine I brought,
Of which for you this day I bought.
My dear, I know it will cure you
Of these vile fits. Pray, take it, do.”
She gave to me one tender look,
Then in her mouth the poison took,
Then, by her babe upon the bed,
Down to her last long sleep she laid.
But, fearing that she was not dead,
My hands upon her throat I laid,
And there such deep impressions made
Her soul soon from her body fled.
Then was my heart filled full of woe:
Oh, whither, whither shall I go?
How shall I quit this mournful place?
This world again how can I face!
I’d freely give up all my store,
Had I ten thousand pounds and more,
If I could bring again to life
My dear, my darling, murdered wife.
The following was said on the scaffold:
Young men, young men, be warned of me,
And shun all evil company;
Walk in the ways of righteousness,
And God your souls will surely bless.
Dear friends, I bid you all adieu;
No more on earth shall I see you.
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In Heaven’s bright and flowery plain
I hope we all shall meet again. 347
Louise Pound in 1922 published the following version collected in Iowa from
Mrs. E. N. Hardin in 1916:
Come all my friends and listen to me,
While I relate a sad and mournful history.
On this day I’ll tell to thee
The story of young McFee.
I scarce had reached to my fifth year
Before my father and mother dear
Both in their silent graves were laid
By He whom first their beings gave.
I took unto myself a wife.
She’d be living yet, there is no doubt,
If I had not met Miss Hattie Stout.
My wife was lying on the bed
When I approached her and said,
“Dear wife, here is some medicine I have brought,
That I for you this day have bought.
Pray take it, do, it will cure you
Of those vile fits. Pray take it, do.”
She gave to me one loving look
And in her mouth the poison took.
Down on her bed low with her babe,
Down to her last long sleep she laid.
I fearing that she was not dead
My hands upon her throat I laid,
And there such deep impression made
That her soul from sorrow quicker fled,
And my heart was filled with woe.
I cried, “O whither shall I go?
How can I leave this mournful place,
This world again how can I pace?
Had I ten thousand pounds, I’d give
To bring her back again to live,
To bring her back again to life,
My dear, my darling murdered wife.” 348
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John Harrington Cox in his 1923 doctoral thesis gave one of six versions that he
collected in West Virginia, all of them similar to each other, and published it with its tune
in 1925 in his book Folk-Songs of the South, along with another version with nineteen
stanzas that he had learned from a relative while growing up in Illinois. 349 The nineteenstanza version appears to be the oldest of those that I have encountered. In West Virginia
Cox met a ballad singer named Nancy McAtee, who remembered parts of the song, and
who probably was related by marriage to the subject of the song, for which in some
variants the title is “McAtee’s Confession.” 350
A footnote on the first page of Guion’s sheet music arrangement acknowledges
that “[p]ractically the same words and tune may be found in Chas. J. Finger’s ‘Frontier
Ballads.’” 351 This 1927 collection contains a version that Finger heard from Flatfoot
Daugherty in Alamogordo, and includes a tune. But Guion’s lyrics more closely
resemble those of Finger’s 1923 booklet Sailor Chanties and Cowboy Songs, which
apparently used Lomax as a direct source.
Lomax’s lyrics (1910) 352 (Guion omitted
the portions in italics):

Finger’s lyrics (1923) 353:

Macaffie’s Confession

Macaffie’s Confession

Now come young men and list to me,

Now come young men and list to me.
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A sad and mournful history;
And may you ne’er forgetful be
Of what I tell this day to thee.

A sad and mournful history;
And may you ne’er forgetful be
Of what I tell this day to thee.

Oh, I was thoughtless, young, and gay
And often broke the Sabbath day,
In wickedness I took delight
And sometimes done what wasn’t right.

Oh I was thoughtless, young and gay
And often broke the Sabbath day,
In wickedness I took delight
And sometimes done what wasn’t right

I’d scarcely passed my fifteenth year
My mother and my father dear
Were silent in their deep, dark grave,
Their spirits gone to Him who gave.

I’d scarcely passed my fifteenth year
My mother and my father dear
Were silent in their deep, dark grave,
Their spirits gone to Him who made.

’Twas on a pleasant summer day
When from my home I ran away
And took unto myself a wife,
Which step was fatal to my life.

’Twas on a pleasant summer day
When from my home I ran away
And took unto myself a wife,
Which step was fatal to my life.

Oh, she was kind and good to me
As ever woman ought to be,
And might this day have been alive no
doubt,
Had I not met Miss Hatty Stout.

Oh, she was kind and good to me
As ever woman ought to be,
And might this day been alive no doubt,
Had I not met Miss Hatty Stout.

Ah [Oh], well I mind the fatal day
When Hatty stole my heart away;
’Twas love for her controlled my will
[And] Did cause me my wife to kill.

Ah, well I mind the fatal day
When Hatty stole my heart away;
’Twas love for her controlled my will
And did cause me for my wife to kill.

’Twas on a brilliant summer’s night
When all was still; the stars shone bright.
My wife lay still upon the bed
And I approached to her and said:

’Twas on a brilliant summer night
When all was still; the stars shone bright.
My wife lay still upon the bed
And I approached to her and said:

“Dear wife, here’s medicine I brought,
For you this day, my love, I’ve bought.
I know it will be good for you
For those vile fits,—pray take it, do.”

“Dear wife, here’s medicine I brought
For you this day, my love I’ve bought.
I know it will be good for you
For those vile fits,—pray take it, do.”

She cast on me a loving look
And in her mouth the poison took;
Down by her infant on the bed
In her last, long sleep she laid her head.

She cast on me a loving look
And in her mouth the poison took;
Down by the infant on the bed
In her long sleep she laid her head.
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Oh, who could tell a mother’s thought
When first to her the news was brought;
The sheriff said her son was sought
And into prison must be brought.

Oh, who could tell a mother’s thought
When first to her the news was brought;
The sheriff said her son was sought
And into prison must be brought.

Only a mother standing by
To hear them tell the reason why
Her son in prison, he must lie
Till on the scaffold he must die.

Only a mother standing by
To hear them tell the reason why
Her son in prison he must lie
Till on the scaffold he must die.

My father, sixty years of age,
The best of counsel did engage,
To see if something could be done
To save his disobedient son.

My father sixty years of age,
The best of lawyers did engage,
To see if something could be done
To save his vile and wicked son.

So, farewell, mother, do not weep,
Though soon with demons I will sleep,
My soul now feels its mental hell
And soon with demons I will dwell.

So farewell mother do not weep,
Though soon with demons I will sleep,
My soul now feels its mental hell
And soon with demons I will dwell.

[And now my time is drawing nigh,
When for my evil I must die,
So all you boys be warned by me
And shun all evil company.
To all you I bid adieu,
No more on earth shall I see you.
Bend on your knees and with me pray
That God shall take my sins away.]
The sheriff cut the slender cord,
His [The] soul went up to meet its Lord;
The doctor said, “The wretch is dead,
His spirit from his body‘s fled.”

The sheriff cut the slender cord
His soul went up to meet its Lord;
The doctor said, “The wretch is dead,
His spirit’s from his body fled.”

His weeping mother cried aloud,
“Oh God, do save this gazing crowd,
That none may ever have to pay
For gambling on the Sabbath day.”

His weeping mother cried aloud
“Oh God do save this gazing crowd
That none may ever have to pay
For gambling on the Sabbath day.”
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As Figure 16 shows, Finger notated the tune strictly in quarter notes, though it is
clear from the use of fermatas that the performer did not use strict rhythm. The tune is in
4/4 meter, with each stanza ending a whole step below the tonic. Guion transformed the
tune by ending each stanza on the tonic but beginning a whole step below the tonic and
by using eighth notes in place of quarter notes, regularizing the length of the held notes as
dotted quarter notes, thereby converting the meter to 3/4. In Figure 16 the note values in
Guion’s tune are doubled and the measures divided in half to facilitate comparison with
the other versions.
In a preface Guion exhorts the singer to perform the song with utmost gravity
regardless of the amusement that the audience may find with the words. The pentatonic
melody is simple and repetitive, unchanging through its eight stanzas. The first is
unaccompanied, as McCaffie tells his audience in a declamatory, narrative style, “Now
come, young men, and list to me.” The following stanza, designated as “Churchy,”
recounts how he broke the Sabbath and turned to wickedness, underscored by a piano
accompaniment resembling four-part vocal harmony. The “pleasant summer day” on
which he left home and got married resembles a slow waltz. The scene becomes all the
more idyllic in the stanza describing his marital bliss, as the piano duplicates the singer’s
melody two octaves above. The waltz rhythm remains in the next stanza in which
McCaffie describes his fatal attraction to Hatty, with dissonant chords on beats two and
three that are derived from a partial circle of fifths, Bb-F-C-G-D. The stanza ends with
startling dissonance on the word “kill,” again with a circle of fifths, Ab-Eb-Bb-F-C, with
a tritone D set against the Ab, introducing the death motive D-G# that pervades the
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following stanza. McCaffie’s final appeal to the spectators is accompanied with D minor
chords throughout, but with a half-step motive on beats two and three ascending
chromatically through the first four measures, then descending chromatically, echoing his
repentance. The last stanza shifts to third-person perspective as the sheriff cuts the rope
and the doctor pronounces McCaffie dead. His death is represented by the most
dissonant chord I have ever encountered in Guion’s work: D-F-Ab-A-Bb accompanies
the entire passage, with an added E in the final two measures. It is eerie, chilling, and
profound. But we can imagine that the radio audience never wanted to hear it again.
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Roy Bean
As with McCaffie’s Confession, Roy Bean is found in both volumes by Finger, the earlier
one having only the lyrics, and the latter adding a melody, as sung at a saloon by Colonel
Will Deacon. Finger identifies the tune as an adaptation of “Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, the
Boys are Marching.” 354
Finger’s lyrics (1923) 355:

Finger’s lyrics (1927) 356 (Guion omitted
the passages shown in italics):

Cowboys, come and hear a story of Roy
Bean in all his glory,
“All the law West of the Pecos,” was his
line;
You must let our ponies take us, to a town
on Lower Pecos
Where the High Bridge spans the canon
thin and fine.

Cowboys come and hear the story of Roy
Bean in all his glory,
“All the law west of the Pecos” read his
sign;
We must let our ponies take us to a town
on Lower Pecos,
Where the High Bridge spans the cañon
thin and fine.

He was born one day near Toyah where
he learned to be a lawyer
And a teacher and a barber for his fare,
He was cook and old shoe mender,
sometimes preacher and bar-tender;
It cost two bits to have him cut your hair.

He was born one day near Toyah where
he learned to be a lawyer
And a teacher and a barber and the Mayor
[for his fare],
He was cook and old shoe mender,
sometimes preacher and bartender;
And it cost two bits to have him cut your
hair.

He was certain sure a hustler and
considerable a rustler
And at mixing up an egg nog he was
grand,
He was lively, he was merry, he could
drink a Tom and Jerry,
On occasion at a round-up took a hand.

He was right smart of a hustler, and
considerable a rustler,
And at mixing up an eggnog he was
grand,
He was clever, he was merry, he could
drink a Tom and Jerry,
On occasion at a round-up took a hand.

You may find the story funny, but once he

Though the story isn’t funny, there was
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had no money
Which for him was not so very strange
and rare,
And he went to help Pap Wyndid but he
got so absent minded,
That he put his RB brand on old Pap’s
steer.

once he had no money
Which was for him not very strange or
rare,
So he went to help Pap Wyndid, but he
got so absent-minded
That he put his RB brand on old Pap’s
steer.

Now Pap was right smart angry so Roy
Bean went down to Langtry
Where he opened up an office and a store
There he’d sell you drink or leather or
another fellow’s wether
Or he’d (line missing) [sic]

As Pap was right smart angry old Roy
Bean went down to Langtry
Where he opened up an office and a store,
There he’d sell you drink or buttons, or
another rancher’s muttons
Though the latter made the other fellows
sore.

Once there came from Austin city a young
dude reputed witty
Out of Bean he thought he’d quickly take
a rise;
And he got frisky as he up and called for
whiskey
And he said to Bean, “Now hurry, dam
your eyes.”

Once there came from Austin city a young
dude reported witty
Out of Bean he sort of guessed he’d take a
rise,
And he got unusual frisky as [when] he up
and called for whisky
Saying “Bean, now hurry up, goldurn
your eyes.”

On the counter threw ten dollars and it
very quickly follers
That the bar-keep took full nine and gave
back one,
Then the stranger gave a holler as he
viewed his single dollar,
And at that commenced the merriment
and fun.

Then a-down he [On the counter] threw
ten dollars, which the same Roy
quickly collars, [and it very quickly
follows]
Then the same Roy holds to nine and
hands [bar-keep took full nine and
gave] back one,
So [Then] the stranger gave a holler as he
saw that single [viewed his only] dollar
And at that began [commenced] the
merriment and fun.

For the dude he slammed the table just as
hard as he was able
That the price of whiskey was too high he
swore.
Said Roy Bean “cause of your fussin’ and
your most outrageous cussin’
You are fined the other dollar by the law.

[For] The dude he slammed [slapped] the
table just as hard as he was able,
That the price of whiskey was too high he
swore,
Said Roy Bean, “For all that [your] fussin’
and your most outrageous cussin’
You are fined the other dollar by the law.
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On this place I own a lease, sir, I’m the
justice of the peace, sir,
And the Law west of the Pecos all is here,
For you’ve acted very badly,” then the
stranger went off sadly
While down his cheek there rolled a bitter
tear.

“On this place I own a lease, sir, I’m the
Justice of the Peace, sir.
The Law west of the Pecos all is here,
And you’ve acted very badly.” Then the
dude he went off sadly
While down his lily cheek there rolled a
tear.

Then one day they found a dead man who
had been in life a Red man
So it’s doubtless he was nothing else than
bad,
Called on Bean to view the body, so he
took a drink of toddy
Then he listed all the things the dead man
had.

One fine day they found a dead man who
in life had been a redman
So it’s doubtless he was nothing else than
bad,
They called Bean to view the body, first he
took a drink of toddy,
Then he listed all the things the dead man
had.

Now the find it was quite rare, oh, for
he’d been a “cosinero”
And his pay day hadn’t been so far away,
He’d a bran [sic] new fine white Stetson
and a dandy Smith and Wesson
And a bag of forty dollars jingled gay.

For a redman he was tony for he had a
pretty pony,
And a dandy bit and saddle and a rope,
He’d a fine Navajo rug and a quart within
his jug
And a broncho that was dandy on the
lope.
So the find it was quite rare-O, for he’d
been a “cocinero,”
And his pay day hadn’t been so far away,
He’d a bran’-new fine white Stetson and a
silver Smith and Wesson
While a purse of forty dollars jingled gay.

Said Roy Bean “You’ll learn a lesson for I
see a Smith and Wesson
And to carry implements of war is wrong,
So I fine you forty dollar,” and the man
gave ne’er a holler
Which concludes this very interesting
song.

Said Roy Bean, “You’ll learn a lesson for
you have a Smith and Wesson,
And to carry implements of war is very
wrong,
Forty dollars I will fine you, for we
couldn’t well confine you
As already you’ve been laying round too
long.”
So you boys have heard the story of Roy
Bean in all his glory,
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He’s the man who was the Justice and the
Law,
He was handy with his hooks, he was
orn’ry in his looks,
And just now I ain’t a-telling [a-tellin’]
any more.

As the comparison of the two versions published by Finger shows, Guion drew from both
volumes. Guion’s tune (see Figure 17) differs greatly from the tune given by Finger,
resembling “If You’re Happy and You Know It” much more than “Tramp, Tramp,
Tramp, the Boys are Marching.” 357 A much different tune is given by Lomax in his 1938
edition, 358 with lyrics similar to those in Finger’s second collection as provided to Lomax
by Slim Critchlow of Salt Lake City. A footnote makes the surprising claim that
“Recently Charles J. Finger of Fayetteville, Arkansas, modestly confessed that he wrote
this metrical story of some of the activities of Roy Bean.” 359 The lyrics published by
Lomax in 1938 are also found in his 1934 book American Ballads and Folk Songs, with
only trivial differences between these two versions. 360
Guion’s arrangement of Roy Bean begins with sparse harmony that underlies the
vocal melody, which uses the same declamatory, narrative style found in McCaffie’s
Confession. The harmony is a simple I-V-I-V-I in low chords with a tonic pedal point
sustained throughout. The next stanza is an animated elaboration of the basic harmony
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that occasionally clashes with the melody, an effect that amplifies the humorous nature of
the lyrics that describe Bean as a jack-of-all-trades. The following stanza uses fiddlestyle accompaniment, with eighth notes shifting between perfect fifths from the open
strings of the violin, G-D-A-E. The fourth stanza reverts to the declamatory style, telling
of the visitor from Austin, but now with the harmony consisting of vagrant chords. The
chord progression of the entire stanza is vi – vi42 – ii65 – III – v6 – bVIIM42 – I43 – ii65 – vi.
The fifth stanza retains this new chord progression, but with a lively staccato figuration,
as does the sixth stanza, which uses the original harmony consisting of only tonic and
dominant chords. The last stanza uses the same accompaniment as the first stanza, except
for the final line, which is spoken without any accompaniment.
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All Day on the Prairie
All Day on the Prairie is based on the song “The Cowboy,” published in 1885 in the
Daily Advertiser of Trinidad, Colorado. Though I have not seen this obscure newspaper,
it was examined by Clifford Westermeier for a book on how cowboys were depicted by
frontier journalists. Westermeier gives the title as “The Cowboy’s Soliloquy,” credits as
author Allen McCandless, and documents his source (“from Trinidad Daily Advertiser
March 11, 1885”), and thus I find it plausible that his version matches the original:
All day over the prairies alone I ride,
Not even a dog to run by my side;
My fire I kindle with chips gathered round,
And boil my coffee without being ground.
Bread lacking leaven, I bake in a pot,
And sleep on the ground for want of a cot.
I wash in a puddle and wipe on a sack,
And carry my wardrobe all on my back.
My ceiling the sky, my carpet the grass,
My music the lowing herds as they pass.
My books are the brooks, my sermons the stones,
My parson a wolf on a pulpit of bones.
But then if my cooking ain’t very complete,
Hygienists can’t blame me for living to eat,
And where is the man who sleeps more profound,
Than the cowboy who stretches himself on the ground.
My books teach me constancy ever to prize,
My sermons that small things I should not despise,
And my parson remarks from his pulpit of bone,
That “the Lord favors them who look out for their own.”
Between love and me lies a gulf very wide,
And a luckier fellow may call her his bride,
But cupid is always a friend to the bold,
And the best of his arrows are pointed with gold.
Friends gently hint I am going to grief,
But men must make money and women have beef.
Society bans me, a savage and dodge,
And Masons would ball me out of their lodge.
If I’d hair on my chin, I might pass for the goat
That bore all sin in ages remote.
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But why this is thusly I don’t understand,
For each of the Patriarchs owned a big brand.
Abraham emigrated in search of a range,
When water got scarce and he wanted a change.
Isaac had cattle in charge of Esau,
And Jacob “run cows” for his father-in-law;
He started in business clear down at bed rock,
And made quite a fortune by watering stock.
David went from night herding and using a sling,
To winning a battle and being a king.
And the shepherds when watching their flocks on the hill,
Heard the message from heaven, of peace and good will. 361
This poem by McCandless was reprinted in the following month in the same newspaper
as well as the Kansas Cowboy. 362
The poem draws from a quotation from Shakespeare’s As You Like It, for which a
1900 edition uses the quotation in an engraved illustration on the inside front cover:
And this our life exempt from public haunt
Finds tongues in trees, books in the running brooks,
Sermons in stones and good in every thing. 363
Clark Stanley’s undated second edition has minor improvements in the lyrics
while also omitting many couplets, both features suggesting that the song came to him
through oral transmission:
All day on the prairie in the saddle I ride,
With not even a dog, boys, to trot by my side.
My fire I kindle with chips gathered round
And boil my coffee without being ground.
I wash in a pool, and wipe on a sack,
I carry my wardrobe all on my back.
For want of an oven I cook bread in a pot
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And sleep on the ground for want of a cot.
My ceiling’s the skies and my carpet’s the grass,
My music’s the lowing of herds as they pass.
My books are the brooks; my Bibles are stones,
My parson’s a wolf on a pulpit of bones,
My books teach me ever consistence to prize,
And also that small things I should not despise.
My parson remarks from his pulpit of bones
That the Lord favors whose who look out for their own.
My friends often hint that I’m coming to grief,
But men must make money to buy women beef.
Society abandons me, so savage and dodge,
The Masons would blackball me out of their lodge.
Had I hair on my chin I might pass for the goat
Who bore all the sins of old ages remote.
But why this is thusly I can’t understand,
For each of the patriarchs had a big band.
Old Abraham emigrated in search of a range
For water grew scarce and he wanted a change.
Old Isaac owned cattle in charge of Esau
And Jacob punched cows for his father-in-law.
David went from night herding to using the sling
And by winning battles became a great king. 364
Charles Siringo’s collection of 1919 gives the song as “Cow Boy Carol By Wm.
Thompson and C. C. Clark, Two Cow Boys.” The Thompson and Clark version, shown
below, is very close to the McCandless version from 1885, with the rhymed words
practically unaltered. The fifth line, in which “Bread lacking leaven” became “bread like
unleaven” testifies to a mishearing. Thus McCandless seems to be the original author.
All day long on the prairie I ride,
Not even a dog to trot by my side,
My fire I kindle with chips gathered round,
And I boil my coffee without being ground.
My bread like unleaven, I bake in a pot,
I sleep on the ground for want of a cot;
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I wash in a puddle, wipe on a sack,
And carry my wordrobe [sic] all on my back.
The skies are my ceiling, my carpet the grass,
My music the lowing of herds as they pass.
My books are the brook, and my sermons the stones,
My parson a wolf; on a pulpit of bones,
But now if my cooking ain’t very complete.
Hygienists can’t blame me for living to eat,
And where is the man who sleeps more profound,
Than a puncher who stretches himself on the ground.
My books teach me consistency ever to prize,
My sermons that small things I should not despise,
My parson remarks from his pulpit of bones,
The Lord favors those who look out for their own,
Between love and me, there’s a gulf very wide,
And a luckier fellow may call her his bride,
But Cupid is always a friend to the bold,
And the best of his arrows are pointed with gold
My friends often think I am coming to grief,
But man must make money, and women have beef.
Society bans me a savage, and dodge,
And Masons would ball me out of the lodge.
If I had hair on my chin, I’d pass for a goat.
Which bore all sins in ages remote.
But why this is thusly, I can’t understand
For each of the patriarchs owned a big brand.
Abraham emigrated in search of a range,
And when water got scarce, he wanted a change.
Isaac owned cattle in charge of Esua [sic],
And Jacob ran cattle for his father-in-law.
They started in business way down at bed rock,
And made quite a stake by herding stock.
David went from herding and using a sling,
To winning great battles and being a king.
As great things as these, we can’t expect to make.
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But will vote for Frisco, the banner town of this state.
The county seat of Morton, we will help to make it.
If any place else gets it, we’ll go over and take it. 365
The final stanza of the Thompson and Clark version is exceptional, bearing no relevance
to the rest of the song, although it does help in dating the song. Morton County, at the
southwestern corner of Kansas, was organized in 1886. Frisco was a town about two
miles south of Richfield near the center of the county, with its own newspaper, the Frisco
Pioneer, founded in 1886, though no buildings from the town survive today.
A further claim of authorship came from chuck wagon trailer Frank W.
Chamberlin’s poem “Cowboyin’,” written in 1884, according to the attribution in
Kenneth Clark’s 1932 collection of cowboy songs. 366 I have been unable to locate this
obscure 1884 poem, but I find it curious that it preceded the McCandless poem by only a
year.
Figure 18 shows a comparison of versions with published tunes. Lomax’s 1910
collection includes “The Cowboy” along with Leberman’s piano arrangement, which
gives slightly different lyrics, and an attribution to an alleged composer: “Music by the
‘Kid.’” 367 A practically identical version of the lyrics is given in Thorp’s 1921 edition
with the title “The Biblical Cowboy,” crediting Jim Hagan of Tulsa for sending the lyrics
to Thorp. 368 A different tune is provided in the collection by Larkin (1931), and appears
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in Lomax’s 1928 edition as “Version 2.” 369 The tune provided in Allen’s collection of
1933 is based on the first version from the Lomax collection.
Lomax’s lyrics (1910) 370 [and as amended
in Leberman’s arrangement]:

Guion’s lyrics (1929):

The Cowboy

All Day on the Prairie

All day long on the prairies [in the saddle]
I ride,
Not even a dog [boys,] to trot by my side;
My fire I [must] kindle with chips
gathered round,
My coffee I boil [And boil my own
coffee] without being ground.

All day on the prairie in the saddle I ride,
Not even a dog, boys, to trot by my side.
My fire I must kindle with chips gathered
’round,
And boil my own coffee without being
ground.

I wash in a pool and wipe on a sack;
I carry my wardrobe all on my back;
[Leberman’s version ends here]
For want of an oven I cook bread in a pot,
And sleep on the ground for want of a cot.

I wash in a pool, dry on a toe-sack;
I carry my wardrobe all on my back;
For want of an oven I cook in a pot,
And sleep on the ground for want of a cot.

My ceiling is the sky, my floor is the
grass,
My music is the lowing of the herds as
they pass;
My books are the brooks, my sermons the
stones,
My parson is a wolf on his pulpit of
bones.

And then, if my cooking is not so
complete,
You cannot blame me for wanting to eat,
But show me a man, boys, that sleeps
more profound
Than this big cow-puncher who sleeps on
the ground.

And then if my cooking is not very
complete
You can’t blame me for wanting to eat.
But show me a man that sleeps more
profound
Than the big puncher-boy who stretches
himself on the ground.

My ceiling’s the sky, boys, my floor is the
grass,
My music’s the lowing of herds as they
pass;
My books are the rivers, my sermons the
stones,
My parson’s a wolf on his pulpit of bones.
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My books teach me ever consistence to
prize,
My sermons, that small things I should
not despise;
My parson remarks from his pulpit of
bones
That fortune favors those who look out for
their own.
And then between me and love lies a gulf
very wide.
Some lucky fellow may call her his bride.
My friends gently hint I am coming to
grief,
But men must make money and women
have beef.
But Cupid is always a friend to the bold,
And the best of his arrows are pointed
with gold.
Society bans me so savage and dodge
That the Masons would ball me out of
their lodge.
If I had hair on my chin, I might pass for
the goat
That bore all the sins in the ages remote;
But why it is I can never understand,
For each of the patriarchs owned a big
brand.
Abraham emigrated in search of a range,
And when water was scarce he wanted a
change;
Old Isaac owned cattle in charge of Esau,
And Jacob punched cows for his father-inlaw.
He started in business way down at bed
rock.
And made quite a streak at handling stock;
Then David went from night-herding to
using a sling;
And, winning the battle, he became a
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great king.
Then the shepherds, while herding the
sheep on a hill.
Got a message from heaven of peace and
goodwill.

A peculiar feature of the Lomax and Leberman versions is that the song uses a six-line
melody with four-line stanzas. In Lomax’s 1938 edition, this is indicated in a footnote:
“In singing, repeat last two lines of each four-line stanza.” 371 Guion’s solution was to
convert the last two lines of the tune into a waltz-like pianistic interlude between stanzas,
but to omit the final tonic chord of this interlude so that the next stanza is always
introduced by an unresolved dominant chord followed by a rest that is prolonged with a
fermata. Guion gave the melody the same harmonic progression as Leberman did, and
similarly followed Leberman’s example in placing octaves in the left hand on beats one
and four, and chords in the right hand on the unaccented beats. Counterpoint is added in
the following stanzas by means of a chromatic part played with the thumb of the right
hand on beats one and four simultaneously with the left-hand octaves. Counterpoint also
appears in the following interlude in a secondary melody that is added above the main
melody. In the interlude that follows the third stanza, the counterpoint appears in the
tenor range as the chromatic part played in the left hand is set against the interlude
melody. After the interlude is once again interrupted by omitting its final tonic chord,
there is a brief quotation from “Ach, du lieber Augustin.” Following the last stanza, the
singer joins the pianist by whistling the interlude theme, which is also played in the piano
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part along with the added counterpoint above this main melody. Guion used this song
many times on the concert stage and on his radio show, as audiences likely reacted to it
quite favorably.
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O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie
The night-herding song O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie is among the most prominent
of cowboy songs, one of four songs that Everett Dick named as being among the most
popular that had been sung on the cattle trail. 372 Lomax placed it first in his 1910
collection, one of only eighteen songs that appear in music notation. But its lyrics had
been published as early as 1901, when it became the first cowboy song to appear in an
academic periodical, The Journal of American Folklore. 373 It was collected by Mrs.
Annie Laurie Ellis in Uvalde, Texas. 374 (The first twelve lines also appear in Stanley’s
second edition, with some changes in the lyrics, most notably: “Oh, bury me out on the
lone prairie.” 375) The Ellis tune is somewhat different from what Lomax presented,
although with recognizable similarities. It has 6/8 meter with frequent use of fermatas,
sometimes in the most unexpected places, such as on the second beat, lending the
impression that the collector struggled to put the song into notation. Mrs. Ellis included
four stanzas of eight lines each. J. Frank Dobie listed O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie
along with Little Joe the Wrangler as “songs that all the cowboys knew and sang.” 376
The tune, suggested Newton Gaines, “is imitative of the night noises of the prairie, the
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yelp of the coyote bearing the burden.” 377 An arrangement by Arthur Farwell entitled
The Lone Prairee was published in 1905, though I have not examined it. 378 William
Jossey wrote his own version of the song, published in sheet music form in 1907, using
his own tune. 379 Thorp gave seven stanzas in his 1921 edition, listing his source as Kearn
Carico, who sang it in Norfolk, Nebraska, in 1886, and crediting as the author H.
Clemons of Deadwood in the Dakota Territory in 1872. 380 In a 1925 article in the
Saturday Evening Post, Will Barnes presented some of the lyrics in a version derived
from the Lomax collection of 1910. 381 Cox collected two versions in West Virginia in
1916: the first from Decker Toney, whose mother had learned it from Lewis Workman,
and the second from A. C. Stone, whose grandfather A. N. Gatch had learned it in
Ohio. 382 Another claim of authorship was made by Venice and Sam Gentry, who herded
cattle in Texas in the 1870s. 383 Dane Coolidge published a version of the lyrics in 1912
that he attributed to W. E. Hawks. 384 Dobie expressed doubt that the authorship could be
pinpointed so precisely, 385 but as early as 1908 it was recognized that the cowboy song is
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a parody of The Ocean Burial, 386 composed by George N. Allen and published by Oliver
Ditson in 1850, 387 using lyrics by Reverend E. H. Chapin that were published in 1839 in
the Southern Literary Messenger. 388
Guion used exactly the same tune and the same lyrics in the first stanza that are
found in Lomax’s version of The Dying Cowboy in the 1910 edition, which has nineteen
stanzas of four lines each. But a footnote explains that it should not be sung this way; six
of the nineteen stanzas are merely different versions of the chorus, and Lomax intended
that the chorus follow every stanza, but gave different versions of the chorus in order to
illustrate the variety of lyrics that he encountered. 389 In Lomax’s 1938 edition a footnote
indicated that the Lomax version is amalgamated from 36 separate sources. 390 (The 1938
version does not reflect additional sources, deviating from the 1910 version only in
editing.) Guion used five stanzas, most of them copied verbatim or nearly verbatim from
Lomax’s book. The song is also found in the Sires collection of 1928, with trivial
changes to the lyrics and only one note different in the melody (such that at the end of the
first line, the tune lacks the characteristic descending sixth that cause the three notes on
the words “lone prairie” to outline a first-inversion triad). 391 The song further appears in
the White collection of 1930, which has the version of the melody that corresponds most
closely to Guion’s version but with different metric alignment, and in the Larkin
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collection of 1931, in which the long note of the melody in the middle of each measure is
shortened in order to fit the song into 4/4 meter rather than 6/8. 392 Allen in 1933 notated
the song in 12/8 meter, with the metric alignment shifted so that the long note falls on the
downbeat. 393 The lyrics given in the Sires, Larkin and Allen collections are clearly based
on Lomax’s composite version. Sandburg in 1927 published a different tune that he
heard at the University of Oregon sung by a group from South Dakota; its two stanzas
based on Lomax’s version are a much abbreviated version of the story. The piano
accompaniment is by Hazel Felman.
Lomax’s lyrics (1910) 394

Guion’s lyrics (1929):

The Dying Cowboy

O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie

“O bury me not on the lone prairie,”
These words came low and mournfully
From the pallid lips of a youth who lay
On his dying bed at the close of day.

“Oh bury me not on the lone prairie,”
These words came low and mournfully
From the pallid lips of a youth who lay
On his dying bed at the close of day.

He had wailed in pain till o’er his brow
Death’s shadows fast were gathering now;
He thought of his home and his loved
ones nigh
As the cowboys gathered to see him die.

He had wailed in pain till o’er his brow
Death’s shadows fast were gath’ring now,
He thought of home and his loved ones
nigh,
As the cowboys gathered to see him die.

[Chorus] O bury me not on the lone
prairie
Where the wild cayotes will howl o’er me,
In a narrow grave just six by three,
O bury me not on the lone prairie.

“Oh bury me not on the lone prairie.
Where the wild cayotes will howl o’er me,
In a narrow grave just six by three,
Oh bury me not on the lone prairie.

“In fancy I listen to the well known words
Of the free, wild winds and the song of
the birds;
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I think of home and the cottage in the
bower
And the scenes I loved in my childhood’s
hour.
“It matters not, I’ve oft been told,
Where the body lies when the heart grows
cold;
Yet grant, Oh grant this wish to me,
O bury me not on the lone prairie.

“It matters not, I’ve oft been told,
Where the body lies when the heart grows
cold;
Yet grant, oh grant this wish to me,
Oh bury me not on the lone prairie.

[Chorus] O then bury me not on the lone
prairie,
In a narrow grave six foot by three,
Where the buffalo paws o’er a prairie sea,
O bury me not on the lone prairie.
“I’ve always wished to be laid when I
died
In the little churchyard on the green
hillside;
By my father’s grave, there let mine be,
And bury me not on the lone prairie
“Let my death slumber be where my
mother’s prayer
And a sister’s tear will mingle there,
Where my friends can come and weep
o’er me;
O bury me not on the lone prairie.
[Chorus] O bury me not on the lone
prairie
In a narrow grave just six by three,
Where the buzzard waits and the wind
blows free;
Then bury me not on the lone prairie.
“There is another whose tears may be
shed
For one who lies on a prairie’s bed;
It pained me then and it pains me now;—
She has curled these locks, she has kissed
this brow.
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“These locks she has curled, shall the
rattlesnake kiss?
This brow she has kissed, shall the cold
grave press?
For the sake of the loved ones that will
weep for me
O bury me not on the lone prairie.
[Chorus] O bury me not on the lone
prairie
Where the wild cayotes will howl o’er me,
Where the buzzard beats and the wind
goes free,
O bury me not on the lone prairie.
“O bury me not,” and his voice failed
there,
But we took no heed of his dying prayer;
In a narrow grave just six by three
We buried him there on the lone prairie.
Where the dew-drops glow and the
butterflies rest,
And the flowers bloom o’er the prairie’s
crest;
Where the wild cayote and winds sport
free
On a wet saddle blanket lay a cowboy-ee.

“Oh bury me not on the lone prairie,
Where the owl all night hoots mournfully,
Where the rattlesnakes hiss and the crow
flies free,
Where the buffalo paws o’er a lone
prairie.
“Oh bury me not on the lone prairie.”

[Chorus] O bury me not on the lone
prairie
Where the wild cayotes will howl o’er me,
Where the rattlesnakes hiss and the crow
flies free
O bury me not on the lone prairie.
O we buried him there on the lone prairie
Where the wild rose blooms and the wind
blows free,
O his pale young face nevermore to see,—
For we buried him there on the lone
prairie.
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Yes, we buried him there on the lone
prairie
Where the owl all night hoots mournfully,
And the blizzard beats and the winds blow
free
O’er his lowly grave on the lone prairie.
And the cowboys now as they roam the
plain,—
For they marked the spot where his bones
were lain,—
Fling a handful of roses o’er his grave,
With a prayer to Him who his soul will
save.
[Chorus] O bury me not on the lone
prairie
Where the wolves can howl and growl
o’er me;
Fling a handful of roses o’er my grave
With a prayer to Him who my soul will
save.

A comparison of the various tunes for the song can be found in Figure 19.
Leberman’s piano arrangement in Lomax’s 1910 edition, notated in 6/8 meter, struggles
with the idiosyncrasies of the tune. The first line is harmonized in G major, though the
melody has E on the first downbeat, which seems to be an added sixth tone. The
harmony remains in G major until the fourth measure, where the dominant D major is
used on beat two in passing between inversions of G major chords. Then on the last beat
of measure 5 we find the dominant of E minor, preparing for the E minor used throughout
measure 6. Measure 7 begins with a first-inversion G major chord, followed by C major
on beat 3. The final measure has G major on beat 1, the dominant of E minor on beat 2,
and E minor on beat 3. Thus the E minor that is first heard in measure 6 turns out to be
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the tonic. One wonders whether the melody in the first measure, harmonized as G major,
actually has stronger implications of E minor than G major. The rhythm is even more
problematic, as evidenced especially by the final measure, which reaches the tonic chord
on beat 3, which ought not to have any accent at all in 6/8 meter. It seems that
Leberman’s choice of 6/8 rather than 3/4 was motivated by the first measure, where the
fourth melody note of the measure (“not” of “O bury me not”) clearly receives the accent.
Guion resolved this metric discrepancy by placing the song in 3/4 meter and
writing the first three melody notes of this measure (“bury me”) as an eighth-note triplet.
Thus the emphasis on the second of three beats is a pervasive element throughout the
song. Guion never resolved the tonal ambiguity, frequently shifting between G major
and E minor chords, and ending the song with an E minor “dominant” ninth chord.
Guion’s arrangement borrows liberally from Leberman in its conceptual
framework. In fact, the first measure of the melody has exactly the same accompaniment
in both versions! Guion’s setting is clearly the more artistic, however, especially
beginning with the second stanza, which introduces bell-like E minor ninth chords on
beats 2 and 3 of each measure. The left hand plays open fifths on each downbeat that
lend a sense of either G major or E minor (or, momentarily, C major in the penultimate
measure of the stanza), but together with the E-minor ninth chords in each measure, the
overall impression is that of static harmony. The fourth of the five stanzas is indicated as
having an “added melody,” but this new melody is actually a developmental treatment of
the same theme, which returns for the final stanza, whose ending is followed by the only
occurrence of melody in the piano part, echoing the words “in a narrow grave just six by
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three,” the thought being completed by a fading voice singing “Oh bury me not on the
lone prairie.”
Though this work was rarely performed, it was significant for Guion, as late in
life he made handwritten revisions on a copy of the printed sheet music. On the back of
the title page he wrote, “David said to change this 1-29-73 make choral Arr.” 395 The
words “bury me not” are replaced with “bury me” throughout the song, even in the title.
The word “not” falls on beat 2, and the second syllable of bury is aligned with the third
note of the triplet. Significantly, Guion’s version of the song omits the stanzas in which
the dying cowboy’s companions ignore his unrealistic request. Guion’s memoirs from
1970 bear the alternate title O Bury Me on the Lone Prairie Where the Coyotes Howl and
the Wind Blows Free. 396 And the memoirs begin thus:
I was born, December fifteenth, 1892, in Ballinger, a small west Texas cow-town.
“Where the blue bonnets grow and the wind blows free,
Where the owl all night hoots mournfully,
Where the mockingbirds sing from a thorny nest,
And the wild flowers bloom o’er the prairies’ crest.” 397
The quotation, however closely it resembles O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie, is
actually from a separate work that serves as its companion. Thus I shall depart briefly
from a chronological examination of Guion’s arrangements of cowboy songs.
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Carry Me Home to the Lone Prairie
Carry Me Home to the Lone Prairie originated as an alternate melody for “The Dying
Cowboy,” included in the Sires collection of 1928. 398
A similar tune is found in “Following the Cow Trail,” recorded by Carl T.
Sprague in 1925. Newton Gaines collected a version from. C. Buford that he published
in an article for the Texas Folk-Lore Society in 1928 as “The Trail of ’83,” 399 though the
song is better known as “Trail to Mexico.” Gaines described the rhythm as resembling a
walking horse. 400 The song is found in the White collection of 1930, the Larkin
collection of 1931 and the Allen collection of 1933, and without melody in Lomax’s
1910 collection.
New lyrics were adapted from “The Dying Cowboy” by cowboy singer Carson J.
Robison, who published the song as sheet music in 1934. 401 The following is an excerpt
from Robison’s lyrics:
Oh carry me back to the lone prairie,
Where the Kyotes howl and the wind blows free,
And when I die, you can bury me
’Neath a western sky on the lone prairie. 402
Guion’s arrangement was written in 1935 and dedicated in remembrance of Will
Rogers, who had died in a plane crash in August of that year. The sheet music bears the
indication “Words and Music by David W. Guion (After a Cowboy Song).” Once again,
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Guion seems to have used Lomax’s version of “The Dying Cowboy” as a source for
lyrics.
Lomax’s lyrics (1910) 403

Guion’s lyrics (1935):

The Dying Cowboy

Carry Me Home to the Lone Prairie

…
He had wailed in pain till o’er his brow
Death’s shadows fast were gathering now;
He thought of his home and his loved
ones nigh
As the cowboys gathered to see him die.

Oh, carry me home to the Lone Prairie;
Where my loved ones are, there let me be,
Where the Bluebonnets grow and the
wind blows free,
Where the buffalo paws o’er a prairie sea.

…
[Chorus] O then bury me not on the lone
prairie,
In a narrow grave six foot by three,
Where the buffalo paws o’er a prairie sea,
O bury me not on the lone prairie.
…
Where the dew-drops glow and the
butterflies rest,
And the flowers bloom o’er the prairie’s
crest;
Where the wild cayote and winds sport
free
On a wet saddle blanket lay a cowboy-ee.
[Chorus] O bury me not on the lone
prairie
Where the wild cayotes will howl o’er me,
Where the rattlesnakes hiss and the crow
flies free
O bury me not on the lone prairie.

Oh, carry me home to the Lone Prairie,
Where the owl all night hoots mournfully,
And the wild coyotes will howl round me,
Where the rattlesnakes hiss and the crow
flies free.
I want to go home to the Lone Prairie,
With my loved ones there I long to be,
Where the mockingbirds sing from a
thorny nest,
Where the wildflowers bloom o’er the
prairies’ crest.
Oh, carry me home to the Lone Prairie,
Where the owl all night hoots mournfully,
And the wild coyotes will howl round me,
Where the rattlesnakes hiss and the crow
flies free.
Oh, carry me home to the Lone Prairie,

…
Yes, we buried him there on the lone
prairie
Where the owl all night hoots mournfully,
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And the blizzard beats and the winds blow
free
O’er his lowly grave on the lone prairie.
…

Guion’s tune is compared with other versions in Figure 20. With his judicious
choice among the lyrics of his source, Guion’s Carry Me Home to the Lone Prairie is less
a matter of where to bury the cowboy who passed on than it is a nostalgic song that a
mythical cowboy might sing to his horse. It proceeds in 4/4 meter at a leisurely pace
(though a faster tempo is suggested for dancing), with a motivic rhythm that begins
characteristically and surges toward the phrase ending at the beginning of the next
measure with a five-beat note. The lines alternate between upward and downward
melodic contour, and Guion’s accompaniment with dotted-eighth-note and sixteenthrhythm only heightens the rhythmic intrigue. Liberal use of added sixth tones in the
harmony contribute to the western flavor. The melody of the richly harmonized chorus
crests on the supertonic on its first downbeat, serving both as an upper neighbor tone in
the melody as well as the sixth tone added to the underlying subdominant chord. The
second stanza gives the main melody to the pianist, while the singer takes a secondary
melody. The two melodies dovetail into each other, with each line beginning on the
second beat of the other part’s five-beat phrase ending. After the final chorus is a brief
coda in which the pianist restates the opening motive (“Oh, carry me home”), echoed by
the vocalist, at progressively higher pitch levels until both performers reach the final high
note together. It is a delightful piece, though I am unaware of any performances, as it
was not published until after Guion had stopped giving concerts.
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Ol’ Paint

Ol’ Paint is a familiar classic among cowboy songs, in which the cowboy sings farewell
to his horse, which has become too old for cattle driving. The cowboy will leave his
horse behind in Cheyenne, while heading off to Montana, where the grasslands were
often used to fatten the cattle before selling them in Kansas. “Paint” was a common
name for a speckled (“painted”) horse, also known as “Pinto” in Spanish.
The 1916 edition of Lomax’s collection was the first to include the lyrics of Old
Paint. 404 A footnote explains that the song was commonly sung and danced to waltz
music at the end of a cowboy ball, and that with the “fiddle” remaining silent, everyone
would sing as they danced. 405 Lomax published the lyrics along with the melody in his
1934 book American Ballads and Folk Songs, explaining how he got the song from
Boothe Merrill in 1910. 406 Thorp included the song in his 1921 edition with exactly the
same lyrics that Lomax gave, listing his source as an anonymous cow-puncher who had
sung it in Pecos City. 407 Lomax’s footnote seems to imply that the same lyrics may have
been used with multiple tunes. I am aware of only one printed source of the melody of
Ol’ Paint prior to Guion’s 1929 arrangement: the sheet music arrangement by Oscar J.
Fox, published by Carl Fischer in 1927. Practically the same tune given by Fox was
published in 1932 by Lynn Riggs in a booklet intended for performers of the show Green
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Grow the Lilacs, though it is notated in 6/8 meter instead of 3/4. 408 The Fox arrangement
is by no means his best work, giving the song a run-of-the-mill waltz accompaniment, but
is noteworthy for documenting the melody. Whether or not Guion obtained the tune from
the Oscar Fox arrangement, it is clear that he consulted Lomax’s collection for the lyrics:
Lomax’s lyrics (1916) 409

Guion’s lyrics (1929):

Old Paint

Ol’ Paint

Refrain: Goodbye, Old Paint, I’m a
leavin’ Cheyenne,
Goodbye, Old Paint, I’m a leavin’
Cheyenne,—
My foot in the stirrup, my pony won’t
stand;
Goodbye, Old Paint, I’m a leavin’
Cheyenne.

My foot is in the stirrup, my pony won’t
stand;
Goodbye, Ol’ Paint, I’m a-leavin’
Cheyenne.

I’m a-leavin’ Cheyenne, I’m off for
Montan’;
Goodbye, Old Paint, I’m a-leavin’
Cheyenne.

My horse he ain’t hungry, done fed him
his hay,
My saddle bags are loaded, an’ I’m ridin’
away.

I’m a ridin’ Old Paint, I’m a-leadin’ Old
Fan;
Goodbye, Old Paint, I’m a-leavin’
Cheyenne.

Goodbye, Ol’ Paint, I’m a-leavin’
Cheyenne,
Goodbye, Ol’ Paint, I’m a-leavin’
Cheyenne,

With my feet in the stirrups, my bridle in
my hand;
Goodbye, Old Paint, I’m a-leavin’
Cheyenne.

I’m leavin’ Cheyenne, I’m off for
Montan’,
Goodbye, Ol’ Paint, I’m a-leavin’
Cheyenne,

Old Paint’s a good pony, he paces when
he can;
Goodbye, little Annie, I’m off for

I’m ridin’ Ol’ Sorrel, I’m leadin’ Ol’ Fan,
Goodbye, my little pinto, I’m a-leavin’
Cheyenne.
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Cheyenne.
Oh, hitch up your horses and feed ’em
some hay,
And seat yourself by me so long as you
stay.

Ol’ Paint’s a good pony, he paces when he
can;
Goodbye, my little pinto, I’m off for
Montan’.

My horses ain’t hungry, they’ll not eat
your hay;
My wagon is loaded and rolling away.
My foot in my stirrup, my reins in my
hand;
Good-morning, young lady, my horses
won’t stand.
Goodbye, Old Paint, I’m a-leavin’
Cheyenne.
Goodbye, Old Paint, I’m a-leavin’
Cheyenne.
Larkin’s collection of 1931 includes “Goodbye, Old Paint,” with lyrics similar to
those found in Lomax’s and Thorp’s collections.
A separate but similar song is “I Ride an Old Paint,” published first by Sandburg
with piano accompaniment by Hazel Felman. Sandburg explained in the preface that
Margaret Larkin and playwright Lynn Riggs made this song known after hearing it sung
by a cowboy in Santa Fe. 410 The same song occurs in Larkin’s 1931 collection. Though
Sandburg obtained the song from Larkin, he was the first to publish it. The tune is
famous in part because Copland used it in 1942 for the “Saturday Night Waltz” in his
ballet Rodeo.
White’s 1930 collection has a version of “Goodbye, Old Paint” with lyrics from
the Lomax collection, the refrain of which can be heard throughout Copland’s “Saturday
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Night Waltz.” Exactly the same tune is found in Allen’s 1933 collection. For his 1934
book 411 and also for the 1938 edition of his collection, 412 Lomax combined the lyrics of
“Goodbye, Old Paint” with those of “I Ride an Old Paint,” and provided a tune that is
similar to Allen’s version, but less elaborate. Essentially the same tune was published
around 1936 in the booklet Songs Texas Sings, the tune presumably having been provided
by Lomax (who wrote the introduction to this booklet), and scored in four-part harmony
by P.L. Turner. 413 See Figure 21 for a comparison of tunes.
Shortly before Guion made his arrangement of Ol’ Paint, the song was given an
acclaimed rendition at the Tri-State Old Fiddler’s Contest in Amarillo by Jess Morris, 414
who had learned it in 1885 from a cowboy and former slave named Charley Willis, who
himself had learned it on a cattle drive in 1871. 415 Newspaper coverage of the contest in
Amarillo focused attention on Morris’s performance of Old Paint, though he didn’t win
the contest. In 1942 Morris sang Old Paint in a field recording for the Library of
Congress in this oldest traceable version of the lyrics: 416
Farewell, fair ladies, I’m a-leaving Cheyenne,
Farewell, fair ladies, I’m a-leaving Cheyenne,
Goodbye, my little Dony, my pony won’t stand.
Chorus:
Old Paint, Old Paint, I’m a-leaving Cheyenne,
Goodbye, Old Paint, I’m leaving Cheyenne,
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Old Paint’s a good pony, and she paces when she can.
In the middle of the ocean there grows a green tree,
But I’ll never prove false to the girl that loves me.
Oh, we spread down the blanket on the green grassy ground,
And the horses and cattle were a-grazing all ’round.
Oh, the last time I saw her, it was late in the fall,
She was riding Old Paint and a-leading Old Ball.
Old Paint had a colt down on the Rio Grande,
And the colt couldn’t pace, and they named it Cheyenne,
For my feet’s in my stirrups, and my bridle’s in my hand,
Goodbye, my little Dony, my pony won’t stand.
Farewell, fair ladies, I’m a-leaving Cheyenne,
Farewell, fair ladies, I’m a-leaving Cheyenne,
Goodbye, my little Dony, my pony won’t stand. 417
Perhaps it is because of the fiddle contest that Guion’s setting treats Ol’ Paint as a
fiddle tune. The introductory four measures imitate the sound of a violin being tuned.
The melody is treated with a simple waltz-like accompaniment in the first stanza. Then
for the refrain and through the following stanza, the piano accompaniment adds a fiddle
descant above the vocal melody. The third stanza elaborates on the waltz-like
accompaniment of the first stanza by duplicating the vocal melody first at a fourth below,
and later in unison. This happens in the same register as the chords that fall on the
unaccented beats in the waltz-like rhythm so that the melody often overlaps with one of
the notes in the right-hand chords. The repetitive melody, the simplistic harmony, and
the sparing use of counterpoint contribute to an atmosphere that is not laden with
emotional depth, but is nostalgic and sentimental. I could not find much documentation
417
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of performances of Guion’s Ol’ Paint. He used it three times in radio programs, and
three times in concert performance, one of them being his 1934 performance at Carnegie
Hall. 418
A curious matter concerning Guion’s Ol’ Paint has to do with the 1931 Broadway
musical Green Grow the Lilacs, by Lynn Riggs. The performance included numerous
cowboy songs, and Guion’s memoirs seem to give him credit for the music: “I had
written the music for Broadway and Hollywood productions—they were, ‘Green Grow
the Lilacs’ and ‘Grand Hotel.’” 419 In the case of Grand Hotel, this is an enormous
exaggeration. The film, which won the Academy Award for Best Picture in 1932, has
continuous orchestral music in the background. For about a minute and a half, this
background music is an orchestration of Guion’s Southern Nights, a waltz that he had
originally written for the musical The Land of Heart’s Desire. Guion seems to have
corrected the exaggeration in the final draft of his memoirs, crossing out the word “the”:
“I had written the music for Broadway and Hollywood productions….” 420 Of course he
had not written this music specifically for either Broadway or Hollywood.
But what exactly did Guion have to do with Green Grow the Lilacs? A
newspaper article claimed that Guion “supervised the singing of the songs and also
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passed judgment on the costumes as of the old Southwest.” 421 Many years later Guion
gave another answer in an oral interview:
Green Grow the Lilacs was produced at the Dallas Little Theatre, and I used my
cowboy numbers in that production. They were sung by some Dallas baritone, I
can’t think of his name just now. But all of the music used in Green Grow the
Lilacs was my western music, cowboy music….
I had a young baritone by the name of Paul Ravell, and he especially did the
western numbers and the cowboy numbers beautifully. He was that type, looked
like a cowboy, he wasn’t, but he looked like the type. And Green Grow the
Lilacs was being produced at the Theatre Guild in New York City. Well, it came
the opening night, and the baritone became ill, he couldn’t sing, he couldn’t go
on, so they called me in a panic and asked me to loan them Paul Ravell, which I
did. Well of course Paul was familiar with all of my cowboy songs so he sang
them in the production, and sang them for about three weeks I think until the
original baritone was able to come back into the show. 422
But this account is contradicted by the program booklet for Green Grow the Lilacs:
The songs in Green Grow the Lilacs are old and traditional. The specific
acknowledgements concerning the arrangements used are to:
• Margaret Larkin for Sam Hall, Hello, Girls, I Wish I was Single Again,
and Home on the Range (from her collection, Singing Cowboy, published
by Alfred A. Knopf).
• Oscar J. Fox for Goodbye, Old Paint (Published by Carl Fischer).
• Everett Cheetham for Strawberry Roan and Blood on the Saddle.
• The Company of Green Grow the Lilacs for Chisholm Trail and Next Big
River.
The other songs are from the original script of the play. 423
No mention of Guion is given in the credits for the music of the play. But his name does
appear in the listing of the cast: “Paul Ravell (courtesy of David Guion).” 424 It is hard to
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imagine that Guion was collaborating with the Theatre Guild for this production (which
had its premiere in Boston a month and a half before opening on Broadway 425), if they
would reject his own published arrangement of Ol’ Paint and use instead the arrangement
of Old Paint (published in 1927) by rival composer Oscar J. Fox. It is understandable
that the songbook arrangement of Home on the Range from Larkin’s collection would be
used rather than Guion’s version, as Larkin was one of the singers in the production. 426
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Range of the Buffalo
Among the works included in the 1929 list of Guion compositions, Range of the Buffalo
is the only one for which I have not been able to locate any actual music. This song was
probably included in Guion’s broadcast on the Eveready Hour on September 30, 1930,
according to the script as read by the show’s announcer:
David W. Guion was one of the first to collect, arrange and publish the songs of
the American Cowboy. Having grown up in the saddle, David Guion knows both
the work and the play-sides of the Cowboy, that’s why his “Bold Vaquero,”
“Home on the Range,” “McCaffie’s Confession,” “Range of the Buffalo,” and
many others are of primary importance in the literature of American folk-song.
The Eveready Orchestra gives us a medley of these well-loved Cowboy tunes. 427
The song appears without any tune in Thorp’s 1908 collection under the title “Buffalo
Range.” The song is narrated from the point of view of a newcomer who arrived in
Jacksborough, Texas (a town about 65 miles northwest of Fort Worth that today is
spelled “Jacksboro”), and who is recruited by Bailey Griego to spend the summer hunting
Buffalo west of the Pease River (which flows into the Red River near Vernon), where
they endured numerous hardships. At the end of the summer, when the employer was
unable to pay the workers, they “left old Griego[’]s bones to bleach among the buffalo.”
The song is attributed to a man named Buffalo Jack. 428 According to Wayne Gard,
Lomax received a letter from one of the hunters in the group that killed Crego (or
Griego); the hunter wrote: “On the way back to Jacksboro one of the beguiled skinners
started a song about the trip and the hard times and old Crego and we all set in to help
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him. Before we got back to Jacksboro we had shaped it, and the whole crowd could sing
it.” 429
Another claim of authorship was made by James B. Freeman, who arrived in
Jacksborough in 1877 and was hired as a buffalo hunter by James Ennis. Ennis’s group
crossed the Pease River and then headed south to what is now Runnels County
(coincidentally, the same county where Guion was born and spent his childhood).
According to Freeman, he put the year 1873 in the song so that the year would rhyme
with “me,” and although his employer Ennis was an honest man, “[i]n the song I made
out that Ennis was trying to beat us out of our pay just as a joke on him. He was fair and
square, and we all liked him. He would laugh when I sung that part of the song.” 430
The lyrics by Freeman, as published by Dobie, appear to be an adaptation of the
lyrics published by Thorp. Nevertheless, the composite version published by Lomax is
so similar in wording as to suggest that Lomax’s sources included both Thorp’s version
and Freeman’s version. Lomax was the first to include a tune (notated and arranged by
Leberman), and curiously, the lyrics given with the melody diverge in many ways from
the version in the preceding pages, even replacing “spring of seventy-three” with
“eighteen eighty-three.” The tune is in 4/4 meter, the rhythm frequently using dotted
eighth notes followed by sixteenth notes. Sandburg published the song in 1927, using
Lomax’s version as his source, omitting the first stanza and making subtle changes in the
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tune. 431 The arrangement by Repper in 1928 published by Sires converts each measure
of 4/4 into two measures of 6/8 meter, with the dotted-eighth-and-sixteenth-note rhythm
converted to alternating quarter notes and eighth notes. Here the lyrics are simplified,
and all mention of the Crego’s demise is strikingly omitted. Larkin in 1931 used
Repper’s simplified version of the melody with a more artistic piano accompaniment,
using Lomax’s lyrics verbatim, but omitting two stanzas that were merely variants of the
preceding stanza. Nevertheless, she learned the song directly from hearing Sandburg sing
it while accompanying himself on the guitar. 432 Allen in 1933 republished Lomax’s
lyrics and Leberman’s arrangement practically verbatim, except that he was careless in
copying the rhythm, omitting dots on some dotted eighth notes and substituting eighth
notes for sixteenth notes, with the result that one measure exceeds the needed length of
four beats, while another measure comes up short.
There can be no doubt that Guion made his own arrangement of “Range of the
Buffalo.” It was even listed in the New York Times in the planned program for the ninth
episode of Hearing America with Guion, 433 though it was not actually used in that series
or in the subsequent series. We have no information on whether Guion’s source was the
tune from Lomax as arranged by Leberman, or as published by Sandburg, or as published
by Sires and adapted by Repper. The Guion version was never published, as it is absent
from later lists of copyrighted works by Guion compiled by himself and by the Copyright
Office. Nor have I uncovered any evidence of its having been performed except on The
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Eveready Hour on September 30, 1930. Why did Guion withdraw this piece? I can only
speculate that his reason was that the song presents a negative view of West Texas that is
entirely at odds with the sort of image that we can presume he wished to project.
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When the Work’s All Done This Fall
The lyrics of “When Work is Done This Fall” were written by Dominick J. O’Malley,
who worked as a cowboy for nineteen years in Montana. 434
A representative for the state’s largest cattle company, 435 O’Malley wrote lyrics to
many ballads that were published, without melody, in Montana newspapers. Among
them, published in the Stock Growers’ Journal of Miles City in 1891, 436 is “Charlie
Rutlage,” the story of a cowboy who died on the job while working at the XIT Ranch for
the same company that employed O’Malley. 437 This song was originally set to the tune
of “The Lake of Pontchartrain,” 438 and circulated in oral tradition before being included
without melody in Lomax’s 1910 collection. Charles Ives wrote a setting of the lyrics a
few years later, acknowledging Lomax as his source, but using a melody of his own
creation. An entirely different tune appears in the Sires collection of 1928. The second
stanza is remarkable for including the author of the ballad as a character in the story:
The first that died was Kid White, a man both tough and brave,
While Charlie Rutlage makes the third to be sent to his grave,
Caused by a cow-horse falling while running after stock;
‘Twas on the spring round-up,— a place where death men mock. 439
“Kid White” was a nickname that O’Malley used until his thirties, based on the name of
his stepfather, Charles White. 440
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“When Work is Done This Fall” was a second poem composed by O’Malley
based on the same incident. 441 It first appeared in print without melody in the Stock
Growers’ Journal in 1893 under the title “After the Roundup”: 442
AFTER THE ROUNDUP.
A group of jolly cowboys
Discussed their plans at ease,
Said one: “I’ll tell you something
Boys, if you please:
See, I’m a puncher,
Dressed most in rags,
I used to be a wild one
And took on big jags.
I have a home boys,
A good one, you know,
But I haven’t seen it
Since long, long ago.
But, I’m going home, boys,
Once more to see them all;
Yes, I’ll go back home
When work is done this fall.
“After the roundup’s over,
After the shipping’s done,
I’m going straight back home, boys,
Ere all my money’s gone.
My mother’s dear heart is breaking,
Breaking for me, that’s all;
But, with God’s help I’ll see her,
When work is done this fall.
“When I left home, boys,
For me she cried,
Begged me to stay, boys,
For me she’d have died.
I haven’t used her right, boys,
My hard-earned cash I’ve spent,
When I should have saved it
441
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And it to mother sent.
But I’ve changed my course, boys,
I’ll be a better man
And help my poor old mother,
I’m sure that I can.
I’ll walk in the straight path;
No more will I fall;
And I’ll see my mother
When work’s done this fall.”
That very night this
Cowboy went on guard;
The night it was dark
And ’twas storming very hard.
The cattle got frightened
And rushed in mad stampede,
He tried to check them,
Riding full speed;
Riding in the darkness
Loud did he shout,
Doing his utmost
To turn the herd about.
His saddle horse stumbled
On him did fall;
He’ll not see his mother
When work’s done this fall.
They picked him up gently
And laid him on a bed.
The poor boy was mangled,
They thought he was dead.
He opened his blue yes [sic]
And gazed all around;
Then motioned his comrades
To sit near him on the ground;
“Send her the wages
That I have earned.
Boys I’m afraid that
My last steer I’ve turned.
I’m going to a new range,
I hear the Master call
I’ll not see my mother
When work’s done this fall.
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“Bill, take my saddle,
George, take my bed,
Fred, take my pistol
After I am dead,
Think of me kindly
When on them you look—”
His voice then grew fainter,
With anguish he shook.
His friends gat ered [sic] closer
And on them he gazed,
His breath coming fainter,
His eyes growing glazed.
He uttered a few words,
Heard by them all:
“I’ll see my mother
When work’s done this fall.”
Another version of the lyrics is found in Lomax’s first edition of 1910, supplied
by Lee Lytton of Fort Worth, who claimed that the ballad was based on a true story that
took place in Wyoming. 443 According to J. Frank Dobie, W. W. Burton of Austin said
that the song was written about Marshall Johnson, a Civil War veteran from Waco who
was killed in a stampede on the Bosque River in the 1870s, and that the song was written
at that time. 444 But Dobie many years later claimed that according to Burton it was
Marshall Johnson who wrote the song about the death of a cowboy named Arkansaw. 445
Lingenfelter claims that it was originally sung to the tune of After the Ball, 446 by Charles
Harris, 447 and there is good reason to believe this claim. In 1894, when O’Malley
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advocated for Anaconda to be chosen over Helena as the location for the state capital, he
adapted the lyrics of the refrain of After the Ball:
After the Fall is over,
After the voting’s done,
There will be great rejoicing
When Anaconda’s won.
Helena with her Four Hundred
Won’t be on the map at all.
They’ll eat crow at the Broadwater
After the Fall. 448
More commonly used with “When Work is Done This Fall” was the tune sung by
Carl T. Sprague on a Victor Record issued in 1925, selling more than nine hundred
thousand copies. 449 Although Sprague was the first cowboy singer to make commercial
recordings, 450 the first person to record this song was Fiddlin’ John Carson. 451 The lyrics
sung by Sprague, as reported by White, reveal that Lomax’s collection was his source. 452
The song was included in Carl Sandburg’s 1927 collection with piano accompaniment by
Henry Francis Parks. Sandburg’s source was radio singer Harry McClintock, who began
broadcasting a show of cowboy and hobo songs in 1925. 453 A sheet music version by
R. O. Mack (a “fictitious character,” according to White 454) was published by the F. B.
Haviland Company in 1929 with tune and lyrics identical to those published by
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Sandburg. 455 White listed this as his most popular song in 1930, giving lyrics based on
the Lomax version with a tune not found in previous sources. The melody given by
Lomax in 1938 is practically identical with the one in Sandburg’s collection and also with
the tune in Clark’s songbook of 1932, which also attributes O’Malley as author of the
lyrics. Presumably it was Lomax who provided the previously unpublished melody to
McClintock and Clark, whose lyrics are identical with those given in Lomax’s 1938
edition (and these are hardly changed from those in the 1910 edition) with the exceptions
of one inserted word and the omission of the third stanza, designated in Lomax’s 1938
edition as the chorus. Allen’s 1933 collection has an entirely unrelated tune.
Lomax’s lyrics (1910) (portions in italics
omitted by Guion, words in square
brackets inserted by Guion) 456

Sprague’s lyrics (1925):

A group of jolly cowboys, discussing
plans at ease,
Says one, “I’ll tell you something, boys, if
you will listen, please.
I am an old cow-puncher and here I’m
dressed in rags,
And I used to be a tough one and take on
great big jags.

A group of jolly cowboys discussed
their plans at ease.
Said one, “I’ll tell something, boys, if
you listen please.
See, I’m a puncher, dressed most in
rags.
I used to be a wild one and took on big
jags.

“But I’ve got a home, boys, a good one,
you all know,
Although I have not seen it since long,
long ago.
I’m going back to Dixie once more to see
them all;
Yes, I’m going to see my mother when the
work’s all done this fall.

I have a home, boys, a good one, you
know;
But I haven’t seen it since long, long
ago.
But I’m going home, boys, once more to
see them all;
Yes, I’ll go back home when work is
done this fall.

“After the round-ups are over and after

Chorus: “After the round-up’s over,
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the shipping is done,
I am going right straight home, boys, ere
all my money is gone.
I have changed my ways, boys, no more
will I fall;
And I am going home, boys, when work is
done this fall.

after the shipping’s done,
I’m going straight back home, boys, ere
all my money’s gone.
My mother’s dear heart is breaking,
breaking for me, that all;
But, with God’s help I’ll see her, when
work is done this fall.

“When I left home, boys, my mother for
me cried,
Begged me not to go, boys, for me she
would have died;
My mother’s heart is breaking, breaking
for me, that’s all,
And with God’s help I’ll see her when the
work’s all done this fall.”

“When I left my home, boys, for me she
cried,
Begged me to stay, boys, for me she’d
have died.
I haven’t used her right, boys; my hardearned cash I’ve spent
When I should have saved it and it to
my mother sent.
But, I’ve changed my course, boys, I’ll
be a better man
And help my poor old mother; I’m sure
that I can.
I’ll walk in the straight path; no more
will I fall;
And I’ll see my mother when work’s
done this fall.”

That very night this cowboy went out to
stand his guard;
The night was dark and cloudy and
storming very hard;
The cattle they got frightened and rushed
in wild stampede,
The cowboy tried to head them, [a-]riding
at full speed.

That very night this cowboy went on
guard.
The night, it was dark and ‘twas
storming very hard.
The cattle got frightened and rushed in
mad stampede,
He tried to check them, riding full
speed;

While riding in the darkness so loudly did
he shout,
Trying his best to head them and turn the
herd about,
His saddle horse did stumble and on him
did fall,
The poor boy [Now he] won’t see his
mother when the work’s all done this
fall.

Riding in the darkness, loud he did
shout,
Doing his utmost to turn the herd about.
His saddle horse stumbled, on him did
fall;
He’ll not see his mother when work’s
done this fall.
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His body was so mangled the boys all
thought him dead,
They picked him up so gently and laid
him on a bed;
He opened wide his blue eyes and looking
all around
He motioned to his comrades to sit near
him on the ground.

They picked him up gently and laid him
on a bed.
The poor boy was mangled; they
thought he was dead.
He opened his blue eyes and gazed all
around;
Then motioned his comrades to sit near
him on the ground:

“Boys, send mother my wages, the wages
I have earned,
For I’m afraid, boys, my last steer I have
turned.
I’m going to a new range, I hear my
Master’s call,
And I’ll not see my mother when the
work’s all done this fall.

“Send her the wages that I have earned.
Boys, I’m afraid that my last steer I’ve
turned.
I’m going to a new range. I hear the
Master call.
I’ll not see my mother when work’s
done this fall.

“Fred, you take my saddle; George, you
take my bed;
Bill, you take my pistol after [boy, but
wait till] I am dead,
And think of me kindly when you look
upon them all,
For I’ll not see my mother when work is
[the work’s all] done this fall.”

“Bill, take my saddle; George, take my
bed;
Fred, take my pistol after I am dead.
Think of me kindly when on them you
look”—
His voice then grew fainter, with
anguish he shook.

Poor Charlie was buried at sunrise, no
tombstone at his head,
Nothing but a little board and this is what
it said,
“Charlie died at daybreak, he died from a
fall,
And he’ll not see his mother when the
work’s all done this fall.”

His friends gathered closer and on them
he gazed,
His breath coming fainter, his eyes
growing glazed.
He uttered a few words, heard by them
all:
“I’ll not see my mother when work’s
done this fall.”

In the version comparison shown in Figure 22, the note values in Guion’s version
and Sandburg’s version are doubled and each measure is divided into two measures in
order to facilitate comparison.
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The third stanza of Lomax’s version, which Guion omitted, but which Lomax’s
1938 edition tells us is the chorus, is especially noteworthy for its similarity to the first
line of the chorus of After the Ball: “After the ball is over, after the break of morn.” This
song, published in 1891, was the very first to sell two million copies of sheet music in the
United States, 457 and likely inspired “When Work is Done This Fall,” whose lyrics
appeared in print two years later, as a parody of the hit tune. Probably the chorus of After
the Ball is the only part of Harris’s music used for the cowboy song, because here Harris
wrote lines of 12 and 13 syllables, whereas the rest of his song uses lines that are 9 and
10 syllables long.
Guion’s setting is a fairly obscure work with only two known concert
performances, though he did use it three times in his radio programs, the first time
shedding light on why the sheet music specifies, rather unexpectedly, that When the
Work’s All Done this Fall is a “humorous cowboy song.” Here is what Guion said on the
air just before performing it with Paul Ravell:
This next cowboy song, entitled “When the Work’s All Done this Fall,” is
somewhat humorous—in spite of the fact that “Poor Charlie,” whom the song is
about, did get ‘bumped off’ rather unexpectedly by his horse falling upon him one
dark and stormy night as he rode round the herd. Poor Charlie’s friends were
sorry bout his “bad luck,” but they were also keenly interested in Charlie’s
worldly goods, for he had a crackerjack of a saddle, a bed, a pistol. Well, they got
his saddle, his bed, his pistol, and they inscribed on his tombstone, which was
nothin’ but an ol’ dirty board—the best they had: “Poor Charlie died at daybreak,
/ He died from a fall, / An’ he’ll not see his mother, / When the work’s all done
this fall.” 458
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Guion’s setting begins with a bouncy introduction featuring syncopated open
fifths in the right hand, suggesting a fiddle using double stops. The accompaniment
resembles a polka in 2/4 meter, though written in 4/4 meter. Ubiquitous staccato in the
piano part sets the mood of the “jolly cowboys” described in the opening line. Each
stanza uses a simple I-IV-V-I chord structure. In the second stanza, Charlie waxes
nostalgic, and the bouncy polka gives way to subtle counterpoint between the vocal
melody and the pianist’s left-hand part, which consists of two-note phrases: low dotted
quarter notes form the foundation of the harmony, and intervening staccato eighth notes
fill in the melodic space between dotted quarter notes. At the end of the stanza, the fiddle
introduction returns, but stops abruptly. The third stanza brings back the bouncy polka
accompaniment, the left hand always playing the tonic pitch, which grows unsettling
against the dominant chord that is reached at first mention of dark clouds and the storm.
Then the tonic pedal point expands into an octave as the frightened cattle begin to
stampede. In the fourth stanza this octave on the tonic drops to the lowest register of the
piano, and along with five-note and six-note right-hand chords between beats, the left
hand plays the dominant pitch. The rumbling left hand alternates between tonic octaves
and the dominant pitch, giving the illusion of a doubling of the tempo throughout the
entire stanza, which ends abruptly by omitting the final word: “When the work’s all done
this….” The fifth stanza has a spoken melody, with lingering thoughts of the stampede
suggested by left-hand whole notes on the tonic pitch in each measure as the right hand
plays quietly with dense chords rapidly alternating between tonic and dominant,
resembling a harmonica. In the sixth stanza, Charlie divides his worldly possessions, as
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the levity of the polka accompaniment returns, with bass notes no longer restricted to the
tonic pitch. The melody is entirely spoken. The sheet music designates the final stanza,
Charlie’s burial, as “churchy,” and here the piano part resembles vocal humming in
harmony. The song ends with the epitaph recalling the manner of Charlie’s death,
accompanied by stampede music at full force. The work as a whole reveals the
composer’s mastery of his art form, with the light-hearted, strophic tune unaltered as the
piano part carries it through different moods whose juxtaposition is astonishing.
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Little Joe, the Wrangler
When he performed on the radio in The Eveready Hour on September 9, 1930, Guion
shared the spotlight with Goebel Reeves, who specialized in singing cowboy and hobo
songs. Although Guion and Reeves did not collaborate in any of the music, this
appearance was noteworthy, because Reeves sang Little Joe, the Wrangler as the first of
his three songs. By the following July, Guion was performing his own just-finished
arrangement on the radio, accompanying vocalist Paul Ravell. This would complete the
set of sheet music singles published by G. Schirmer all with the same cover page
describing them as “Texas Tunes.”
Jack Thorp wrote an article for Atlantic Monthly, published posthumously in
1940, in which he tells how he came to write this song at a campfire on a trail drive in
1898. 459 Of course, he put only the lyrics on paper. He sang the song again at a saloon in
Weed, New Mexico, and “[f]rom that time on it was passed along by word of mouth.” 460
It is the first song in his book published in 1908, eleven stanzas without melody, and in
his autobiography he explained that it was sung to the tune of “Little Old Log Cabin in
the Lane.” 461 This tune originated as a minstrel song by William Shakespeare Hays
published in 1871 as The Little Old Cabin in the Lane. 462 A parody with a similar tune is
The Old Log Cabin in the Lane, with words by Grace Carleton and music by J. C.
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Chamberlain, published in 1875. 463 Similar to Chamberlain’s song is a commercial
recording sung by Riley Puckett issued under the Columbia Records label in 1924. 464
Austin and Alta Fife pointed out the tune’s similarity to the hymn Lily of the Valley.
Thorp allegedly wrote a sequel to “Little Joe”: “Little Joe the Wrangler’s Sister Nell,”
using the same tune, was published in a 1934 songbook, 465 though Mr. and Mrs. Fife
point out that Thorp apparently never claimed to write it. 466
Lomax’s version of the lyrics, published without music notation in Cowboy Songs
and Other Frontier Ballads in 1910, is only superficially different from the original
version as published by Thorp. Like Thorp’s version, the Lomax version has eleven
stanzas. Guion’s lyrics so closely resemble the Lomax version that there can be no doubt
that Lomax’s book was his immediate source for the lyrics.
Jules Allen sang the song on a Victor Record in 1928, 467 and Sires published the
song in her collection the same year, with a similar melody and modified lyrics (see
Figure 23). A privately printed rare book of the following year also included the song
(not examined by me). 468 Similar versions of the tune were published by Larkin (1931)
and Allen (1933). Allen’s 1933 version differs in many ways from his 1928 recording,
but clearly relied on Lomax’s 1910 collection for the lyrics. The tune in Lomax’s 1938
edition is identical with the Larkin version. A songbook by Clark (1932) uses Thorp’s
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lyrics with a slightly modified tune. 469 The song is also found in Songs of the Roundup
Rangers (which I have not examined), issued by Patt Patterson and Lois Dexter in 1932.
Thorp’s lyrics (1908) 470

Lomax’s lyrics (1910) (portions in italics
omitted by Guion, words in square
brackets inserted by Guion) 471

Little Joe, the wrangler, will never
wrangle more;
His days with the “Remuda”—they are
done.
’Twas a year ago last April he joined the
outfit here,
A little “Texas Stray” and all alone.

It’s little Joe, the wrangler, he’ll wrangle
never more,
His days with the remuda they are o’er;
’Twas a year ago last April when he rode
into our camp [herd],—
Just a little Texas stray and all alone,—
On a little Texas pony he called “Chaw.”
With his brogan shoes and overalls, a
tougher kid
You never in your life before had saw.

‘Twas long late in the evening he rode up
to the herd
On a little old brown pony he called
Chaw;
With his brogan shoes and overalls a
harder looking kid
You never in your life had seen before.
His saddle ’twas a southern kack built
many years ago,
An O. K. spur on one foot idly hung,
While his “hot roll” in a cotton sack was
loosely tied behind
And a canteen from the saddle horn he’d
slung.
He said he’d had to leave his home, his
daddy’d married twice
And his new ma beat him every day or
two;
So he saddled up old Chaw one night and
“Lit a shuck” this way
Thought he’d try and paddle now his own
canoe.
469

His saddle was a Texas “kak,” built many
years ago,
With an O. K. spur on one foot lightly
swung;
His “hot roll” in a cotton sack so loosely
tied behind,
And his canteen from his saddle-horn was
swung.
He said that he had to leave his home, his
pa had married twice
And his new ma whipped him every day or
two;
So he saddled up old Chaw one night and
lit a shuck this way,
And he’s now trying to paddle his own
canoe.
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Said he’d try and do the best he could if
we’d only give him work
Though he didn’t know “straight” up
about a cow,
So the boss he cut him out a mount and
kinder put him on
For he sorter liked the little stray
somehow.
Taught him how to herd the horses and to
learn to know them all
To round ’em up by daylight; if he could
To follow the chuck-wagon and to always
hitch the team
And help the “cosinero” rustle wood.

He said if we would give him work, he’d
do the best he could,
Though he didn’t know straight up about a
cow,
So the boss he cut him out a mount and
kindly put [took] him on,
For he sorta [sort o’] liked this little kid
somehow.
Learned him to wrangle horses and to try
to know them all,
And get them in at daylight if he could;
To follow the chuck-wagon and always
hitch the team,
And to help the cocinero rustle wood.

We’d driven to red river and the weather
had been fine;
We were camped down on the south side
in a bend
When a norther commenced blowing and
we doubled up our guards
For it took all hands to hold the cattle
then.

We had driven [driv’ up] to the Pecos, the
weather being [bein’] fine;
We were [had] camped on [along] the
south side in a [of the] bend;
When a norther commenced blowin’, we
had doubled up [on] our guard,
For it taken all of us to hold them [’em]
in.
Little Joe, the wrangler, was called out
Little Joe the wrangler was called out with
with the rest;
the rest
Though [But] the kid had scarcely reached
And scarcely had the kid got to the herd
the herd,
When the cattle they stampeded; like a
When the cattle they stampeded, like a
hail storm, long they flew
hailstorm long they fled,
Then we were all a-ridin’ for [’Twas our
And all of us were riding for the lead.
Little Joe, the wrangler, in] the lead.
’Tween the streaks of lightning we could
see a horse far out ahead
’Twas little Joe the wrangler in the lead;
He was riding “old Blue Rocket” with his
slicker ’bove his head
Trying to check the leaders in their speed.
At last we got them milling and kinder
quieted down
And the extra guard back to the camp did

’Midst the streaks of lightnin’ a horse we
could see in the lead,
’Twas Little Joe, the wrangler, in the
lead;
He was riding Old Blue Rocket with a
slicker o’er his head,
A tryin’ to check the cattle in their speed.
At last we got them milling [’em millin’]
and kinda [kind o’] quieted down,
And the extra guard back to the wagon
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go
But one of them was missin’ and we all
knew at a glance
’Twas our little Texas stray poor wrangler
Joe.

went;
But there was one a-missin’ and [an’] we
knew [knowed] it at a glance,
’Twas our little Texas stray, poor
Wrangling [Wranglin’] Joe.

Next morning just at sunup we found
where Rocket fell
Down in a washout twenty feet below
Beneath his horse mashed to a pulp his
horse had rung the knell
For our little stray—poor wrangler Joe.

The next morning [mornin’] just at day
break, we found where Rocket [Joe
had] fell,
Down in a washout twenty feet below;
And beneath the horse, mashed to a pulp
[underneath his saddle horse],— his
spur had rung the knell,—
Was [’Twas] our little Texas stray, poor
Wrangling [Wranglin’] Joe.

The minstrel song The Little Old Cabin in the Lane and its counterpart The Old
Log Cabin in the Lane provided the tune not only for Little Joe, the Wrangler, but also
for other songs that cowboys encountered in the West. The Little Old Sod Shanty
describes the experience of homesteaders in the Great Plains. The poem was printed in
Kansas newspapers in 1884 and 1885, 472 then in Lomax’s 1910 edition, 473 and in Louise
Pound’s books published in 1915 474 and 1922 (the latter only an excerpt) 475 as well as the
Sandburg collection of 1927, 476 the White collection of 1930 and the Allen collection of
1933 (the latter version nearly identical to the White version aside from a few errors and
omission of the piano introduction) . 477 Allen also included a parody of the parody, again
using a similar tune: “My Gal on the Rio Grande” begins with the words “There’s a little
472
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gal a livin’ in a shanty on a claim.” 478 A third parody is “The Little Old Sod Shanty in
the West,” a poem published in a South Dakota newspaper in 1909. 479
As the version history in Figure 23 shows, 480 the tune readily subjects itself to
variation through oral tradition. Guion’s version has four-line stanzas with the form a–b–
a–c. The third and sixth stanzas begin with what is indicated as an “Added (Guion)
melody” but return to the main melody as early as the second half of the second line: d–
b´–a–c. The first and third melodic lines, a, have the underlying harmony I – I – IV – I.
The second line, b, and its variant, b´, use I – I – V and end on a long note. The final
line, c, has a cadential I64 – V7 – I. Guion’s “added” melody, d (which is clearly
influenced by Allen’s 1928 recording), begins with the subdominant: IV – IV – I – I. The
folk versions differ in their variation of the melodic lines and in their ordering, but all of
them draw from the same four harmonic patterns found in Guion’s version.
The strophic nature of most cowboy ballads, and also their ubiquitous major
tonality, imply a certain matter-of-factness in the cowboys’ manner of telling their
stories, with seeming indifference to the characters’ often tragic demise. Guion’s
arrangement of Little Joe, the Wrangler is no exception. The monotony of riding over
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long distance is expressed in the accompaniment by an open fifth on the tonic occurring
on every accented beat throughout the first stanza, even when the harmony moves
momentarily to a dominant or subdominant chord. The accompaniment pattern in the
right hand is a broken chord in eighth notes, with three of the chord’s four notes falling
halfway between the accented beats, rocking back and forth between the bass and treble
registers. An added sixth or seventh scale degree in the bass precedes each accented beat.
The second stanza expands the accompaniment pattern with broken chords of eighth
notes in the left hand and octaves in the right hand, again with a left hand open fifth or
octave on the accented beats (though no longer stubbornly emphasizing the tonic
regardless of the harmonic context), and with a right hand full-octave chord occurring
between the beats. By the third stanza, this pattern is repeated in mid-measure an octave
higher so that the piano accompaniment spans four octaves as the lyrics describe the
intensifying weather as the cattle-drivers reach the Pecos. The fourth stanza, in which
Little Joe reached the cattle as they began to stampede, is sparsely accompanied by
arpeggiated chords of whole notes and half notes ascending from the lowest register of
the piano, underscoring the gravity of the events and calling attention to the lyrics rather
than depicting them through musical imagery. The final two stanzas return to the
accompaniment patterns from the first and third stanzas. As a whole, Guion’s setting is
subtle, unemotional, and without sentimentality. It was not a frequently performed work,
as I could uncover information about only one concert performance and two radio
broadcasts that included it.
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The Cowboy’s Dream
One of the best-known of cowboy songs has various titles as well as claims of authorship.
Austin and Alma Fife investigated many of the competing claims, finally concluding that
the song was well known before 1886, with lyrics contributed by multiple cowboy
poets. 481 The first stanza was published in Arizona Graphic in 1889, attributed by J. W.
Benham to an unnamed cowboy he heard compose it, repeating and revising it as he sang,
until he was satisfied with that single stanza, while the two of them guarded cattle during
a storm:
Last night as I lay on the prairie
And gazed at the stars and the sky
I wondered if ever a cowboy
Would drift to that sweet by and by. 482
In 1893 four handwritten stanzas entitled “The Cowboy’s Vision” were
discovered by Frank Sewall at the dead-letter office of the Washington, D.C. post office.
He published them in the Christmas issue of Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Weekly:
To-night as I lay on the prairie,
And look to that bright star in the sky,
I wonder if ever a cowboy
Would drift to that sweet “By-and-by!”
For the path to that bright mystic region
Is both narrow and dim, so they say,
And the broad one that leads to perdition
Is posted and blazed all the way.
I hear there will be a grand round-up
Where cowboys and others will stand.
To be cut by the Riders of Judgment,
Who are posted and know every brand.
481
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Perhaps I will be a stray cowboy,
Unmarked and unbranded on high,
To be caught by the Riders of Judgment
And shipped to that sweet “By-and-by.” 483
Benham’s business partner, Arizona rancher 484 Will Croft Barnes published
additional stanzas in Cosmopolitan in August, 1895.
Last night as I lay on the prairie,
And looked at the stars and the sky,
I wondered if ever a cowboy
Would drift to that sweet by and by.
The trail to that bright, mystic region,
Is narrow and dim, so they say,
But the one that leads down to perdition
Is staked and is blazed all the way.
They say that there’ll be a great round-up,
Where cowboys like dogies will stand,
To be cut by those riders from Heaven,
Who are posted and know every brand.
I wonder was there ever a cowboy
Prepared for that great judgment day,
Who could say to the boss of the riders,
I am ready to be driven away.
They say He will never forsake you,
That He notes every action and look,
But for safety you’d better get branded.
And have your name in His great tally-book.
For they tell of another great owner
Who is nigh overstocked, so they say,
But who always makes room for the sinner,
Who strays from that bright, narrow way. 485
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Barnes later attributed these additional stanzas to Benham. What Barnes published in
Cosmopolitan was the story of a cowboy sang this song. Just after he finished, a peal of
thunder provoked a stampede in which the cowboy met his demise. The story was also
included in a book published in 1920. 486
D. J. O’Malley, author of the lyrics to When the Work’s All Done This Fall, also
claimed to have written “The Cowboy’s Dream” in 1887, inspired by fellow cowboy
Tom Phelps, who liked to sing the hymn “Sweet By-And-By” and often wondered about
a cowboy’s chance of getting into heaven 487:
SWEET BY-AND-BY REVISED
To-night as I lay on the prairie.
Looking up at the stars in the sky,
I wonder if ever a cowboy
Will go to that sweet by-and-by.
For the trail to that bright mystic region
Is both narrow and dim, so they say,
While the broad one that leads to perdition
Is posted and blazed all the way.
Now I wonder whose fault that so many
Will be lost at the great final day,
When they might have been rich, and had plenty
Had they known of the dim narrow way.
I hear there will be a grand roundup.
When the cowboys, like others, will stand,
To be cut by the riders of judgment,
Who are posted and know every brand.
Then perhaps there may be a stray cowboy,
485
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Unbranded, unclaimed by none nigh,
To be mavericked by the riders of judgment,
And shipped to the sweet by-and-by. 488
According to O’Malley, his lyrics provided the basis for Barnes’ more polished
version. 489 But Barnes wrote in the Saturday Evening Post that he first heard the song in
1886 or 1887 sung by a half-Indian boy from Utah and later by a cowboy from the Pecos
River region, and that these two versions were his own source. 490 Yet there were
competing claims for earlier authorship. Lomax in his 1938 edition included an
attribution of the song to Charley Hart, who allegedly wrote it around 1873 at the Black
Ranch in Clay County, Texas, east of Wichita Falls. 491 Drunken cowboys were
reportedly singing it at a saloon near the XIT ranch in the Texas panhandle in the
1870s. 492
Fred Reed, newspaper writer for the Prosser (Washington) American,
incorporated five of the six stanzas published by Barnes in Cosmopolitan into the story
“Cowboy Jack and the Angels,” in which two cowboys had a theological discussion.
This story was printed in the Prosser American and also in Northwest Magazine of St.
Paul, Minnesota, within two months after the song appeared in Cosmopolitan, and again
the story appeared in Field and Farm in 1897. 493 “Cowboy Jack and the Angels”
introduced minor improvements in the lyrics:
Last night as I lay on the prairie,
488
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And looked at the stars in the sky,
I wondered if ever a cowboy
Would drift to that sweet bye and bye.
The trail to that bright, mystic region
Is narrow and dim, so they say;
But the one that leads down to perdition
Is staked and blazed all the way.
They say there will be a great round-up,
Where cowboys like cattle will stand—
To be cut out by those riders from heaven,
Who are posted and know every brand.
I wonder was there ever a cowboy
Prepared for that great judgment day,
Who could say to the boss of the riders,
“I am ready to be driven away?”
They say He will never forsake you—
That He notes ev’ry action and look;
But for safety you’d better get branded,
And have your name in His big tally book. 494
Thorp’s first edition of 1908 includes five stanzas under the title “Grand Roundup,” indicating that it is sung to the tune of Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean. 495 It lacks the
characteristic opening stanza (“Last night, as I lay on the prairie…”) found in the other
sources. That same year, a magazine article gave nine stanzas and described how the
song came about: as cowboys were gathered around a campfire, one of them began to
whistle My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean, whereupon Will Barnes began to sing his own
lyrics to this tune 496:
THE COWBOY'S SWEET BYE AND BYE.
494
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Last night as I lay on the prairie
And looked up to the stars in the sky,
I wondered if ever a cowboy
Would drift to that Sweet Bye and Bye.
The trail to that bright, mystic region
Is narrow and dim, so they say;
But the broad road that leads to perdition
Is staked and is blazed all the way.
They say there will be a great round-up,
And the cowboys like dogies will stand,
To be marked by the Riders of Judgment,
Who are posted and know every brand.
I wonder was there ever a cowboy
All right for that great judgment day;
Who could say to the Boss of the Riders,
“I’m ready, come drive me away?”
For they’re all like the cows that are locoed,
That stampede at the sight of a hand,
And are dragged with a rope to the round-up.
Or get marked with some crooked man’s brand.
I know there’s many a stray cowboy
Who’ll be lost at that great final sale,
When he might have gone in to green pasture
If he’d heard of that bright, mystic trail.
And I’m scared I will be a stray yearling,
A maverick, unbranded on high,
And get cut in the bunch with the “rusties,”
When the Boss of the Riders goes by.
For they tell of another big owner,
Who is ne’er over-stocked, so they say,
But who always makes room for the sinner
Who drifts from that straight, narrow way.
And they say he will never forget you,
That he knows every action and look;
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So for safety you’d better get branded—
Have your name in the big Tally Book.
E. D. Smith reported hearing the song sung (to a tune in a minor key) in Kansas around
1890 by J. H. Nation, whom some cowboys credited as the composer. 497 Smith printed
the lyrics in an article in 1908 498:
THE DIM, NARROW TRAIL.
Last night as I lay on the prairie,
Looking up at the stars in the sky,
I wondered if ever a cowboy
Would go to that sweet by and by;
I wondered if ever a cowboy
Would go to that sweet by and by.
The trail to that fair mystic region
Is narrow and dim all the way,
While the road that leads to perdition
Is posted and blazed all the way;
While the road that leads to perdition
Is posted and blazed all the way.
They say there will be a grand round-up,
Where cowboys like cattle must stand,
To be cut by the riders of judgment,
Who are posted and know every brand;
To be cut by the riders of judgment,
Who are posted and know every brand.
Perhaps there will be a stray cowboy,
Unbranded by any one nigh,
Who’ll be cut by the riders of judgment
And shipped to the sweet by and by;
Who’ll be cut by the riders of judgment
And shipped to the sweet by and by.
I don’t see why there’s so many
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To be lost at that great final sale,
Who might have been rich and had plenty
Had they known of that great final sale;
Who might have been rich and had plenty
Had they known of that great final sale.
Louise Pound included lyrics similar to those from Lomax’s version in books
published in 1915 (only a single stanza) 499 and 1922. 500
Thorp’s 1921 edition attributes the song to Alexander “Buck” Roberts 501, father
of Captain Daniel Webster Roberts of the Texas Rangers, 502 and credits Thorp’s source
as Wait Roberts of Double Diamond Ranch in White Mountains, Arizona. 503 But an
interview by J. Frank Dobie revealed that if Buck Roberts had any role in the song, his
son Captain Roberts had no knowledge of it. 504 Dobie noted that W. J. L. Sullivan made
the same ascription of the song to Buck Roberts, but gave a much different version of the
lyrics, 505 a version that would become a separate Guion arrangement, God’s Golden West
(see below). Like Guion, I regard the Buck Roberts version, “The Cowboy’s Hymn” as a
song entirely separable from The Cowboy’s Dream, though their numerous similarities
have in some cases resulted in fusing stanzas of one into the other. Both songs are
included in Thorp’s 1921 edition.
As for The Cowboy’s Dream, Thorp’s 1921 edition restores the first stanza along
with other stanzas closely related to the Benham and Barnes version, changing the title
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from “Grand Round-up” to “The Cowboy’s Dream.” But as Figure 24 shows, Thorp
copied these inserted stanzas from Lomax verbatim, and also Guion used Lomax as his
direct source:
Thorp’s lyrics (1908) (stanzas in italics
added in the 1921 edition) 506

Lomax’s lyrics (1910) (portions in italics
omitted by Guion, words in square
brackets inserted by Guion) 507

Grand Round-up [The Cowboy’s Dream]

The Cowboy’s Dream

Last night, as I lay on the prairie,
And looked at the stars in the sky,
I wondered if ever a cowboy
Would drift to that sweet by and by.

Last night as I lay on the prairie,
And looked at the stars in the sky,
I wondered if ever a cowboy
Would drift to that sweet by [bye] and by
[bye].

I hear there’s to be a grand round-up
Where cowboys with others must stand,
To be cut out by the riders of judgment
Who are posted and know all the brands.

Roll on, roll on;
Roll on, little dogies, roll on,
roll on,
Roll on, roll on;
Roll on, little dogies, roll on.

The trail to that great mystic region
Is narrow and dim, so they say;
While the one that leads down to perdition
Is posted and blazed all the way.

The road to that bright, happy region
Is a dim, narrow trail, so they say;
But the broad one that leads to perdition
Is posted and blazed all the way.

Whose fault is it, then, that so many
Go astray, on this wild range and fail,
Who might have been rich and had plenty
Had they known of the dim, narrow trail?

They say there will [there’ll] be a great
round-up,
And cowboys, like dogies, will stand,
To be marked by the Riders of Judgment
Who are posted and know every brand.

I wonder if at the last day some cowboy
Unbranded and unclaimed should stand,
Would he be mavericked by those riders
of judgment
Who are posted and know all the brands?

I know there’s many a stray cowboy
Who’ll be lost at the great, final sale.
When he might have gone in the green
pastures
Had he known of the dim, narrow trail.
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I wonder if ever a cowboy
Stood ready for that Judgment Day,
And could say to the Boss of the Riders,
“I’m ready, come, drive me away”?

[Oh] I wonder if ever a cowboy
Stood ready for that Judgment Day,
And could say to the Boss of the Riders,
“I’m ready, come drive me away.”
(Guion moved this stanza to “*” below.)

For they, like the cows that are locoed,
Stampede at the sight of a hand,
Are dragged with a rope to the round-up,
Or get marked with some crooked man’s
brand.

For they, like the cows that are locoed,
Stampede at the sight of a hand.
Are dragged with a rope to the round-up,
Or get marked with some crooked man’s
brand.

And I’m scared that I’ll be a stray
yearling,
A maverick, unbranded on high,
And get cut in the bunch with the
“rusties”
When the Boss of the Riders goes by.

And I’m scared [’fraid] that I’ll be a stray
yearling,—
A maverick, unbranded on high,—
And get cut in the bunch with the
“rusties”
When the Boss of the Riders goes by.

For they tell of another big owner
Who’s ne’er overstocked, so they say,
But who always makes room for the sinner
Who drifts from the straight, narrow way.

For they tell of another big owner
Whose ne’er overstocked, so they say,
But who always makes room for the sinner
Who drifts from the straight, narrow way.
*
[And] They say he will never forget you,
That he knows every action and look;
So, for safety, you’d better get branded,
Have your name in the great Tally Book.

They say he will never forget you,
That he knows every action and look;
So for safety you’d better get branded,
Have your name in the great Tally Book.
My wish for all cowboys is this:
That we may meet at that grand final sale;
Be cut out by the riders of judgment
And shoved up the dim, narrow trail.

Finger (1927) gave lyrics as sung by a freighter, along with a notated melody with
the tune of My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean. 508 The freighter’s version is an adaptation of
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the Lomax version, retaining all of the pairs of rhymed words from the Lomax version,
including the chorus, which appeared first in the Lomax version. Sires (1928) followed
the Lomax version very closely, though omitting the chorus and two stanzas, and giving
an entirely different tune. 509 Larkin (1931) omitted the same stanzas that Sires omitted
but did include the chorus, giving yet another tune. The Larkin tune is included in
Lomax’s 1938, designated as “Version 2.” 510 The Arkansas Woodchopper (1932) used a
tune similar to Larkin’s tune, along with the Lomax lyrics. Clark (1932) used the Lomax
lyrics (with three stanzas omitted), attributing the words to O’Malley, and using the tune
of My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean. 511 Clark (1934), likely at the insistence of O’Malley,
used this tune with O’Malley’s original lyrics (“Sweet By-and-By Revised,” above) and
attributed the refrain to Barnes. 512 The first commercial recording was made by Charles
Nabell in 1924 under the title “The Great Round-up,” and many others followed in the
1920s and 30s, including a recording by Jules Verne Allen in 1929 under the title The
Cowboy’s Dream. 513 A melodic comparison is given in Figure 24.
Guion prepared his arrangement for use in a radio show in February, 1932, but it
was substituted with Cowboy’s Meditation. It was published the following year. I am
aware of only three performances.
I have not been able to locate a direct source for the melody that Guion used for
The Cowboy’s Dream; it does not seem to derive from any other published source The
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sheet music bears the notation “Composed and arranged by David W. Guion,” but the
third stanza is designated as an “[a]dded (Guion) melody,” which suggests that the main
tune is from oral tradition.
Guion’s arrangement suggests a heavenly scene, with harp-like accompaniment in
the form of arpeggiated chords of eighth notes. In the second stanza, the accompaniment
shifts to a higher register, and is more elaborate in that the eighth-note pattern is no
longer strictly ascending, and incorporates non-chord tones. The third stanza (“the great,
final sale,” and “the dim, narrow trail”) returns to the middle register of the piano with a
figuration whose rhythm suggests riding leisurely on horseback. The fourth stanza
continues with the “added” melody, and as the lyrics depict the cowboy as a yearling
maverick, the accompaniment suggests a western scene with a fiddler showing off his
double-stop technique. The fifth stanza, describing the cowboy who is prepared for
Judgment Day, suggests a choir of angels singing the first tune very softly, realized
through full chords harmonizing each melody note, these chords echoing the tenor
melody two octaves and three octaves above. Meanwhile, the harmonic foundation is
provided by an open fifth on the tonic in the piano’s lowest register, echoing throughout
the stanza. The final stanza returns to the harp-like accompaniment of the first stanza. At
the end of the stanza, the piano echoes the singer’s last line two octaves above, but
omitting the final note, leaving the soloist to repeat the final line, whereupon the
accompaniment drifts away, the dream fading off just as it had begun.
Next I will examine three Guion arrangements of cowboy and Western songs
written after Guion’s radio program ended in 1932. Thus these songs are from a period
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when he performed only rarely. For only two of them (Brazos Boat Song and The Yellow
Rose of Texas) have I found a concert program from Guion’s lifetime, and I do not know
whether Guion attended either performance.
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Brazos Boat Song
What is thought to be the first song in English to be composed in Texas is the work of
Mary Austin Holley, cousin of the state’s founder, Stephen F. Austin. She visited
Austin’s colony along the Brazos River in 1831, a trip that inspired her composition of
Brazos Boat Song. In her book Texas, published in 1833 as a series of letters, the song is
mentioned in a footnote on the final page. 514 She also had the song published in 1832 or
1833. The letters, republished in 1933, captured the attention of Dallas playwright John
William Rogers, whose drama Westward People, recounts Mrs. Holley’s first visit to
Texas. Rogers intended to include her song in the play but was unable to locate any
extant copies. 515 Taking inspiration from a silhouette showing her with a guitar, he made
a reconstruction of the song based on her experience as described in her letters. The tune,
along with guitar accompaniment, is notated in the published script of the play. 516 The
tunes are compared in Figure 25.
Guion used the Rogers tune verbatim and altered the rhythm of the piano
accompaniment by shifting the chords from beats 3 and 6 to beats 2 and 5, heightening
the sense of the waves pushing against the boat. The refrain (“Watch the waves dance in
the sun.”) shifts to a slower tempo for a momentary contemplation. The second stanza
continues to follow the Rogers tune, despite the irregularity of the lyrics, resulting in a
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charming misaccentuation, while the piano accompaniment uses a persistent figuration
consisting entirely of chord tones. John Ardoin, music editor of the Dallas Morning
News, was probably not aware of the guitar accompaniment that Rogers had given his
original tune when he described Guion’s accompaniment as “guitar-like.” 517 The third
stanza uses an “added” tune by Guion that grows in its intensity as the narrator presents
an idyllic description of the landscape alongside the river. The final stanza returns to the
first tune, with accompaniment derived from the refrain. The final refrain, once again
with its slower tempo, reaches to a high ending, with the long notes lingering. Having
accompanied this song, I can attest to its being well received by the audience.
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The Yellow Rose of Texas
Though The Yellow Rose of Texas is not a cowboy song, it merits inclusion in this
discussion as a western-themed folk song. A well known legend identifies the subject of
the song as Emily Morgan, an African-American indentured servant who was captured by
the Mexican cavalry prior to the Battle of San Jacinto, during which General Santa Ana
had allegedly been occupied with her in his tent, resulting in an easy victory for the
Texan forces. Historian Margaret Swett Henson disputed the story, attributing it to
“twentieth-century myth-makers,” and determined that this Emily Morgan was actually
Emily West, a housekeeper of James Morgan. 518
Whether or not the song is about Emily West, the song traces back to her era. A
handwritten copy of the lyrics was folded up as a stampless cover and addressed from
“H. B. C.” to an “E. A. Jones” in a manner that suggests it was delivered by a private
courier prior to the establishment of a postal system for the Republic of Texas in
December, 1836. 519 The song presumably had already acquired a tune, as the manuscript
identifies what follows the first stanza as a “Chorus.”
THE YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS
Theres a yellow rose in Texas
that I am a going to see
No other darky knows her
none only me
She cryed so when I left her
it like to broke my heart
And if I ever find her
we never more will part.
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Chorus
She is the sweetest rose of color
this darky ever knew.
Her eyes are bright as diamonds
they sparkle like the dew.
You may talk a bout dearst may
and sing of Rosa Lee
But the yellow rose of texas
beats the belles of Tennessee.
Where the Rio Grande is flowing
and the starry skies are bright
She walks a long the river
in the quite summer night
She thinks if I remember
when we parted long ago
I promised long to come back a gain
and not to leave her so.
Oh now I am a going to find her
for my heart is full of woe
And we will sing the song together
we sung so long ago
We will play the banjo gaily
and we will s[ing] the song of yore
And the yellow of texas
shall be mine for ev[er] more. 520
By the early 1850s the song was being performed by Christy’s Minstrels, 521 and
the lyrics were published without melody in Christy’s Plantaion Melodies no. 2 in 1853:
There’s a yellow girl in Texas
That I’m going down to see:
No other darkies know her,
No darkey, only me;
She cried so when I left her
520
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That it like to broke my heart,
And if I only find her,
We never more will part.
Chorus. She’s the sweetest girl of colour
That this darkey ever knew;
Her eyes are bright as diamonds,
And sparkle like the dew.
You may talk about your Dearest Mae,
And sing of Rosa Lee,
But the yellow Rose of Texas
Beats the belles of Tennessee.
Where the Rio Grande is flowing,
And the starry skies are bright,
Oh, she walks along the river
In the quiet summer night;
And she thinks if I remember
When we parted long ago,
I promised to come back again,
And not to leave her so.
Chorus. She’s the sweetest girl of colour, &c.
Oh, I’m going now to find her,
For my heart is full of woe,
And we’ll sing the songs together
That we sang so long ago.
We’ll play the banjo gaily,
And we’ll sing our sorrows o’er,
And the yellow Rose of Texas
Shall be mine forever more.
Chorus. She’s the sweetest girl of colour, &c. 522
A sheet music version followed in 1858, issued by Firth, Pond & Company, a
publisher that specialized in minstrel songs. The cover page specifies that the song was
“composed and arranged expressly for Charles H. Brown by J.K.” In her book about the
song, Martha Turner speculates that Brown, a vaudeville performer in Tennessee, may
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have commissioned the music and perhaps even collaborated on it. Here it is important
to consider that the lyrics had appeared in Christy’s Plantation Melodies No. 2. At the
back of the book is a list of publishers of sheet music versions of the songs whose lyrics
are included therein, and the firm of Firth, Pond & Company is at the top of the list. If
five years later it is this same publisher that issued the first published music for “The
Yellow Rose of Texas,” it seems likely that Christy himself was involved with getting the
song published. And certainly Christy’s Minstrels had much to do with the popularity of
the song, as evidenced by numerous song sheets and “dime song books” issued by
various publishers in subsequent years, giving only lyrics without the tune, and taking
advantage of the weak copyright laws of the time that did not protect the rights of
lyricists, making it possible for amateur singers who remembered the tune to sing the
song without purchasing the sheet music. The song sheet versions of the lyrics, by and
large, are consistent with the lyrics from Christy’s Plantation Melodies No. 2, and with
the lyrics in the sheet music attributed to “J. K.” Continued popularity of the song can be
seen with its inclusion in the first issue of Henry De Marsan’s New Comic and
Sentimental Singer’s Journal in 1868 and in the Ham-Town Students Songster in 1875.
The song is found in The Dell Book of Great American Folk Songs (which I did
not examine), edited by Jim Morse and published in 1881. 523 A Worldcat entry for this
source implies that the book gives unaccompanied melody along with guitar chords.
What is significant is that this version is presented in a chapter entitled “Ballads of the
Civil War,” that the word “darkey” is replaced with “soldier,” and that an added stanza
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refers to the defeat of General Hood in Tennessee and was apparently written by his
troops. 524 Thus as the song spread, its connection with minstrelsy began to unravel.
It wasn’t until 1906 that another published version of the music appeared, this
time arranged by William Dressler as a 4-voice quartet for men, with an added German
translation of the lyrics. The publisher, William A. Pond & Co., was a successor to Firth,
Pond & Company. The lyrics are similar to previous versions:
There’s a yellow rose in Texas,
That I am goin’ to see,
No other darkey knows her,
No darkey, only me,
She cried so when I left her,
It like to broke my heart,
And if I ever find her,
We never more will part.
Refrain:
She’s the sweetest rose of color,
This darkey ever knew,
Her eyes are bright as diamonds,
They sparkle like the dew;
You all may talk talk about your Dearest May,
And sing of Rosa Lee,
But the yellow rose of Texas
Beats the belles of Tennessee.
Where the Rio Grande is flowing,
And the starry skies are bright,
She walks along the river
In the quiet summer night,
She thinks if I remember,
When we parted long ago,
I promis’d to come back again
And not to leave her so.
Oh! now I’m gwin to find her,
For my heart is full of woe,
524
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And we’ll sing the song together,
That we sung so long ago,
We’ll play the banjo gaily,
And we’ll sing the songs of yore,
And the yellow rose of Texas,
Shall be mine for evermore.
According to Turner, based on personal correspondence with Guion, he wrote two
transcriptions of the song, the first in 1930, and the second being published in 1936. 525
Guion worked completely from memory and followed the first two pages of the
original version quite closely in order to preserve the melody [i.e., he used the
original tune for the three verses]. From this point [i.e., in the two refrains] the
composer inserted his own distinctive melodic efforts without sacrificing
authenticity. As Guion explains his procedure, he wished to compose a ballad
“suitable for concert artists—and to get away from monotony.” The classic
composition into which he converted “The Yellow Rose of Texas” became highly
successful on the concert stage in the East and was broadcast coast to coast. 526
But this account seems to be yet another example of yarn-spinning on the part of the
composer. The University of Texas at Austin has the only known manuscript of Guion’s
The Yellow Rose of Texas, with an inscription on the cover, in a handwriting resembling
that of Guion’s later years, “Original manuscript 1930.” In the archival collections at
Baylor University, Texas Tech University and the International Festival Institute, I found
only one concert program listing The Yellow Rose of Texas, and this was from a 1972
recital at Baylor University featuring Guion works exclusively. Nor do the radio scripts
at Baylor University include any mention of The Yellow Rose of Texas. After his radio
series Hearing America with Guion ended in September, 1931, Guion made lists of his
compositions to show studio executives how much material he had for another radio
series, which finally materialized in January, 1932. On these lists, the absence of The
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Yellow Rose of Texas is telling. In his dissertation on music for the Texas centennial,
Kevin Mooney called into question this date of 1930, suggesting instead that Guion likely
wrote his version shortly before submitting it for publication in 1936, 527 and according to
my archival research, this suggestion is probably correct. Aside from the manuscript and
Guion’s correspondence with Turner in 1970, the earliest evidence I have seen for
Guion’s composition of The Yellow Rose of Texas is the agreement from his publisher
dated May 29, 1936.
If Guion’s version is from 1936 rather than 1930, then two more published
versions preceded it, The first is an arrangement by Nick Manoloff in Gene Autry’s
Famous Cowboy Songs and Mountain Ballads Book No. 2 in 1934. A practically
identical version was published in 1935 in John Lair’s book of 100 WLS Barn Dance
Favorites, music from a Chicago radio show in which the song was performed by the
Cumberland Ridge Runners with singer Red Foley. 528 These two versions are identical in
tune, with only a few differences in the lyrics. They are also identical in the piano part,
except that the Lair version lacks a piano introduction, and mistakenly omits sharps in
one measure.
In 1936 Mary Daggett Lake and William Marsh, best known as the composer of
Texas, Our Texas, republished the original sheet music of The Yellow Rose of Texas.
This edition is a photographic reproduction of the 1858 sheet music, with an eight-
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measure schottische by Marsh inserted at the beginning of the coda. 529
The song surged in popularity in 1955 when an arrangement by Don George with
extensively revised lyrics was recorded by bandleader Mitch Miller, who also used the
song on his television show. 530 A version comparison is shown in Figure 26. 531
The cover page of Guion’s sheet music indicates that his arrangement was
“written in honor of the One Hundredth Birthday of Texas and dedicated to President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt.” In preparation for his birthday celebration in January, 1936,
President Roosevelt had given band and orchestra leaders the names of some of his
favorite songs, and among these was The Yellow Rose of Texas, but according to a
newspaper article from that month, it was hard to find anyone who had even heard of the
song, let alone obtain a copy of the sheet music. 532 Thus the date of 1930 on Guion’s
manuscript becomes all the more implausible.
Turner related an interesting story that she heard from Guion about his version of
the song. In his unpublished memoirs five years later, he provided even more details:
While in my Greenwich Village studio in 1935, I wrote my transcription of “The
Yellow Rose of Texas”—especially written for the celebration of our Texas
Centennial. On completion of this song, I wired Franklin D. Roosevelt and asked
his permission to dedicate my song to him. In New York I seldom, if ever, got to
bed before four A.M or later, and the switch-board operator had orders not to
disturb me before 2:00 P.M.
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But the morning after I had sent my wire to the President, my phone rang at 9:00
A.M. Sleepily, I yawned into the phone. The operator said, “Mr. Guion, the
White House is on the phone.” Believing this to be a prank, I loudly replied,
“Tell the White House to go back to bed!” And I hung up.
The phone rang again—“Mr. Guion, the President wants to speak with you!” I
gasped, “Hello”—and I heard the President laughing. Evidently, he had
overheard my remark to the operator! He began, “Mr. Home-on-the-Range, you
asked my permission to dedicate your song, ‘The Yellow Rose of Texas’ to me.
Officially, no. Unofficially, yes. Go ahead!”
Still dazed, I thanked him; and we had a few minutes of conversation. But it was
not until it was over that I fully realized what an honor the President had
bestowed upon me. I quickly called my Publisher, G. Schirmer, Inc., and told
them the good news. I then let cut a Texas “Whoopla” and danced a jig!
When this song came off the press in 1936, several hundred copies were sent in
care of the Centennial. To this day, my publishers and I do not know what
became of these. My song, so far as I know, has never been sung in Texas.
Everywhere else, but not in my own State.
My “Yellow Rose of Texas” is evidently too much of a classic to become popular.
Well, I wrote it to be a classic and not a hill-billy, or popular song type. And a
classic it will ever remain as I’ve written it. Ten years later a popular dance tune,
the Mitch Miller-Don George melody, set to the words of “The Yellow Rose of
Texas” swept the country. But no one, at least in Texas, seems to know that this
melody is not the original folk tune that was inspired by Emily Morgan, mulatto
beauty, of Alamo fame. Instead, it is a tune recently written by the above two
gentlemen mentioned. Too bad, Texas, you do not know the difference—but
maybe you do not care. 533
Another phone call, or perhaps the same call, from President Roosevelt, was described in
a newspaper article:
Back in the 1930s and 1940s, he had a twice-weekly radio program which was
broadcast across the country. Once, during that time—“I don’t remember when,
it seems like a hundred years ago”—he received another phone call [“another”
call besides a congratulatory call from President Nixon after Guion’s Home on the
Range was performed upon Nixon’s visit to China in 1972].
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“It was President Franklin D. Roosevelt. He had just heard one of my programs
and called to say he liked it,” Guion explained. 534
A third account of the story was given by Guion in an oral interview in 1968:
And then The Yellow Rose of Texas, and that, by the way, was dedicated to
President Roosevelt. I had written him a letter, of course he had long before
given me an autographed picture of himself. I was a guest at the White House
when I was in New York with ASCAP, I mean Washington, D.C. with ASCAP.
He had me come over, and that’s the first time I’d ever met him, I had talked to
him on the phone and I’d had one or two letters from him, and a couple of wires I
believe on Home on the Range, that was his favorite song, so I wrote him a letter,
and asked him if I could dedicate The Yellow Rose of Texas to him. And I was
sound asleep, I had a habit of staying up late at night in New York, everyone
does, and I didn’t want to be disturbed until, oh, twelve or one o’clock because
my rehearsals came on, radio programs were on at two o’clock. So the telephone
operator called me about nine-thirty, and I said, “You’re not supposed to call me
before twelve o’clock.” She said, “But Mr. Guion, the White House is on the
phone.” I was stupid, and I just wasn’t thinking, and I thought she was kidding,
you know, and I said, “Well, you tell the White House to go back to bed,” when I
answered the phone, so I hung up the receiver. And she called again. She said,
“Mr. Guion, Steve Mulvary is on the phone, talk to him,” so I said, “Hello,” and
he said, “Mr. Guion,” he says, “the President wants to talk to you,” and I said,
“Oh my heavens, what have I done now?” And he said “Well, nothing, he got
your letter, and he wants to talk to you.” And so when he, the President,
answered the phone, he said “Mr. Home-on-the-Range?” And I said, “Yes?” And
he said, “Well, I got your letter, and you asked me to let you dedicate The Yellow
Rose of Texas to you [sic], so that’s also one of my favorite songs. The answer is
officially, no, but unofficially, yes, go ahead.” That was sort of typical of him. 535
Certain aspects of this story are highly improbable or in direct contradiction with
the truth. Guion’s last radio show was on March 1, 1932, before Franklin Roosevelt was
elected president, so his radio shows had nothing to do with his sleep schedule at the time
of this phone call. His radio shows had always been in the evening, and it’s hard to
imagine that some 36 years later he would mistakenly think that his shows had been in
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the afternoon. Clearly he did not know how closely the Don George version of the song
resembled the melody by J. K., and given that the tunes resembling the one that Guion
used did not show up in print until the 1930s, it is almost inconceivable that Guion’s tune
came from how “he remembered his parents singing it during his boyhood,” as he told
Turner. 536 We can assume that Guion did not write to President Roosevelt until after the
President disclosed his song favorites in 1933. The phone call, if it really did take place,
could not have been later than June 5, 1936, when Guion’s Yellow Rose of Texas
appeared in print along with the dedication to the President. Taken together with how
obscure this song had become by January, 1936, it’s just not feasible that Guion had
already made his own versions of it in 1930 and 1935.
The sheet music indicates that the “words and music [were] rewritten by David
W. Guion.”
Manoloff’s lyrics (1934) 537

Guion’s lyrics (1936)

There’s a yellow rose in Texas
I’m going there to see
No other fellow knows her,
Nobody only me,
She cried so when I left her
It like to broke her heart
And if we ever meet again
We never more shall part.

There’s a yellow rose in Texas
I’m going back to see.
No other fellow knows her,
No other, only me.
She cried so when I left her,
It broke my aching heart,
And if I can but find her,
We never more shall part.

Chorus.
She’s the sweetest rose of color
This fellow ever knew
Her eyes are bright as dimonds
They sparkle like the dew
536
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You may talk about your dearest
maids
And sing of Rosy Lee
But the yellow rose of Texas
Beats the bells of Tennessee.

In the soft evening glow;
I promised to be faithful,
For I loved her so.
Refrain.
She’s the sweetest rose of Texas
A fellow ever knew;
Her eyes are bright as diamonds,
They sparkle in the dew.
You may dream about the fairest
And sing of Rosy Lee,
But the yellow rose of Texas
Is the only rose for me.

Where the Rio Grande is flowing
The stars are shining bright
We walked along the river
On a quiet summer night
She said if you remember
We parted long ago,
I promised to come back again
And not to leave her so.
Oh, I’m going back to find her
My heart is full of woe
We’ll sing the songs together
We sang so long ago
I’ll pick the banjo gaily,
And sing the songs of yore
And the yellow rose of Texas
She’ll be mine forever more.

Oh, I’m going back to find her,
My heart is full of woe.
We’ll sing the songs together
We sang so long ago,
And I’ll pick the banjo gaily,
And sing the songs of yore,
And the yellow rose of Texas,
She’ll be mine forever more.
Refrain.

One of the most noteworthy features of Guion’s arrangement, aside from his use
of the less familiar tune, is that he used different tunes for the refrains. The folk tune is
used for the first two stanzas, which are followed by the first refrain, a third stanza using
the folk tune, and the second refrain, which introduces an entirely new tune. The folk
tune itself, using eight measures for the eight-line stanza, has an aura of simplicity with
what is essentially a four-measure tune used twice in each stanza, with the first tune half
ending on the supertonic pitch, and the second tune half ending on the tonic. Only in the
final measure does the second half of the tune differ from the first half. The tune is
essentially pentatonic. It departs from its pentatonic essence only three times by using
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the fourth scale degree on eighth notes that do not coincide with the beat. Thus the song
would be quite repetitive if not for Guion’s substitution of different tunes for the refrains.
In the first stanza Guion’s setting establishes an atmosphere of charm and
nostalgia with a delicate piano accompaniment that focuses all attention on the singer,
with chords in the left hand and eighth-note figuration in the right hand. The second
stanza introduces subtle counterpoint between the vocal melody and the piano part, which
shifts between upper and lower registers. The first refrain departs from the folk tune for
only the first two measures, the first of which emphasizes the fourth scale degree that had
largely been absent from the folk tune. The piano part becomes more active in this
refrain, starting in a lower register, then modifying the eighth-note figuration to
encompass rapid alternation between tonic and dominant chords over the course of two
measures before returning to the same accompaniment found at the end of the first stanza.
Next the third stanza uses a chord-based accompaniment, with arpeggiated chords in the
right hand on even-numbered beats through the first half of the stanza. The second half
of the third stanza uses the accompaniment style from the first stanza, except that the
eighth-note figuration is also duplicated in the left hand. The climax comes at the
beginning of the second refrain with an octave leap expressing how “She’s the sweetest
rose of Texas a fellow ever knew.” The second half of this second refrain reverts to the
folk tune, substituting a sustained high note at one point, or also at a second point at the
singer’s discretion, to end the song with bravura.
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God’s Golden West
In 1893, preacher and former cowboy W. S. James published his memoirs under the title
27 Years a Mavrick [sic], alternately titled Cow-boy Life in Texas. He concluded his
memoirs with a sermon that ends with a poem, 538 though he made no claim to authorship
of the poem:
When I think of the last great round-up
On the eve of Eternity’s dawn,
I think of the host of cow-boys
Who have been with us here and have gone,
And I wonder if any will greet me
On the sands of the evergreen shore;
With a hearty “God bless you, old fellow,”
That I’ve met with so often before.
I think if the big-hearted fellows
Who will divide with you blanket and bread,
With a piece of stray beef well roasted,
And charge for it never a “red.”
I often look upward and wonder,
If the green fields will seem half so fair;
If any the wrong trail have taken
And fail to “be in” over there.
For the trail that leads down to perdition
Is paved all the way with good deeds;
But in the great round-up of ages,
Dear boys, this won’t answer your needs.
But the way to green pastures, though narrow,
Leads straight to the home in the sky;
And Jesus will give you the passports
To the land of the sweet by-and-bye.
For the Savior has taken the contract
To deliver all those who believe,
At the headquarters ranch of His Father,
In the great range where none can deceive.
The Inspector will stand at the gate-way,
538

Dobie, Texas and Southwestern Lore, 166-67.
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And the herd, one and all must go by;
The round-up by the angels in judgment
Must pass ‘neath His all-searching eye.
No maverick or slick will be tallied
In the great Book of Life in his home,
For He knows all the brands and the ear-marks
That down through the ages have come.
But along with the strays and the sleepers
The tailings must turn from the gate;
No road brand to gain them admission,
But the awful sad cry “Too late!”
Yet, I trust in the last great round-up
When the rider shall cut the big herd;
That the cow-boys will be represented
In the ear-mark and brand of the Lord;
To be shipped to the bright, mystic regions
Over there in green pastures to lie
And led by the crystal, still waters,
In that home in the sweet by-and-bye. 539
The poem was published under the title “The Cowboy’s Hymn” in 1909, attributed to
Charlie Roberts, in Captain W. John L. Sullivan’s book Twelve Years in the Saddle:
When I think of the last great round-up
On the eve of eternity’s dawn,
I think of the host of the cowboys
That have been with us here and have gone.
I think of those big-hearted fellows,
Who’ll divide with you blanket and bread,
With a piece of stray beef well roasted,
And charge for it never a red.
I wonder if any will greet me
On the sands of that evergreen shore,
With a hearty God bless you, old fellow,
That you’ve met with so often before.
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Will S. James, Cow-boy Life in Texas, or 27 Years a Mavrick [Chicago: Donohue &
Henneberry, 1893], 212-13.
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And I often look upward and wonder
If the green fields will seem half so fair
If any the wrong trail have taken
And fail to be over there.
The trail that leads down to perdition
Is paved all the way with good deeds,
But in the great round-up of ages,
Dear boys, this won’t answer your needs.
The trail to green pastures, tho’ narrow,
Leads straight to the home in the sky,
And Jesus will give you your passport
To the land in the sweet by and by.
Jesus has taken the contract
To deliver all those who believe,
At the headquarters ranch of the Father,
In the great range where none can deceive.
The inspector will stand at the gateway
Where the herd, one and all, must go by,
And the round-up by the angels in judgment
Must pass ’neath his all-searching eye.
No maverick nor slicks will be tallied
In that great book of life in His home,
For He knows all the brands and the ear-marks
That down thro’ all ages have come.
But along with the strays and the sleepers
The tailings must turn from the gate,
No road brand to give them admission,
But that awful sad cry, “Too late!”
But I trust in that last great round-up,
When the rider shall cut the big herd.
That the cowboy will be represented
In the ear-mark and brand of the Lord.
To be shipped to that bright, mystic region
Over there in green pastures to lie,
And lead by the crystal still waters
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To the home in the sweet by and by. 540
The “Charlie Roberts” to whom Sullivan attributed the poem was presumably Buck
Roberts, described above in connection with The Cowboy’s Dream.
Lomax included the song in his 1910 collection under the title “The Great RoundUp,” and Guion apparently used this version as the model for God’s Golden West, for
which the sheet music gives the claim: “Words and Music by David W. Guion,
A.S.C.A.P.”
Lomax’s lyrics (1910) 541

Guion’s lyrics (1946)

The Great Round-Up

God’s Golden West

When I think of the last great round-up
On the eve of eternity’s dawn,
I think of the past of the cowboys
Who have been with us here and are gone.
And I wonder if any will greet me
On the sands of the evergreen shore
With a hearty, “God bless you, old
fellow,”
That I’ve met with so often before.

When I think of the last roundup
On eternity’s dawn,
I think of past cowboys
I’ve known who now are gone,
I wonder will they greet me
On that evergreen shore
With their hearty “God bless you”
Heard so often before.

I think of the big-hearted fellows
Who will divide with you blanket and
bread,
With a piece of stray beef well roasted,
And charge for it never a red.
I often look upward and wonder
If the green fields will seem half so fair,
If any the wrong trail have taken
And fail to “be in” over there.
For the trail that leads down to perdition
Is paved all the way with good deeds,
540

Chorus:
Oh, I long for the land
Where my buddies now roam,
Where they sing to the dogies
In their heavenly home.
And the herd one by one,
Bedded down for their rest,
And the cowboys gathered round
them
In God’s golden West.
I am thinking of my buddies
In that sweet by and by

W. John L. Sullivan, Twelve Years in the Saddle for Law and Order in the Frontiers of
Texas [Austin: Van Boeckmann-Jones, 1909], 258-59.
541
Lomax, Cowboy Songs and Other Frontier Ballads [1910], 282-83.
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But in the great round-up of ages,
Dear boys, this won’t answer your needs.
But the way to the green pastures, though
narrow,
Leads straight to the home in the sky,
And Jesus will give you the passports
To the land of the sweet by and by.

As they ride o’er the prairie
To their home in the sky.
Where the canyons are flowered
With bluebonnets wild,
And crystal clear waters
Reflecting God’s smile.
Chorus

For the Savior has taken the contract
To deliver all those who believe,
At the headquarters ranch of his Father,
In the great range where none can
deceive.
The Inspector will stand at the gateway
And the herd, one by one, will go by,—
The round-up by the angels in judgment
Must pass ’neath his all-seeing eye.
No maverick or slick will be tallied
In that great book of life in his home,
For he knows all the brands and the
earmarks
That down through the ages have come.
But, along with the tailings and sleepers,
The strays must turn from the gate;
No road brand to give them admission,
But the awful sad cry “too late.”
Yet I trust in the last great round-up,
When the rider shall cut the big herd,
That the cowboys shall be represented
In the earmark and brand of the Lord,
To be shipped to the bright, mystic
regions
Over there in green pastures to lie,
And led by the crystal still waters
In that home of the sweet by and by.
Thorp used Lomax’s version nearly verbatim in his 1921 collection, claiming that he first
heard it sung by Sally White at Toyah, Texas in 1909. 542 Dobie’s 1927 article quotes,
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albeit loosely, the version that James published in 1893. 543
Tunes for the song appeared first in the Sires collection (1928), with lyrics nearly
identical with the Lomax version, aside from the omission of several stanzas, 544 a song
folio by Arkie “the Arkansas Woodchopper” and the Allen collection (1933), which uses
the Lomax lyrics verbatim. 545 All three tunes are closely related, with recognizable
affinities with “My Bonnie Lies Over the Ocean.” Guion’s tune is not related to these
folk sources, and is very likely of his own making, as the sheet music indicates. See
Figure 27.
The tune that Guion created for God’s Golden West has a complex formal
structure. Though the lyrics fit neatly into four-line stanzas, the tune does not follow a
strophic form. Each line of the lyrics comprises two measures in 6/8 time. The contour
of the opening line (A) is descending in the first half and ascending in the second half so
that the overall contour of the melodic line is that of an inverted arch. The second line
(B) crests halfway through the first measure, then descends before turning upward to end
on the supertonic. The rest of the tune is largely derived from one or the other of these
first two lines. The third line, for example, is nearly identical with A, and the fourth line
is based on B, but modified at the end to end on the tonic. The second stanza, which may
be regarded as a chorus, begins with a repeated motive that is identical with the first half
of B, followed by a second line based on B, but modified to make a prominent leap
upward from the tonic to form the interval of a major seventh.
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The third line in this

stanza is nearly identical with A (indeed this use of A in the third line of each stanza is
the most regular element in the entire tune), and then the fourth line is based on B but
modified so that the peak in the first half of the first measure is an octave above tonic.
The third stanza introduces an entirely new melody in its first two lines, with the last two
lines ending just as the first stanza did. Then the fourth stanza repeats the chorus as in
the second stanza.
The piano figuration sets the scene of “eternity’s dawn” in the first stanza with
sixteenth note figuration playing three-note arpeggiated chords suggesting a time
signature of 12/16 (which the listener might perceive as 4/4 with eighth-note triplets) set
against the 6/8 meter of the vocal melody. As the lyrics become more and more
speculative, the sense of implied 12/16 meter in the piano part grows increasingly
convincing through the first two stanzas as the fourth and tenth sixteenth note in each
measure become reinforced with added notes, and later with full chords. In the third
stanza the 6/8 meter takes precedence. Here the new melody intensifies the mood, as do
the added melodies in so many Guion settings of authentic cowboy songs. Then the
return to the original tune in the second half of the stanza introduces thirty-second-note
figuration to reinforce the first and fourth beats of each measure. The final stanza, or
rather, the second chorus, creates an angelic atmosphere with arpeggiated chords before
returning to the thirty-second-note figuration from the previous stanza. The singer ends
on a high note as the piano fades into the distance. On the whole God’s Golden West is
an appealing song that focuses all attention on the singer though the piano part is quite
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difficult. I could not find any documentation of this song being used in public
performance.
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Home on the Range
In the northwest corner of Kansas, where Home on the Range became the official state
song in 1947, visitors are drawn to the log cabin along West Beaver Creek where Dr.
Brewster Higley is credited with writing the song in 1872. It is often overlooked that
Higley is not known ever to have composed any music, and it was only at the insistence
of others that Higley’s poem would later be set to music. 546 A solitary man and a heavy
drinker, Higley was widowed three times before getting married in Indiana in 1866; five
years later he abandoned his wife and surviving children and headed to Kansas, where he
lived for several months in a one-room dugout. 547 His little log cabin, built in July,
1872, 548 inspired him to write a poem sometime that autumn, 549 though it might be said
that he was also inspired by his new-found freedom from an unhappy marriage.
The chronology of precisely when Higley built his house and when he wrote the
poem is questionable, as the only reference I can find that places either event in a specific
time of the year is the book by Margaret Nelson, who left few clues regarding the sources
that she used. Her account is highly fictionalized:
Beaver Creek is a tributary of the Solomon River, and he thought of the county as
one valley of the Solomon. The happy, carefree settlers, so buoyant and full of
life, people who fairly breathed happiness, came to his thoughts, and he wrote:
“Where life streams with buoyancy flow!”
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He had traversed the creek and river to its head, studying the plant life and not
finding any poisonous weeds or plants. It was a marvel to him.
“On the banks of the Beaver, where seldom if ever
Any poisonous herbage doth grow.”
He read the lines over and decided they were pretty good, and then he read both
verses together. “Not bad,” he said aloud. 550
In the foreword to her book, Nelson wrote: “This is the story of that community of
homebuilders and their beloved Doctor, of people who came in a covered wagon after
others had been ravaging the prairie. There is not a fictitious name or an imaginary
character in it.” 551 While the absence of fictitious names and imaginary characters in the
work of a historian is in itself a good thing, it would also be desirable that established
facts be distinguishable from made-up details added to enhance the biography and make
for an interesting story suitable for young readers.
Higley’s poem was published in the Smith County Pioneer in 1873 under the title
“Oh, Give Me a Home Where the Buffalo Roam.” 552 In 1914 the same paper reprinted it,
and the editor wrote:
The writer well remembers when this song first came out and was well and
intimately acquainted with the author…. Its cheering words helped to dispel the
gloom of the “Grasshopper Days” and the writer can remember of humming the
fascinating words while traveling over the desolate prairies…. 553
Higley’s poem was also published, with the stanzas in a different order, 554 in the
Kirwin Chief as “Western Home” on March 21, 1874, though no copies of the 1873 or
550
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1874 newspapers have surfaced, so far as I know. But on February 3, 1876, the Stockton
News published the poem “My Home in the West,” by Emma Race, whereupon later that
month the Kirwin Chief published an article under the title “Plagiarism,” stating that all
but two words of Mrs. Race’s poem had been written by Higley and published in the
Kirwin Chief on March 21, 1874. Following the one-paragraph article is Higley’s poem
in its entirety, from the Kirwin Chief in 1876:
WESTERN HOME
Oh! give me a home where the Buffalo roam,
Where the Deer and the Antelope play;
Where never is heard a discouraging word,
And the sky is not clouded all day.
[Chorus] A home! A home!
Where the Deer and the Antelope play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word,
And the sky is not clouded all day
Oh! give me land where the bright diamond sand,
Throws its light from the glittering streams,
Where glideth along the graceful white swan,
Like the maid in her heavenly dreams.
[Chorus] A home! A home!
Oh! give me a gale of the Solomon vale,
Where the life streams with buoyancy flow;
Or the banks of the Beaver, where seldom if ever,
Any poisonous herbage doth grow.
[Chorus] A home! A home!
How often at night, when the heavens were bright,
With the light of the twinkling stars,
Have I stood here amazed, and asked as I gazed,
If their glory exceed that of ours.
[Chorus] A home! A home!
I love the wild flowers in this bright land of ours,
I love the wild curlew’s shrill scream;
The bluffs and white rocks, and antelope flocks,
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That graze on the mountains so green.
[Chorus] A home! A home!
The air is so pure and the breezes so free,
The zephyrs so balmy and light,
That I would not exchange my home here to range,
Forever in azures so bright.
[Chorus] A home! A home! 555
In 1875, Higley divorced his fourth wife and then married a fifth wife, by whom
he had three surviving children. 556 He moved from the log cabin into a house close to
Smith Center in the early 1880s. 557 He was elected as a judicial district clerk for one
term, but sold his farm in 1886 and moved to Van Buren, Arkansas for health reasons, 558
and later to Oklahoma, where he died in 1911. 559 Historian Kirke Mechem called
attention to the use of the word “range” as a verb rather than a noun: “He was saying in
poetical language that he wouldn’t even leave Kansas for Heaven—not then being aware
that in a few years he would lower his sights somewhat and leave for Arkansas.” 560
As for his song, it travelled from Kansas along the cattle trails, but like many of
the old cowboy songs, it faded into obscurity but not oblivion as the cattle trails
disappeared late in the nineteenth century. A book published in 1907 recalls just a
fragment of the lyrics:
I love these wild flowers, in this fair land of ours,
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I love to hear the wild curlew scream
On the cliffs of white rock, where the antelope flock,
To graze on the herbage so green.
Chorus. O, give me a home, where the buffalo roam,
Where the deer and the antelope play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word
And the sky is not cloudy all day. 561
John Lomax, after receiving a master’s degree from Harvard University,
rediscovered Home on the Range, hearing it sung in 1908 by an African-American
saloonkeeper in San Antonio in the red-light district near the Southern Pacific depot. In a
1934 article in Wild West Weekly, Lomax gave the saloonkeeper’s name as Bill Jack
Curry, 562 but he later acknowledged in a letter to John White that he didn’t remember the
name and had inadvertently substituted the name of a saloonkeeper in a town where he
had lived 563 (probably Meridian). Sitting under the mesquite trees outside this saloon,
Lomax used his Edison recording machine to preserve the song. The saloonkeeper had
been a chuck wagon cook in the cattle drives. It was the first sound recording of Home
on the Range, and Lomax published the music two years later in his book Cowboy Songs
and Other Frontier Ballads. 564
A similar version of the lyrics as submitted by Mr. Otis Tye of Yucca, North
Dakota, 565 appeared in the Journal of American Folklore in 1909:
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A HOME ON THE RANGE
Oh give me a home where the buffalo roam,
Where the deer and the antelope play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word,
And the skies are not cloudy all day.
Chorus: A home, a home where the deer and the antelope play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word,
And the skies are not cloudy all day.
Oh, often at night when summer was bright,
Alone, ’neath the stars I would stray;
I stood there amazed and asked as I gazed,
If beauty could excel that of ours.
Chorus.
Oh, I love the wild flowers in this bright land of ours,
I love to hear the wild curlew scream
O’er the bluffs and high rocks where the antelope flocks
To graze on the mountain so green.
Chorus.
Oh, give me a land where bright diamond sand
Shows in the glittering stream
That glideth along like a graceful white swan,
Like a maid in a lovely day dream.
Chorus.
Oh, give me a gale with an orbitual wail,
Where life in its streams busily flow
On the banks of the Platte River,
Where seldom if ever
The poisonous syrangias grow;
Where the air is so pure, the breezes so free,
The zephyrs so balmy at night,
I would not exchange my home on the range
For another, be it ever so bright.
Chorus.
The prairie all checkered with buffalo paths,
Where once they roamed proudly too [sic] and fro;
But now they’ve grown dim
Where hunters have been,
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And the cowboys have laid them so low.
The red-men pressed in these parts of the West,
And likely they ne’er will return,
For the farmers they start in search of those parts
Whenever the story they learn.
Chorus. 566
Like most of the songs in Lomax’s collection, Home on the Range faded out of
the oral tradition of cowboy songs. A sheet music version by Oscar Fox was published in
1925, with permission of Lomax and his publisher. The lyrics match Lomax’s version
exactly, except that several stanzas are omitted. Fox’s A Home on the Range was by no
means a hit, though its quality is far superior to his Old Paint. It’s a sentimental
treatment of the tune with a piano accompaniment characterized by frequent arpeggios
with deceptive cadences here and there. The piano part is rather challenging, and unlike
most popular songs of the day, it does not lend itself to being performed by an amateur
pianist playing and singing at the same time (and the same can also be said for the Guion
version). It is little wonder that copies of the Fox arrangement are difficult to find today.
Lomax, who received half the royalties for Fox’s arrangement, wrote: “As a partner in the
enterprise I can testify that the sale was small.” 567 Lomax’s colleague Edward Waters,
assistant chief of the music division of the Library of Congress, concluded that “the
Guion version, with regard to form and harmonic setting, is superior and more artistic
than Fox’s….” referring in particular to “the splendidly suitable setting he gave to the old
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melody, and this includes the harmonic background as well as the accompanimental
figuration.” 568
Commercial recordings of Home on the Range were made by Vernon Dalhart in
1927 and Jules Verne Allen in 1928. 569
The lyrics as published by Sires in 1928 are the same as the Lomax version, with
some stanzas omitted, and the word “and” inserted in a few places.

Both the Sires and

Fox versions omit stanzas that Guion used, so that neither of them could be Guion’s
source. Guion’s lyrics are excerpted practically verbatim from the version that Lomax
published in 1910:
Lomax’s lyrics (1910) 570

Guion’s lyrics (1929)

A Home on the Range

Home on the Range

Oh, give me a home where the buffalo
roam,
Where the deer and the antelope play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging
word
And the skies are not cloudy all day.

Oh, give me a home where the buffalo
roam,
Where the deer and the antelope play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging
word,
And the skies are not cloudy all day.

Chorus. Home, home on the range,
Where the deer and the antelope play;
Where seldom is heard a discouraging
word
And the skies are not cloudy all day.

Chorus. Home, home on the range,
Where the deer and the antelope play;
Where seldom is heard a discouraging
word,
And the skies are not cloudy all day.

Where the air is so pure, the zephyrs so
free,
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The breezes so balmy and light,
That I would not exchange my home on
the range
For all of the cities so bright.
The red man was pressed from this part of
the West,
He’s likely no more to return
To the banks of Red River where seldom
if ever
Their flickering camp-fires burn.
How often at night when the heavens are
bright
With the light from the glittering stars,
Have I stood here amazed and asked as I
gazed
If their glory exceeds that of ours.

How often at night, when the heavens are
bright
With the light from the glittering stars,
Have I stood here amazed, and asked as I
gazed
If their glory exceeds that of ours.

Oh, I love these wild flowers in this dear
land of ours.
The curlew I love to hear scream,
And I love the white rocks and the
antelope flocks
That graze on the mountain-tops green.
Oh, give me a land where the bright
diamond sand
Flows leisurely down the stream;
Where the graceful white swan goes
gliding along
Like a maid in a heavenly dream.

Oh, give me a land where the bright
diamond sand
Flows leisurely down the stream,
Where the graceful white swan goes
gliding along
Like a maid in a heavenly dream;

Then I would not exchange my home on
the range,
Where the deer and the antelope play;
Where seldom is heard a discouraging
word
And the skies are not cloudy all day.

Then I would not exchange my home on
the range,
Where the deer and the antelope play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging
word,
And the skies are not cloudy all day.

Home, home on the range,
Where the deer and the antelope play;
Where seldom is heard a discouraging
word

Home,
Where the deer and the antelope play;
Where seldom is heard a discouraging
word
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And the skies are not cloudy all day.

And the skies are not cloudy all day.

Home on the Range became enormously popular in 1933 after a group of
newspaper correspondents sang it at the White House while waiting for a press
conference with President Roosevelt, who overheard them and told them it was his
favorite song. He joined them in singing it again. 571
In 1936, Lomax described Home on the Range as the “best known of all cowboy
songs, except, perhaps, ‘Get Along Little Dogies,’ [as Home on the Range] has been
given to the American audiences through the singing of John McCormack, through the
radio, and through the favor of President Franklin Roosevelt.” 572 Further evidence of the
song’s popularity can be found in the multitude of sheet music versions (for voice and
piano, unless otherwise noted):
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Carl Fischer, Inc., 1925: arrangement by Oscar J. Fox
G. Schirmer, Inc., 1930: arrangement by David W. Guion
M. M. Cole Publishing Company, 1932: arrangement by Nick Manoloff with
guitar chords and ukulele chords, with additional arrangement by Nick Manoloff
for voice and Hawaiian guitar solo (cover photo of Wendell Hall), reissued by
Calumet Music Company, 1935 (cover photos of performers Mark Fisher, Jackie
Heller, and Ray Noble)
Leonard, Gould & Bolttler, 1932: arrangement by Val Colville with ukulele
chords
Edward B. Marks Music Company, 1932: arrangement by Carson Robison with
ukulele chords
Mills Music, 1932: arrangement by James Matté
Morris Music Company, 1932: arrangement by Harold Potter, reissued with guitar
chords added
Paull-Pioneer Music Corporation, 1932: arrangement by Andrew Fuller with
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

banjo, guitar or ukulele chords, with additional arrangement for a cappella vocal
quartet
Robbins Music Corporation, 1932: arrangement by Hugo Frey with banjo, guitar
or ukulele chords added by May Singhi Breen
Boston Music Company, 1933: arrangement by Chester Wallis
Bach Music Company, 1934: arrangement by Carl Richter
Fred Heltman Company, 1934: arrangement by Zarh M. Bickford for two
Hawaiian guitars and voice without piano
Fred Heltman Company, 1935: arrangement by Albert Harvey for two violins and
piano without voice, reissued by Volkwein Brothers, Inc., 1941 (other versions
not examined but listed on the cover are for two banjos and piano, and guitar solo)
Edward B. Marks Music Company, 1934: arrangement by H. S. Krouse with
banjo, guitar or ukulele chords, with additional arrangement for a cappella vocal
quartet
William J. Smith Music Company, 1937: arrangement by Will D. Moyer with
guitar or ukulele chords and melody transposed for saxophone or clarinet, with
additional arrangement for voice and Hawaiian guitar solo
M. M. Cole Publishing Company, undated: anonymous arrangement (cover photo
of Gene Autry) with guitar chords and yodel ending
Song Distributing Corporation, undated: arrangement by Douglas Maclean (cover
photos of Frank Sinatra and Bernie Cummins) with guitar chords
Presumably it was the competition from other publishers that prompted G.

Schirmer to target sheet music vendors with advertisements in Musical America, Musical
Courier, Music News and Music Trade News in March and April, 1932, featuring a sales
chart for Guion’s Home on the Range. The vertical axis has no scale, but the graph
shows exponential growth in sales, with this explanation: “The 1931 demand for ‘Home
on the Range’ increased to three times that of 1930. In the first months of 1932 artists
and voice teachers have purchased eight times as many copies as in the corresponding
period of 1931.” 573 The advertisement concludes that “Guion’s ‘Home on the Range’—
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published by Schirmer is the one your customers want.” 574
In June, 1934 a copyright infringement lawsuit for half a million dollars was filed
by William and Mary Goodwin, formerly of Arizona but then living in Manhattan Beach,
California, 575 claiming that Home on the Range was based on their song An Arizona
Home, copyrighted in 1905, for which Mr. Goodwin had written the words and his wife
had written the tune. 576 Their song was published as sheet music by the Balmer & Weber
Music House. 577 Though I have not been able to locate this sheet music, the melody was
reprinted in a book by singer John White in 1975 along with the following lyrics:
AN ARIZONA HOME
Oh give me a home where the buffalos roam,
Where the deer and the antelopes play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word
And the sky is not cloudy all day.
Yes, give me the gleam of the swift mountain stream
And the place where no hurricanes blow,
Oh give me the park where the prairie dogs bark
And the mountains all covered with snow.
Chorus. A home, a home,
Where the deer and the antelopes play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word
And the sky is not cloudy all day.
Oh give me the hills and the ring of the drills
And the rich silver ore in the ground.
Yes, give me the gulch where the miners can sluice
And the bright yellow gold can be found.
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Oh give me the mine where the prospectors find
The gold in its own native land,
And the hot springs below, where the sick people go
And camp on the banks of the Grand.
Oh give me the steed and the gun that I need
To shoot game from my own cabin home.
Then give me the camp where the fire is a lamp
And the wild rocky mountains to roam.
Yes, give me the home where the prospectors roam,
There business is always alive
In those wild western hills midst the ring of the drills,
Oh there let me live till I die. 578
Among the 29 defendants of the lawsuit were the National Broadcasting
Company, Columbia Broadcasting Company, many music publishers, John White, and
certain individuals whose names appeared on sheet music versions that they had
arranged: Oscar Fox, David Guion, James Matté, Hugo Frey, and Cason Robison. 579 The
song was immediately pulled off the air. In October the Southern Music Publishing
Company joined the lawsuit, demanding a dollar for each piece of sheet music sold as
well as $250 for each unlicensed broadcast. 580 This amount represented punitive rather
than any supposedly real damage, as those sheet music editions issued through 1934 that
listed the price on the cover ranged in cost between 25 and 50 cents.
Lomax wrote about the unappreciated advice that he gave to Oscar Fox:
To be sued for so large a sum of money must have been a unique and an alarming
experience for a man whose income came as a song writer, a teacher of vocal
music and a director of a church choir. Anyhow, posthaste, Mr. Fox wrote me for
advice. As I had got him into trouble, he naturally looked to me to get him out.
578
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In reply I suggested to Mr. Fox that there was only one thing for him to do: to
save all worry, time, and expense I strongly advised him to pay off promptly the
entire half-million dollars. To this day Mr. Fox has not expressed appreciation of
my counsel. 581
Then in April, 1935, John White wrote a three-page article in the Frontier Times,
exploring some of the stories of the song’s origin. According to White:
David W. Guion, Texas-born radio impresario and an established composer with a
reputation for excellent musical arrangements with western settings, was the one
individual defendant actually called on by the process server. Living in New
York at the time, he probably was easy to find, and it could easily have been
proved that he was making money on the song in addition to having done a great
deal to popularize it. He was receiving composer’s royalties from G. Schirmer for
choral and orchestral arrangements of “Home on the Range” as well as for the
unique 1930 solo arrangement that was a favorite with concert artists. Unlike
most versions, which are quite simple and repetitious, Guion’s had a particularly
appealing melody for the stanza beginning “Oh, give me a land where the bright
diamond sand / Flows leisurely down the stream,” which placed his composition
in a class by itself. 582
The defendants organized as the Music Publishers Protective Association and
hired attorney Samuel Moanfeldt to investigate the claim. He spent three months
(February to May, 1935) travelling across the West in search of the original version of
Home on the Range. 583 In May, Moanfeldt released his report, tracing the song back to
Brewster Higley in Kansas.
White wrote follow-up articles in the New York Sun on February 22, 1936, and in
the Frontier Times in April, 1936. 584 John Lomax gave his account of the story in the
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article “A Half-Million Dollar Song,” published in The Southwest Review in 1945, and
retold it in his autobiography in 1947. Margaret Nelson of Smith County, Kansas, wrote
the pseudo-historical book Home on the Range, telling of the pioneers who settled in the
northwestern part of the state, among them Brewster Higley and Dan Kelley. Relying
extensively on Lomax’s piece in the Southwest Review, Kirke Mecham wrote an article
entitled “The Story of Home on the Range,” for the Kansas Historical Quarterly in 1949,
publishing it alongside Moanfeldt’s report. Guion obtained his own copy of Mechem’s
article in booklet form, wrote annotations in the margins, and altered the title to “The Lie
of Home on the Range.” 585 An abbreviated version of Mechem’s article was published in
American Heritage in 1950. 586
Moanfeldt established that all of the sheet music versions were based on Lomax’s
version. The Music Publishers Protective Association had received a letter from a
woman who wrote that she had attended a school in Missouri in 1880 where the students
often sang Home on the Range. 587 Moanfeldt located two other women who had attended
the same school prior to 1890, and wrote that “Both these ladies furnished written
statements and stated that they had both recognized this tune when it was first heard over
the radio, and that the words and tune were practically identical with the song that they
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knew at the Stanberry Normal School.” 588
Moanfeldt also investigated a competing claim that the origin of Home on the
Range was a song called Colorado Home, written near Leadville by a group of
prospectors. After hearing John White sing Home on the Range on the radio, C. O.
“Bob” Swartz wrote to White in 1930 claiming that he and his friends had composed the
song in 1885. 589 Then his sister Laura Anderson found a letter written by Swartz in 1885
describing how the group worked out the melody and fit lyrics to it. 590 After Swartz died
in 1932, 591 she had the music for Colorado Home published in 1934 by the Paull-Pioneer
Music Corporation with the assistance of Kenneth Clark, attributing Swartz as the
composer, and crediting the lyrics to Swartz as well as Bill McCabe, Bingham Graves,
“‘Jim’ and Others.” In Leadville, Moanfeldt found a daughter of Bingham Graves who
provided a wealth of information:
[T]hat her father had sung “Home on the Range” as a lullaby to all of the children
ever since she could remember, and that the words and tune, as she heard it on the
radio are practically identical with the words and tune as sung by her father at or
about 1895-6. That Bingham Graves died in 1921, that Jim referred to in the
Colorado Home story was probably Jim Fouts, her uncle, and that this song was
sung and played by her father and her uncle since she could remember. 592
This account by Graves’s daughter was corroborated by her brother and sister and several
other people who knew Fouts and McCabe and had heard the song as early as 1887. 593 In
Arizona, Moanfeldt found a sister-in-law of Graves who remembered that the group often
588
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prospected together and that Fouts played the mouth organ, Graves played the banjo, and
McCabe made up lyrics; she remembered them singing the lyrics that matched the
published sheet music, and she often mentioned this to her grandchildren when she heard
Home on the Range on the radio. 594
I have not examined the sheet music for Colorado Home, as a Worldcat search
shows only one library where it can be found in their special collections. However, the
1934 collection by Clark, issued by the same publisher, contains the tune as well as lyrics
that are practically identical with An Arizona Home:
COLORADO HOME
THE PROSPECTORS’ “HOME ON THE RANGE”
O give me a home where the buffalo roam,
And the deer and the antelope play;
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word,
And the sky is not cloudy all day.
Refrain: A home, a home,
Where the deer and the antelope play;
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word,
And the sky is not cloudy all day.
O give me the hill and the ring of the drill,
In the rich silver ore in the ground;
And give me the gulch where the miners can sluice,
And the bright yellow gold can be found.
O give me the gleam of the swift mountain stream,
And the place where no hurricanes blow;
And give me the park with the prairie dog bark,
And the mountains all covered with snow.
Oh, give me the mines where the prospector finds
The gold in its own native land;
With the hot springs below, where the sick people go
594
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And camp on the banks of the Grand.
Oh, give me my steed and the gun that I need
To shoot game for my own cabin home;
And give me the light of the campfire at night
And the wild Rocky Mountains to roam. 595
The last stanza of this version was not preserved in Swartz’s letter, but his sister added it
because he sang it that way. 596
Moanfeldt determined that the place names mentioned in the lyrics were
consistent with the vicinity of Leadville rather than Arizona; the “Grand River,” for
example, was the name of the upper Colorado River. 597
Another reprint of the Colorado Home lyrics was published by Sigmund Spaeth in
The Rotarian in 1945, along with an article that defiantly defends it as the original of
Home on the Range. The article includes a photograph of Swartz’s 1885 letter 598 and
asserts that it has preserved the original spelling in presenting the lyrics:
HOME ON THE RANGE
Oh! Give me a home, whare the buffalo roam,
And the Deer and the Antilope play.
Whare seldome is heard, a discouraging word,
And the sky is not cloudy all day.
Chorus. A Home. A Home.
Whare the Deer and the Antilope play.
Whare seldome is heard a discouraging word
And the sky is not cloudy all day.
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Oh! Give me the Hill, and the ring of the drill
In the rich silver ore in the ground
And Give me the Gulch, whare the miners can sluce
And the bright yellow Gold can be found.
Oh! give me the gleam, of the swift mountain stream
And the place whare no Hurricanes blow
And give me the Park, with the prairie dog bark
And the mountains all covered with snow.
Oh! give me the mines whare the prospector finds.
The Gold in its own native land,
With the hot springs below, whare the sick people go
And camp on the banks of the Grand.
Oh! show me the camp, whare the prospectors tramp
And business is always alive,
Whare Dance Halls come first, and Faro banks burst
And every Saloon is a dive. 599
Moanfeldt of course recognized that Colorado Home was not the first version of
Home on the Range, which had been sung at the Missouri school in 1880. The Colorado
version was merely a parody of an earlier song. One instance of the westward journey of
Home on the Range was recounted in a letter published in the Kansas City Star: E. M.
Baldridge encountered the song while traveling from Gunnison, Colorado to Grand
Junction in 1882 when a certain John Tetis joined his group and sang it over and over,
claiming to be the author. 600 Another letter came from a Dr. W. D. Kirby, who learned
the song in the 1880s as a student at the Oak Creek school north of Abilene, Kansas,
where all the students sang it and recognized John Trott as its author. 601
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Moanfeldt received a letter from a woman who thought she had a copy of the
1873 article from Smith County Pioneer, but this turned out to be the 1914 reprint. 602
Dated later than the copyright registration for An Arizona Home, this Kansas newspaper
nevertheless established the Kansas origin of the song, though the 1873 article could not
be found in the files of the Smith County Pioneer.
Moanfeldt’s visit to Kansas also helped him to uncover the original tune. In
Smith Center, Kansas, he met Trube Reese, who had lived there since 1872 and had
known Dr. Higley. Mr. Reese told him:
That some time in 1873, his friend, John Champlin was accidentally shot in the
foot and that he called on Dr. Higley, who treated him and… while treating the
patient asked him to read a poem he had written…. That this was “Home on the
Range” as it is now known, and that they all insisted that the Doctor get
somebody to write the tune. That thereafter Dan Kelley supplied the tune and the
Harlan Bros. Orchestra played it…. That he recognized the tune immediately,
when it started to become popular on the radio.
A very interesting statement was furnished by one Clarence B. Harlan. Mr.
Harlan was born in 1849… and came to Smith Center in 1871. He is the brotherin-law of Dan Kelley…. About 1874 he played the guitar and his brother Eugene
Harlan, who was ten years younger, played the violin. They composed the Harlan
orchestra…. That among the songs they played was a song known then as
“Western Home” which is now known as “Home on the Range”…. That he
remembers the words perfectly and sang this song from memory, using the tune as
he knew it in 1874 and ever since, and as it was composed by his brother-in-law,
Dan Kelley. I procured a recording machine and made phonograph records of this
rendition of the song….
[H] e followed the words as appeared in the paper in 1914, and that although Mr.
Harlan sang this from memory he didn’t miss a word. Mr. Harlan stated that the
way the tune was made by Dan Kelley was that Dan tried several tunes to fit the
words and after Mr. Harlan and his brother Eugene tried them on their instruments
several were rejected until Dan captured the tune that is now used in “Home on
the Range.” That it was never written down but that he and his brother learned to
play it on their instruments and after playing it at all celebrations and parties it
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began to spread all over and was the most popular tune and generally called for at
all parties and celebrations…. Mr. Harlan is [now] blind…. 603
This Dan Kelley, the composer of Home on the Range, was by trade a carpenter
and architect who had served in the Rhode Island cavalry during the Civil War. 604 Kelley
performed together with his wife Lulu Harlan Kelley and her two brothers Clarence and
Eugene Harlan as the four-member Harlan orchestra. 605 Kelley moved to Iowa in 1889
and died in 1905. 606 Moanfeldt’s recording was transcribed and published by John
White.
Later in an interview with a reporter, Clarence Harlan said:
I and my brother Eugene, were good musicians. I played the guitar and he played
the violin, so, as musicians were scarce out here on the frontier and people loved
to dance, I and my brother formed a little orchestra and used to go around to all
the frontier places playing for dances. We went as far as Russell and Hays. After
I married my wife here she joined our little orchestra for awhile.
In the fall of 1873 a young fellow Dan Kelly [sic] of Gaylord, a trading post town
a little west of Harlan, was beauing my sister, Lulu, and one day he brought with
him a song he had just written the music for. It was called “My Western Home.”
The words had been written by Dr. Brewster Higley, who had a homestead out on
Beaver Creek. Dan was a good singer and he could make that song just stir you.
He afterward married my sister. Well, we just grabbed onto that song and my
brother and I, and later my wife with us, sang that song all over this western
country beginning in 1973 [sic]. Between dances, people would call for it and we
would sing it. The words then were just a trifle different from what they are now.
I’ll sing it for you. 607
As the guitar was brought to him so that he and his wife could sing it together, she added,
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“I’ve sung it so many thousands of times in the last sixty-three years I don’t need any
prompting.” 608
As a result of Moanfeldt’s research, the attorney for the Goodwins dropped the
case on December 6, 1935. 609 But Kenneth Clark, supervisory editor of the Paull-Pioneer
Music Corporation, maintained that the case was dismissed by the court, and that the
basis of the decision was the information in the Paull-Pioneer edition of Colorado Home,
namely an insert written by Clark that established Swartz and his friends as the real
authors, including a photograph of Swartz’s 1885 letter. 610 Of course Clark had a vested
interest in the primacy of the Colorado version, as the sheet music cover claimed that this
was the original Home on the Range.
Lomax too had a vested interest in the song. In the 1938 edition of his collection
he mentions the Oscar Fox arrangement, and he states that his own lyrics “were
assembled from several sources and have since often been pirated.” 611 The use of the
word “pirated” is odd considering that the outcome of the lawsuit was recognition that the
song was in the public domain. A royalty agreement established that Lomax would
receive forty percent of all royalties for songs arranged by Fox using lyrics from the
Lomax collection. 612 Lomax denied composer Ralph Grosvenor the right to arrange a
song because he was “reserving [it] for a musician of my acquaintance,” presumably
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Fox. 613 Though Lomax had collected folk songs from around the country, he apparently
viewed these songs as his own property so that he could profit from them and deny others
the opportunity to do the same.
Lomax asserted that the song had been sung in Fort Stockton, Texas in 1867 by
Steve Gaddy, a traveler who was heading for California. 614 A paper in Lomax’s archival
collection gives Gaddy’s lyrics in a version that is replete with errors, some clearly
stemming from mishearing:
Give me a home on the range
Where the deer and the antelope play
Where seldom if ever a discouraging word
And the skies are not cloudy all day.
Chorus. Home, home on the range
Where the deer and the antelope play
Where seldom if ever a discouraging word
And the skies are not clowdy [sic] all day.
On bluffs and white rocks where the antelope flocks
They graze on the mountains so green
Their [sic] red men were pressed from this part of the West
He’s likely no more to return.
When the farmer would start in search of these parts
Just as soon as this story they learn
Give us a gale a solemn and veal [sic]
Where life’s streams busily flow
On the banks of Red River where seldom if ever
Those poison savages go. 615
The “poisonous herbage” of Higley’s poem had become “poison savages,” and though
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the setting had been relocated to Texas, there are still remnants of the “Solomon vale,”
even if they had been reduced to nonsense. The Gaddy version, despite the asserted date
of 1867, which seems to lack any evidence aside from the mere claim itself, cannot
possibly predate Higley’s version. Similarly corrupted lyrics were apparently sent to
Lomax by John Lang Sinclair of San Antonio in 1908:
A HOME ON THE RANGE
Give {us / me a home on the range
Where the deer and the antelope play
Where seldom if ever a discouraging word
And the skies are not cloudy all day
Chorus. Home, home on the range
Where the deer and the antelope play
’Pon bluffs and white rocks
Where the deer and the antelope flock.
Give us a gale, a solemn and veal
Where life’s stream busily flow
On the banks of Red River
Where seldom if ever
Those poison savages go. 616
Twelve years after the lawsuit came to an end, the Kansas legislature adopted
Home on the Range as the state song, using lyrics that the sister of Clarence Harlan
produced from memory in 1884 617 in a version that differs little from what was published
in the Smith County Pioneer in 1873 and 1914 and the Kirwin Chief in 1876. 618 Unlike
the Journal of American Folklore version from 1909 and the Lomax version from 1910,
this Harlan version still lacked the words “Home on the Range” in the title and the
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lyrics. 619
Lomax lamented the role that the sheet music arrangers had in taking the song
from oral tradition to written tradition:
It makes one almost sad to think, now that “Home on the Range” has been
imprisoned on the printed page, that further changes in it may not come, that it
will grow no more. The music tinkerers have put it in a straight jacket, the radio
had carried it all over the world. But for all that it will remain forever a noble and
beautiful song. 620
But Lomax’s lament is an ironic one, as shown by Figure 28. 621 Both in tune and lyrics,
the Lomax collection itself played a much greater role than any arranger or performer in
cementing the folk song into a solitary authoritative version.
Mechem also seemed intent on trivializing Guion’s impact on the song:
For some time a popular sheet music version has been Guion’s arrangement
published by Schirmer. The chorus is the same as the Lomax version, and the
first, fourth, sixth and seventh stanzas are alike. The melody is also the same,
except that Guion wrote a tune of his own for the stanza which begins “Oh, give
me a land.” This added melody has not met with any general acceptance. 622
On Guion’s copy of the booklet, he underlined that last sentence and wrote question
marks after it. 623 The added tune is designated with the words “Guion melody” in the
sheet music, and its impact is not only a departure from strophic form, but also a melodic
crest that underscores the stanza’s ethereal imagery:
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Oh, give me a land where the bright diamond sand
Flows leisurely down the stream,
Where the graceful white swan goes gliding along
Like a maid in a heavenly dream…
The following stanza comes back to earth, beginning with the words “Then I would not
exchange my home on the range,” and continuing with lyrics identical to those of the first
stanza. Thus Guion returns here to the familiar tune. To evaluate Guion’s arrangement
on the basis of whether the second theme entered the oral tradition of Home on the Range
hardly seems fair.
Two other features of Guion’s arrangement are particularly noteworthy, and both
of them have to do with what might be described as the most characteristic part of the
song: the beginning of the chorus with the words “Home, home on the range.” As the
comparison graphic indicates, this part of the lyrics and the melody is absent in the
Harlan, Swartz and Goodwin versions of the song. The words “Home, home on the
range” first came to print in the Lomax collection, apparently collected from the
anonymous saloonkeeper in 1908 but also documented, sloppily and unconvincingly, in
Lomax’s notes as coming from his friend John Sinclair in 1908 and from Steve Gaddy in
Fort Stockton in 1867, the latter claim having been put on paper long after the fact. (It is
worth noting that Lomax could not have collected the song in 1867, the year of his birth.)
I wish to call attention to the third note of this refrain of the Lomax version, as its
prominence comes from its placement on the fifth beat in a measure of 6/8 time, so that it
is customarily accented as an instance of syncopation. This first measure of Lomax’s
refrain begins with a dotted quarter note followed by an eighth note, a dotted eighth note,
and a sixteenth note. This is how the song is usually sung, even to this day, and this
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rhythm first came to light in the Lomax collection. Guion’s rhythm for “Home, home on
the range” begins with a dotted quarter note followed by a dotted eighth note, a sixteenth
note, and then an eighth note. One last feature that stands out in Guion’s arrangement is
the final refrain. Here, instead of singing “Home, home on the range,” the singer holds
the first note, with the reminiscence of “home on the range” heard only in the piano
accompaniment. This, and the following line “Where the deer and the antelope play” are
designated to be performed at a “slightly slower” tempo than the rest of the song.
It seems to me that the use of Guion’s “Home, home on the range” rhythm in
place of Lomax’s rhythm would be a more reliable measure of Guion’s impact on the
tune than the use of his added melody. The answer seems to come from a self-quotation
in the cycle From a Child’s World, which became Guion’s swan song. The set contains
seven songs with simple melodies intended to be sung by children, though the piano
accompaniment is by no means simple. Guion apparently planned for the work to
include sixteen songs, the collection to be entitled “Toddle Toppers,” and for each of
them Guion’s brother Wade made an illustration that includes the lyrics. 624 Seven of the
pages bear the handwritten designation “(set to music),” which seems to indicate that the
remaining nine songs were never written. Guion’s niece wrote to G. Schirmer:
[H]e can no longer see well enough to type or read; at age eighty six, he no longer
enjoys good health, although mentally he is as alert as ever.
Mr. Guion was quite happy to know that G. Schirmer wishes to publish his songs
for children, and is agreeable to a change in title….
Mr. Guion, of course, is quite anxious to have the pieces published…. He feels
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that at his age he will not be able to compose again, and would like [to] finish his
composing career of over sixty years of association with G. Schirmer, Inc. on a
happy and satisfactory note. 625
Eight measures from the end of “Spoof Woofie Goof,” second song in the series, there is
a two-measure quotation of “Home, home on the range” with the Lomax rhythm (see
Figure 29).
My collection of 17 recordings of Home on the Range on 78s, 45s, and LPs
includes several that made use of the Guion arrangement. The recordings by Bing
Crosby and orchestra (for Columbia Records), Mac Morgan (with Ernie Fiorito and his
orchestra), and John Charles Thomas (with orchestra conducted by Nathaniel Shilkret,
recorded May 26, 1931) bear Guion’s name on the record label. Three more recordings
do not acknowledge Guion, but use his arrangement: Lawrence Tibbett, Bing Crosby
(with Victor Young and his orchestra, for Decca Records), and Ralph Sigwald (with
Horace Heidt and his Musical Knights). Then there are three that do not use the Guion
arrangement, but do make use of Guion’s added melody: Jack Russell (with Hugh E.
Perette and his orchestra), Sons of the Purple Sage, and the Longines Symphonette.
Eight recordings do not use the Guion arrangement and do not include Guion’s added
melody: Roy Rogers and the Sons of the Pioneers, the Sons of the Pioneers (a separate
recording with no mention of Roy Rogers), Will Osborne and his orchestra, Frank Luther,
Gene Autry, Hank Keene, the Carson Robison Trio, and Guy Lombardo and his Royal
Canadians. Although my collection is not a random sample, it does include those
recordings that are most widely attainable, and it is significant that more than half of
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them use the added Guion melody. I was further surprised to find that none of the
recordings were based on any of the other sheet music editions listed above. Not even
did the Carson Robison or Gene Autry recordings reflect the two sheet music editions
with Carson Robison’s name and picture on the cover, or the edition with Gene Autry on
the cover. Rather, these editions diverged widely from the recording in both tune and
text.
Even before Home on the Range became the official state song of Kansas, Guion
sought credit for his role in transforming the song into, in his words, a “classic.” Unlike
the Goodwin lawsuit, this controversy was more about who played which role in bringing
the song to the American people than about the song’s ultimate origins. As I showed
above, the Guion and Lomax versions of the song, both in tune and lyrics, are so
strikingly similar that we could safely conclude that Lomax was Guion’s direct source,
unless, that is, Lomax got the song from Guion. A curious encounter between the two,
reported in 1933, a quarter century after it allegedly happened, sets the stage for such a
claim.
[In compiling his 1910 collection] It was undoubtedly Mr. Lomax’[s] idea to give
to posterity something authentic and authoritative as to the Southwest’s folk
music.
Before the Lomax book was issued, David Guion had had an idea along the same
lines, but different. As a very young and just-starting musician, his thought was
that if he could attach his name to a composition that would make its mark in the
concert field, with its basis the cow-country motif, then his own mark might also
be made.
With that idea in view, he went to the university [of Texas] and there met Mr.
Lomax, and it is said that the young man and the older one got along fine
together. The result is the Lomax book—along with the well-known Guion
compositions, adaptations, compilations, arrangements, or what you will term
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them. 626
A renewed controversy started with an article that Lomax published in the
Southwest Review in 1945. Here he repeated his story of discovering the song in 1908
and put his individual twist on what had happened with the song afterward. He compared
lyrics of An Arizona Home and Colorado Home and concluded that they were local
variants dressed up as original compositions, adding: “No doubt Dr. Higley and his
companion of Kansas certainly did just this. I have one reliable report that the song was
current before 1867.” 627 The notion that Higley was not the original author is
strengthened rhetorically by the use of the words “no doubt,” but the consensus still
remains that Higley’s poem was not a derivative work. Guion, however, sided with
Lomax on this latter point. 628
Lomax recanted the story of Home on the Range in his characteristically engaging
narrative style. He downplayed the importance of the creators of the many arrangements,
dismissing them as “song tinkers,” and singled Guion out in particular, poking fun at his
letterhead stationery featuring a drawing of the composer riding a bucking bronco, with
the address specifying “Home on the Range” as the name of Guion’s Pennsylvania
estate. 629 He acknowledged Guion’s commercial success while at the same time seeking
to discredit him:
In 1930 David Guion of Dallas, Texas, issued an arrangement using the precise
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text of my book of Cowboy Songs, published twenty years before, and following
the tune except for certain changes, particularly near the close of the song. His
song came at the right moment. It struck fire. It swept the country. 630
Lomax quoted from a letter in which he had asked Guion about his sources:
I should like to know where and when you first heard the song “Home on the
Range.” Perhaps you could tell me something about the person who sang it.
Were the words you then heard the same as you afterwards printed or were there
other words? Did you at that time set down any musical notation, and in your
finished song how much do you consider entirely yours and how much did you
inherit? 631
He also quoted from Guion’s reply:
I am wondering what difference does it actually make how and where Home on
the Range came into being—who wrote the so-called original tune and words—
whether one person or several.
The thing that matters, it seems to me, is that it is here, and in its present concert
form is an American classic that has touched the heart of everyone, and will live
throughout the ages.
A diamond doesn’t glitter until after it has been cut and polished. So it is with
old, almost forgotten tunes. Someone digs them up out of nowhere, gives them
life again by recreating them—sometimes adding a tune, a word, a line.
So it was, and is, with my song, Home on the Range….
Home on the Range was recreated by me in my early childhood, but not published
until many years later. 632
What Lomax did not mention in the article is a claim that Guion made in that
same letter regarding a meeting between Guion and Lomax prior to the publication of
Lomax’s book:
As a very young boy, with tunes in my pocket, I went to see and talk with you in
Austin. Naturally my visit made little or no impression upon you. Being a bit
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shy, I failed to mention the songs I had with me. Home on the Range was one of
the songs.
Not long ago, I purchased your two volums [sic] of Cowboy Ballads. Needless to
say, you have done a most profound bit of work here. Texas, the entire West, and
all America, I'm sure, is deeply grateful to you for these splendid collections of
folklore. 633
The editor of Southwest Review, Donald Day, wrote about Lomax’s life work,
including his discovery of Home on the Range, in the Saturday Review of Literature on
September 22, 1945 and also in Reader’s Digest. Regarding the copyright issue, he
wrote: “A wise court ruled that in both its melody and lyrics the song was a part of the
campfire music of the cowboy and true folk music, hence in the public domain… That is
where Lomax wanted it.” 634 Dallas columnist John Rosenfield quipped, “Anyone who
has been homing on this range for two decades knows that such a statement will not go
unchallenged by David Guion, composer and pianist, also of Dallas.” 635 Rosenfield
quoted part of Guion’s response to Day’s article:
Mr. Lomax claims full credit for the success of a song I made famous and he had
no part in…. In 1908, two years before Mr. Lomax published his first ballad
collection, I went to Austin to see him. I had with me the manuscript of “Home
on the Range” and other unpublished songs of mine. Mr. Lomax talked with me
for a few moments but he was not interested in my songs. 636
Correcting Day’s statement, Rosenfield wrote: “The court held, as we recall, that the
basic cowboy tune was in public domain and that Guion’s treatment, including some
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original melody, made the version we best know an exclusive Guion composition.” 637
Rosenfield clearly sided with Guion:
The “Home on the Range” known to the world, beloved of a President, the “Home
on the Range” one seeks in sheet music and recordings is Guion’s copyrighted
version. This is part folk tune and part invented melody. The sum is an art song
of poignancy and not a folk song in pristine condition. 638
In a private letter, Rosenfield heaped even greater praise on Guion:
What you did for “Home on the Range” is without parallel in American music.
No other composer that I know of has so successfully transmuted a real folk
sentiment into an art song. “Home on the Range” is lodged into the American
heart like “Old Black Joe.” Abroad the song is taken as the classic of a broad
phase of Americana. What more could anybody ask of a composer? And the
song they sing is your projection of that song and nobody else’s. Your
achievement of a timeless masterpiece is on a par with the Schubert, Brahms,
Wolf and Strauss manipulation of folk songs and they didn’t have their Lomaxes
or Donald Days. Nor did Tchaikovsky. In ordinary critical precedure [sic], there
is only a deep bow to the composer who can make a classic out of a vagrant folk
song. 639
In the meantime, Guion had responded to the Southwest Review with an open
letter that was not published:
David Guion says, my Home, Home on the Range Where the Deer and the
Antelope Play is none of Mr. Lomax’s business!
So, let Mr. Lomax and his Lead Belly sing the song they say is their own
discovery. The rest of the world prefers and sings mine!
Yes, even the late President Roosevelt and the beloved Will Rogers sang and
loved my Home on the Range. And aren’t John Charles Thomas, Lawrence
Tibbett, Richard Crooks, Morton Downing, Bing Crosby and all the G. I. Joes,
Marines and Sailors singing it too? Well, here’s more research work for Mr.
Lomax!
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I say, few, very few, have heard of Mr. John A. Lomax’s Lead Belly. Fewer care!
It’s a song they love and not the guy who writes and records it. And, as for the
shekels it does, or does not, bring in—well, that is for Mr. Lomax to fuss and stew
about. And therein lies the real fly in the ointment!
Yes, Mr. Lomax, Mr. Lead Belly, Mr. Oscar Fox, Mr. Bob Swartz, many others
and yes, a bunch of dead men all had a fling at it. But, it took one David W.
Guion to walk away with the Home on the Range pie! That is what sizzles my coworkers! And the amusing thing is that I, one David W. Guion, gave all of these
gentlemen, dead or alive, a chance at the big fat plum! Well, they tried—and now
I give them full credit for that.
Why even Hollywood and the “Boys of Broadway” haven’t been able to down my
song and me—yet! It’s still being sung—still being sold. My publisher and I still
hold our copyright and my name is still on my song!
Mr. Lomax did not print the full contents of the letter he requested of me some
time back concerning Home on the Range, as he said he would. But that is all
right, I didn’t expect him to! All the mud-slinging, all the malicious
misrepresentation, all the ballyhoo, suits, etc., by would-be “cutters-in” haven’t
stopped a song the whole world wants and loves.
Again, what does it matter who got what from whom—where, when, how and
who got the two dollars! Or does Mr. Lomax still care?
Mr. Lomax admits, in his Southwest Review article (given over entirely to the
squabble of Home on the Range) that his Lead Belly folk tune was a complete
flop—that it was years later that Home on the Range swept the country. But,
what he clearly evades is the actual fact—the other fly in the ointment—that it
was Guion’s Home on the Range, and not the flop he got from his Lead Belly,
that set the world a-singing.
He would have you believe, dear reader, that the above mentioned artists,
President Roosevelt, Will Rogers, and all America, over night discovered the
recording he made on an old wheezy phonograph of a homely folk tune long
forgotten. He would have you believe that I am a fake—an impostor—a “song
tinker” to quote him specifically. Well, I am in mighty fine company, for
Beethoven, Brahms, Dvorak, Tchaikovsky, Grieg, and on down to Gershwin have
been “song tinkers”!
I’m wondering what Mr. Lomax things of the New World Symphony, built on
themes of Three Blind Mice, Swing Low Sweet Chariot and other old negro folk
tunes. For Mr. Lomax abhors “song tinkers” and wants all folk tunes to remain
folk tunes, collected by John A. Lomax, mind you! In other words, Mr. Lomax
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wants credit for songs he got from the public domain and has now given back to
the public domain but all labled [sic] and stamped with his (Lomax’s) approval.
And, according to Mr. Lomax, these songs must remain folk tunes, never to be
fashioned into classic art songs, concertos and symphonies, by “song tinkers.”
Seemingly Mr. Lomax does not believe in progress.
President Roosevelt did not “forget” to send me a wire congratulating me on my
song Home on the Range after he had announced, publically, that it was his
favorite song. Nor, did he “forget” to give my publishers and me permission to
make known this fact and use it on out printed copies of Home on the Range.
And he thought to autograph to me the steel engraving of himself that now sits on
my piano!
Mr. Lomax took a crack at my stationery—a Christmas gift, years back, from a
friend. If my friend saw me unseated atop a bucking broncho, and riding high,
wide and handsome, that too, is none of Mr. Lomax’s business. I ride no worse
than I write! And, if my Home on the Range was “timely,” to again quote Mr.
Lomax, well—most of the Guion compositions have been “timely.” Lucky me! 640
Of course there are inaccuracies in Guion’s letter. Dvořák in his New World Symphony
did not use authentic African-American tunes aside from the one theme that is
reminiscent of “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.” Nor was Lead Belly the African-American
saloonkeeper who first sang “Home on the Range” to Lomax in 1908. Lead Belly was of
course the prison inmate discovered by Lomax in a prison in 1933 who became famous
as a blues and folk singer.
Donald Day wrote to Guion that he was tempted to publish the letter but could not
because “we must approach this thing from a dignified angle.” 641 He made tentative
plans to meet with Guion early in 1946 in preparation for a Readers Digest article on
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Guion as “America’s greatest popularizer of folk-music.” 642 This article apparently never
materialized.
Another journalist obtained from Guion a more detailed description of Guion’s
early involvement with the song:
But to go back quite a few years—my song Home on the Range was written, or
re-written, if you prefer, by me when I was only a small boy, in Texas. The old
song, or original, was not well known even by the oldest of cowmen. It was
possibly the least known and least sung of all the old folk tunes. Why, I do not
know, but it was one of the “forgotten tunes” when I came along. I re-wrote it,
added an additional melody and after many years sent it in to be published.
Frankly, it was the added tune, of mine, or the combination of the two tunes, that
put the song over. It was my taking of the rough diamond, so to speak, the
polishing and classical setting, that gave America its favorite song. Regardless of
anything you have read, or heard, to the contrary, you may rest assured that
America would never have known or heard of the song had it not been for this
setting of mine. Further, when I wrote my Home on the Range I had never heard
of John A. Lomax, his cowboy collection, or his friend [sic] “Leadbelly”!
My Home on the Range was introduced to the American public, by me, in a
concert, made up entirely of my own compositions, and presented in Chicago
many years ago.
Later I was presented in an all-Guion Cpwboy [sic] production at the Roxy
Theater in NYC. It was here that New York first heard my song Home on the
Range. It was in this theater that John Charles Thomas, Lawrence Tibbett,
Morton Downing, Bing Crosby and others heard the song and immediately began
singing it. 643
The story of his discovery of Home on the Range was repeated by Lomax in his
autobiography, Adventures of a Ballad Hunter, in 1947. Learning that Paramount
Pictures intended to turn the book into a movie with Bing Crosby playing the role of
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Lomax, Guion wrote to the studio:
Knowing Mr. Lomax so well and having read page after page of his version of the
origin of the song, “Home on the Range,” I feel certain Mr. Lomax wishes
“Adventures of a Ballad Hunter,”—as a picture—to be based upon this number.
Am I right?
Since Mr. Lomax in his recent article labeled “A Half-Million Dollar Song”
greatly misrepresented facts concerning this song and generally presented a false
impression as to the real cause and reason for its immense popularity, I feel you
might be interested in hearing from me just how, when and where the Guion
version of “Home on the Range” had its origin and achieved world-wide fame….
By the time I had arrived at the age of eight, I had improvised upon dozens of folk
tunes and written melodies of my own. “Home on the Range” was one of these. I
had still not heard of Mr. Lomax.
At the age of fifteen or sixteen, I had made a rough sketch, or manuscript, of
“Home on the Range”—having changed the tune a bit and added an original
melody of my own making—the song you and the entire world know, and sing,
today as “Home on the Range,” the favorite song of the late Will Rogers and
President Roosevelt.
It was not until 1908 that I learned there was a man by the name of John A.
Lomax who was collecting folk tunes throughout the west.
On a visit to Austin, Texas I called on Mr. Lomax—taking with me “Home on the
Range” and several other manuscripts. Mr. Lomax was brief in talking with me
and did not seem interested in the songs I had hoped to show him. I left
disappointedly.
Later, New York publishers became interested in my compositions. But “Home
on the Range” and other cowboy songs of mine were not submitted at this
particular time. It was not until a few years later that I sent in the first cowboy
song, in sheet music form (The Bold Vaquero) ever to be published. It is this
song that now holds the record of having been the first cowboy song ever to be
sung over the air, and in concert, by an outstanding artist.
My song, “Home on the Range” soon followed, and it was featured in my allGuion Cowboy Production, “Prairie Echoes,” at the Roxy Theatre. The first
cowboy production ever to be presented in New York City…. It stopped the
show at the Roxy and from then on began climbing its way to fame. It was used
on most of my coast-to-coast broadcasts and also as my theme song on my weekly
sustaining programs over NBC and WOR.
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At the point John Charles Thomas, Bing Crosby, Lawrence Tibbett, Richard
Crooks, Morton Downey and others began featuring my song over the air—
making records of it, and later singing it at the White House musicals. It was
during these musicals at the White House that President Roosevelt first heard my
song….
The then President of the United States, the above mentioned artists, and all
America and the rest of the world learned “Home on the Range” from me, David
W. Guion, and not from Mr. John A. Lomax, or his, then unknown, cowboy book
of verse, or from his wheezy recording of the melody, sung to him by a negro in a
San Antonio, Texas, saloon! No one knows this better than Mr. Lomax but he
will not admit it. He has taken it upon himself to go to no end of trouble to create
the wrong impression. He has left no stone unturned ever since he boasted in
Texas, many years ago, that he would destroy my song, “Home on the Range,” if
it took him a lifetime. All because he is under the false impression that I learned
of this song from his book of verse! ….
You have but to ask Mr. Crosby, John Charles Thomas, Lawrence Tibbett,
Richard Crooks and Morton Downey, where they first heard and learned “Home
on the Range.” Whether it is the crude Lomax melody, or the classical Guion
song they sing. They are the singers largely responsible for the success of the
song. They can and will tell you the truth. They have no ax to grind. Ask them!
My setting of this old tune, my changing it a bit here and there, and the added
Guion melody have made this song sacred to every American, and one of the most
beloved songs in all the world.
You cannot honestly take that which is rightfully mine, that which I am wholly
responsible for, and give to Mr. Lomax. 644
Lomax died in January, 1948, not long after the publication of his autobiography.
If he took the controversy with him to his grave, Guion did not let it rest there, as he
presumably sent this note to the Dallas Morning News:
Dallas Morning News—Dallas, Texas
Special Heavenly Bulletin! Guion’s classic, Home on the Range, introduced here
in Heaven several years ago by the late, President Franklin D. Roosevelt, and Will
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Rogers. Lomax late again!
Signed—Guion’s Guardian Angel—Heaven
(Print this in your paper—I dare you!)
David W. Guion 645
Home on the Range was the last piece played on the organ at Lomax’s funeral, according
to a newspaper clipping that Guion saved, he wrote in the margin: “Do you suppose this
Home on the Range played was the little tune sung him by the drunken negro in San
Antonio or could it have been the Guion classic?” 646
The Kansas Industrial Development Commission issued a publicity pamphlet,
“Kansas: Best State in 48,” featuring the story of Home on the Range in its centerfold,
either in 1947 or 1948. The dates can be established from internal and external evidence;
it mentions that Home on the Range was adopted as the state song in 1947, and a 1948
letter from that commission to Guion’s sister mentions the brochure as an enclosure, also
stating that “You can obtain a copy of our state song, ‘Home on the Range,’ as it is sung
in Kansas, at the music store in your city.” 647 The brochure promotes Kansas as the best
of the 48 states with respect to agriculture, industry, minerals, and scenic beauty. The
story gives few details about Brewster Higley and omits mention of Dan Kelley, as
though Higley had penned both words and music, but calls attention instead to the vast
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landscape and the pioneering spirit of Kansans. It is illustrated with a photograph of
Higley’s log cabin superimposed over an excerpt from the sheet music of Home on the
Range, in Guion’s arrangement, with his name, the name of the publisher, and the
copyright date removed. Two copies of this brochure in Guion’s collection have his
handwritten response in the margin, to the effect that he and his publisher could sue the
state of Kansas if they were so inclined. 648
Kenneth Crouch, a writer with the Bedford (Virginia) Democrat, wrote to Guion
in 1948 in preparation for a book about state songs. Guion drafted a reply, but only in a
note to his niece, who assisted him as a typist, did he reveal his feelings candidly:
I’m asking for 9 or 10 copise [sic] of each—makes little difference. This Crouch
sonofabitch is writing a book about state songs and the state of Kansas has chosen
Home on the Range as it’s [sic] state songs—and Crouch has written me for
information. So, I have to go to all this trouble—all over again. I want the extra
copies as I, at some time, am going to write my own story of Home on the
Range—have it printed and send copies all over the country! Of course old
Lomax got in his two bits worth before he died—the old fart. And I think Kansas
wants to take full credit for the song and cut me, and every body else, out—she
doesn’t want Texas to get any credit, or any one from Texas—so I guess there
will be a mess—and I want to get the enclosed done as quickly as possible—
Crouch is waiting for it. So hurry.
I’ll gladly pay what ever you would charge any one else.
In a hurry—love—Uncle 649
Guion’s reply to Crouch was the following:
Again, I must take to my pen, or typewriter, to defend a song that should need no
defending. For ever since my song Home on the Range has become an American
classic, a song the whole world loves and sings, some one wishing to bask in
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reflected glory, or ride on the Home on the Range band wagon, points an accusing
finger at me and demands, did you, or did you not, write Home on the Range!
So here I go again, dear Mr. Crouch—this time to you, an unknown to me.
I am now fifty-five years old, born in 1892. When I was a boy of eight, I had
written many tunes—original tunes, and a few tunes based upon so-called
traditional tunes. Not one was protected by copyright as I, at that age, gave no
thought of one day taking my talent seriously and becoming the composer and
pianist that I am.
Of the very earliest tunes, or melodies, or songs, written by me, Home on the
Range was only one of these. It is this very tune that you know, and the whole
world knows, now, as Home on the Range.
This song, and other songs of mine, were frequently sung and played by me and
my friends at various gatherings during my early childhood. Some times at spring
and fall round-ups, at country dances, and at church, and family socials, as they
were often called in those days.
While these songs were not widely known, yet they did get around to other
localities—carried often by friends and guests, and by men and women employed
on my Father’s ranch, and on ranches of West Texas friends and neighbors.
In those days, old fiddlers and various other local musicians, some white, and
some colored, often went from ranch to ranch playing for dances, picnics, outings,
etc. And, there was scarcely a saloon in the West that did not boast of it’s [sic]
old fiddler and guitarist.
I write you this because it is, in my opinion, that in this manner one well-known
ballad collector, whom you mentioned in your letter to me, learned of my song,
Home on the Range. Had this collector of tunes come to Runnels County in the
early days, he might have heard this very tune from my own lips and not, as he
said, from a negro ballad singer in a San Antonio, Texas, saloon.
In this collector’s book, Cowboy Songs, published in 1910 I believe, is the
melody, Home on the Range, written almost note for note, as I had re-written it
some few years before. I use the term “re-written” because as far back as I can
remember there were other tunes written to the words of Home on the Range.
These earlier tunes were not popular—they were scarcely known or sung. So, not
liking the others, I wrote my own melody, taking practically nothing of the earlier
tunes. And, I also changed the rhythm and tempo to my liking. Result? Home on
the Range as you now know it.
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However—when I later published the song, I added another melody to my
original melody. It is this added melody, I believe, that helped to make my song a
world-wide favorite.
Because I am a West Texan and because I wanted the West, Texas particularly, to
share in any fame that one day might be mine, I labeled this song, and other songs
of mine, as “arrangements.” Too, as stated above, there had been earlier tunes
written to the words of Home on the Range and I did not wish to get into any legal
battle. (I must state here that I do not know or care who wrote the earlier tunes
that I discarded.)
When my song, Home on the Range, was at it’s [sic] peak of success, my
publisher and I were sued by a publishing house claiming to have a copyright
upon my song. This, however, proved false and the suit was dropped. But the
court ruled that Home on the Range was “traditional”! This was what other
publishers and song writers hoped for, and they immediately jumped upon my
Home on the Range band wagon and got out cheap steals from my song. The
country is full of them today, but royalties and fines have been collected from
many of them, by my publisher and me.
After the Home on the Range suit was settled in my favor, my song again jumped
to an all-time high. At this point, Mr. John A. Lomax, because he had heard my
melody of Home on the Range sung in a San Antonio saloon and had included
this melody in his collection of Cowboy Songs, much to my surprise, began to
feel that he was entitled to recognition for having, as he put it, “discovered” the
tune. He became very bitter towards me and openly boasted that he would prove
me an imposter if it took him a life time. (According to Texas friends of mine.)
He wrote pages and pages about the song, took full credit in all his lectures, for
having “discovered” it. He misquoted me and also only half quoted me in one of
his most recent books on folk lore.
What Mr. Lomax did not say was the fact that Home on the Range had never been
heard, or sung, in the East, in concert or over the air, or recorded, or known in any
shape or form, until my Home on the Range was released from the press!
Even before I sent Home on the Range to my publisher, I had featured it in all my
All-Guion concerts throughout the West and Southwest. Chicago was the first
large city to acclaim my Home on the Range in an All-Guion concert given in the
concert hall of the Chicago Musical College where I was a member of the faculty.
Later, I was presented in an All-Guion Cowboy Production, at the Roxy Theatre
in New York City. This production was called Prairie Echoes and Home on the
Range was only one of ten Guion compositions featured in this show. This song,
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along with the other numbers used in this production, immediately “took fire,”
and General Motors quickly engaged me for my first coast to coast hook-up on
the air, because, as they said, they wanted to be the first to present me and my
compositions over radio. Home on the Range was the featured song upon this
program, and that performance was the very first time America had ever heard
Home on the Range—my song.
Immediately afterwards, John Charles Thomas, Lawrence Tibbett, Morton
Downing [sic], Richard Crooks, Bing Crosby and countless others began singing
my song Home on the Range. It was heard everywhere—in concert—over
radio—on the streets—and recordings were made.
I was then engaged over WOR for a series of All-Guion programs. This program
was called Hearing America with Guion, and lasted six months. After that, NBC
engaged me for thirty-two weeks of All-Guion programs and I was a member of
the NBC Artists Bureau, and aside from my weekly programs was featured on
many of the top-notch programs as Guest Artist.
Shortly afterward, President Roosevelt declared Home on the Range to be his
“favorite song” and permitted my publisher and me to state this fact on the cover
page of my song. President Roosevelt also sent me a wire of congratulations for
having written his “favorite song,” and his autographed picture, to me, has never
been removed from my piano, and it never will be during my life time.
Home on the Range was later featured in my All-Guion concert in Carnegie Hall,
New York City, and it has been sung on all my programs since.
There have been false stories and false magazine articles written and published
about the song. There have been faked pictures printed, and people popping up
from here and there with all sorts of accusations—people hoping to bask in
reflected glory or collect royalties in some shape or form—people merely
showing professional jealousy and wishing to create idle talk and gossip.
But, my publisher and I still own and control our copyright, and my song, Home
on the Range, goes right along, singing it’s [sic] self around the world! 650
A draft of the letter contained the following postscript:
If you use Mr. Kelly’s [sic] picture, in your book, and give him credit with having
written “Home on the Range,” then, of course, you will have to use Mr. Kelly’s
melody, and not mine. And, the Satet [sic] of Kansas will have to sing Mr.
650
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Kelly’s version.
My name will have to be used with my song, otherwise you would involve your
self in a suit—just as the Southern Music Publishers did and lost. 651
In another letter to Crouch, Guion wrote, in part:
What I have seemingly failed to impress upon you and the State of Kansas is the
fact that the tune (melody) written by me in the year of 1908, at the age of sixteen,
to the words of “Home on the Range” is not to my knowledge the tune, or
melody, that Dan Kelly [sic] is said to have written to the words of My Western
Home in 1874.
If you read music, all you have to do to see this difference in tunes is to secure a
copy of “My Arizona Home” (the tune claimed to have been written by the
Goodwins in 1905) and a copy of my song, Home on the Range, published by G.
Schirmer, Inc. and compare the two melodies! If you are afraid of your own
judgement, then may I suggest that you take both songs to some outstanding
singer and find out for your self the difference in melodies.
According to the article by A. B. Macdonald, of the Kansas City Star, the tune
written by Kelly and the tune written by the Goodwins are one and the same! ...
Granted, Kelly and Guion both used the words of Home on the Range, but Kelly
and Guion wrote two separate tunes! The world has forgotten Kelly’s tune but
sings Guion’s—that is the difference, Mr. Crouch and the State of Kansas! …
Now. John A. Lomax published my tune of Home on the Range in his book of
Cowboy Songs in 1910. Lomax, however, did not know that it was my tune, nor
could I even convince him that it was! My friend Oscar Fox also used my tune,
not knowing that it was mine! Fox does not know this, even today!
Lomax got my tune from one drunken negro called Ledbelly in a San Antonio
saloon in 1910, so he claims. And how did Ledbelly get my tune? From an old
slave (negro) by the name of Cox (or, Coxy, as we called him) who worked for
my father, at times, and who made extra money by singing and playing in Texas
saloons, and at reunions and dances throughout the West and Southwest. Coxy
died only a few years ago, well over a hundred, at San Angelo, Texas. Many of
the old fiddle tunes, and cowboy tunes, I first learned from Coxy, but Home on
the Range (the melody I wrote, and the melody you now know as Home on the
Range) Coxy learned from me! Coxy was a frequent visitor to the Buck Horn
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Saloon in San Antonio, Texas, where Ledbelly sang Home on the Range to
Lomax….
[T]he song, Home on the Range. I have my original manuscript, written in 1908
if you wish to pay me a visit and see it. Also I can play the two Home on the
Range tunes for you and show you they are not the same melodies….
I foolishly let the world think my tune was a cowboy tune—simply because I
knew their [sic] had been other tunes written to the words of Home on the Range,
and because I was afraid of losing my royalties, and because I believed the words
to be in public domain, or rather, that they had been written by some unknown
cowboy, I knew the tune I used, was my own—but I was never called to court or
given an opportunity to defend my song—for some reason, I was kept out of court
and ASCAP and the radio stations were allowed to handel [sic] the suit!
However, this bit of news I am writing only to you. I also knew that Lomax had a
copyright on my tune, that Fox had made an arrangement of it! So, I kept my
mouth shut for fear of losing my royalties and rights to my song. All this is why I
used a so called “added Guion tune” in my song, Home on the Range! To make
it different from my own original tune used by Lomax and Fox! Now, Mr.
Crouch, you know more about my song than I’ve ever told any one else.
As for your written article, I shall have to ask more time—and I will give it my
attention shortly. I’m writing this tonight in white heat, for I so often wish I had
never used the words of Home on the Range, that I had not given the world a song
it loves and believes to be a cowboy melody, or a melody written by one Dan
Kelly! Yes, I wish I had never heard of the words or my song. I hate my self for
having written it. Too, I have sworn never to use any part of a so-called folk
tune—words or melody—ever again! And perhaps you know my transcriptions
of Turkey in the Straw, and Arkansas Traveler, for piano and orchestra are two of
the most popular American compositions ever published. My publishers are
begging me to treat other folk tunes as I have these two, but because I have been
made so miserable over my song, Home on the Range, I have kept to my oath,
and mean to from here on out. 652
Of course this contrived story about Leadbelly learning Home on the Range from Coxy is
ludicrous because Leadbelly had nothing to do with how Lomax discovered the song, as
Lomax did not meet Leadbelly until decades later.
A similar version of the story appears in an undated draft preceded by the
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handwritten reminder “To be worked in!”
Son Allen didn’t want his old man to inclue [sic] Home on the Range in the
Lomax collection of “Cowboy Songs,” said it didn’t ring true, some how—didn’t
sound like the other songs, of the cattle country—but the old man was stubborn
and insisted—so got his way.
Where I made my mistake, when I published Home on the Range, was in calling
it an “arrangement” and listing it as a Texas Cowboy Song. But at that time I
wanted to give my native state, Texas, credit for the published melody. I thought
the song would go over better as a so-called cowboy song. Then too, there was
the Lomax copyright of 1910, and later the Fox arrangement. I felt I had to list
my song as an “arrangement.” That was foolishness on my part and has since
caused me many a head ache.
Lomax claimed to have gottne [sic] Home on the Range from a San Antonio
negro, by the name of “Ledbelly,” an ex-convict, so I understand, who frequented
Texas saloons, singing for pennies pitched to him by patrons.
Ol’ Coxy was noted, throughout Texas, especially in San Antonio, at the famous
Buckhorn Saloon, for just this—he always carried his fiddle along, and made his
room and board by singing in various saloons, restaurants, etc.
Coxy encountered “Ledbelly” on more than one occasion, for they were rivals,
and it is my contention that “Ledbelly” learned my Home on the Range from
Coxy, and that “Ledbelly” passed it on to Lomax.
You may find the following letters, from Texans, amusing—they concern Home
on the Range and both writers knew Lomax well.
After the suit was settled, and without having called me as a witness, or to testify
in any way, fashion or form, the court ruled that my song, or part of it had been in
public domain, every Broadway publisher jumped upon my Band Wagon and
published a cheap edition [sic] of the song. And all Hollywood, fake cowboys,
included my song or part of it in their cowboy song albums with which they
quickly flooded the market.
Frankly, I believe all America, or young America, today, would be happier had
Hopalong Cassidy or Gene Autry written my song! But again, Kansas wouldn’t
have liked that either!
But if Home on the Range had been in the public domain as so many people seem
to have thought—why then did it take me, David W. Guion, of Ballinger, Texas,
born in 1892, to re-birth a song the whole world was waiting for??? Why didn’t
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some one else do it—beat me to the punch? Why didn’t “A Western Home” by
Higley [illegible] the song of the State of Kansas?
If you examine my other writings, and they number in the hundreds, you will find
that Home on the Range has all the Guion ear marks.
That it, so far, has no rival though many have made fatal attempts. Has the state
of Kansas produced a composer to equal a bit of talent from the state of Texas?
Has she? Did Daniel E. Kelly write just the one melody—the one setting to a
poem called “A Western Home”? Generally a great talent, or musical genius,
writes more than one melody in a life time, and some one, some where, generally
knows something about the one tune he claims to have written. But not so in the
case of Kansas Kelly—he wrote, seemingly, just the one tune, and there is no
record, any where, of that—even Kansas didn’t recognize his genius until my
song Home on the Range became known and loved in every home in America.
Funny, isn’t it?
Another amusing factor is, that I had a chance to do Lomax and his son Allen a
favor, in NYC not so long ago—sort of returning good for evil! (Write of the
[illegible] conversation, etc.) It happened like this—my good friend Carl Engel,
then President of G. Schirmer, Inc. (my publishers) called me in for a talk and
luncheon. Mr. Engel, also at that time was Librairain [sic] of the Congressional
Library of Washington, D. C. It seems Mr. Lomax, and son Allen, had applied
for financial help from the Congressional Library to continue their search for folk
material. Mr. Engel wanted my opinion of the worthiness of the Lomax two, and
to ask me if by helping them it would in any way interfear [sic] with my work
along the same line.
I promptly recommended financial aid to Mr. Lomax and his son so that they
might continue their good work—for their collections of folk material are a
worthy contribution to America and I felt should, by all means, merit help in any
way possible. I am happy that I could be of help to these two gentlemen, for after
my recommendation, Mr. Engel agreed to lend his assistance, and later told me
my recommendation had carried weight and assistance had been granted Mr.
Lomax..
You may find “An Open Letter to the Southwest Review” by me, and the
following letters, from Texans who knew Lomax well, amusing. Anway [sic], I
do! 653
The claim that Alan Lomax tried to persuade his father not to include Home on
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the Range in Cowboy Songs and Other Frontier Ballads is absurd, as Alan was born four
and a half years after the book was published in 1910.
Perhaps the Home on the Range controversy played a role in why Crouch’s book
on state songs, Our Singing Land, was never published. Crouch did however publish
individual articles on the official songs of certain states. In 1950 he donated the
manuscript of his book and his research materials on state songs to the University of
Virginia.
An undated missive from roughly the same time also seems to be intended for
Crouch:
Does man create or re-create? A question for, perhaps, you to decide.
It is my belief that there is only one creator—God—that all good comes from
Him. Therefore, when the seed of creation is planted into the soul, or mind, of
man, it is sown there by none other than God, and in actuality is a re-creation. A
message—something God wants revealed to man.
It is also my belief that man, through wrong thinking, wrong doing, brings about
his own downfall and so often surrounds him self with evil that he, in self defence
[sic], blames upon God.
For, when good is done, created, or re-created, there is usually the other factor
that almost invariably pops up—evil—brought about by greed for fame, or power,
for one reason or another, by some one, here and there.
Man, him self , created by God, is used, or allows himself to be used, for good or
evil—he has his choice—he makes his own bed to lie in.
And so, when I re-created Home on the Range, I knew then, as I know now, that
God wanted it so—that this seed was planted in my brain, and soul, for a definite
purpose—to give a song to you that would, as I hoped, bring pleasure to countless
millions.
I have lived to see this dream come true, but there has also been, and still is, much
bitter with the sweet—a liable [sic] suit that got no where—screams from greedy
men and women, accusing me of plagiarism, mis-quotes, half-false, half-truth,
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articles, planted by publicity seeking, name-building writers with no motive in
mind except to destroy something good that someone else has done and they
could never have done in a thousand years.
Then, they were those who merely wanted to jump on the “Home on the Range
Band Wagon”—ride along on some one else’s fame. And those, the greedy ones,
who wanted a “cut in” on royalties.
All this could have made me bitter—but I have weathered the storm—risen above
the petty littleness and ignorance of my Public Enemies, who number 1. William
and Mary Goodwin, 2. John A. Lomax, 3. The State of Kansas, 4. [illegible], 5.
Donald Day, for the Reader’s Digest & Southwest Review, and perhaps many
more—who knows—who cares—what difference does it make? My song lives—
it will always live, just as I have written it, through the graciousness of the one
and only Creator—God. Home on the Range, my, Home on the Range, will go
down in musical history for what it is—not for what some would make of it.
Generations will sing and play it, for it is already known as one of America’s song
classics—my, Home on the Range.
But, how did it come to me—how did it get to be “my, Home on the Range”?
Read the following—
As a little tot, in three cornered pants, I, according to my mother and father, could
sing a melody long before I could talk. My first conscious memory, thus, in
childhood was the singing to me of my mother, father, and old negro mammy,
Neppy (the latter an ex-slave, born on my Grandfather Guion’s plantation, in
Jackson, Miss., and who followed my father, to Texas) Then there was Elijah
Cox, another negro ex-slave, who ran awy [sic] to the North and joined up with
Cox’s Army only to later return to the South, or West Texas, to make his home—
living in and around Ballinger (my home town), San Angelo, Abilene, Brady,
Paint Rock, and other West Texas towns—dying in San Angelo, a few years ago,
at the ripe old age of 108. It was Coxy’s singing, and playing on his fiddle, when
he was employed by my family, that enlivened my interest in folk songs, old
fiddle tunes, and the like—for I was Coxy’s “charge,” ever at his side when his
work was done and he felt the urge to sing and play—and that, was nightly. For
Coxy knew every tune that was ever sung along the Old Chisholm trail, and cattle
country—and Coxy was the best Chuck Wagon cook the West has ever known—
an excellent broncho buster, rider and cow-puncher—in fact his true tales of the
early west, his fights with the Indians, his experiences with the “Bad Men of the
West,” his experiences on the various rances [sic] on which he worked, would,
and did, make any young boy’s hair stand on edge. I was no exception.
So, it didn’t seem strange, to me, at least, that I began to write tunes of my own, at
a very early age, and to improvise on my piano—for I had had lessons from my
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mother & from Charles J. Finger, of San Angelo, Texas. Sitting at a piano was as
natural to me as sitting on the back of my Mustang—I was at home in both places,
and never happier.
By the time I was twelve, I had written many melodies—scribbled them down
only in a rather crude form, for I had no idea, then, of ever becoming a musician
or composer—and having my tunes published, or copyrighted, never entered into
my young mind.
In the early days, there was an almost unknown, unsung, song, by the title of “A
Western Home”—sung by ol’ Coxy, and perhaps a very few others. It was not a
catchy melody, nor a popular one in the West—yet the words seemed to “stick.”
So far as I knew, or any one else knew, this tune and lyric were in public
domain—words and tune “made up” by cowmen, here and there—where ever
men of the West gathered. Anyway, I gave this no thought, nor did any one else.
But one day, the words kept coming to my mind—over and over—and finally I
found my self humming a melody—a new melody—one of my own—to the
words, “Oh, give me a home where the buffalo roam,” etc. The tune would not
leave me—I liked it—it was smoothe [sic], melodic, singable. I jotted it down,
then forgot about it for a time. It kept coming back to me—I began singing it—to
Coxy, to others. Others picked it up—it became known. I gave it the title of
“Home on the Range”—having changed the words of the chorus from “A home,
A home,” etc. to “Home, Home on the Range”—I liked that better. Then, I got
interested in other tunes—thought little or nothing of the one I had just written. I
was sent off to school, giving much of my time to the piano—forgetting about the
melodies I had written—writing others occasionally, but never with any thought
of having them published.
Several years later I discovered, to my amazement, that one collector of tunes,
John A. Lomax, had come out to the cattle country, from Austin, and collected
many of the western melodies, including “Home on the Range” and had published
these melodies in a volume he called “Cowboy Songs.” There it was—a
copyright on “Home on the Range”! I went to see Lomax in Austin, but he gave
me the “brush off,” as I was young, inexperienced and he had never heard of me,
or my music. So I, feeling I could do nothing about it, let the matter ride—though
it did not entirely slip from my mind. For I decided to wait—see what happened.
Well, little happened—the book sold a few copies—no one seemed to sing the
songs Lomax published in his book any more or any less.
Then, I began taking my music and compositions seriously—sent a few to a New
York publisher. They were immediately accepted, published and sung and played
by several of our then leading artists. I was highly encouraged—wrote and sent in
more—they too had success, only greater. I was getting a name—becoming
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famous.
One day, in talking to Oscar J. Fox, visiting in Dallas, he told me he had arranged
several cowboy tunes, for voice and piano, from the collection of John A. Lomax.
Home on the Range was one of these. I did not let on to Fox that the tune he had
arranged was not the cowboy tune he and Lomax thought it to be. I again
waited—nothing happened to the Fox arrangement—it was a flop—forgotten.
So, it was then, that I made up my mind I’d send in my own melody—my own
song, “Home on the Range,” written to the words of “A Western Home.” This I
did, with other western songs, calling the group, “Texas Cowboy Songs.”
While these songs were being published, by G. Schirmer, Inc. NYC, I had taken a
studio in Greenwich Village—had contacted Roxy, and signed a contract, with
Roxy, to stage an all-Guion Cowboy production at the Roxy Theatre, in NYC.
Home on the Range was featured, with other Guion songs, piano numbers, and
orchestral works, and was heard for the first time in the East at my Roxy
production, Prairie Echoes. The song made a tremendous “hit”—I immediately
used it on my General Motors program—my first coast to coast hook-up on the
air. It took fire over night, it seemed—every one wanted to sing it—including
John Charles Thomas, Lawrence Tibbet [sic], Morton Downey, Bing Crosby,
Richard Crooks and countless others. I used it as my theme song, or featured it on
other of my radio programs—for one program led to another and I soon found my
self thoroughly planted on Broadway, so to speak. Publicity, thousands of letters,
many offers, proposals, etc. came my way—I had “arrived”—and best of all, I
had a bank account!
At a request program, at The White House, when Franklin D. Roosevelt was
President, the President especially requested of John Chas. Thomas, that he sing
my song, Home on the Range. It was after this program, and to John Chas.
Thomas, that the President turned and declared, “Home on the Range” to be his
favorite song. This was quoted by all the news men throughout the country and
came to me while I was vacationing in Galveston, Texas. I immediately wired my
thanks to the President and he wired back, assuring me of his sincere interst [sic]
in my song and wishing me continued success as one of America’s foremost song
writers. Later, he sent to me, autographed and framed, a steel engraving of him
self. This cherished token from the President stands upon my piano, in my home,
today.
In years to follow, in 1936, to be exact, I dedicated my song, “The Yellow Rose
of Texas” to President R.—he quickly responded with a telephone call to me at
my Greenwich Village studio—thanking me for the honor. I since have had
several wires from the President, and he favored me on several occasions, shortly
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before his death.
In the mean time, Lomax was boiling—writing me letters I paid no attention to.
He demanded to know this—to know that—I ignored his every letter. Then ond
[sic] day I replied—that was a mistake, for I was misquoted by Mr. Lomax, and
he did not print my letter in full as he promised me. When my song, Home on the
Range, was at it’s [sic] height, in concert, on the air, and selling the greatest
number of copies, a suit was brought against G. Schirmer, Inc (my publisher)
ASCAP, NBC, CBS, WOR, and me—sueing [sic] us for half a million dollars!
By that time, my song, Home on the Range was known and sung all over the
world—in every little nook—it was the number one song of the decade.
So, it was only to be expected that some ome [sic], some where, would pop up
and want to “cut in” on my royalties and ride on my Band Wagon. Unknown,
mean little people have a way of doing such things. In this case, it was a Mary
and Willaim [sic] Goodwin of Tempe, Ariz. They claimed that Goodwin had
written the words and Mrs. Goodwin the tune. This, gave one John A. Lomax the
chance he had been hoping for! He lost no time “digging” into the “history” of
the song—belittling me and accusing me of this and that—still writing me letters I
still ignored! Lomax got others interested—they all pounced upon me and my
song—it was taken off the air—royalties stopped for the time being only! (Thank
God!) ASCAP sent out tune detectives, the Music Publishers Protective
Association sent out a lawyer to all parts of the West. By that time word of the
suit had gone all over America, and every one who had never heard of the song,
until I had published it and made it famous, assured their next door neighbor that
they had heard Home on the Range long before I was born—that I was an
imposter! You’d have thought my song had been the National Anthem and that I
had just been caught stealing and running away with it! Such a howl—and
Lomax was happy—at last he had had his revenge! He wrote pages and pages
about the song—discrediting me and my song—calling me a “faker”—a “tune
meddler,” etc. etc. He had his friends, one or two, unknown, meddling, editors,
write their opinion—The Readers Digest took up the fight—in Lomax’s behalf—
mind you! I was licked—I thought, for giving you, the American public, one of
the loveliest songs you have to sing, today! I was supposed to have felt like I’d
been caught at horse stealing & then hanged—but I didn’t—I still don’t!
For—after all the shouting—the suit was dropped—the Goodwins were proven to
be “the fakers”! My song went back on the air, back on the counters, and back
into the heart of the American people. And, too—by [sic] back royalties were
paid, and I am still collecting royalties on my song, Home on the Range!
As for John A. Lomax, he died thinking and believing me an imposter—his son
Allen lives to harbor that same belief. The Goodwins are forgotten. Guion’s
Home on the Range lives on—sings on—in spite of little newspaper editors, here
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and there, who pop up with their two bits worth of mis-information to try and
raise my blood pressure, and bring attention to themselves.
Funniest of all, the state of Kansas, not having been conscious of “A Western
Home,” poem, claimed to have been written in that state by a Dr. Brewster
Higley—(melody set to these words by one Daniel E. Kelley, also of Kansas),
now claims my song, “Home on the Range” as the official Kansas State Song!
Not knowing or believing that the tune now known as Home on the Range is not
the melody Kelly [sic] is supposed to have written back in 1876! However
Kansas does admit the title of their song was “A Western Home” and that the
chorus to the now famous Home on the Range is not the same as the Higley
poem! But Kansas just couldn’t afford to give a Texan credit for a song—or
anything else—even though (and get this) the Kansas Chamber of Commerce
sends out a folder about it’s [sic] state song, state flower, etc. and prints on this
folder a verse and chorus, note for note, a photographic excerpt of my Home on
the Range, written by me, published by my publisher, G. Schirmer, Inc., but
omitting my name & that of my publisher! I’ve just discovered this—wait til [sic]
my publishers and I get together on this!
What’s the matter, Kansas, no copy of the Kelly tune—no record of it? And what
are you going to do when my publisher sues you for using my song, note for note!
My publishers and I might get mad!
I would personally advise you to go back to singing the Higley-Kelly “A Western
Home”! 654
A 1959 newspaper article quotes Guion’s answer to the question of what inspired
his Home on the Range: “I guess the cattle country of West Texas. I wrote it in 1908
when we were living in Ballinger.” 655 The same article contains many erroneous claims:
that Guion rescued “Turkey in the Straw” and “The Arkansas Traveler” from oblivion,
that “Guion has also rescued hundreds of Negro spirituals by transcribing them,” that he
“had his own studio in Greenwich Village for 20 years,” and that he “discovered and
orchestrated the folk tunes, ‘Turkey in the Straw’ and ‘Arkansas Traveler,’” and that he
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introduced Home on the Range at the Roxy Theatre in 1924. 656 One wonders how a
newspaper writer might make so many errors in the same column. But one more
falsehood in this article is given in Guion’s own words: “You know I made the original
transcription of ‘The Yellow Rose of Texas.’ When the song was made popular recently
they used the same lyrics and changed the music slightly. Just enough for me to lose any
rights to it.” 657
Another dispute about Home on the Range sprang up in December, 1961 when
Perry Como announced on his television show that the song had been written by a Texan
in Texas. 658 He was refuted by Dr. I. E. Nickell, the former state representative who had
introduced the bill in the Kansas Legislature to make Home on the Range the state song.
Guion wrote to Dr. Nickell, asking him to produce the melody that he claimed was
written in Kansas in the 1870s, and to prove that this Kansas song was the same as the
Home on the Range that Guion used at the Roxy Theatre. 659 The mayor wrote back:
Your special delivery letter came this morning in which you request concrete
proof that the melody “Home on the Range” was written by a Kansan in or around
the year 1870. I am not certain that the exact melody that you demand can be
proven inasmuch as many versions with minor changes of the original have been
produced as you will note from the brochure which I am enclosing. The original
was sung here in Smith County and the music was adapted by a man by the name
of Kelly [sic] who has been deceased for a good many years. There are still a few
of the real elderly people in this community who can still recall hearing the song
as it was sung and played by the Kelly group.
During the time that I was having proposed legislation as establishing it as our
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state song there were several objecting to the passing of the bill because the song
did not have the word Kansas in it and finally after passage a group tried to
rearrange the wording to fit the old melody but there was such a clamor against it
that the objectors finally dropped their opposition to it becoming the state song.
I can send you the exact wording of the verses of the original song.
Of course there are many works that are plagurized [sic] and by a little changing
here and there individuals have claimed authorship to a song or a piece of
literature that is old. Naturally people who are visiting here or those who have
moved to a different community have carried the song to other parts of the
country. Someone there hearing would change parts of the wording and a little of
the melody and claim it as there [sic] own.
There is much more evidence that could be produced the originals of which we do
not care to release but certified copies can be produced. This would necessarily
entail considerable expense. 660
The following is Guion’s reply:
I find your letter of December 16, 1961 with the Kansas story of Home on the
Range, most interesting.
It is also interesting to learn from you, that you and the state of Kansas cannot
offer any concrete proof that the so-called original melody of My Western Home,
or Home on the Range, was written by a Kansan, in Kansas, in or around the year
1873. But, you didn’t tell Perry Como this!
I have never disputed, nor do I now, that the words of My Western Home might
have been written by Dr. Higley in 1873. I was not there. I’m not a Kansan. And
frankly I do not care who might have written the original melody set to the words
of My Western Home.
If you have proof that the original words and melody were written in Kansas, in or
around the year 1873, then the state of Kansas should, by all means, claim
ownership of the words and melody written in or around the year 1873! By that
token your State Song should be called My Western Home. The melody should be
the original melody Dan Kelly [sic] is said to have written and set to the words of
My Western Home!
The state of Kansas cannot prove that the melody Kelly is said to have written and
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the melody now known as Home on the Range are one and the same.
It is also definitely established that the songs, “Colorado Home” and “My Arizona
Home” are quite different melodies from the melodies now known as Home on
the Range. Perhaps they are more like the original melody Dan Kelly wrote. But,
since the Kelly melody was never written in manuscript form, how is one to
know?
You say certain elderly Kansans vividly remembered the melody Kelly wrote.
Then why did the state of Kansas, with such a song, both words and music, wait
for 1947 to make this song the official State song?
Obviously the state of Kansas wasn’t Home on the Range conscious until my
song, Home on the Range, written in 1908, sung all over the state of Texas and
elsewhere, and published in 1930, by G. Schirmer, Inc., became world famous.
Your Kansas historians made no effort to record the whole truth of the popularity
of this song. In fact, they cleverly evaded the truth. They knew, as everyone else
knew, that it was my “Home on the Range”; with my change of words, with my
change of melody, with my second and entirely new added melody, that swept the
entire country, both in America and abroad. There is a misstatement, among
others, in your brochure, regarding President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
It so happens that I knew President Roosevelt personally. I have had personal
phone calls, wires and letters from him. And make a note of this—he called me
by phone, from the White House, concerning my song “Home on the Range,” as
well as my transcription of The Yellow Rose of Texas. The latter I dedicated to
him. He also sent to me, autographed and framed, a steel engraving of himself,
which I keep on my piano. He also gave me, and my publisher, permission to
state on my published song “Home on the Range,” that it was his favorite song.
He personally told me that he often listened in (when he could find the time) to
my all-Guion, twice-weekly NBC broadcasts, called Hearing America with
Guion. Home on the Range was my theme song for these and my WOR
programs. The President first heard Home on the Range from my programs. The
first time it was sung to him at the White House was by Morton Downey and later
John Charles Thomas, Lawrence Tibbett, Richard Crooks, and Bing Crosby.
All this happened before a group of reporters sang Home on the Range to the
President. In fact, it was not at the time Mr. Roosevelt was first elected President,
as your brochure states. It was after his second inauguration. I was in Galveston,
Texas at that time. After sending a message of congratulations to the President,
he promptly replied by wire, again thanking me for having written such a
beautiful song, his favorite song, “Home on the Range”!
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By that time, and long before, my song “Home on the Range” had sung itself
around the word, even into the state of Kansas!
I also knew Will Rogers and was on several programs with him, having my song
sung on these programs. My song was also his favorite, he told me so. I had also
met Admiral Richard E. Byrd. He related to me the story of your Mr. Mechem,
printed in his November 1949 State Historical Quarterly. This story was well
known in New York City, Dr. Nickell.
Aside from my Roxy Theatre production, Prairie Echoes, my Carnegie Hall
program, Town Hall program, Biltmore Morning Musicals, NBC and WOR
weekly broadcasts and guest artist programs on various stations where Home on
the Range was sung, I personally appeared yearly, for six years, at Madison
Square Garden on the “Night of Stars” programs, always featuring Home on the
Range. If you, or anyone in Kansas can mention or remember any world-famous
singer in those days, who didn’t sing publically, Home on the Range, I should like
to know his or her name.
The song they sang was not the song Dan Kelly wrote in 1873, but the song I,
David W. Guion wrote in 1908. It was my song that caused and brought about the
law suit in 1934. The Goodwins wanted to jump on my “bandwagon.” It was
even later, much later, that the State of Kansas decided to make it’s [sic] leap.
Now as for the “plagiarism,[”] the state of Kansas, in my opinion is the only one
guilty of this. In your brochure, State Song and State Flower, there appears a
photographic copy of my G. Schirmer, Inc. publication of my song “Home on the
Range.” This wouldn’t have been quite so obvious, Dr. Nickell, had they printed
only the melody. But, they also printed my piano accompaniment, note for note,
leaving out my name and that of my publisher. This is “plagiarism” and my
publisher and I can sue if we are so inclined.
Any words or melody not copyrighted and written years and years ago, are listed
Public Domain. Anyone can use such words or melody, make any change they
wish. That, Dr. Nickell, is not plagiarism. But, Kansas chose my composition,
which is published and copyrighted. My piano accompaniment, regardless of any
melody, is my own and not that of Dan Kelly. What have you and the State of
Kansas to say about this, Dr. Nickell?
When Perry Como sang my Home on the Range, a song written in Texas, by a
texan [sic], you personally made a big fuss and browbeat Mr. Como into making a
public apology. You had no right to do this and I ought to force you to make a
public apology to Mr. Como, my publisher and me. It was my Home on the
Range and not that of Dan Kelly, that Mr. Como sang. But then, you knew this as
did your historians, and every other Kansan.
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Now my advice to you and Kansas, is for you to stick to your so-called HigleyKelly version of My Western Home, if you actually have one. In the meantime
Texas, the rest of the world, and I, prefer my Home on the Range.
Another point for you and Kansas to remember is that ASCAP, G. Schirmer, Inc.
and I receive royalty for my Home on The Range. It is a copyrighted number.
My version is a classic. It will always remain a classic. Your Higley-Kelly song
was not. At best it could be classed only as a folksong—a dead one!
As to the elderly perhaps senile Kansans “remembering” the so-called original
melody, they had from 1930 to 1934 (date of suit) for their refresher course!
There was hardly an hour that my Home on the Range was not on one or a dozen
radio programs at once. There were records, many records, sold in all parts of the
country, even in Kansas.
Do you know Dr. Nickell, there were around two-hundred people who made a
written confession, many under oath, to the Lindberg kidnapping? Each year
there are thousands of people who confess to crimes they did not commit?
Interesting, isn’t it?
As to Mr. Kirke Mechem’s article on Home on the Range in the American
Heritage, Summer 1950, much of it was wishful thinking. It reminds one of the
Damn Yankee version of the Civil War. If you read both the Yankee and the
Rebel version, you wouldn’t think it was the same war. Of course Mr. Mechem is
a Kansan, thank God! (By the way, whose side was Kansas on!)
To begin with, Mr. Mechem writes “The night F.D.R. was first elected president,
a group of reporters sang “Home on the Range” on his doorstep in NYC. He
asked them to repeat it, and then made the statement that it was his favorite song.”
The above took place at the White House in Washington, D.C. at a press
conference May 15, 1933, according to clippings in my scrapbook. Mr. Roosevelt
(he personally told me) had already heard Home on the Range on my NBC and
WOR programs and that my song had been sung to him many times at the White
House by Thomas, Tibbett, Downey, Crooks, Crosby and others. Also, he had
already given my publishers and me permission to state on our published song
that it was his favorite song.
Mr. Mechem goes on, “Stories of the President’s approval soon made Home on
the Range one of the country’s hit songs.”
As a matter of fact, my song, Home on the Range, was already one of the
country’s hit tunes, according to my royalties, long before Mr. Roosevelt ever
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heard it.
Mr. Mechem raves on, “Radio chains, motion picture companies, phonograph
record concerns and music publishers had a field day, all free of royalties, for
there was no copyright and the author was unknown.”
The truth is, G. Schirmer, Inc. and no other, owned the copyright, and still does,
on my Home on the Range published in 1930. G. Schirmer, Inc, ASCAP and I
were then receiving royalties on records, sheet music, radio, motion pictures, etc.
and still are.
Again Mr. Mechem states, “regarding the suit brought in 1934, The song at once
ceased to be published and recorded or sung, etc.” This is also not true. The song
was taken off the air for two weeks, but sheet music continued to sell and records
continued to be made. Our royalties never stopped coming in.
On and on runs Mr. Mechem (for the state of Kansas, of course). “Home on the
Range was not a ballad to be tampered with. This ambivalent masterpiece has
turned out to be the ideal expression of the love which Kansas feels for their
unpredictable state.”
The whole truth is that Dr. Higley’s words and Dan Kelly’s music (whatever that
was) died along with Higley and Kelly. Kansas didn’t know she had such a song
until the suit of 1934 came about. It was my song, Home on the Range, published
and copyrighted by G. Schirmer, Inc. in 1930, that sung itself around the world
and into the heart of everyone. It had already “made it” before Mr. Roosevelt
declared it to be his favorite song. But he helped, bless him!
Now I would like to ask Mr. Mechem, since G. Schirmer, Inc. had the only
published song at that time, and for four years before the suit—just where does he
think the world, including President Roosevelt, Roxy Theatre, NBC, WOR, CBS,
ASCAP, Tibbett, Thomas, Crooks, Downey, Crosby, along with every soldier,
sailor and marine had gotten, heard or purchased Home on the Range. Higley and
Kelly were long dead. Kansas evidently didn’t remember having ever had such a
song, certainly not a printed or published song. Where did it come from!
Well , actually, Mr. Mechem and Kansas know that it came from David W.
Guion, a Texan. There was, however, a crude version of the song in Lomax’s
book that wasn’t selling. Mr. Lomax and Oscar Fox had collaborated on a song
they called “A Home on the Range.” As Oscar Fox told me, they made
something like three cents each on their adventure! It was promptly taken off the
market. So, that left only the Guion Home on the Range!
After the suit though, when “the brains” decided Home on the Range, or anything
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like it, was Public Domain, then every snide publishing company in the United
States promptly got out a Home on the Range and jumped on my bandwagon.
Since “the brains” and Kansas “proved” to themselves that similar words and
some sort of a tune was written in Kansas around 1873, (though they have no
actual proof of such a tune) the state of Kansas in 1949, decided they should have
a State Song, and so they did. Their State Song should be called My Western
Home, set to the tune Dan Kelly is supposed to have written to the words of
Higley’s. But, it isn’t. You guessed it, it is called Home on the Range, and
everytime it goes on the air, TV, etc., Kansas screams it as her very own. Mr.
Mechem, a Kansan, has written a brochure to prove it! But, to quote a clipping in
my scrapbook, “Home on the Range, at present (1930), is doubtlessly Guion’s
best known song. Being not only a Presidential favorite but also a radio favorite
with 4,435 performances during the first year of publication, from the major
networks out of NYC.”
In closing this long letter, I wish to quote John Rosenfield of the Dallas News:
“Guion and no other, sang Home on the Range into the hearts of mankind. He is
the only authentic musical genius ever produced by our native state and is among
the precious few ever produced by our native land.
“What Guion did for Home on the Range is without parallel in American music.
No other composer has so successfully transmitted a folk sentiment into an art
song. Home on the Range is lodged into the American heart like Old Black Joe.
Abroad the song has been taken as a classic of a broad phase of Americana. What
more could anybody ask of a composer? And the song they sing is Guion’s
projection of that song and nobody else’s.
“His achievement of a timeless masterpiece is on par with the Schubert, Brahms,
Wolf and Strauss manipulation of folk material and they didn’t have their
Lomaxes, Goodwins, state of Kansas, etc.
“Nor did Tchaikovsky. In ordinary critical procedure, there is only a deep, low
bow to the composer who can make a classic out of a vagrant folk song.
“Home on the Range” is not a folk song, as we know it, but an art song by David
W. Guion, a Texan with perhaps a folk song basis. The so-called folk song is
dead, but the art song is alive and vital.”…
PS. What Kansas Historians have had to say regarding Home on the Range
“Tain’t necessarily so”!
Know what? I’ll bet the Angels in Heaven (in spite of Dr. Higley, Dan Kelly and
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others) are singing my classic song Home on the Range! 661
In this 1961 controversy, Guion maintained the following regarding the age at which he
created his Home on the Range:
At the age of six, I was bundled up, put in charge of the conductor of the Santa Fe
Railroad train, and delivered to Charles J. Finger, in San Angelo, for my weekly
piano lesson. At the age of 16 I wrote my song, Home on the Range. It was not
my first composition by any means. Years later I re-wrote my Home on the
Range and it was accepted for publication, by G. Schirmer, Inc. NYC…. I was
then engaged by NBC for 32 weeks in an all-Guion, half-hour program, called,
Hearing America with Guion. From NBC, I went to WOR for 38 weeks, giving
the same type of program. 662
Another attempt to gain more credit for his role with Home on the Range came
when Guion exchanged letters with John White, who was preparing to publish his wellresearched book tracing the origins of many cowboy songs. White sent Guion a preview
copy of his chapter on Home on the Range, along with a cover letter which read in part:
While I feel you may get a kick out of reading about something that concerned
both of us nearly 40 years ago, I am sending you this material primarily because I
am concerned with being accurate in my statements about you. Accordingly, I
should appreciate your going over it and letting me know whether any of my
statements should be revised or whether anything should be added. Possibly you
have some anecdote or other recollection that might make it additionally
interesting. 663
White further asked for permission to include eight measures of the added melody that
Guion composed for the third stanza. For the one paragraph on Guion in this chapter,
White had written:
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My notes of nearly forty years ago indicate that David W. Guion of Texas, an
established composer with a reputation for musical arrangements with Western
settings, was the one individual defendant actually called on by the process server.
He was receiving composer’s royalties from G. Schirmer for his unique 1930
arrangement of “Home on the Range” popular with concert artists. Unlike most
versions, which are quite simple and repetitious, Guion’s incorporated his own
melody for the stanza beginning “Oh, give me a land where the bright diamond
sand flows leisurely down the stream.” So it could easily be proved that he had
made money on the song. Also, since he was a resident of New York City at the
time, he probably was easy to find. 664
Guion’s responsed within days:
In reply to your letter and the material you sent—
I am now reaching eighty—not in the best of health—a bit tired, but I am still
writing music I find more interesting and important than my song, Home on the
Range.
Why can’t you, and others, let “sleeping dogs lie”?
However, I am giving you the facts you requested. I trust you will use these facts
in your book—that is if you wish to show fairness to my song and me….
When my song Home on the Range was first written in 1905, I did not copyright
it—nor had I copyrighted any of the music I had written before. I was merely
writing for the sheer pleasure it gave me and because I was evidently born to
write music. Only around 1918 did I take my music seriously.
Also in 1905, I had never heard of John Lomax—nor had I heard of Oscar Fox.
However much later I met Oscar Fox and we became good friends. Mr. Fox
personally told me his arrangement of Home on the Range didn’t sell a copy, nor
was it ever sung in public!
In 1925, or so, I decided to re-write my song, Home on the Range—add another
melody, a refrain, and also re-arrange and even change the words. This I wrote in
a more classic form—thereby getting away from the rough, hill-billy-type of
melody and words which I always found trite and not to my liking.
My song was written only for concert use and was published in January, 1930, by
G. Schirmer, Inc. It was immediately sung and recorded by most of our famous
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artists—John Charles Thomas, Morton Downey, Lawrence Tibbett, Bing Crosby,
being among the first.
It was also sung in my all-Guion cowboy production, Prairie Echoes, at the Roxy
Theatre—my first national coast-to-coast all-Guion program over NBC, and on
the General Electric Hour. From here it took hold like wild-fire. My WOR and
NBC, weekly all-Guion programs were broadcast over the entire United States. It
was then that the President personally called me by phone, from The White
House, to tell me he often listened to my programs—that my music relaxed him
and made him forget many of his troubles—that my song, Home on the Range,
had become his favorite song. It was first sung to him, at The White House, by
Thomas, Downey and Tibbett. I have autographed photographs, of these
gentlemen, taken with the President, to prove this statement!
Later, President Roosevelt had me come to The White House to receive from him
an autographed, framed steel engraving of himself—and this photograph still
stands upon my grand piano to this day!
I often had calls from the President—also wires—we became good fr[iends].
It was my song, and not any unknown, unpublished hill-billy versions from any
Western states, or otherwise, that sang its self around the world. Any statement
contrary to this is an un-truth.
During the suit brought by the Goodwins, my song was taken off the air only
during this short period. It was never discontinued by my publisher, and was
heard in concert throughout the entire country even during the trial. My royalties
have never stopped and my Schirmer contract is still holding and binding.
As to your request to reprint my added melody, or any part of it—my publisher
said I cannot permit this. I’m sure you understand.
Incidentally, it was John Charles Thomas’s record of my song that Admiral Byrd
took to the South Pole. Admiral Byrd told me this when we both appeared on the
Night of the Stars program at Madison Square Garden.
I doubt that I need to remind you that my song, as I wrote it, is still loved by every
one who hears it. However you should know that the world is a bit tired of the
selfish, distructive [sic] and useless squ[abbl]ing still going on concerning it.
Who actually cares?
As to Mr. Moanfeldt’s “discoveries” in various Western states, may I remind you
that all the “old timers” he spoke to had five or six years of Guion’s Home on the
Range drilled into their ears that could have, and eventually did, “refresh” their
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memory!
Yes, I lived in NYC at the time of the suit—and strange to say, was not called to
testify—not one word was asked of me—from any one! Do you find this a bit
odd? Well, I do!
As to royalties, you seem to think Lomax missed out on—he was not a
composer—but a collector of cowboy words and tunes—and he got royalties from
his books!
This you may find interesting—quite a few years back I was sent a well-written,
lengthy Western poem (no author mentioned) that was written and printed in the
early eighteen hundreds. It was so much like the words Dr. Higley wrote and
called My Western Home that she couldn’t help from wondering if Dr. Higley’s
poem wasn’t imspired from this poem, of an earlier date!
My Home on the Range was not written for profit. But for the soul [sic] reason of
writing a classic—something beautiful for the entire world to sing and love. I
believe I accomplished this. Do you? If so, kindly state what I’ve written you, in
your book! 665
Needless to say, this diatribe did not find its way into White’s book. Instead,
White revised the paragraph:
David W. Guion, Texas-born radio impresario and an established composer with a
reputation for excellent musical arrangements with Western settings….[I]t could
easily have been proved that he was making money on the song in addition to
having done a great deal to popularize it. He was receiving composer’s royalties
from G. Schirmer, Inc., for choral and orchestral arrangements of “Home on the
Range”…. Guion’s [arrangement] had a particularly appealing melody for the
[third] stanza…. which placed his composition in a class by itself. 666
Guion was not satisfied with this revision and consequently refused to allow his
photograph to be published in White’s book. 667 He wrote at the top of the first page oF
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the revised draft: “Most of the information in this article is incorrect. I refused to allow
what was written of me & my song, to be published.” 668 Nevertheless, the paragraph and
the chapter were published despite Guion’s objection, and the only further revisions to
the paragraph were non-substantive.
Controversy flared up again in 1974 after the Dallas Morning News reported
about a new LP record with baritone Dan Pratt singing eleven Guion songs accompanied
by the composer at the piano. The controversy stems from the opening sentence, though
the author was building up to the end of the first paragraph:
David Guion, who lives in Dallas, wrote “Home on the Range.” Naturally, he
doesn’t regret having done so, or the subsequent fame it has brought him. But
like all composers renowned for a particular piece of music, he would like it
known that he has written other and different kinds of songs as well. 669
The article also includes a few exaggerations for which only Guion himself could have
been the source:
He played the piano from the age of four, and when he was 15, he journeyed to
Vienna for more serious study with the late virtuoso Leopold Godowsky…. By
the 1920s, his music had been played by Sousa and Damrosch and sung by Bing
Crosby and Schumann-Heink. 670
Guion was 19 when he went to Vienna. And I know of no evidence that Bing Cosby
sang any Guion song other than Home on the Range. Guion’s name is credited on some
phonograph records of Crosby singing Home on the Range, but with the song remaining
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unpublished until 1930, it’s hardly likely that Crosby had sung Guion’s music “by the
1920s.”
Anyhow, Vivian Meckel, the owner of a Hays, Kansas music store during a trip to
Kansas City made a bet with Dallas physician Wanzer Drane about who had written
Home on the Range. 671 The episode was reported by a Wichita newspaper 672 and
attracted the interest of L. Harold Caldwell, who had been preparing an educational
filmstrip about the song. Meckel knew of Guion’s appearance on CBS News on
December 17, 1973 in which he played the song and claimed to be its composer. 673 The
bet was settled after Meckel sent Drane a copy of the front page of the 1876 Kirwin Chief
showing Brewster Higley’s poem, “Western Home.” 674
The critic who reviewed the LP of Guion songs, John Ardoin, consulted Guion
and then addressed the controversy head on in an article entitled “Who Wrote ‘Home on
the Range’?” Acknowledging receipt of a copy of the front page of the 1876 newspaper
with the words of “Western Home,” Ardoin wrote:
Guion, however, has never claimed authorship of the words, only the tune. The
words he heard as a boy growing up in Ballinger, Texas, but sung to another and
more jaunty melody, one in two-four time.
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Guion wrote down the words as he heard them in 1905 sung by cowboys,
changing them a bit in the process to suit himself. One of the changes, though
slight, is very significant. In Guion’s version, Higley’s line “I would not
exchange my home here to range, forever in azures so bright” became “I would
not exchange my home on the range, where the deer and the antelope play.” Thus
he created the title by which the song is known and expressed a different
sentiment than the one Higley had in mind.
To Guion, who barely knew Kansas existed at the time much less Dr. Higley, the
words were a picture of the land about him and the life into which he had been
born. To him, the text was folk poetry, and he adapted it to a more graceful strain
of his own making, the tune we know the song by today.
Further, Guion had only heard the words sung to a series of verses without a
refrain. In his setting, he added the refrain on his words “Home, home on the
range.” His version was not notated until three years later, at which time he
extended his song further at the words “Oh, give me a land where the bright sand
flows leisurely down the stream.” That 1908 manuscript, along with other of
Guion’s writing, is now housed at the University of Texas in Austin.
But back to Kansas. It seems that after Higley wrote his poem “Western Home,”
a friend named Dan Kelley provided it with a tune. Here’s the rub. Just what was
Kelley’s tune? No manuscript has survived, though it could well have been the
bouncier one to which Guion first heard Higley’s words sung, an altogether
different melody from the one we sing today.
And, as we can pinpoint the words of “Home on the Range” to Kansas, so we can
trace the tune to which we sing these words to Texas. In 1908, John Lomax
collected the tune in the Lone Star State, supposedly from the great Negro
folksinger Leadbelly. Lomax later included it in a 1910 collection of cowboy
songs, but without any credit to a composer.
But Guion’s tune had been sung by himself and his friends for three years earlier
and could have spread about the state. How could you resist singing so catchy a
melody? Guion has no idea how Lomax happened on the melody, although he
does know that a Negro servant in the Guion household named Coxie took up the
song and also knew Leadbelly….
At the time of publication, Guion had the song printed as an arrangement, a move
he now feels, given the controversy which has followed, was a mistake. But he
felt then that the song would go over better with the public if it thought “Home on
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the Range” was an authentic cowboy tune rather than the inspiration of [a] Texas
musician educated in Vienna. 675
A 1976 article gave a slightly different timeline of the Guion arrangement of
Home on the Range:
In 1906, at the age of 14, [Guion] sat down at the piano in his home in Ballinger
in West Texas. Rolling through his head was a little song he’d heard Elijah the
chuckwagon cook and some of the other ranch hands singing. They called it “The
Buffalo Song.” He turned it into “Home on the Range.”
In 1918, with “Home on the Range” and an armload of other compositions, Guion
set off for New York….
“It infuriates me,” says Guion. “My blood pressure rises every time anyone
mentions, ‘Home on the Range.’ I never claimed to originate the song. The basic
elements came from an old cowboy tune. In Arizona, it was called ‘Arizona
Home,’ in Colorado it was ‘Colorado Home,’ in Texas it was ‘The Buffalo Song.’
And they certainly didn’t start with Dr. Higley. It was a jerky, silly little song in
2/4 time the way the cowboys sang it. I didn’t even much like the song. Listen.”
He sits at his grand piano and bounces out a choppy little tune. “That’s ‘The
Buffalo Song,’” he says. “Now listen.” And, his voice gravelly but sure, he
breaks into a slow, lilting, emotional rendition of “Home on the Range.” “Now if
that is the same song as the first one,” he says, “then I’ll eat your hat. I made the
song a classic and I’m proud of that. Damn those people in Kansas anyway.” 676
Another article from around 1975 gave the following:
[A] Texan is accepted by most authorities as the composer of “Home on the
Range.” His name is David W. Guion and he still lives in Dallas. He says that he
wrote the song when he was a lad of 15….
He was playing the piano almost by the time he could talk. He wrote his first
musical composition when he was four. By the time he was old enough to be
shipped off to Whipple Academy in Illinois, he already was an accomplished
pianist and composer….
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In 1907 when 15-year-old David was home from school for summer vacation, he
wrote down the words to a song he had first heard the cowboys on the ranch sing
a couple of years before. The song was “On the Buffalo Range.” David changed
the title and some of the words to suit himself as he wrote them down. To the
young composer the song was pure folk poetry and he wanted to preserve it, but
he didn’t like the tune to which it was sung. He adapted it to a more graceful
melody of his composition—the tune by which we know the song today.
The next year John A. Lomax, The University of Texas folklorist, was putting
together a collection of cowboy songs. The great Negro folksinger, Leadbelly,
gave Lomax a song called “Home on the Range.” In 1910 when Lomax
published his collection he included the song but did not credit it to any
composer.
Detractors of Guion’s claim to the composition say the publication of the “Home
on the Range” in the Lomax collection proves that the song had been around for
years. Guion says that this isn’t true. He contends that, in the three years
between the time he wrote his version and the time Lomax picked it up from
Leadbelly, the new words and tune had been sung around the state. He believes
that a Negro servant at the Guion ranch passed the song on to Leadbelly….
David Guion, of course, has never claimed that he did anything more than revise
the original lyrics of the ballad, or the lyrics as he heard them sung by cowboys in
1905. He believes the words probably were sung to the tune which Dan Kelly
[sic] had put them to when he had first read Dr. Higley’s poem. No manuscript of
Kelly’s melody has ever been found, but Guion recalls that it was “bouncier” than
the one he says he wrote for the song in 1907. 677
An article from 1979 gives yet another account:
Classical music and Western music mingled in the boy’s mind. He recalled one
song in particular, “The Buffalo Song,” which Guion said was similar to “Home
on the Range” but still very different.
When he was about six years old, [illegible] the tune for “Home on the Range” in
his mind.
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“I skipped about the house writing tunes,” he said. “When I was about eight years
old, I began writing it down. I didn’t think much of it. Then I wrote the entire
number when I was about 14.”
While still a youth Guion traveled Texas with a band. One of the songs they
played was “Home on the Range.” 678
Thus Guion’s story of Home on the Range changed over the years, picking up
new talking points here and there, but with glaring inconsistency regarding what he did
when. Though we cannot help but conclude that much of Guion’s story is fabricated, we
must at the same time acknowledge his considerable role in making Home on the Range
one of America’s best-loved songs.
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Chapter 7. Conclusions
As we have seen, most of the cowboy songs that Guion arranged were widespread in oral
tradition. Most were documented in multiple versions, with changes in tune and variation
in their lyrics. This is especially true of songs that had multiple claims of authorship.
One result of the survey of the version history of these songs is a greater
appreciation for the role Lomax had in preserving them. The physical layout of his book
makes it hardly suitable for those wishing to gather around a piano to sing the songs,
requiring one person to hold the book open while another plays the piano, with others
crowding around try to make out the lyrics, which except for the first verse are not found
on the same page as the piano accompaniment. And yet it seems that those eighteen
songs for which Lomax included the music became the best known of all the cowboy
songs. Hardly any cowboy songs that Lomax missed as he travelled across the country
were ever picked up and published by other collectors. As we have seen, even those
cowboys who knew many songs through oral transmission regarded Lomax’s collection
as authoritative, even if they felt free to make up their own tunes where Lomax had not
provided any.
We can also conclude that Guion’s claims to have learned a great many cowboy
songs as a child were exaggerated. As a collector of cowboy songs, his contributions are
The Bold Vaquero along with an unfamiliar tune for The Cowboy’s Dream, aside from
songs that had already been published by Lomax. There are of course many more songs
that are the creations of Guion working in collaboration with his lyricist. But if he had
been acquainted with numerous cowboy songs from an early age, with the exception of
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The Bold Vaquero, these have not shown up in his compositional output.
A few of the cowboy songs Guion changed substantially in his arrangements. For
God’s Golden West he created an entirely new tune. With Carry Me Home to the Lone
Prairie he used the well-known lyrics of a familiar song along with one of its lesser
known tunes, and he fashioned the song into a new creation whose lyrics are a much
better fit with the charming, carefree melody. In this version the song seems to have
caught on with radio audiences. In fundamentally transforming these songs into
something vastly different from their folk origins, Guion was motivated by artistic license
rather than a desire to avoid copyright infringement, as by this time it had been
established in court that the cowboy songs from Lomax’s collection were in the public
domain. Lomax never received royalties from Guion’s arrangements.
The authenticity of Guion’s cowboy songs may be enhanced by his claims to have
grown up on a ranch and being equally in his element in the saddle and at the piano
bench, but ultimately his stature as a composer does not depend on whether he ever won
a rodeo championship, which he did. His songs are a vivid portrayal of scenes of an
idealized, romanticized Wild West: the eccentric administrator of frontier justice, the
wife murderer who turns remorseful at the gallows, the tragic demise of Charlie and
Little Joe in stampedes, the cowboy singing to his dogies while contemplating the
afterlife, and of course the deer and antelope at play on the range, immortalized in a
version that inspired an American president and then reached out to the entire country as
it struggled through the Great Depression. At issue is not the historical veracity of these
scenes of the idealized West so much as their commentary on a way of life that was
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unquestionably American. In each case, Guion’s music strives to impress the audience,
and moreover it succeds in doing so, whether it is a matter of appealing for sympathy for
a character in a song, or telling a fascinating story, or presenting a scene that the audience
finds deeply moving, or winning the audience over with charm.
These same effects are achieved by Guion’s arrangements of African-American
spirituals. The music makes such an impression that upon hearing it we are inclined to
accept his claims to have been deeply immersed in the aesthetic world of AfricanAmerican religious music. Yet we recognize that he had no more than a casual
understanding of the true social significance of this music and of the broader culture of
which such music was only a part.
Upon hearing Guion’s songs of the South we may have a harder time reconciling
the appealing music with lyrics that may provoke offense and even outrage. We are not
able to experience these songs in the same way that audiences of the 1920s and 30s
received them. Some of the lyrics present a distored view of African-American religion,
with too much emphasis on damnation and retribution. Other lyrics give us a distorted
view of African-Americans in general, sometimes reducing them to stereotyped
characters that had been constantly reinforced in popular culture. But reading the lyrics
is a much different experience from hearing the lyrics in their musical context, and the
music seems to reverberate with authenticity. We feel that Guion sympathized with the
plight of African-Americans, even if the way he expressed this sympathy in some cases
feels out of place or inappropriate almost a century later.
When concert or recital programs include works by Guion, these tend to be the
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pieces in the program that the audience will likely find memorable, compelling, poignant,
and at times even astounding. Achieving this effect is the one connecting thread among
all of the diverse styles in which Guion composed, beginning with his earliest published
works. We find this quality in his cowboy songs, his spirituals, and his songs of the
South. We find it in virtuosic piano pieces such as Turkey in the Straw and The
Harmonica Player that are still heard in concerts today.
And we find this same effect with Guion’s masterpiece, the primitivist ballet
Shingandi. This was the work that briefly placed Dallas at the forefront of American
ballet, while also connecting Guion with some of the world’s most prominent proponents
of modernism of the time: Stravinsky, Gershwin, Grofé, Whiteman, and Diaghilev.
Hopefully Shingandi will once again reclaim its place in concert halls and ballet theatres.
In the first chapter of this dissertation I quoted Percy Grainger, who wrote that
“David Guion is one of the greatest living composers in any country. Already he has
written many immortal things and his work is close to the greatest classics of all time.”
When Grainger wrote these words, Guion’s star was still rising. He had appeared on the
radio only locally, and many of his most monumental works had not yet been written. It
has not been my intent, as did Grainger, to herald any composer as America’s “greatest,”
but it is certain that alongside such composers as Copland, Grofé and Gershwin, names
that come to mind readily when we think of composers whose music reflects the vast
American experience, Guion has earned his place.
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Figure 1. Version comparison for Holy Bible.
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Figure 2. Version comparison for John de Bap-a-tist (continued on following page).
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Figure 2, continued. Version comparison for John de Bap-a-tist.
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Figure 3. Version comparison for Jubilee (continued on following page).
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Figure 3, continued. Version comparison for Jubilee.
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Figure 4. Version comparison for Little David (continued on following page).
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Figure 4, continued. Version comparison for Little David.
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Figure 5. Version comparison for My Little Soul’s Gwine a Shine.
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Figure 6. Version comparison for Nobody Knows de Trouble I Sees.
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Figure 7. Version comparison for Poor Sinner.
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Figure 8. Version comparison for Satan’s a Liar an’ a Conjur Too.
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Figure 9. Version comparison for Sinner, Don’ Let Dis Harves’ Pass.
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Figure 10. Version comparison for Some o’ these Days (continued on following page).
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Figure 10, continued. Version comparison for Some o’ these Days.
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Figure 11. Version comparison for Swing Low, Sweet Chariot (continued on following
page).
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Figure 11, continued. Version comparison for Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.
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Figure 12. Version comparison for You Jes’ Will Git Ready, You Gwine a Die.
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Figure 13. Version comparison for De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’.
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Figure 14. Version comparison for Run, Mary, Run.
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Figure 15. Version comparison for Cowboy’s Meditation (continued on following page).
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Figure 15, continued. Version comparison for Cowboy’s Meditation.
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Figure 16. Version comparison for McCaffie’s Confession.
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Figure 17. Version comparison for Roy Bean.
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Figure 18. Version comparison for All Day on the Prairie.
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Figure 19. Version comparison for O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie (continued on
following page).
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Figure 19, continued. Version comparison for O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie.
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Figure 20. Version comparison for Carry Me Home to the Lone Prairie (continued on
following pages).
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Figure 20, continued. Version comparison for Carry Me Home to the Lone Prairie
(continued on following pages).
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Figure 20, continued. Version comparison for Carry Me Home to the Lone Prairie
(continued on following page).
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Figure 20, continued. Version comparison for Carry Me Home to the Lone Prairie.
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Figure 21. Version comparison for Ol’ Paint (continued on following pages).
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Figure 21, continued. Version comparison for Ol’ Paint (continued on following page).
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Figure 21, continued. Version comparison for Ol’ Paint.
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Figure 22. Version comparison for When the Work’s All Done This Fall (continued on
following pages).
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Figure 22, continued. Version comparison for When the Work’s All Done This Fall
(continued on following page).
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Figure 22, continued. Version comparison for When the Work’s All Done This Fall.
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Figure 23. Version comparison for Little Joe, the Wrangler (continued on following
pages).
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Figure 23, continued. Version comparison for Little Joe, the Wrangler (continued on
following pages).
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Figure 23, continued. Version comparison for Little Joe, the Wrangler (continued on
following pages).
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Figure 23, continued. Version comparison for Little Joe, the Wrangler (continued on
following pages).
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Figure 23, continued. Version comparison for Little Joe, the Wrangler (continued on
following pages).
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Figure 23, continued. Version comparison for Little Joe, the Wrangler (continued on
following page).
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Figure 23, continued. Version comparison for Little Joe, the Wrangler.
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Figure 24. Version comparison for The Cowboy’s Dream (continued on following
pages).
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Figure 24, continued. Version comparison for The Cowboy’s Dream (continued on
following page).
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Figure 24, continued. Version comparison for The Cowboy’s Dream.
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Figure 25. Version comparison for Brazos Boat Song (continued on following page).
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Figure 25, continued. Version comparison for Brazos Boat Song
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Figure 26. Version comparison for The Yellow Rose of Texas (continued on following
page).
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Figure 26, continued. Version comparison for The Yellow Rose of Texas.
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Figure 27. Version comparison for God’s Golden West (continued on following page).
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Figure 27, continued. Version comparison for God’s Golden West.
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Figure 28. Version comparison for Home on the Range (continued on following pages).
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Figure 28, continued. Version comparison for Home on the Range (continued on
following pages).
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Figure 28, continued. Version comparison for Home on the Range (continued on
following pages).
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Figure 28, continued. Version comparison for Home on the Range (continued on
following page).
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Figure 28, continued. Version comparison for Home on the Range.
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Figure 29. Excerpt of Spoof Woofie Goof with quotation from Home on the Range.
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Appendix A. List and Chronology of Guion Compositions
In establishing the chronology of Guion’s works, I would like to consider first those
works which (eventually) were published, some of them perhaps much later than their
date of composition. I shall compare the dates written on the manuscripts with dates of
signed agreements between the composer and publisher (as these documents indicate that
the work had by that time been completed), dates of publication, and dates of the first
known performance, which usually were live performances but occasionally were used in
live broadcasts from radio studios. The suspicious dates from manuscripts appear in
boldface.
Title
All Day on the Prairie
All of a Sudden
Alley Tunes
And God Was There
Arkansas Traveler
As We, O Lord, Have
Joined Our Hands
At Close of Day
At the Cry of the First Bird
Barcarolle
The Bell Buoy
The Bold Vaquero
Brazos Boat Song
Carry Me Home to the
Lone Prairie
Chloe
Compensation
Country Jig in C Major
Country Jig in D Major

Manuscript
date
1909
None
None
MS location
unknown
None
None

Agreement
date
1929
1944
1925
1945

Publication
date
1930
1945
1926
1946

First known
performance
1929
None
1926
None

1928
1958

1929
1959

1929
1960

MS location
unknown
1921, 1923
MS location
unknown
1921
1906
None
1935

1939

1942

None

1924
1931

1924
1932

1924
1929

1930
1919
1936
1936

1931
1920
1936
1937

1924
1921
1936
None

1929
MS location
unknown
1937
1933

1935
1920

1936
1921

1935
1921

1936
1935

1938
1936

None
1939
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The Cowboy’s Dream
Cowboy’s Meditation
Creole Juanita
The Cross-Bearer
Embers
From a Child’s World
The Ghostly Galley
Go Then
God’s Golden West
Greatest Miracle of All
Hand in Hand, Beloved
Hark, from de Tombs
The Hawk
A Heart-Break
Holy Bible
Home on the Range
Hopi Indian Cradle Song

None
1925, 1930
None
None
None
1974
None
1938
MS location
unknown
MS location
unknown
None

1932
1928
1932
1941
1917
1979
1917
1939
1946

1933
1929
1934
1942
1918
1981
1918
1942
1947

1933
1926
1931 radio
1950
1918
None
1918
None
None

1918

1918

1919

1944

None

MS location
unknown
MS location
unknown
None
MS location
unknown
1908
MS location
unknown
None

1917

1944,
© 1941
1918

1950

1952

None

1928
1917

1929
1918

1931
None

1929
1917

1930
1917

1929
1919

1923

1924

1924

1917
1940

1918
1940

1918
1943

1928
1924

1929
1924

1929
1924

1917

1918

None

1917
?

1918
1920

1918
None

1937

1938

None

1938
1920
1943

1939
1921
1944

1950
1921
None

How dy do, Mis’
Springtime
I Sees Lawd Jesus a Comin’ None
I Talked to God Last Night MS location
unknown
In Galam
1920
Jazz Scherzo
“age of 9”
[ca. 1902]
John de Bap-a-tist
MS location
unknown
Jubilee
None
A Kiss
MS location
unknown
De Lawd’s Baptizin’
MS location
unknown
Lef’ Away
None
Life and Love
None
Life’s Journey
MS location
unknown
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1931

Li’l’ Black Rose
Little David
Little Joe, the Wrangler
Little Pickaninny Kid
Lonesome Song of the
Plains
The Lord is My Shepherd
Loss
Love is Lord of All
Love that Could Not Stay
Love’s Supremacy

Mam’selle Marie
Mary
Mary Alone
De Massus an’ de Missus
McCaffie’s Confession
Minuet
Mistah Jay-Bird
Mother
Mother Goose Suite

My Cowboy Love-Song
My Eternity
My Little Soul’s Gwine a
Shine
My Lord and My God
My No-Good-Man
My Own Laddie
My Son

None
MS location
unknown
None
None
1927
[melody
only]
MS location
unknown
1918
None
MS location
unknown
1948
[early
version]
1920
1951
1921
None
MS location
unknown
MS location
unknown
None
1927
MS location
unknown

1923
1917

1924
1918

1931
1930

1932
1919
1928

1933
1919
1929

1931
1921
1929

1957

1959

1954

1918
?
1941

1918
1919
1942

1919
1921
None

1949

1950

None

1928
?
1921
1928
1929

1929
1955
1922
1929
1930

1929
1953
1922
1929
1931 radio

1922

1923

1923

1932
1930
1936

1934
1931
1937

1934
1939
None

1936
1946
1917

1936
1948
1918

1931
1930
1930 [one
piece],
1931 radio
[except final
piece]
1936
None
1919

MS location
unknown
None
None
MS location
unknown

?

1973

None

1944
1918
1939

1945
1919
1940

None
1921
1972
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Negro Lament

“when I
was ten or
twelve” [ca.
1903-05]
MS location
unknown
1941
None

1928

1930

None

1918

1918

1918

1942
1930

1942
1931

None
1931

None

?

1924

1924

None
MS location
unknown
1931
1910,
© 1917
1937
MS location
unknown
MS location
unknown
MS location
unknown
MS location
unknown
MS location
unknown

1918
1917

1918
1918

1918
1918

1932
1918

1933
1918

1930
1918

1938
1943

1940
1944

1943
1950

1944

1947

None

1922

1922

1923

1946

None

1930

1948
© 1935
1930

Poor Sinner
Prairie Dusk

None
MS location
unknown

1918
1931

1918
1932

Prairie Night Song

MS location
unknown
1924

1936

1937
© 1935
1926

Nobody Knows de Trouble
I Sees
Nocturne in Blue
O Bury Me Not on the
Lone Prairie
O My Lawd, What Shall I
Do?
De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’
Ol’ Marse Adam
Ol’ Paint
Old Maid Blues
One Day
Only Through Thee, Lord
Pastoral
Pickaninny Dance
Pinto
Please Shake Dem
‘Simmons Down

Praise God, I’m Satisfied

1925
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1931
[included in
a listing of
Guion
works,
1929]
1918
1930
[included in
a listing of
Guion
works,
1929]
None
1924

Prayer

“age of
ten” [ca.
1903]
“Words
added later
in 1917”
None
None
MS location
unknown
1934
MS location
unknown

1917

1919

1918

1920
1918
1934

1921
1920
1934

1921
1921
1934

1946
1929

1947
1930

Run, Mary, Run
Sail Away for the Rio
Grande
Satan’s a Liar an’ a Conjur
Too
The Scissors Grinder

None
1925

1920
1925

1921
1925

None
1931
[included in
a listing of
Guion
works,
1929]
1924
1926

MS location
unknown
MS location
unknown

1917

1918

1919

1930

1930

Sea Demons

MS location
unknown
1922
1929

1937

1938

1930
[included in
a listing of
Guion
works,
1929]
1972

1922
1932

1924
1930

Short’nin’ Bread
Shout Yo’ Glory
Sinner, Don’ Let Dis
Harves’ Pass
Some o’ these Days
Song of Mexico
The Song of the Whip

None
None
None

1939
1919
1917

1922
1945
© 1930
1941
1919
1918

None
None
1934

1917
1944
1941

1918
None
None

Song of the Wind

MS location
unknown

1940

1918
1944
1942
© 1935
1942

Resurrection
Return
Ride, Cowboy, Ride!
Roll Along Little Dogies
Roy Bean

Sheep and Goat
Shingandi
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None
1921
1924

1955

The Soul of the Universe

None

1943

Southern Nights

1917 [early
version]
1936
MS location
unknown
Not
examined
[at Baylor]
None

Spanish Boat-Song
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
Texas Fox Trot

Texas, May I Never
Wander
Texas: Suite for Orchestra

They’ve Taken My Lord
Away
This Night Can Never
Come Again!
To the Sun
Too Deep for Tears
Turkey in the Straw
Unveil Your Eyes
Valse Arabesque
Valse Serenade
The Voice of America
Voodoo
Waltz of Sorrow
Waltzing with You in My
Arms
Weary
What Shall We Do with a
Drunken Sailor?
When the Work’s All Done
this Fall
When You Go

None

1922

1944
© 1941
1922

1938
1918

1939
1918

None
1919

1917

1915

1931

1935

1936

1954

1951 [dated
on score of
one
movement]

?

1952

MS location
unknown
None

?

1960 [only
two
movements
were
published]
© 1952
1974

1938

1939

None

1920
1944
1910
MS location
unknown
1923
None
1941

1928
1944
1919
1946

1929
1945
1919
1948

1929
1945
1920
1960

1926
1931
1942

1924
1924
None

1920
MS location
unknown
1930

1928
1923

1927
1931
1942
© 1941
1929
1924

1932

1934

1931 radio

None
None

1926
1932

1927
1933

1925
1931 radio

1930

1931

1931

1931

None

?

1931

1929
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1931

None

1929
1931 radio

When You Smile

1937

1939

White Clouds
Wild Geese

None
MS location
unknown
MS location
unknown
None
1930
MS location
unknown

Within Your Eyes
Wrong Livin’
The Yellow Rose of Texas
You Jes’ Will Git Ready,
You Gwine a Die

None

1938
1930

1940
© 1939
1940
1931

1918

1918

1919

1932
1936
1917

1934
1936
1918

1931 radio
1972
None

1972
1929

The works for which the manuscripts give suspicious dates of composition are
thus the following:
Title

Manuscript date

All Day on the Prairie
The Bold Vaquero
Country Jig in C Major
Cowboy’s Meditation
Home on the Range
Jazz Scherzo
Negro Lament
Ol’ Paint
Old Maid Blues
Prayer
Turkey in the Straw
The Yellow Rose of Texas

1909
1906
1937
1925, 1930
1908
1902
ca. 1903-05
1931
1910, 1917
ca. 1903, 1917
1910
1930

Earliest external documentation, (and
probable year of composition)
1929 (1929)
1919 (1919)
1936 (1936)
1926 (1925)
1929 (1929)
1924 (1924)
1928 (1928)
1929 (1929)
1918 (1917)
1917 (1917)
1919 (1919)
1936 (1936)

It is noteworthy that these suspiciously dated compositions include several of the works
that Guion most wanted to be remembered for (All Day on the Prairie, The Bold
Vaquero, Home on the Range, Turkey in the Straw, and The Yellow Rose of Texas), and
that these same works are derived from Western-themed folk melodies. In the few cases
in which the seemingly erroneous dates are later than the probable year of composition
(Country Jig in C Major, Cowboy’s Meditation, Ol’ Paint), this appears to be a matter of
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faulty memory rather than an act of deception, for which it is hard to imagine any motive.
I addressed in Chapter 6 the question of the date of 1930 for The Yellow Rose of Texas;
Kevin Mooney also treated this issue at length in his dissertation.
Thus all of the truly suspicious dates concern the works that Guion claimed to
have written before 1911; these would predate his study in Vienna. Why did he not
perform any of them in his early recitals, alongside the works of nineteenth-century
masters who made up the bulk of his repertory? Could it have been his teachers who
discouraged him from performing his own compositions? And if so, then why did he not
return to his own works in 1914, when he was no longer under the supervision of any
teacher? Answers to these questions might be found through an examination of Guion’s
unpublished works, listed below (including some works that he may not have regarded as
finished).
Title

Manuscript date

Adorable You
Along the Rio Grande
Another “Little Prelude”
Bolero, from Cowboy Love
Song
Creole—Creola
Dark Rivers
Dixie Day
Esta’s Song, from Cowboy
Love Song
Flower Song, from Cowboy
Love Song
Get Your Man! Get Your
Gal!, from Cowboy Love
Song
Glorious Texas Land

1939
1959
“Age 12” [ca. 1905]
1934

Earliest known
performance
None
None
None
None (© 1935)

1920
1942
None
None

None
1950
1932 radio
None (© 1935)

1935

None (© 1935)

None

None (© 1935)

None

None
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Guion’s Mr./Miss “ShowOff”!
Guion’s “Winner”!
Hangin’ High
Headin’ Back to Texas
I Want to Love Someone,
Why Can’t It Be You?
If You Can’t Get Drunk on
Alcohol, Then You’ve Got to
Get Drunk on Love
I’m a Cop!
I’m Exempt, from the opera
Suzanne

“At age ten!” [ca. 1903]

None

“At age ten!” [ca. 1903]
1958, 1959
1956, 1959 [revision]
1930

None
None (© 1959)
None (© 1956)
1932 radio

None

None

1976
None

Improvisation, from Cowboy
Love Song
In Pocono Moonlight
It’s Love Again
Koupla Kats
Lafalot

1934

None (© 1977)
None (presumably
written in 1920 along
with the other excerpts of
Suzanne)
None (© 1935)

Lament for Violin
Lament to Amy
Land of Heart’s Desire
Little Prelude
Make Believe the Moon is a
Microphone
Memories of Old Vienna

None
1960
1917
None
1939

Moods

“Written when I was
twelve” [ca. 1905]
None

Mother Tabbyskin, from
Mother Goose Suite

None
None
1935
1929

None (© 1940)
None
None
Planned for radio
broadcast in 1932 but
never used
None (incomplete work)
None
None
None
None

1922

“No matter what the day may None
bring”
Nocturnal Etude
None
Nocturne

None (revised from the
Overture to Land of
Heart’s Desire)
None
None (not included in the
published version of the
suite)
None (untitled song)
None (listed in article in
1929)
None

None
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Play, Play, Play

1920

The Pledge to America
Prairie Suite
“Praise the name of God
most high”
Runnels is My County, My
Home Sweet Home
The Santa Fe Railway March
Sleep, Little Baby Sleep

1942
1937, 1953 [revision]
“Written when I was
twelve” [ca. 1905]
None

“Sonny, there’s a lantern in
the sky”

None (untitled poem with
melody and piano
accompaniment, without
text underlay)
None
None (listed in article in
1929); planned for radio
broadcast in 1932 as
orchestral work but not
used
None
None
None
None
1943
None; consists of
orchestrations of Sheep
and Goat, Home on the
Range, Arkansas
Traveler, and Turkey in
the Straw
None
None
Manuscript at Baylor
[Not examined]
As none of these are
known ever to have been
performed, I reserve this
column for distinguishing
features of the
manuscripts for
identification purposes
None
“Refrain”
“Completed Jan. 21st 1959” “Song Without Words”

Staccato (Concert Etude)

Valse of Sorrow
Waltz in C Minor
Western Symphonic Suite

When Love Goes Ridin’ By
The Wind Blows Cold
Untitled vocal works without
lyrics: [Numbers added by
me for identification
purposes]

Ab Major [No. 1]
C Minor [No. 2 1st version]

“Age 7” [or 18] [ca. 1900]
“One of my first songs!
Age eight!” [ca. 1901]
None
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None (probably an
excerpt of the opera
Suzanne)
None
1960
None (untitled melody
with words)
None
None
None

C Minor [No. 2]

1959

Eb Major [No. 3]
Eb Major [No. 4]

None
None

Eb Major [No. 5]

None

Eb Major [No. 6]

None

Eb Major [No. 7]
Eb Major [No. 8]

None
1946

Eb Major [No. 9]
Eb Major [No. 10]
Eb Major [No. 11]

“Written when I was a
young boy”
None
None

F Major [No. 12]
F Major [No. 13]
F Major [No. 14]

“One of earliest ideas”
None
None

G Major [No. 15]
G Major [No. 16]

None
“July 1939”

G Major [No. 16 1st version]

None

G Major [No. 17]

None

“Popular Song – no
words!” [later version of
the Song Without Words
dated Jan 21, 1959]
“ligerro” [sic]
Vocal part introduces the
chorus by singing the
word “So”
Final bar added in page
margin
“duet” “musical comedy
number”
“Idea only”
“Moderately slow, with
feeling”
“musical comedy”
“Prelude 3½ bars”
“Written for and
dedicated to Peggy
Fears”
“Moderato”
“Idea for popular song”
“Key of A flat for high
voice”
“Refrain”
“Song with piano
accompaniment”
“an idea—never
completed” [same tune as
the “Song with piano
accompaniment” but far
less elaborate; clearly an
earlier version]
“But now dull time has
brought”

The unpublished Guion works include seventeen songs that do not have any lyrics
in the vocal part. In each case, the manuscript is scored on twelve-staff paper into four
systems of three staves. The bottom two staves of each system is used for the piano part,
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with the vocal line on the upper staff. The earliest works appear to be those that use
plain, twelve-staff paper without braces or clefs, while the later works use paper
expressly designed for songs with voice and piano (or for instrumental solos with piano
accompaniment), such as G. Schirmer “Style No. 9,” “Carl Fischer No. 10,” or
“Parchment Brand No. 11.” The latter two paper styles use pre-printed clefs. Thus both
the layout and the choice of manuscript paper suggest that these works are intended either
for voice or a melody instrument, with piano accompaniment.
But use of a melody instrument is not characteristic of Guion’s compositional
output. Guion wrote only three orchestral works: Prairie Suite (1937 as a condensed
score, revised and fully orchestrated 1953), Western Symphonic Suite (1943 as a
condensed score), and Texas Suite (1951). Because the first two of these suites were
written out essentially as a piano reduction, I get the impression that it was not until after
receiving a commission from the Houston Symphony Society in 1950 to write an
orchestral work that Guion ever studied the principles of orchestration. I suspect further
that in his fourteen-piece Texas Suite, which consists largely of orchestrations of previous
Guion works, Guion drew heavily from the orchestrations that others had made of these
works. This would merit further study.
Aside from these three orchestral works, there appears to be only one more time
that Guion wrote for an instrument other than piano: an unfinished sketch entitled “Idea
for song or Lament for violin or piano.” Again, this work is written on twelve-staff paper
with three staves in each system. But this time, nothing is written in the upper staff. The
melody appears in the right hand of the piano part, as Guion had not yet decided whether
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the melody would be duplicated by the violin or the voice, or whether the work would
simply be a piano solo.
Thus, Guion’s compositional output centers on voice and piano as his nearly
exclusive instruments of expression. So even if it would be justified to perform Guion’s
untitled melodies with piano accompaniment using violin or some other melody
instrument, it is hardly likely that Guion envisioned them that way. Instead, they were
likely intended as vocal works. Some of them are even indicated as such in the
manuscript, as in the first version of the Melody No. 2 (the numbering of these untexted
melodies being my own, as outlined in the table above), it is designated: “Words to be
written!”
Among the unpublished Guion works, those dated 1917 or later do not seem to
arouse any suspicion concerning the veracity of their dating. What good would it do the
composer to claim that a work for which he would never achieve recognition had been
written when he was in his mid-twenties, if such were not true, considering that by this
time he was already beginning to have his music published? Once again, the truly
questionable dates become those from before 1911, and this time none of the works in
question are known ever to have been performed:
Title
Another “Little Prelude”
Guion’s Mr./Miss “Show-Off”!
Guion’s “Winner”!
Moods
“Praise the name of God most high”
The Santa Fe Railway March
Sleep, Little Baby Sleep

Manuscript date
“Age 12” [ca. 1905]
“At age ten!” [ca. 1903]
“At age ten!” [ca. 1903]
“Written when I was twelve” [ca. 1905]
“Written when I was twelve” [ca. 1905]
“Age 7” [or 18] [ca. 1900]
“One of my first songs! Age eight!” [ca.
1901]
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Untitled song without lyrics in Eb Major
[No. 9]
Untitled song without lyrics in F Major
[No. 12]

“Written when I was a young boy”
“One of earliest ideas”

There are a few Guion works mentioned in various sources for which no music notation
has ever been located:
Title
Cavalcade of America

Come Across
Country Dance in D

Cowboy’s Lament

Elegy
Etude de Concert in G Minor
Gavotte in F Minor
Green Grow the Lilacs
Hail, Greenhill
His Song
Jesus Heals the Sick
The Lonesome Cowboy

Million Dollar Mystery Rag

Open Your Eyes as the Violets Do
Prelude in E Minor

Notes
Orchestral music used for Texas
Centennial in 1936; presumably
included My Cowboy Love-Song and
possibly other Texas-themed
compositions.
Copyright 1917
Performed several times between 1924
and 1934; presumably an early title for
the Country Jig in D Major
Performed in 1932; presumably an
erroneous title of another work such as
O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie
Piano solo performed in 1921 and 1926,
mentioned in an article in 1930
Performed in two recitals in 1916
Performed at the Baylor recital in 1916
Probably not composed by Guion. See
discussion of Ol’ Paint in Chapter 6.
Copyright 1952
Copyright 1943
Performed in 1919; probably a
misattribution
Performed in 1930; probably an
erroneous title for Lonesome Song of the
Plains
Never written on paper, according to
Guion’s memoirs; probably from 1914,
when a serial called Million Dollar
Mystery ran in theaters
Royalty agreement from 1918
Performed in 1950; probably a
misattribution
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Range of the Buffalo

Recompense

Shall It Be Mountain Or Sea?
Slow Drag
Song Without Words
Suite for Orchestra

Waltz in D Minor
Walzermasken in G Minor (Russian)

Listed in article in 1929; planned for
1931 radio show but not used; probably
used in radio broadcast in 1930
Mentioned in a letter concerning
renewal copyright registration in 1954
along with two other Guion works that
had been published by Boosey & Co. in
1918
Copyright 1917
Presumably an early title for Wrong
Livin’
Copyright 1942 (melody with piano
accompaniment)
Included in a list of Guion compositions
compiled ca. 1950, dated September,
1930 with an indication that the
manuscripts of the orchestral parts were
available for rent. Several Guion works
were performed by an orchestra when he
appeared on The Eveready Hour that
month, so I assume that this suite
consisted of those orchestrations used
for the radio broadcast.
Performed at the Baylor recital in 1916
Performed at the Baylor recital in 1916

The majority of Guion’s unpublished works can be found within the David W.
Guion Archives and Americana Collection at the Round Top Festival Institute, where
they were in an unsorted box of manuscripts that included sketches and drafts along with
completed works. In some newspaper interviews, Guion said that it was his habit to keep
manuscript paper scattered throughout his house, and that when a musical idea occurred
to him, he would write it down on whichever paper happened to be at hand. The
manuscripts seem to confirm this, as the same sheet of paper might contain a fair copy of
a complete work alongside rudimentary fragments, some of which the composer might
never have expanded into an entire composition. If for example, a fully written draft of a
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composition might have been face down on top of the piano, he might have forgotten
about the finished work as he used the top sheet to write down a melody or chord
progression that came to mind. If the fragment seemed to be worth using, he would label
it “Idea,” with the intention of returning to it at some point in the future.
The vast majority of the Guion manuscripts fall clearly into three categories:
1. Sketches. These are incomplete works, or portions of what would later
become part of a finished work. Some of the sketches are unharmonized
melody, with or without lyrics. Others show that the composer also worked
on melody and harmony simultaneously. Some of the sketches illustrate
clearly that the composer started with a given text and explored its musical
potential, while others show that he would at times also write out an entire
song even if he did not have any lyrics in mind yet.
2. Drafts. I reserve this term for works that have reached a stage of completion
at which they can be performed, even if the composer might not have regarded
them as finished products. Except for a few cases from early in his career
(prior to 1920), these drafts are in pencil, and usually contain erasures and
corrections. The handwriting is often not entirely distinct, as the draft was
intended for the composer’s use, primarily, rather than for someone else’s
interpretation. Consequently, the interpretation of the manuscript may be
ambiguous, because note heads, leger lines, and staccato marks tend to look
very much the same.
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3. Fair copies. These manuscripts are written out with painstaking care so that
each note can be read clearly, without any possibility of ambiguous
interpretation. Especially with the later, unpublished compositions, these fair
copies are as clearly legible as the work of a skilled engraver. It was standard
practice for publishers to send the composer a proof prior to publication so
that any mistakes or misinterpretations could be corrected. With many of his
works, he never wrote out a fair copy, so the publisher worked from a draft
copy, and since the proof would be forthcoming, it wasn’t necessary for Guion
to prepare a fair copy. For this reason, I believe that many of the carefully
written fair copies indicate that these works were not intended for publication.
Often the manuscript of a finished Guion work would have his address written on
it. I do not regard the presence of an address as an indication that he lived at this address
at the time that the manuscript was completed. Rather, I think it more likely that the
address indicates that the composer was letting someone borrow the manuscript (most
often a publisher), and wanted the manuscript to be returned by mail to his current
address. This would explain why in some instances one address is crossed out and
replaced with a more recent address.
Most of the fair copies for which a date can be assigned—a publication date, a
letter of agreement, or a performance date—are works from 1929 or later (a few songs
that Guion had copyrighted in 1929 were jointly written with his cousin Murray Saunders
and were probably not meant to be published due to their joint authorship, although most
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of them were used in Guion’s radio show). There are, however, some notable exceptions,
early works written as fair copies:
•

The Land of Heart’s Desire (1917): Some excerpts from this musical can be found in
the Round Top collection. I believe that the entire musical is in the Library of
Congress. I have obtained photocopies of some excerpts from the Library of
Congress, and based on the photocopies, the Library of Congress manuscripts seem to
have been written out after the Round Top manuscripts. The layout of the Round Top
manuscripts is peculiar, because the music notation is written in ink as a fair copy, but
the bar lines are drawn in pencil with a straight edge, with each system consisting of
exactly two measures, and the bar lines being perfectly aligned from one system to
the next. Often the bar lines continue past the end of the excerpt, as though the
composer had written the bar lines first before writing anything else, not even taking
into account how many measures would be needed for a given song in this musical.

•

Little Prelude, and Another Little Prelude (the latter at “Age 12”): What is
uncharacteristic in this manuscript of an apparently very early work is the use of ink
along with, in the case of the Little Prelude, many corrections.

•

Sleep, Little Baby Sleep

•

The Ghostly Galley (1917)

•

Praise God, I’m Satisfied (1924)

•

Some o’ These Days (1917)

•

“I’m Exempt,” from Suzanne (1920)

•

“Play, Play, Play,” from Suzanne (1920)
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Appendix B: Radio Scripts
General Motors Family Party, NBC network, July 28, 1930, 8:30-9:00 p.m. (partial
script)
1. Arkansas Traveler: Guion with orchestra;
2. The Bold Vaquero: trio with orchestra;
3. Swing Low, Sweet Chariot: orchestra;
4. Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion with orchestra;
5. De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’: trio with orchestra;
6. The Lonesome Whistler: orchestra;
7. Turkey in the Straw: Guion with orchestra 679
Well, there isn’t an awful lot to say about most of these numbers—that is, so far as their
history is concerned, because nobody knows just where they came from originally, or
who wrote them. This particular arrangement of mine that they’re going to sing next was
the first cowboy song that was ever transcribed and published. It was taught to me by my
mother—and to her by an English cowpuncher on my daddy’s ranch near Ballinger, a
little Texas cow town where I was born. So the tune very likely has English ancestry. I
hope you’ll like it, if you do, write and tell me so—It’s called “The Bold Vaquero.”
Well, the name of this breakdown is “Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to Pasture.” Like
all other breakdowns it was whistled, sung or played somewhere, sometime by someone
in America. I heard it first when I was trotting on my mother’s knee, and then again at
the cowboy’s and old fiddlers’ dances and reunions in my old home. In my arrangement
I’ve used the original old melody of “Sheep and Goat,” also a little snatch here and there
of other old familiar breakdowns, and a few “side kicks” of my own. You may be
interested to know the words of it… [ellipsis in original] They run like this—
Sheep an Goat walkin’ to de pasture
Sheep says de goat: “Can you walk a little faster?”
Goat fell down, and broke his shin
An’ sheep died laughin’ wid a big broad grin!
I guess most of them do—but I don’t suppose they know it as I do, for I’ve danced to it
thousands of times out at the cowboy dances, until I was almost ready to drop. I guess
that’s where the term “breakdown” for these kind of tunes originated:—you keep dancing
them until you do break down! I don’t know when or by whom “Turkey in the Straw”
was written, but the cowboys rather look on it as their national anthem. In my concert
transcription, which I am going to play now with the orchestra, I have tried to write it just
as I have heard it whistled and played so often by old fiddlers, cowpunchers and
cowboys. Here it is—
Eveready Hour episode 363, Station WEAF, September 9, 1930
(Titles not shown in boldface are not Guion works.)
1.
Arkansas Traveler: orchestra;
679

The program is given in “The Microphone Will Present,” New York Times, Jul 27,
1930.
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2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Announcer:

Announcer:

Little Joe, the Wrangler, traditional: Goebel Reeves;
Medley of Cowboy Tunes: orchestra [probably included Bold Vaquero,
Home on the Range, McCaffie’s Confession, and Range of the Buffalo,
as these songs are mentioned in the script];
The Harmonica Player: Guion;
The Lonesome Whistler: Guion;
Sheep and Goat Walking to the Pasture: Guion with orchestra;
At the End of the Hobo Trail, traditional: Goebel Reeves;
The Big Rock Candy Mountains, traditional: Goebel Reeves;
Turkey in the Straw: Guion with orchestra
Ladies and gentlemen, at this time we present the 363rd Eveready Hour,
the weekly radio feature of National Carbon Company, a unit of Union
Carbide and Carbon Corporation.
Simplification is the ear-mark of progress. Radio sets, once a
complicated jungle of dials and switches, have become more efficient,
though simpler to operate. Automobiles, household appliances and many
mechanical devices have evolved in the direction of simplicity. And
they’ve all progressed.
“B” Batteries have followed the same rule. Once a maze of wires
and soldered connections, “B” Batteries were prone to fail you at a crucial
moment. Eighty-nine weak spots made frequent trouble inevitable. But
now Eveready progress has done away with the old-style battery.
Eveready Layerbilt “B” Batteries are made with only five soldered
connections. The cells of Eveready Layerbilts are flat and packed tightly
together, occupying every cubic inch of space within the battery. Contact
is direct—cell to cell. This unique layer-cake construction brings you
highly compact, highly satisfactory electrical energy for your radio. And
Eveready Layerbilts are the only batteries constructed in this way.
Those who keep abreast of progress provide their radios with
Eveready Layerbilt “B” Batteries because they’re simply made, and
packed to the brim with long life and trouble-free service.
Tonight Eveready raises the lid of the treasure chest of native
American Music. The eloquent songs of the Cowboy, the Hobo, and the
American Negro are to be sung by two men who have learned, from close
observation of these types, how their songs should be rendered.
These men are David W. Guion and Goebel Reeves, both natives
of Texas.
Percy Grainger has referred to David W. Guion as “one of the
greatest living composers.” This great pianist has also found “subtle
workmanship and delicate polyphonic skill” in David Guion’s setting of
“The Arkansas Traveler,” which the Eveready Orchestra will play at this
time.
(1) Arkansas Traveler: orchestra
Goebel Reeves is a tall, raw-boned cowboy, born and bred in the Lone
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Announcer:

Announcer:

Guion:

Guion:

Guion:

Announcer:

Star State, and one of the few men in the world who are thoroughly
acquainted with Cowboy and Hobo music, and know how to sing it in
correct style. Goebel Reeves wants to tell you about his first song. Mr.
Reeves.
(Goebel Reeves announces the following number.)
(2) Little Joe, the Wrangler, traditional: Goebel Reeves
David W. Guion was one of the first to collect, arrange and publish the
songs of the American Cowboy. Having grown up in the saddle, David
Guion knows both the work and the play-sides of the Cowboy, that’s why
his “Bold Vaquero,” “Home on the Range,” “McCaffie’s Confession,”
“Range of the Buffalo,” and many others are of primary importance in the
literature of American folk-song.
The Eveready Orchestra gives us a medley of these well-loved
Cowboy tunes.
(3) Medley of Cowboy Tunes: orchestra
And now, Eveready is happy to introduce David W. Guion himself, the
only American composer who is equally at home on the piano stool and in
the saddle of a bucking bronc’. Mr. Guion.
Did you ever see and hear an old Southern darkey playing on his
harmonica to his little dancing, cut-the-pigeon-wing pickaninnies in the
shadow of the cabin-door at the close of day? Well, I have—hundreds of
times—and that’s why I wrote this little number called “The Harmonica
Player.” It’s one of my “Alley Tunes”—hope you’ll like it.
(4) The Harmonica-Player: Guion
“The Lonesome Whistler,” another of my “Alley Tunes,” depicts a
lonesome darkey boy softly whistling to himself as he ambles down the
alley in the dead of night—kind o’ blue—kind o’ happy and kind o’—half
miserable.
(5) The Lonesome Whistler: Guion
“Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to de Pasture,” like “Turkey in the Straw,” was
written, whistled, sung, and played, once upon a time, by someone,
somewhere in America. The first time I heard it was while trottin’ on my
mother’s knee, and again at the dances given by the Cowboys and Old
Fiddlers in my home town. In this arrangement, aside from the original
melody of “Sheep and Goat,” I have used a little snatch, here and there, of
other old familiar breakdowns, and a few “side-kicks” of my own. The
words run something like this:
Sheep and goat, walkin’ to de pasture,
“Sheep,” says de goat, “Kin you walk a little faster?”
Sheep fell down an’ broke his shin,—
Goat died laughin’ wid a big, broad grin!
(6) Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion with
orchestra
Goebel Reeves comes to the microphone once again. Mr. Reeves.
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Announcer:
Guion:

Announcer:

(Goebel Reeves announces his next two numbers.)
(7) At the End of the Hobo Trail, traditional: Goebel Reeves
(8) The Big Rock Candy Mountains, traditional: Goebel Reeves
David W. Guion has another word for us at this time.
Everybody in America knows it—everybody loves it, it’s as striking as
New York skyscrapers—as nationally typical as baseball—“Turkey in the
Straw.”
I don’t know why, where, when, or by whom it was written, but
our Cowboys and Old Fiddlers rather look on it as their “national hymn.”
I’ve danced to it thousands of times out in west Texas, at the Cowboy
dances and Old Fiddlers’ reunions, until I was almost ready to drop. I’ll
bet five dollars to a doughnut you can’t keep your feet still when you listen
to it. Here it is—“Turkey in the Straw!”
(9) Turkey in the Straw: Guion with orchestra
You have just listened to the Eveready Hour presented by National Carbon
Company, maker of Eveready products: flashlights, dry cells, Raytheon 4pillar radio tubes, Pyrofax—the gas for cooking beyond the gas mains, and
Eveready Layerbilt “B” Batteries.
(The following paragraph may be cut if time is short.)
When radio came, Eveready designed the Layerbilt “B” Battery
which, because of its patented layer-cake construction, provides the
maximum of electrical energy in portable form for radio receivers. Keep
abreast of progress with Eveready Layerbilts.
Next Tuesday the Eveready Hour will present a program of music
with The Eveready Orchestra, under the direction of Nathaniel Shilkret.
Thus ends the 363rd Eveready Hour.

Conoco Listeners’ Hour, episode 24, date unknown
(sound effects—horn—motor—horn)
Announcer: Conoco Listeners’ Hour
(1) Conoco March (one chorus sung—fades as background)
Announcer: This is the Conoco Listeners’ Hour—featuring musical selections sent in
by the radio audience. Peggy and Pat receive your requests and come to
the studio each week to take charge of the program for you. This program
comes to you from the Continental Oil Company, producers, refiners, and
marketers of Conoco Germ Processed Motor Oil, Conoco Balanced Blend
Gasoline, and Conoco Ethyl Gasoline. The Conoco Travel Bureau in
Denver, Colorado, is maintained to assist motor touists with road maps
and all types of motor travel information. But—here are Peggy and Pat!
Peggy:
Good evening.
Pat:
Here we are again. All ready to have the orchestra play a popular dance
tune—“When I Take My Sugar to Tea.”
(2) When I Take My Sugar to Tea: orchestra
Peggy:
Now—I have a very nice letter requesting the Conoco musicians to play
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“Serenade Espagnole.”
(3) Serenade Espagnole: orchestra
Pat:
Peggy, have you heard about “Happy Feet”?
Peggy:
It’s a good dance tune—Pat!
Pat:
Well, this time the Conoco Rondoliers are going to sing it.
(4) Happy Feet: Rondoliers
Peggy:
Tonight we’re very proud to present our guest artist—Mr. David Guion—
famous American pianist and composer. Mr. Guion is a native Texan.
Pat:
Yes—and you know the saying—“Once a Texan—Always a Texan!”
Peggy:
Mr. Guion also makes very talented arrangements of famous American
songs—and probably the most famous is “Turkey in the Straw.” This
evening he will play it, accompanied by the Conoco Orchestra.
(5) Turkey in the Straw: Guion and orchestra
Pat:
Say—that puts a whole new meaning in the thing—I thought it was just a
ditty!
Peggy:
We’ll let you rest a minute or two—and then we’ll call on you for an
encore, Mr. Guion. Thank you so much.
Pat:
While he’s resting—I have an idea. Mr. Shackley, do you remember the
first days of the automobile—when it was a joke—and comedians wrote
songs about it? Have you got one of those ole tunes?
Mr. Shackley: Sure, “In My Merry Oldsmobile.”
(6) Merry Oldsmobile: vocal chorus with orchestra
Peggy:
I guess in those days, no one dreamed that hundreds of thousands of
motorists every year would be driving literally millions of miles on
summer vacation trips!
(Station Announcement)
Pat:
And now—Mr. David Guion, celebrated American Composer-Pianist, will
play for us two short solo numbers: “The Harmonica-Player,” and “The
Lonesome Whistler.”
(7) The Harmonica Player: Guion
(8) The Lonesome Whistler: Guion
Peggy:
We’re certainly grateful to you for dropping in tonight, Mr. Guion. Thank
you.
Guion:
It was a pleasure to be here, Miss Peggy. Thank you—and good bye!
Peggy and Pat:Good bye!
Peggy:
My, I wish I’d practiced my scales when I was a little girl! Oh, well—
we’ll just ask the Rondoliers to sing a request for the great and glorious
“Rogue Song.”
(9) Rogue Song: Rondoliers
Pat:
Seems to me it’s past time for a dance number—and this is supposed to be
good and hot—“Paree”!
(10) Paree
Peggy:
Pat—listen to this letter: “Dear Peggy—couldn’t your accordion player
give us Neapolitan Nights? We’d love to hear it.”
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Mr. Shackley: Yes—we know that—ready—Mr. Umbriaco?
(11) Neapolitan Nights: orchestra with accordian solo
Pat:
The quartette gives some good thoughts in a peppy song—“Headin’ for
Better Times.”
(12) Headin’ for Better Times: Rondoliers
Peggy:
That’s the right spirit! I’m glad we had a lot of requests for that song.
(13) Conoco March (15 seconds—fades for announcement)
Announcer: Have you a wanderlust in your make-up? Do you want to explore all the
parts of your own country, from north to south and east to west? The best
way to see the most and to enjoy touring to the utmost is to motor. Have
you planned your vacation motor trip this summer? Do you know that the
Conoco Travel Bureau in Denver, Colorado, has all types of travel
information for you, including up-to-date road maps, descriptive booklets
of scenic and historical wonders, information about hotels, summer
resorts, and tourist camps for motorists? You may write to the Conoco,
spelled C O N O C O, Travel Bureau, Denver, Colorado, for any
information which you desire for a motor trip, and your letter will be
promptly and fully answered! You will also be sent a Conoco Passport—a
convenient little introduction to over 2000 Service Stations—and an
identification for you while traveling. Take this down: Conoco Travel
Bureau, Denver, Colorado, and write immediately. Thousands of
motorists already have taken advantage of this free service—and you are
invited to do the same. This service and this radio program come to you
from the Continental Oil Company whose Red Triangle points the way to
these three satisfactory motor needs: Conoco Balanced Blend Gasoline,
Conoco Ethyl Gasoline, and Conoco Germ Processed Motor Oil.
(flourish of march)
This is Wentworth announcing in New York City. Tune in next week on
this station at this same time to another Conoco Listeners’ Hour.
“Native American Music (All Western Program)” script for proposed program
1.
Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion and orchestra;
2.
Cowboy’s Meditation: Ravell;
3.
Home on the Range: Ravell;
4.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell;
5.
Arkansas Traveler: orchestra;
6.
Lonesome Song of the Plains: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
7.
Roy Bean;
8.
All Day on the Prairie: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
9.
Turkey in the Straw: Guion and orchestra
Announcer: Tonight we raise the lid of the treasure chest of native American music.
The eloquent songs of the Southern negro and old fiddle tunes of the
American cowboy and frontiersman are to be played and sung to you by
two men who have learned from close observation of these types how
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these songs and dances should be rendered.
These two men are David W. Guion, composer-pianist, and
foremost authority on American folk music, and Paul Ravell, baritone,
both native sons of the Southwest.
Percy Grainger has referred to David W. Guion as one of the
greatest living composers. Granger has also found “subtle workmanship
and delicate polyphonic skill” in Guion’s “Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the
Pasture,” which Mr. Guion, assisted by the orchestra, will now play. Mr.
Guion, will you tell us where you first heard this old tune?
“Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture,” like all other old fiddle tunes,
was whistled, sung and played, once upon a time by someone, somewhere,
in America. Some folks say it’s an ol’ darkey tune—others say it’s
Western. The first time I heard it was while trottin’ on my mother’s knee,
and again at the dances given by the cowboys and old fiddlers in my home
town. The words run something like this:
Sheep and Goat, walkin’ to the pasture,
“Sheep,” says the goat, “can you walk a little faster?”
Sheep fell down and broke his shin,
Goat died laughin’ with a big broad grin!
(1) Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion and orchestra
Charles J. Finger, 680 noted author, says: “And now Guion, the first
American composer to immortalize the ‘Negro Spirituals,’ has again
covered himself with glory in being the first composer to collect, arrange
and publish the songs of the American Cowboy. And why shouldn’t
Guion do just this very thing? He was born in a little Western cow town
in the very center of the great cattle country. He grew up in the saddle and
can sit with as much ease there as he can at the piano—the only American
composer who can boast of breaking his own horses, riding in rodeos and
carrying off first prizes. He knows the cowboy at work as well as at play.”
Paul Ravell, Cowboy Baritone and “side-kick” of Dave Guion,
sings these songs with an authentic ring as only a true Westerner can.
This combination of singer and composer had thrilled thousands of concert
and radio listeners.
Paul, remember that ol’ song, “The Cowboy’s Meditation?”—will you
sing it for me boy?
Shore will, Dave
(2) Cowboy’s Meditation: Ravell
That’s fine boy—Now how about that ol’ tune we used to sing round the
campfires—when everything was quiet and still?
You mean “Home on the Range?”
Yeah! That’s it. Somehow that ol’ song always made me want to cry—
you know, kind o’ lonesome like.

Guion’s first piano teacher.
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(3) Home on the Range: Ravell
Gee fellow—that makes me want to pack up the ol’ saddle bags and head
back home. But before we go, let’s have a round or two of “The Bold
Vaquero.”
Whoopla! Crack down on ’er, Dave—
(4) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell
The orchestra will now play Mr. Guion’s arrangement of “The Arkansas
Traveler”—another famous old fiddle tune which will set your toe atapping.
(5) Arkansas Traveler: orchestra
And again we hear this famous American composer, David W. Guion, and
his cowboy baritone, Paul Ravell, in another group of Guion songs. The
first of these numbers is “The Lonesome Song of the Plains.” This is not a
folk-tune, but an original melody of Mr. Guion’s. It tells its own story.
(6) Lonesome Song of the Plains: Ravell with Guion at the piano
And now a Texas Frontier Ballad: “Roy Bean.” Everyone in the West
knew or knew of old Judge Roy Bean, who was called “The Law West of
the Pecos.” Many stories have been written around his colorful life, the
most recent one appearing in a late number of The Saturday Evening
Post. 681 You will thoroughly enjoy Guion’s humorous song about this
famous old Texas frontiersman.
(7) Roy Bean
The last number of this group is a cowboy song—“All Day on the
Prairie”—a Guion arrangement sung by Paul Ravell, cowboy baritone, and
“side-kick” of Dave Guion. Mr. Guion at the piano.
(8) All Day on the Prairie: Ravell with Guion at the piano
And of course we couldn’t have an all-Guion program without including
his world famous arrangement of “Turkey in the Straw.” Mr. Guion has a
few words to say about this most popular of American fiddle tunes.
Everybody in America knows it. Everybody loves it. It’s as striking as
New York sky-scrapers, as nationally typical as baseball. I don’t know
why, when where or by whom it was written, but our cowboys and old
fiddlers rather look upon it as their national hymn. I’ve danced to it
thousands of times out in West Texas, at the cowboy dances and old
fiddlers’ reunions, until I was almost ready to drop. I’ll bet five dollars to
a doughnut you can’t keep your feet still when you listen to it—and here it
is. Tune up, boys.
(9) Turkey in the Straw: Guion and orchestra

Hearing America with Guion, episode 1, Station WOR, June 25, 1931, 8:00-8:30 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion with orchestra;
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An article on Roy Bean appeared in the Saturday Evening Post, February 7, 1931, 12.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

In Texas: recitation and orchestra;
Home on the Range: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
Hey Diddle Diddle: orchestra;
Hickory Dickory Dock: orchestra;
The Harmonica Player: Guion;
To the Sun: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
Little Pickaninny Kid: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
Southern Nights: orchestra;
Howdy Do Mis’ Springtime: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger & Company, one of America’s
great stores located in Newark, N.J. we pay our respects to American
music tonight. We are pleased to present a new series, “Hearing America
with Guion,” in which the well-known composer-pianist, David Guion,
who has written so many songs of cowboy and southern negro life, will
not only play for you, but tell you how he came to write some of these
songs. He will be assisted by the WOR Orchestra, directed by George
Shackley, and Paul Ravell, baritone, another native son of the great
southwest. Here is Mr. Guion now.
Guion:
Good evening folks. The first number I’m going to play for you tonight
with the help of the orchestra, is “Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture.”
Like all other old fiddle tunes, it was whistled, sung or played, once upon
a time by someone, somewhere, in America. Some folks say it’s an old
darkey tune—others say it’s Western. The first time I heard it was while
trottin’ on my mother’s knee, and again at the dances given by the
cowboys and old fiddlers in the little cow-town where I was born. The
words run something like this:
Sheep an’ Goat, walkin’ to de pasture,
“Sheep,” sez de goat, “Kin yuh walk a lil’ fastuh?”
Sheep fell down an’ broke his shin,
Goat died laffin’ wid a big broad grin.
(2) Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion with
orchestra
(3) In Texas: recitation and orchestra
Raoul Marlo: Folks—
I’m thinking tonight of the wide open range
Of the mesquite, the pine and the sandcliffs, strange
Where the sly desert wolves and the rattlesnakes glide
And the cacti and rocks form the Great Divide
In Texas
Where the desert breeze bids the day adieu
As the crimson sky turns a royal blue
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While the night-birds sing their roundelay
And the coyotes bark sounds far away
In Texas
And I’m livin’ again at the brandin’ time
When you’re hot and dusted with alkali grime
I’m hearing the longhorns’ bellowing dinge
And I’m smellin’ the branded cow’s hair singe
In Texas
And I’m thinkin’ too of the town of my birth
There’s no other place that was like it on earth
Nine saloons, a hotel, and a General store
And I’ll never forget—big white knobs on the door
In Texas
And another thing was, my first round-up when I
Rode a wild bronc and was thrown sky-high
Back in the days when they judged cow-boy pluck
Was “stick to your saddle and let ’em buck”
In Texas
Where a critter is governed by God’s common code
And his front porch sets back fifty miles from the road
Where the gals shore are gifted with feminine powers
And beauty and grace of the wild prairie flowers
In Texas
Yes, I’m thinkin’ tonight of the wide open range
Of the mesquite, the pine and the sandcliffs, strange
Where the sly desert wolves and the rattlesnakes glide
And the cacti and rocks form the Great Divide
Down Home,
In Texas
Now folks—I want you to hear Paul Ravell, my cowboy baritone and
“side-kick,” sing a couple of my arrangements of old cowboy songs.
Would you like to hear ’im?
Sure.
Come on over here, Paul, and show these folks what real cowboy singing
is.
All right, Dave.
How ’bout that ol’ tune we fellows used to sing ’round the camp fire—
when the work was all done, and everything was quiet and still?
You mean “Home on the Range”?
Yeah—that’s it. I think that’s one of the prettiest ol’ tunes I ever heard—
let’s have it.
(4) Home on the Range: Ravell with Guion at the piano
That’s great, Boy—makes me want to pack up the ol’ saddle bags and
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head back home.
That does make a fellow feel kind o’ homesick, Dave.
Yeah—we’ll have everybody cryin’ ’round here if we don’t look out.
Well, maybe we’d better give ’em one of your lively tunes.
How ’bout “The Bold Vaquero”?
Whoopla! Crack down on ’er, Dave.
Folks, the words and tune of this song were first sung by the cowboys on
my daddy’s ranch—way out in West Texas. I later arranged it, for voice
and piano, as you’ll hear it tonight. It’s as full o’ pep as a wild Texas
Broncho—and here it is.
(5) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Among the very first tunes I remember having heard were the Mother
Goose Nursery Rhymes my mother used to sing to me. That was one of
the happiest times of my life—when I sang with her:
Hey, diddle, diddle, the cat and the fiddle,
The cow jumped over the moon;
The little dog laughed, to see such sport,
And the dish ran away with the spoon.
Tonight—my friend George Shackley and the Orchestra will play two of
my arrangements of these little nursery tunes. The first is, “Hey Diddle,
Diddle.” 682
(6) Hey Diddle Diddle: orchestra
And now—
Hickory, dickory, dock;
The mouse ran up the clock;
The clock struck three,
The mouse did flee,
Hickory, dickory, dock.
(7) Hickory Dickory Dock: orchestra
Did you ever see and hear an old southern darkey playing on his
harmonica to his little dancing-cut-the-pigeon-wing pickaninnies in the
shadow of the cabin door at the close of day? Well, I have—hundreds of
times, and that’s why I wrote this little number called “The Harmonica

Guion’s own copy of the script was amended to read: “Among the very first tunes I
remember having heard were the Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes my mother used to sing
to me. That was one of the happiest times of my life—when I sang with her: The North
wind doth blow, and we shall have snow, / And what will poor Robin do then? / He’ll sit
in the barn and keep himself warm, / And tuck his head under his wing, Poor thing.
Tonight—my friend George Shackley and the Orchestra will play two of my
arrangements of these little nursery tunes. The first is ‘The North Wind Doth Blow.’”
But I doubt that The North Wind Doth Blow was substituted for Hey, Diddle, Diddle,
because in episode 2, Guion read a letter from a young fan who requested that Hey,
Diddle, Diddle be repeated on that program.
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Player.” It’s one of my “Alley Tunes”—hope you’ll like it.
(8) The Harmonica Player: Guion
A few years ago, I wrote what I’ve called “Five Imaginary Early
Louisiana Songs of Slavery.” They are not folk tunes, but tunes of my
own making. I want you to hear Mr. Ravell sing one of this group of five.
“To the Sun,” this one is called.
The day’s labor is over, on an old southern plantation, and the sun,
like a huge ball of red fire, is sinking in the West. A negro slave—the
muscles of his immense black body gleaming—pauses a moment to pay
child-like homage in song to his God. This is the hymn of worship, as to
the sun, he sings.
(9) To the Sun: Ravell with Guion at the piano
And now a little darky song of mine in a lighter vein—
Lil’ pickaninny-kid, yuh sho’ a-lookin’ sad,
What de white trash gone an’ did
To mek yuh feel so bad?
Daddy heahed ’em call yuh names,
Yuh cried an’ answered back
When dey kep’ yuh frum dere games
’Cause yo’ skin am black.
But, doan yuh nebber cry no mo’, Lil’ Kinky-head,
Daddy knows yuh ain’t no lily-white,
You’s a choc’late drop instead.
All de white folks ain’t so white
As de good ol’ Scriptures say,
You’s a angel, an’ de Lawd’s
Gwina mek yuh white—some day.
(10) Little Pickaninny Kid: Ravell with Guion at the piano
The next number is a group of waltzes—original melodies—I wrote, and
arranged for orchestra, several years ago. “Southern Nights” is the name.
(11) Southern Nights: orchestra
Another darky song of my own making—“Howdy do Mis’ Springtime.”
The southern darky is never happier—and I might say lazier—than
in the springtime. But—who isn’t? Who wants to work when the breath
of spring is in the air—when the magnolias begin to bloom, and the
mocking birds sing? Then—what about dat ol’ cane fishin’ pole, settin’
up dar in de barn—well, I’ll let Mr. Ravell tell you the rest in song.
(12) Howdy Do Mis’ Springtime: Ravell with Guion at the piano
And now folks—I want to thank you for listening in to my program,
“Hearing America with Guion.” If you enjoyed it and wish to hear some
of these numbers again, write and tell me so. Good night.
(13) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
David W. Guion, American composer-pianist, has brought you some of
the songs he wrote that so eloquently express the cowboy and negro life of
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America. This was the first of the series “Hearing America with Guion,”
presented by L. Bamberger & Company, one of America’s Great stores
located in Newark, New Jersey. Together with Paul Ravell, baritone, and
the WOR Orchestra under the direction of George Shackley, Mr. Guion
will greet us again at 8:00 P.M. next Thursday.
Hearing America with Guion, episode 2, Station WOR, July 2, 1931, 8:00-8:30 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
All Day on the Prairie: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
2a.
I’m a Rovin’, Lonesome Cowboy: Raoul Marlo(w?)
3.
Lonesome Song of the Plains: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
Arkansas Traveler: Guion;
5.
Hey, Diddle, Diddle: orchestra;
6.
Little Tommy Tucker: orchestra;
7.
At the Cry of the First Bird: Ravell;
8.
Little Bo-Peep: orchestra;
9.
When You Go: Ravell;
10.
Sail Away for the Rio Grande: Ravell;
11.
The Lonesome Whistler: orchestra;
12.
De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’: Ravell;
13.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger & Company, one of America’s
great stores located in Newark, N. J., we again pay our respects to
American music in presenting the second program of a new series,
“Hearing America with Guion,” in which the well known composerpianist, David W. Guion, who has arranged so many songs and dance
tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and southern negro life, will not
only play for you, but tell you how he came to collect and arrange some of
these tunes. Mr. Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, Raoul
Marlow, poet, and the WOR Orchestra, directed by George Shackley. Mr.
Guion and Mr. Ravell are both native sons of the great Southwest. Here
they are now.
Guion:
Good evening, folks—here we are again, and we’re glad to be here, ain’t
we, Paul?
Ravell:
That’s right, Dave, they treated us mighty fine last week.
Guion:
Yeah—I got so many letters I couldn’t answer ’em—and everybody
’specially liked the ol’ cowboy tunes.
Ravell:
Guess we’d better give ’em some more.
Guion:
Well, how ’bout “All Day on the Prairie”?
Ravell:
That’s as good as any, Dave.
Guion:
Folks, as to these cowboy songs, they seem to have sprung up as quietly
and mysteriously as does the grass on the plains. The work of the
cowmen, their daily experiences, their thoughts, their interests, were all in
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common. Such a community had necessarily to turn to itself for
entertainment—and so, these songs came naturally—some of them tender
and familiar lays of childhood—others, original compositions. Sometimes
sharp, rhythmic yells were beaten into verse and song to stir up lagging
cattle, and often when the cowboy on the long night watches rode ’round
and ’round the herd, he woud improvise cattle lullabies which quieted the
animals and soothed them to sleep. Again he would find solace in
narrative or descriptive verse devoted to cattle scenes, often crude and
unpolished, but always genuine and from the heart. “All Day on the
Prairie,” the song we’re going to give you now, is an old time waltz tune
and one of the most popular with the cowboys. We still dance to it, way
out in West Texas at the cowboys’ and old fiddlers’ reunions. It goes like
this—
(2) All Day on the Prairie: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(2a) I’m a Rovin’, Lonesome Cowboy: poem by Raoul Marlo
Raoul Marlo:
I’m a rovin’, lonesome cowboy
Ridin’ ’oer the desert plains,
Thru the torrid sun of summer
Or the Winter storms and rains.
My pal’s a pinto pony
An’ my saddle is my bed;
My grub is beans an’ bacon
When the shades of night are spread.
Thru the chaparral an’ mesquite
Or the silver-dusted sage,
I trail the lowing short-horn
Like a funeral cortege.
I don’t know why I stick it out
I’m lonely as can be;
But somehow city folks and ways
And me, just don’t agree.
Oh, yes, I’ve tried the gayer life
But when it palled, remorse
Sort o’ got me yearnin’
For my saddle and my horse.
Sort ’o got me yearnin’
For the twitter of the quail
For the barkin’ of the coyote
Hootin’ owl or nightingale.
An’ then I’d come a-driftin’ back
An’ to myself admit
That this was just where I belonged—
Ashamed I’d ever quit.
Why, I’ve seen sights that city folks
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Don’t know there’s on earth—
The gold of the morning sunrise
Givin’ the desert birth.
Or the bronze-like flush of the rabbit brush
Or sand-stone cliffs, so high
You’d think they’d punch a hole plumb thru
That turquoise Texas sky.
Where’s the end of my trail, you ask?
My final round-up be?
Well, pards, I’ve got that figgered out
But it’s just ’tween you and me.
Up towards the North on the Mesa
Overlookin’ the valley below
Stands a basalt rock—God’s monument
That wails when the night winds blow.
The wolf and the cougar’ll softly tread
’Cross my restin’ place on high
The drone of distant cities, will be
My drum beats, when I die.
I’m a rovin’, lonesome cowboy
A buckaroo vagabond
A-ridin’ o’er the desert plains
’Til I join that Range Beyond.
One hot summer day, while I was ridin’ across the plains on my cowpony, El Capitan, I came to an old dejected lookin’, half-fallen-down
shack. In order to get out of the blisterin’ heat, and also to rest my horse, I
stopped there for a couple of hours. While sitting there on the front porch
of this ol’ place, the plains suddenly seemed to me the most lonesome
place on earth. As I sat there, lookin’ across mile after mile of prairie, a
little tune crept into my mind. I had no manuscript with me, nothing to
write on except an old letter in one of my pockets. This quickly came into
use and I wrote this little song I’ve called “The Lonesome Song of the
Plains,” and you will hear it now.
(3) The Lonesome Song of the Plains: Ravell with Guion at the
piano
And now, friends, I’ve been asked to play, as a piano solo, my concert
transcription of “The Arkansas Traveler.” This, you know, is an old
American fiddle tune, or “break-down,” as we call ’em out West. I’ve
treated this tune very much as I did my arrangement of “Turkey in the
Straw” you hear so often by all the leading orchestras, bands and pianists.
But “Whoa Mule,” the second melody used in my arrangement of
“Arkansas Traveler,” is an original melody by “Ol’ Coxy,” an old cotton
headed negro, born in the time of slavery. Coxy, I might say, after he
came to Texas, belonged to us, or rather we “belonged” to him. Anyway,
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he, his fiddle and I were inseparable, and I grew up listening and dancing
to the tune of
Whoa Mule! Whoa Mule!
Whoa Mule, wait till I git de saddle on,
Whoa Mule! Whoa Mule.
Ol’ man, kin I marry yo’ daughter!
Marry dat gal fo’ a dollar an’ a quarter!
Go in dar an’ git ’er if yo’ want ’er!
Whoa Mule! Whoa Mule!
Whoa Mule, wait till I git de saddle on, etc.
If you listen closely, you can hear the bray of the mule—an’ folks, he has
his ears back, an’ kickin’ in every direction!
(4) Arkansas Traveler: Guion
Folks, listen to this, it’s a letter from a little eight-year-old boy. It reads—
“Dear Mr. Guion, Me and Jimmie—Jimmie, that’s my little brother, are
gonna be listening in to your program next Thursday, and we want to hear,
‘Hey Diddle Diddle, the Cat and the Fiddle’—’specially Jimmie. Will you
play it for us? I’m eight and going to school—Jimmie’s five, and isn’t.
Signed—Bobby McCarthy. P.S. How old are you?” Well, I hate to give
my age away, but—how old am I? TWO! And so—
Hey diddle diddle, the cat and the fiddle,
The cow jumped over the moon,
The little dog laughed to see such sport,
And the dish ran away with the spoon.
Another of my arrangements of the Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes, and
played to you by George Shackley and Orchestra. Listen good, Bobby and
Jimmie.
(5) Hey, Diddle, Diddle: orchestra
And—
Little Tommy Tucker, sing for your supper,
What shall he sing for? White bread and butter.
How can he cut it without any knife?
How can he marry without any wife?
(6) Little Tommy Tucker: orchestra
Now, I’d like for you to hear a song of mine in a more serious vein. This
first song of mine, “At the Cry of the First Bird,” subtitled “The
Crucifixion,” I wrote three years ago. The poem is from “Ancient Irish
Poetry.”
At the cry of the first bird
They began to crucify Thee,
O cheek like a swan
It was not right ever to cease lamenting.
It was like the parting of day from night.
Ah, though sore the suffering
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Put upon the body of Mary’s Son,
Sorer to Him was the grief
That was upon her for His sake.
Mr. Ravell will sing this number for you.
(7) At the Cry of the First Bird: Ravell
One more “Mother Goose Nursery Rhyme” of mine, which Mr. Shackley
and orchestra will play. This time—
Little Bo-Peep has lost her sheep,
And can’t tell where to find them,
Leave them alone and they’ll come home,
Wagging their tails behind them.
Little Bo-Peep fell fast asleep,
And dreamt she heard them bleating;
When she awoke, ’twas all a joke—
Ah, cruel vision so fleeting.
Then up she took her little crook,
Determined for to find them;
What was her joy to behold them nigh,
Wagging their tails behind them.
(8) Little Bo-Peep: orchestra
I’ve asked Mr. Ravell to sing one of my love songs for you. “When You
Go” is the title.
(9) When You Go: Ravell
And I thought you might enjoy hearing one of my sailor chanties. This
song, “Sail Away for the Rio Grande,” is a chanty from the Chilean coast,
and was sung to me by an old sailor from South America. I arranged it for
voice and piano several years ago.
(10) Sail Away for the Rio Grande: Ravell
And now—“The Lonesome Whistler,” one of my “Alley Tunes,” depicts a
lonesome darkey boy softly whistling to himself as he ambles down the
alley in the dead of night, kind o’ blue, kind o’ happy and kind o’ half
miserable. This little number will be played for you by George Shackley
and his orchestra.
(11) The Lonesome Whistler: orchestra
The first song of mine to sing itself around the world was “De Ol’ Ark’s aMoverin’.” This number was introduced to New York in 1918 by Mabel
Garrison, then soprano of the Metropolitan Opera Company. Miss
Garrison sang this song at one of her Carnegie Hall concerts, and was so
applauded, she had to repeat it twice. My first song to have a New York
performance—and I was in the audience, for I came all the way from
Texas to hear it. Mr. Ravell will sing for you this song, “De Ol’ Ark’s aMoverin’.”
(12) De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’: Ravell
Folks, we hope you enjoyed our second program, “Hearing America with
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Guion.” If you would like to have any of these numbers repeated, write in
and tell me the numbers you especially like, and I will be glad to use them
again on some future program. You will hear us again next Thursday.
Good Night.
(13) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
David W. Guion, spelled G U I O N, American composer-pianist, has just
given you a program made up entirely of his own compositions. This was
the second of the series “Hearing America with Guion,” presented by L.
Bamberger & Company, one of America’s Great Stores, located in
Newark, New Jersey. Mr. Guion was assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone,
Raoul Marlow, poet, and the WOR Orchestra under the direction of
George Shackley. Mr. Guion will greet us again at 8:00 next Thursday.

Hearing America with Guion, episode 3, Station WOR, July 9. 1931, 8:00-8:30 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
In Galam: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
De Massus an’ de Missus: Ravell, with Guion at the piano;
5.
I Love Little Pussy: orchestra;
6.
Wild Geese: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
7.
Turkey in the Straw: Guion and orchestra;
8.
See-Saw, Margery Daw: orchestra;
9.
Pickaninny Dance: Guion;
10.
Love is Lord of All: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
11.
Jack and Jill: orchestra;
12.
I’m a Bold Desperado (poem): Marlo;
13.
Cowboy’s Meditation: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
14.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger & Company, one of America’s
great stores located in Newark, N. J., we again pay our respects to
American music in presenting the third program of a series, “Hearing
America with Guion,” in which the well-known composer-pianist, David
W. Guion—spelled G U I O N—who has arranged so many songs and
dance tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and souther negro life, as
well as tunes of his own making, will not only play for you, but tell you
how he came to collect, arrange and write some of these numbers. Mr.
Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, Raoul Marlo, poet, and the
WOR Orchestra, directed by George Shackley. Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell
are both native sons of the great Southwest. And—here they are!
Ravell:
Whoopla!
Guion:
Set ’em a-fire!
(Sound of horses’ hooves—or pistol shots—or both)
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
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Howdy, folks—hope you didn’t get any dust in your eyes! We almost
missed gettin’ here—didn’t we, Paul?
Mighty close connection, Dave.
Well, we made it, anyhow. And friends, that song you just heard is “The
Bold Vaquero”—one of my Texas cowboy songs. So many of you have
asked me to repeat it, that I thought I’d give you a little surprise this
evening—hope you enjoyed it.
Now folks, I want you to become more familiar with my set of
“Imaginary Early Louisiana Songs of Slavery,” so tonight we are going to
give you two of these numbers. “In Galam” is the first. It is the story of
an African boy, captured and brought to this country and sold at auction to
the highest bidder. Now an old man, he sings this song of longing—
longing to go back to his own people—to be in Galam—the land of his
birth. This song is sung in the French-English patois.
(3) In Galam: Ravell with Guion at the piano
And now, the second generation of slaves—the son of the African slave
sings. His is a song of Hallelujah. Knowing nothing of Galam—or
Africa—he sings about his old Massus and Missus, and how “when dis ol’
world’s all blowed away, de Lawd’s gwina up an’ take a holiday. Gwina
fly us up to Hebbin, all robed in white shoutin’ Hallelujah day an’ night.”
“De Massus an’ de Missus,” this song is called.
(4) De Massus an’ de Missus: Ravell, with Guion at the piano
You all seem to enjoy my arrangements of the little “Mother Goose
Nursery Rhymes,” and tonight I have asked Mr. Shackley and orchestra to
play for you—
I love little Pussy, her coat is so warm,
And if I don’t hurt her, she’ll do me no harm.
I’ll sit by the fire and give her some food,
And Pussy will love me, because I am good.
(5) I Love Little Pussy: orchestra
Folks, I am often asked where I get my ideas for the songs I write, so
tonight I’m going to tell you how I happened to write “Wild Geese,” the
song we are going to play and sing for you now. In the first place, even as
a small child, I used to thrill at the sight and sound of the wild geese flying
over in the early part of the fall. Many are the times I’ve jumped out of
bed and hurried out into the open to see these beautiful birds and hear their
honking cries as they flew so swiftly over. I used to wonder why they
always flew in a V shaped formation—wondered how their leader knew
just where to take them. And so—one moonlight night last fall, 683 I heard
the familiar beating of wings and honking cries above me. I watched this

It would probably be impossible to prove or disprove whether the song Wild Geese
was inspired in the way that Guion described. But the date he gave here is clearly wrong,
because he had actually used this song in a recital in June 1929.
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silver line of beauty pass out of sight. Then, I ran to the phone and called
up a friend of mine, a poet who lived several miles away. All I said was
“Wild Geese overhead,” as the geese were flying towards her country
place—she saw them, wrote this lovely poem for me, and I, the music you
will now hear Mr. Ravell sing.
(6) Wild Geese: Ravell with Guion at the piano
The duck chews tobacco, the goose drinks wine,
The pig plays the fiddle on the pumpkin vine,
I picked up a hammer, hit a turkey in the jaw,
He gobbled out a song called, ‘Turkey in the Straw’.
Everybody knows it, everybody loves it. It’s as striking as New York
skyscrapers, as nationally typical as baseball, this old tune, “Turkey in the
Straw.” I don’t know why, where, when or by whom it was written—our
cowboys and old fiddlers rather look on it as their “national hymn.” I’ve
danced to it thousands of times out in West Texas, at the cowboy dances
and old fiddlers’ reunions, until I was almost ready to drop. I’ll bet five
dollars to a doughnut you can’t keep your feet still when you listen to it—
and here it is, my concert transcription. I will play it for you, with the
assistance of George Shackley and his orchestra. Tune up, boys.
(7) Turkey in the Straw: Guion and orchestra
And now—another of my “Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes.” This time—
See-saw, Margery Daw,
Jack shall have a new master,
He shall have but a penny a day,
Because he won’t work any faster.
(8) See-Saw, Margery Daw: orchestra
Folks—to me, there’s just nothing cuter than to see a couple of little
pickaninnies dancing the ’possum-trot back-step buck and wing dance to
the accompaniment of a banjo plunked out by an old cotton-headed,
southern darkey. Anyway, this little group, which one can always find
behind one’s barn, or in the shadow of any cabin door, down South, is
what gave me the idea for this little number, “Pickaninny Dance,” I’m
going to play for you. Keep in mind the old darkey and his banjo, two
little hotten-tots in calico dresses, braided pigtails sticking straight out in
every direction, and little brown dirty bare feet shuffling in the sand—
doing naturally and easily that which many a modern tap dancer might
spend half a lifetime learning.
(9) Pickaninny Dance: Guion
And now, a love song of mine—one of my earliest compositions, sung to
you by Mr. Ravell.
(10) Love is Lord of All: Ravell
Another “Mother Goose Nursery Rhyme” of mine, played to you by Mr.
Shackley and orchestra—this one—
Jack and Jill went up the hill
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To fetch a pail of water,
Jack fell down and broke his crown,
And Jill came tumbling after.
Up Jack got and home did trot,
As fast as he could caper,
He went to bed to mend his head,
With vinegar and brown paper.
(11) Jack an’ Jill: orchestra
I’ve asked my friend, Raoul Marlo, also a Westerner, to read for you one
of his Western poems. After this reading, Mr. Ravell and I will give you
another of our cowboy songs, this time, “The Cowboy’s Meditation”—and
folks, it’s my favorite of all the old cowboy tunes—hope you’ll enjoy it.
(12) Poem: Marlo 684
1. I’m a bold bad desperado from the wild and wooly west
I wear a large sombrero and a gun beneath my vest
When I take a trip to the city just to give the west a rest
And everywhere I go—they yell Whoop a low
Why
Chorus:
For I’m a bold bad man, a desperate desperado
When I land in town I blow in like a Texas tornado
With a big rawhide quirt /
And a new buck skin shirt
My spurs are a-jingle
My blood all a-tingle
A-tingle a-jingle Ya Hoo.
2. I’m a bold bad desperado from the wild and wooly west
If it’s hootin’, bull’s eye shootin’, rootin’, tootin’, I’m the best
Better take a quiet tip—when I’m reachin’ for my hip
Somethin’ gonna blow—you’ll yell Whoop a LOW.
Chorus
3. Oh, I’ve been in Colorado, I’ve been south, east, north and west
When I throw the bull or hog tie or at ropin’ I’m the best
When the broncs are buckin’ high
Then my hopes are in the sky
I’m a-yellin whoa—yellin’ Whoop a LOW.
Chorus
(13) Cowboy’s Meditation: Ravell with Guion at the piano

The script doesn’t indicate which poem Raul Marlo(w?) read, but it probably wasn’t
“I’m a Rovin’, Lonesome Cowboy,” which the poet had used the previous week. There
was only one more poem attributed to Marlo among the radio scripts in the Guion
Collection at Baylor University, so it is likely this one that Marlo used, without music:
“I’m a Bold Desperado,” words and music by Rupert Graves and Raoul Marlo.
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Goodnight, friends, listen in again next Thursday, and if you want any
numbers repeated, let us know—
(14) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra

Hearing America with Guion, episode 4, Station WOR, July 16. 1931, 8:00-8:30 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano: first verse and
chorus;
3.
To the Sun: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
Voodoo: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
5.
Three Little Mice: orchestra;
6.
Country Dance: Guion;
7.
O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
8.
When the Work’s All Done this Fall: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
9.
Sing a Song of Sixpence: orchestra;
10.
Curly Locks: orchestra;
11.
O My Lawd, What Shall I Do?: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
12.
Little David: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
13.
Six Little Snails: orchestra;
14.
The Man in the Moon: orchestra;
15.
Waltzing with You in My Arms: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
16.
Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger & Co., one of America’s great
stores located in Newark, N. J., we again pay our respects to American
music. We are pleased to present the fourth program of a new series,
“Hearing America with Guion,” in which the well known composerpianist, David W. Guion—spelled G U I O N—will be heard in an hour
made up entirely of his own compositions. Mr. Guion will be assisted by
Paul Ravell, baritone, and the WOR Orchestra under the direction of
George Shackley. Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell are both sons of the great
Southwest. Here they are now.
Ravell:
Whoopla.
Guion:
Set em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero (first verse and chorus): Ravell with Guion
at the piano
Guion:
Howdy, folks. Here we are again and, as usual, we’re glad to be with you.
As a special request, from many of our listeners, we are going to give
again, “To the Sun,” one of my Imaginary Early Louisiana Songs of
Slavery. The day’s labor is over on an old Southern plantation, and the
sun, like a huge ball of red fire, is sinking in the West. A negro slave, the
muscles of his immense black body gleaming, pauses a moment to pay
child-like homage in song to his God. This is the hymn of worship, as to
the sun he sings.
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(3) To the Sun: Ravell with Guion at the piano
In certain remote places in the South, the Southern darkey still believes in
Voodooism. And where this belief is practiced, the darkeys stand very
much in awe of the Voodoo Man—sometimes called the “Snake Doctor.”
The Voodoo Man, a weird, sly, uncanny looking creature, with his snakes,
charms and various concoctions and methods of frightening the darkies, is
believed by many to have the power to heal the sick, cast out devils, to
bring about rain, fortune or misfortune, or cast spells upon anyone whom
he chooses. To the cunning Voodoo Man, his supposed power is his
means of livelihood. Yes, it’s his racket, and he often works it overtime.
The darkeys dare not refuse him for fear of a “bad spell,” sickness—even
death—or some calamity. And so, I have written this Voodoo song which
Mr. Ravell will sing for you. It is another of my Imaginary Early
Louisiana Songs of Slavery.
(4) Voodoo: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Three little mice crept out to see
What they could find to have for tea,
(For they were dainty, saucy mice
And liked to nibble something nice.)
But Pussy’s eyes so big and bright
Soon sent them scampering off in fright.
Three Tabby Cats went forth to mouse
And said ‘Let’s have a gay carouse’.
(For they were handsome, active cats
And famed for catching mice and rats).
But savage dogs, disposed to bite,
These cats declined to encounter in fight!
Just another of my little “Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes” played to you
by George Shackley and Orchestra.
(5) Three Little Mice: orchestra
The piano number I am going to play for you is one of my original
compositions, and is called “Country Dance.” Being a country boy—and
somewhat proud of it—it’s only natural that I should write a few country
dances—this is one of them.
(6) Country Dance: Guion
“O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie,” subtitled “The Dying Cowboy,” is
the oldest and best known of all the old cowboy tunes, and one of the most
beautiful. It should never be sung except in a serious way, and certainly
never in fast tempo or with a nasal twang, so often affected by would-be
cowboys who have never so much as seen the West. This song is a
classic, both words and music, and should be treated only as such. You
will now hear “O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie.”
(7) O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie: Ravell with Guion at the
piano
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This next cowboy song, entitled “When the Work’s All Done this Fall,” is
somewhat humorous—in spite of the fact that “Poor Charlie,” whom the
song is about, did get “bumped off” rather unexpectedly by his horse
falling upon him one dark and stormy night as he rode round the herd.
Poor Charlie’s friends were sorry bout his “bad luck,” but they were also
keenly interested in Charlie’s wordly goods, for he had a crackerjack of a
saddle, a bed, a pistol. Well, they got his saddle, his bed, his pistol, and
they inscribed on his tombstone, which was nothin’ but an ol’ dirty board,
the best they had:
“Poor Charlie died at daybreak,
He died from a fall,
An’ he’ll not see his mother,
When the work’s all done this Fall.”
(8) When the Work’s All Done this Fall: Ravell with Guion at
the piano
(Station announcement)
Guion:
And now—a “Mother Goose Nursery Rhyme,” one of a set of twenty 685
which I have arranged—this one:
Sing a song of six-pence, a pocket full of rye;
Four and twenty blackbirds baked in a pie.
When the pie was opened, the birds began to sing;
Wasn’t that a dainty dish to set before a King?
The king was in the counting-house, counting out his money;
The Queen was in the parlour, eating bread and honey;
The maid was in the garden, hanging out the clothes;
When down came a dicky-bird and snipped off her nose!
(9) Sing a Song of Six-Pence: orchestra
Guion:
And:
Curly Locks, Curly Locks, wilt thou be mine?
Thou shalt not wash dishes nor yet feed the swine;
But sit upon a cushion and sew a fine seam,
And feast upon strawberries, sugar and cream.
(10) Curly Locks: orchestra
Guion:
I think you will enjoy hearing Mr. Ravell sing one of my darkey songs. In
this, “O My Lawd, What Shall I Do?” I wrote both the words and music—
here it is.
(11) O My Lawd, What Shall I Do?: Ravell with Guion at the
piano
Guion:
And now, an arrangement of mine of a darkey spiritual, “Little David,
Play on Yo’ Harp.”
(12) Little David: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
Do you remember this one from “Mother Goose”?
685

The published version of Mother Goose Suite contains only 17 pieces, not 20.
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Six Little Snails
Lived in a tree,
Johnny threw a big stone,
Down came three!
(13) Six Little Snails: orchestra
Guion:

Guion:

Guion:

And—
The Man in the Moon came down too soon
And asked his way to Norwich,
He went by the South and burned his mouth
With eating cold plum porridge.
(14) The Man in the Moon: orchestra
Now, a recent song of mine, written in a lighter vein—a semi-popular
number called, “Waltzing with You in My Arms,” sung to you by Mr.
Ravell.
(15) Waltzing with You in My Arms: Ravell with Guion at the
piano
We hope you have enjoyed this program, folks, and to those of you from
whom we’ve had letters, we want to thank you for writing in. We’ll be
with you again next Thursday—Good Night to you all.
(16) Turkey in the Straw: orchestra

Announcer
Hearing America with Guion, episode 5, Station WOR, July 23. 1931, 8:00-8:30 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
Roy Bean: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
Sheep and Goat: Guion and orchestra;
5.
In Texas: Marlo;
6.
Little Joe the Wrangler: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
7.
Lonesome Song of the Plains: orchestra;
8.
The Harmonica Player: Guion;
9.
Howdy Do Mis’ Springtime: Guion, Ravell and Orchestra;
10.
Prairie Dusk: orchestra;
11.
Creole Juanita: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
12.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger & Co., one of America’s great
stores located in Newark, N. J., we again pay our respects to American
music in presenting the fifth program of a series, ‘Hearing America with
Guion’, in which the well known composer-pianist, David W. Guion—
spelled G U I O N—who has arranged so many songs and dance tunes of
the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and Southern negro life, as well as tunes
of his own making, will not only play for you, but tell you how he came to
collect, arrange and write some of these numbers. Mr. Guion will be
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assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, Raoul Marlo, poet, and the WOR
Orchestra directed by George Shackley. Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell are
both sons of the great Southwest. And—here they are.
Whoopla.
Set em on fire!
(Sound of horses hoofs and pistol shots)
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Hello there, folks—we got in a traffic jam—that’s why we came in on a
dead run.
Yeah, my hoss didn’t seem to agree with that cop up on 42nd and
Broadway!
He did act kind o’ skeery-like, didn’t he? Well, we’re here, anyway. And,
folks, I want you to hear one of my Texas Frontier Ballads—“Roy Bean.”
Everyone in the West knew or knew of ol’ Judge Bean, who was called
“The Law West of the Pecos.” And, friends, he was just that. Why, he
ran that whole country out there along the Pecos River—didn’t seem to
fear God, devil nor man. His word was law, and believe me, brother, there
wasn’t any arguing, but he was a square sort of a guy, too, and had a keen
sense of humor. Aside from being the Justice of Peace, he was a bartender, a preacher, a barber, an undertaker—sometimes an old shoe
mender. He held court out on the porch of his little shack (within his
shack was a full-grown saloon), and between court, which sometimes
lasted fifteen minutes, he would serve drinks to customers! He once tried
a dead man for drinking himself to death. Since the corpse couldn’t testify
in his own behalf, Judge Bean fined him fifty dollars, as that amount was
all the dead man had on im! Judge Bean’s one love was the late Lily
Langtry, whom he followed all over America—even changed the name of
his little Texas town to Langtry in Lily’s honor. Many stories have been
written about Bean’s colorful life, the most recent one appearing in a late
number of the Saturday Evening Post. And now, I want you to hear my
song, “Roy Bean”—
(3) Roy Bean: Ravell with Guion at the piano
“Sheep an’ Goat, walkin to de pasture,
‘Sheep!, sez de goat, kin yuh walk a lil fastuh?’
Sheep fell down and broke his shin,
Goat died laffin wid a big broad grin.”
These are the words to an old fiddle tune, or breakdown, I’ve arranged for
piano and orchestra, and which I will now play for you, with the assistance
of Mr. Shackley and his orchestra. This old tune, like all other old fiddle
tunes, was whistled, sung or played once upon a time by someone,
somewhere in America. Some folks say it’s Western—others say it’s an
old darkey tune. The first time I heard it was while trottin’ on my
mother’s knee, and again at the cowboys’ and old fiddlers’ dances and
reunions in the little Texas cow town where I was born. Ready, boys?
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Boys:

Yeah!

(4) Sheep and Goat: Guion and orchestra
Guion:
Folks, I know you’ll enjoy hearing my friend, Raoul Marlo, read one of
his original poems called “In Texas”—step up there, feller!
Marlo:
Alright, Dave.
(5) In Texas: Marlo
Guion:
That was shore pretty, pardner—Now, Paul, how ’bout singin’ “Little Joe
the Wrangler” for these folks tonight—remember it?
Ravell:
I think so, Dave—I’ll try it anyway.
Guion:
“Little Joe the Wrangler,” friends, is another of my arrangements of the
old cowboy tunes, and honest to goodness, it’s a true story. The song
itself is in the form of a narrative, and it tells its own pathetic little story—
for “Little Joe the Wrangler,” a little Texas lad and pride of a certain cowcamp, lost his life while tryin’ to quiet a mad herd of stampeding cattle,
one dark and stormy night.
(6) Little Joe the Wrangler: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(Station Announcement)
Guion:
One hot summer day, while I was ridin’ across the plains on my cowpony, El Capitan, I came to an old dejected lookin’, half-fallen-down
shack. In order to get out of the blisterin’ heat, and also to rest my horse, I
stopped there for a couple of hours. While sittin’ there on the front porch
of this ol’ place, the plains suddenly seemed to me the most lonesome
place on earth. As I sat there, lookin’ across mile after mile of prairie, a
little tune crept into my mind. I had no manuscript with me—nothin’ to
write on except an old letter in one of my pockets. This quickly came into
use, and I wrote this little number I’ve called, “The Lonesome Song of the
Plains.” Mr. Shackley and Orchestra will play it for you.
(7) Lonesome Song of the Plains: orchestra
Guion:
Did you ever see and hear an old Southern darkey playin’ on his
harmonica to his little dancin’ cut-the-pigeon-wing pickaninnies in the
shadow of the cabin door at the close of the day? Well, I have—hundreds
of times, and that’s why I wrote this little number, “The Harmonica
Player.” It’s one of my “Alley Tunes”—hope you’ll like it.
(8) The Harmonica Player: Guion
Guion:
And, now, a little darky song of my own making—“Howdy Do Mis’
Springtime.” The Southern darkey is never happier—and I might say
lazier—than in the springtime—but, who isn’t? Who wants to work when
the breath of spring is in the air—when the magnolias begin to bloom, and
the mocking birds sing? I’ll let Mr. Ravell tell the rest in song.
(9) Howdy Do Mis’ Springtime: Guion, Ravell and Orchestra
Guion:
Folks, this next number of mine, “Prairie Dusk” or “Nocturne,” I wrote for
piano a year or so ago. I’ve recently arranged it for orchestra. I wrote this
little mood picture one rainy afternoon when I was all alone in my little
shack on a Texas prairie. It was one of those early spring afternoons—the
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Guion:

Guion:

sun was tryin’ its best to shine through the clouds and rain. There was a
red glow over the prairie—above me the rain was softly pattering on a tin
roof, and way off I could hear the lonely howl of a wild coyote—the nearby call of a bird. I felt strange—unreal—and while in this mood, I went to
my piano and wrote this number, “Prairie Dusk.” Mr. Shackley and his
orchestra will play it for you.
(10) Prairie Dusk: orchestra
“Creole Juanita” is another of my semi-popular songs—light in
character—but I think you will enjoy hearing Mr. Ravell in this number.
(11) Creole Juanita: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Friends, I hope you have enjoyed this hour, “Hearing America with
Guion,” as much as we have enjoyed giving it to you. If you have any
request numbers, send them in—we’ll be glad to repeat any numbers you
ask for. Good Night.
(12) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra

Announcer
Hearing America with Guion, episode 6, Station WOR, July 30. 1931, 8:00-8:30 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
What Shall I Do with a Drunken Sailor?: Ravell with Guion at the
piano;
4.
Barcarolle: orchestra;
5.
A Heart-Break: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
6.
Jazz Scherzo: Guion;
7.
Little Black Rose: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
8.
Southern Nights: orchestra;
9.
Please Shake Dem ’Simmons Down: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
10.
Claire: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
11.
Texas Foxtrot: orchestra;
12.
Sail Away for the Rio Grande: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
13.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger & Company, one of America’s
great stores located in Newark, N. J., we again pay our respects to
American music in presenting the sixth program of a series, “Hearing
America with Guion,” in which the well-known composer-pianist, David
W. Guion—spelled G U I O N—who has arranged so many songs and
dance tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and Southern negro life, as
well as tunes of his own making, will not only play for you, but tell you
how he came to collect, arrange and write some of these numbers. Mr.
Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and the WOR Orchestra,
directed by George Shackley. Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell are both native
sons of the great Southwest. And—here they are!
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Ravell:
Guion:
Guion:

Ravell:

Guion:

Guion:

Guion:

Guion:

Guion:

Guion:

Whoopla!
Set ’em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
What would you do with a drunken sailor? Huh? I wonder? Well, listen
in, folks, and you’ll hear what I’ve done with “What Shall I Do with a
Drunken Sailor?”—you know—the old sea chanty—you’ve heard all your
life. This is my arrangement of it. Pull out the cork, Paul, and let’s tank
up!
(Makes sound of pulling cork.)
(3) What Shall I Do with a Drunken Sailor?: Ravell with Guion
at the piano
“Barcarolle,” one of my piano numbers recently arranged for orchestra, I
shall leave to your own imagination as to why I wrote it. A composer, you
know, can’t tell all his secrets. Maybe the music itself will tell you.
Listen in.
(4) Barcarolle: orchestra
Folks, all of us have had a heart-break—it’s just human. I’ve had mine,
and so, when I ran across this little poem, “A Heart-Break,” I just had to
set it to music. It’s only a plain, simple little song, but I think you will
enjoy hearing Mr. Ravell sing it. It might bring back a memory to you.
(5) A Heart-Break: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Folks, this little number, “Jazz Scherzo,” I’m now going to play for you,
was written several years ago, and I wrote it just for fun—you know, I was
in a good humor and had nothing else to do. Here it is….
(6) Jazz Scherzo: Guion
“Little Black Rose” is just another of my darkey lullabies—a tune of my
own making. It’s about a couple of little new-born Southern babies, one
as white as snow and born in the big house down the avenue—the other as
black as night and born in a little shanty along the alley-way back of the
big house down the avenue. The little white baby, according to the black
baby’s mother, is getting all the attention and this is her lullaby as she
sings to her little black rose, whom she calls for short, Ebenezer Brown.
(7) Little Black Rose: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Friends, you will now hear Mr. Shackley and the orchestra in a set of
waltzes of mine called “Southern Nights.”
(8) Southern Nights: orchestra
“Please Shake Dem ’Simmons Down” is another of my humorous darkey
songs—a tune of my own making. The words were picked up here and
there from Southern darkeys. It’s all about Mistah Raccoon and Mistah
Possum. Mistah Raccoon wuz up in de ’simmon tree, eatin’ up all de ripe
and juicy ’simmons an’ de little greedy-gut wouldn’t shake any ob ’em
down t’ Mistah Possum. Mistah Possum, he couldn’t stan’ it no longer, so
he got mad an’ shake his fist in Mistah Raccoon’s face an’ called him
names. Mistah Raccoon, he jump down out ob de tree an’ claw Mistah
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Guion:

Guion:

Guion:

Announcer:

Possum along de ribs an’ haid, but Mistah Possum, he jes’ grin an’ tumble
ober and play lak he daid.
(9) Please Shake Dem ’Simmons Down: Ravell with Guion at the
piano
This next number, “Claire,” is just a little popular song written by a cousin
of mine and me. We wrote this little song for a friend of ours who is in
vaudeville, and as a special request from him, we are giving this number
tonight.
(10) Claire: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Folks, just for fun, I thought you might be interested in hearing the very
first number I ever wrote and had published. It’s a popular number called
“Texas Foxtrot.” It was played up and down Broadway for many years.
In fact, it can still be heard. You often hear it at Roxy’s as danced by the
famous Roxyettes. Perhaps you will recall it. Mr. Shackley and Orchestra
will now play it for you.
(11) Texas Foxtrot: orchestra
And now, friends, for our closing number, we are going to give you
another of my sailor chanties. This song—“Sail Away for the Rio
Grande”—is a chanty from the Chilean Coast and was sung to me by an
old sailor from South America. I arranged it for voice and piano several
years ago. Here it is…
(12) Sail Away for the Rio Grande: Ravell with Guion at the
piano
(13) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
In tonight’s program, Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell have purposely given you
a lighter program than usual, and this program proves to you the versatility
of Mr. Guion as a composer-pianist and the ability of Mr. Ravell to
interpret his different moods. Next Tuesday, these two artists, with the
assistance of Miss Elsie Mae Gordon, will give you a program made up
entirely of Mr. Guion’s darkey songs and arrangements of negro
spirituals.”

Hearing America with Guion, episode 7, Station WOR, August 4. 1931, 8:00-8:30
p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
Brudder Sinkiller and his Flock of Sheep: orchestra;
3.
Some o’ these Days: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
I Sees Lawd Jesus a-Comin’: Gordon with orchestra
5.
Sermon: Gordon;
6.
Mam’selle Marie: orchestra;
7.
My Little Soul’s Gwina Shine: Miss Gordon with Guion at the piano;
8.
Jubilee: Ravell with Guion at the piano
9.
Hark from de Tombs: Ravell (first verse), Gordon (second verse), and
orchestra;
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10.
11.

Run, Mary, Run: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
Satan’s a Liar an’ a Conjur Too: Gordon and Ravell with Guion at the
piano;
12.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger and Company, one of America’s
great stores located in Newark, N. J., we again pay our respects to
American music in presenting the seventh program of a series, “Hearing
America with Guion,” in which the well known composer-pianist, David
W. Guion—spelled G U I O N—with the assistance of Elsie Mae Gordon,
diseuse, well-known to radio audiences, Paul Ravell, baritone, George
Shackley and the WOR Orchestra, will give you an intimate idea tonight
of what goes on in a little darkey church along “Possum Trot Alley” in a
certain little Southern town in Texas. This program tonight is offered with
the utmost sincerity upon the part of the artists in an attempt to give you
an insight into the deep spiritual nature of the Southern darkey and with no
intent toward sacrilege. Mr. Guion has a word for you:
Guion:
Friends, this first number of mine, “Brudder Sinkiller and his Flock of
Sheep” from my “Alley Tunes,” is a descriptive piece and was inspired by
my memories of a typical service in the Zion Evangelical Baptist Church,
a tumble-down, forlorn-looking shanty at the lower end of Possum Trot
Alley, in a little Southern Town—memories of the fervent “Amens,” the
moans and groans from the “mourners’ bench,” Brudder Sinkiller’s
sermon, his warnings to the lost souls, the “bredderin an’ sisterin” joining
with him in song in ones, twos and threes; the “Halleluahs,” the “Praise de
Lawds,” the entire congregation rising, and with the utmost devotion and
reverence, singing, as they sway from side to side, the last verse of their
chosen hymn—in short, memories of the dramatic progress of such a
strangely touching and impressive service to its exultant final
“Hallelujahs,” the singing ending rather abruptly, as all negro singing
does.
(2) Brudder Sinkiller and his Flock of Sheep: orchestra
Guion:
Now, Brudder Ravell, will you tell us in song how de Lawd’s gwina set
dis heah worl’ on fiah some o’ dese days?
Congregation: Yes, Lawd! Dat’s de trufe! Sing, Brudda, sing!
(3) Some o’ these Days: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
Amen, Brudda! Amen! De Lawd’s sho gwina set dis worl’ on fiah, some
o’ dese days!
Congregation: Lawd hep us! Have mussy, Lawd!
Gordon:
(shouts out, as if going into a trance) Hallelujah, Hallelujah! I sees Lawd
Jesus a comin’! Hallelujah! Hmn—Hmn—
(4) I Sees Lawd Jesus a-Comin’: Gordon with orchestra
Gordon:
Oh Lawd! Mah tongue’s loose at bofe ends! I got to tawk or show.
Guion:
Dat’s de trufe, Sistah, dat’s de trufe! Tell de Lawd whut you got on yo’
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min’! Tell ’im all about it!
Congregation: Amen!
(5) Sermon: Gordon
Gordon:
My bredern includin’ ob de sistern—de tex whut ah chooses tonite—
you’ll not fin’ in de fo most part o’ de Book—ner yet in de hind most. It’s
swatuated in de middle lak, ’bout ez fur fum one end as ’tother—sorta
betwixt en between. An’ de words ob de tex am dis—“Behold, ah punish
em de young men shall die by de sword and de’ sons an de daughters by
de famin!”
Ah’s a layin’ in man baid last night studying on whut ah gwine
preach ’bout and de Lawd speak to me an he say ‘Eph’un, yo done told
’em all bout de kindness ob de Lawd, how he raise de dead—heal de sick
and lead de bline! Dey ain’ payin’ yo’ no min—lo now tell ’em bout die
Lawd’s drivin of em. Tell ’em bout de angry Lawd. So bredern includin’
ob de sistren, I ain’ gwine spare yo’ feelins tonite.
Ah been worried in mah min’ bout whut ah see goin’ on all around
me. Dey’s dancin’ and singin’ of jazz tunes, deys quarrelin’ of old folks
and de inipudence of young—an’ eff a man raises hisself a few chickens
and watermelons dey ain’t safe no longer dan his back’s turned.
So dar’s de tex. Behold ah punish em. De young men shall die by
de sword and de sons and de daughters by de famine. You all hear it don’t
you? What yo’ gwine do ’bout it?
Fustly we’ll pusider—dis am he able to do it? Am he able to kill
of all us folks by dem swords and famins. Mum! He am able.
When die Lawd didn’t want Adam and Eve to go back in de
Garden of Eden to eat mo’ apples what wuz it he put at de gate to keep
’em out. Wuz it a elephant? No sah! Wuz it a tiger? No sah! He had
evy kin’ o’ beas’ but he ain’ keer ’bout usein of em. It wuz de fiery
sword. And yit de Good Book say: De young men shall die by de sword
and de sons and de daughters by de famine. Dat’s de angry Lawd a
speakin’ an y’all betta heed! Den dar’s dem famine. Mun, dey came plum
fum Egypt, de Lawd twined em loose over dar onct. And de Good Book
say? Dat all de yearth wuz slaint! Thousand’s pun tens o’ thousands.
Some mawnin’ you gwine wake up and dar at your do will be de famines.
Now what is deez famines? Dey’s worse dan de measles. Deys words
den de mumps. Dey’s worse den de lack-jaw. Dey’s worse ’n anything.
An’ yit de Book say de young men shall die by de swords and de sons and
de daughters by de famine. What yo gwine do ’bout it? Oh, dey’s gwine
be some scairt colored folks roun’ here some day. Don’t tempt de Lawd.
Come up heah dis evenin’ before it’s too late (Amen) don’t wait til dee
Lawd turns loose dem swords and famines. Den you’ll be callin’ on us
whut is steadfas’ in de faith to help yo’ out. But it’ll be too late den.
We’ll be tryin’ on our golden wings and walkin on de golden stairs. We’ll
be playin’ our harps an’ a singin Halleluliah! (Halleluliah) Oh come up
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here now. De young men shall die by de sword and de sons and de
daughters by dee famine! I want mowiners up here tonite (Amen) Ah
want ’em in piles. Ah want ’em in droines. (Yes, Lawd) Ah want ’em
stepped on. Ah want ’em tromped on (high voice) (Ye-e-s Lawd) Ah want
mowiners ’pun top o’ moweners. I want mowiner’s bredren. Twell yo’
caint see dat botommost mowiner (Amen) A-a-ah-a Dat’s right Sister
Lucy. Hist a chune ’en we’ll all joine in an’ while we sing and pray all
you sinners come along to de mowiner’s bench and Brother Petah? And
Sis Sophy an us what is steadfast in de faith will pray you then (Sing) Dat’
right brotha you de fust one sing.
Guion:
May de Lawd hab mussy on our souls—
Congregation: Amen! Amen!
Guion:
Now, Brudda Shackley, will you an’ yo’ moaners kindly lead us on with
sof’ music?
Congregation: Pray yo moaners.
(6) Mam’selle Marie: orchestra
(to be sung or talked out during the playing of Mam’selle Marie as in prayer)
E.P.:
Praise de Lawd
Paul:
May de Lawd hab mussy on my soul
Guion:
O yes
Elsie:
O Lawd, hep us
E.P.:
Mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Guion:
Ride on, King David
G.G.:
Bow low
Guion:
O my Savior, coma dis way, doan let de chaiot wheel an delay
E.P.:
Bless my soul
All:
Mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Guion:
Hab pity on me
G.G.:
Oooooo Lawd
Paul:
Yes Lawd, o yes
Elsie:
Save our souls
E.P.:
Swing low sweet chaiot
G.G.:
Oooooooooooo
Guion:
Uh huh, o yes
All:
Ooooooooooooo
Paul:
Dats de trufe, Lawd
E.P.:
Ooo my Savior
G.G.:
Heah my prayer, Lawd
Elsie:
Answer me Lawd
Paul:
Bless my soul
All:
Hallelujah—Amen. Aaaaamen. Amen brudda. Amen sistuh. Amen.
Guion:
Praise de Lawd! Amen.
Congregation: Amen! Amen!
Guion:
Sistah Viney, whut you-all doin’ settin’ back dare on de hine mos’ seat?
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Come on up heah an’ jine dis heah church!
Gordon (Sistah Viney): Jine de church? Naw, sir, ah ain’t gwina jine de chuch—I done
jined de Navy!
Congregation: (laughs) Lawd Save Us!
Guion:
May de Lawd hab mussy on yo’ soul, Sistuh Viney! May de Lawd sho
hep yuh!
Gordon:
(shouts out) Oh! Oh! Oh, Lawd! My lil’ soul’s gwina shine!
(7) My Little Soul’s Gwina Shine: Miss Gordon with Guion at
the piano
Guion:
Amen, Sistuh, Amen!
Congregation: Hallelujah!
Grace:
Praise de Lawd!
Guion:
How ’bout leadin’ us on in a jubilee song, Brudda Ravell?
Gordon:
O Lawd, Jubilee! Sing, Brudda, sing!
(8) Jubilee: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Congregation: Amen! Amen! Brudda!
Guion:
Now, you sinnahs, settin’ back dar on de back row—listen to dis an’ may
yuh com’ to de fold, befoah de Lawd smites yuh down wid dat firey sword
o’ his’n, an’ yuh goes to yo’ grave a los’ soul.
Congregation: May de Lawd hab mussy—may de Lawd hep us! (groan)
Guion: Hark! From de tombs, de doleful soun’. It am de soul’s las’ cry. Sing, brudder!
(9) Hark from de Tombs: Ravell with orchestra (first verse)
Guion:
“Come, mortal man, an’ view de groun’ whar you shall sho’ly lie.” Sing
Mammy.
(Miss Gordon & orchestra in second verse of ‘Hark from de
Tombs’)
Guion:
Amen! Amen!
Congregation: Lawd hep us!
Grace:
Hab mussy, Lawd!
Ethel:
Amen!
Guion:
Come on up heah, Brudda Tatum, stan’ on yo’ feet an’ liven’ up dis heah
meetin’ by singin’ “Run, Mary, Run.”
Congregation: Hallelujah.
Ethel:
Amen!
Gordon:
Sing, Brudda!
(10) Run, Mary, Run: Ravell and Guion with Guion at the piano
Guion:
Gwine to Gallilee! Dat’s right! Amen!
Congregation: Amen! Amen! Hallelujah!
Guion:
An’ now, sinnahs, you’se got to heah ’bout dat ol’ serpent de Lawd don’
kicked out ob Hebben—’bout dat ol’ conjurer de Debble. An’ iffin yuh
doan min’ an’ come up heah an’ jine dis heah chuch, he gwina conjur you.
Dats whut he gwina do!
Congregation: Hep us, Lawd, hep us!
(11) Satan’s a Liar an’ a Conjur Too: Guion, Gordon and Ravell
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with Guion at the piano
(12) Signature: Turkey in the Straw
Announcer
Hearing America with Guion, episode 8, Station WOR, August 11. 1931, 8:00-8:30
p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
Home on the Range: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
Arkansas Traveler: Guion and orchestra;
5.
Ol Paint: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
6.
Lonesome Song of the Plains: orchestra;
7.
Creole Juanita: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
8.
The Harmonica Player: orchestra;
9.
Ol’ Marse Adam: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
10.
Mistuh Jaybird: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
11.
Texas Foxtrot: Guion and orchestra;
12.
The Cowboy’s Meditation: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
13.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger and Company, one of America’s
great stores located in Newark, N. J., we again pay our respects to
American music in presenting the eighth program of a series, “Hearing
America with Guion,” in which the well known composer-pianist, David
W. Guion—spelled G U I O N—who has arranged so many songs and
dance tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and southern negro life, as
well as tunes of his own making, will not only play for you, but tell you
how he came to collect, arrange and write some of these numbers. Mr.
Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone and the WOR Orchestra
directed by George Shackley. Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell are both native
sons of the great South-west. And—here they are.
Ravell:
Whoopla.
Guion:
Set em a-fire!
(sound of horses hoofs—pistol shots)
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
What keeps the herd from running,
Stampeding far and wide?
The cowboy’s long, low whistle,
And singing by their side. (Mr. Guion whistles part of “Home on the
Range”)
(3) Home on the Range: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
Gee fellow—that was shore pretty. I always want to go back home when I
hear that ol’ tune.
Ravell:
Does get a fellow, Dave.
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Guion:

Yeah, it does. Folks, that was my arrangement of “Home on the Range,”
just one of my collection of cowboy songs, and sung to you by Paul
Ravell. Hope you enjoyed it.
And now—“The Arkansas Traveler.” This you know, is an old
American fiddle tune—or “break-down,” as we call ’em out West. I’ve
treated this tune very much as I did my arrangement of “Turkey in the
Straw.” The minor melody I’ve used in my arrangement of “Arkansas
Traveler,” is another ol’ fiddle tune, called “Whoa Mule.” You can hear
’im bray, if you listen closely—an’ folks, he has his ears back an’ kickin’
in every direction. Tune up, boys, an’ rosin the bow.
(boys tune up)
Guion:
Lookout, folks—here we come! Arkansas travelers!
(4) Arkansas Traveler: Guion and orchestra
Guion:
Folks—all of you know and love “Ol’ Paint,” one of the oldest of the
cowboy melodies. The dern little ol’ tune gets into your mind and there it
sticks. I think that’s one reason we so often ended our cowboy dances
with it. The orchestra—consisting of a couple o’ fiddles, a guitar, and
maybe a jew’s-harp or two, would get strung out on “Ol Paint” and
couldn’t turn loose. And friends, we’d dance our selves down to this one
little tune which the boys would play over, and over. And here she is—
my arrangement of “Ol Paint.” Ready Paul?
Ravell:
Tune up, Dave.
(5) Ol Paint: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
One hot summer day, while I was ridin’ across the plains on my cowpony,
El Capitan, I came to an old dejected lookin’, half-fallen-down shack. In
order to get out of the blisterin’ heat, and also to rest my horse, I stopped
there for a couple of hours. While sitting there on the front porch of this
old place, the plains suddenly seemed to me the most lonesome place on
earth. As I sat there—lookin’ across mile after mile of prairie—a little
tune crept into my mind. I had no manuscript with me—nothin’ to write
on except an old letter in one of my pockets. This quickly came into use,
and I wrote this little number I’ve called “The Lonesome Song of the
Plains.” Mr. Shackley and orchestra will play it for you.
(6) Lonesome Song of the Plains: orchestra
(Station Announcement)
Guion:
Friends—I want you to hear one of my semi-popular songs—“Creole
Juanita”—light in character, but I think you will enjoy hearing Mr. Ravell
sing this little number—“Creole Juanita.”
(7) Creole Juanita: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
Did you ever see and hear an old Southern darkey playin’ on his
harmonica to his little dancin’ cut-the-pigeon-wing pickaninnies in the
shadow of the cabin door at the close of day? Well, I have—hundreds of
times—and that’s why I wrote this little number, “The Harmonica Player.”
It’s one of my “Alley Tunes” and will be played to you by my friend
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Guion:

Guion:

Guion:

Boys in
orchestra:
Guion:

Ravell:
Guion:

George Shackley and his orchestra.
(8) The Harmonica Player: orchestra
This next number is another of my “darkey tunes,” and is called, “Ol’
Marse Adam.” The words run something like this—
“Ol’ Marse Adam
Et de lady’s apple, an’ gib ’er all de blame,
Greedy-gut, Greedy-gut, whar’s yo’ shame?
Ol’ Marse Adam, man, / Whar’s a-yo’ shame?”
(9) Ol’ Marse Adam: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Folks—down south, the darkeys all hate the Jay-bird. They, somehow,
look upon it as a bird of superstition. They don’t like to see it “flyin’
’round” the cabin door, or hear it “squawkin’ at ’em.” I’ve seen ’em
chunk it many times. And knowing this—I wrote this little humrous
song—both the words and music, we’re now going to do for you. It’s
called, “Mistuh Jay-bird,” and I’ve written it in the form of a “slow
drag”—Southern Style.
(10) Mistuh Jaybird: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Folks, just for fun, I thought you might be interested in hearing the very
first number I ever wrote and had published. It’s a popular number and
called “Texas Foxtrot.” It was played up and down Broadway for many
years. In fact, it can still be heard. You often hear it at Roxy’s as danced
to by the famous Roxyettes. Perhaps you will recall it. Mr. Shackley and
orchestra will assist me in this number. Ready boys?
Yeah—Let’s go
(11) Texas Foxtrot: Guion and orchestra
Now friends—comes my favorite cowboy song, “The Cowboy’s
Meditation.” Of all the cowboy tunes I’ve arranged, I like this one best—
and Paul can shore sing it. How ’bout it, Paul?
Let’s go, Dave.
(12) The Cowboy’s Meditation: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Folks—we hope you’ve enjoyed this program as much as we’ve enjoyed
givin’ it to you—if you have, write in and tell us so. And, don’t forget to
listen in to us next Tuesday at eight. Good Night.
(13) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra

Announcer:
Hearing America with Guion, episode 9, Station WOR, August 18. 1931, 8:00-8:30
p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
All Day on the Prairie: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
What Shall I Do with a Drunken Sailor: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
5.
Country Dance: Guion;
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
Announcer:

Ravell:
Guion:
Guion:

Ravell:
Guion:
Ravell:
Guion:
Guion:
Ravell:
Guion:

Barcarolle: orchestra;
Wild Geese: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
Hey Diddle Diddle: orchestra;
Hickory Dickory Dock: orchestra;
Shout Yo’ Glory: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
Voodoo: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
Howdy Do Mis’ Springtime: orchestra;
Waltzing With You in My Arms: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Ravell with Guion at the piano;
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger and Company, one of America’s
great stores located in Newark, N. J., we again pay our respects to
American music in presenting the ninth program of a series, “Hearing
America with Guion,” in which the well known composer-pianist, David
W. Guion—spelled G U I O N—who has arranged so many songs and
dance tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and southern negro life, as
well as tunes of his own making, will not only play for you, but will tell
you how he came to collect, arrange and write some of these numbers.
Mr. Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and the WOR
Orchestra, directed by George Shackley. Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell, are
both native sons of the great South-west. Look-out, folks—here they
come!
Whoopla!
Set em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(Gives cowboy call) AAAAAA-hay, OOOOOO-hoo—cowboys in town!
(Hums and whistles a bit of “All Day on the Prairie”) What is that ol’ tune
I’m hummin’, Paul,—been runnin’ thru my head all day?
Why that’s “All Day on the Prairie,” Dave—don’t you know your own
songs?
Yeah—but I’ve written so many I can’t keep up with ’em. How ’bout
singin’ it—maybe I can get it out o’ my mind, then.
All right, Dave—chord up—can’t sing it without the ol’ pi-anno.
Well here we go—key of A flat.
(3) All Day on the Prairie: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Pretty good, boy—for a fellow that’s been punchin’ cattle all day.
Well—I’ve done worse, Dave.
Say—look at that guy comin’ out o’ Jim’s saloon over there—drunk as a
lord. He’s an ol’ sailor an’ been tankin’ up all afternoon. I heard ’im
singin’ “What Shall I Do with a Drunken Sailor” a-while a-go—hasn’t got
a bad voice. Let’s call ’im over here an’ get ’im to sing it for us. Hey
there, Sailor—come mere. How ’bout singin’ us that ol’ sailor chanty I
heard you singin’ awhile a-go?
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Guion:

Guion:

(drunkenly) Got—(hiccough) a pi-anno? (hiccough)
Yep—there she sets over there in the corner.
(drunkenly) Lead me—(hiccough) to ’er—(hiccough) Boys—(hiccough)
Hep ’im over there, Paul, an’ set ’im down.
(4) What Shall I Do with a Drunken Sailor: Ravell with Guion
at the piano
Say—that’s some song—an’ how you sing it! Now set down there—I’m
gonna play you one o’ my tunes—one o’ my country dances—an’ you can
tap your toe if you can’t help it!
(5) Country Dance: Guion
Well—that’s that, folks. And now—you’ll hear me in a more sensitive
mood. I’ve asked Mr. Shackley and orchestra to play a little number I
wrote not so long ago. It’s called, “Barcarolle”—I think the music will
speak for itself.
(6) Barcarolle: orchestra
Folks—I’m often asked where I get my ideas for the songs I write, so
tonight I’m going to tell you how I happened to write “Wild Geese,” the
song we are going to play and sing for you now. In the first place, even as
a child, I used to thrill at the sight and sound of the wild geese flying over
in the early part of the fall. Many are the times I’ve jumped out of bed and
hurried out into the open to see these beautiful birds and hear their
honking cries as they flew so swiftly over. I used to wonder why they
always flew in a V shaped formation—wondered how their leader knew
just where to take them. And so—one moonlight night last fall, I heard
the familiar beating of wings and honking cries above me. I watched this
silver line of beauty pass out of sight. Then, I ran to the phone and called
up a friend of mine—a poet who lived several miles away. All I said was,
“Wild Geese overhead,” as the geese were flying towards her country
place. She saw them, wrote this lovely poem for me, and I the music you
will now hear.
(7) Wild Geese: Ravell with Guion at the piano
And now, a little humorous number, “Hey Diddle Diddle”—just one of
my arrangements of the “Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes.” I hope this
will take you back to your childhood days, when you sat upon your
mother’s knee and listened to her sing:
Hey diddle, diddle, the cat and the fiddle,
The cow jumped over the moon,
The little dog laughed to see such sport,
And the dish ran away with the spoon.
(8) Hey Diddle Diddle: orchestra
And—
Hickory, Dickory, Dock,
The mouse ran up the clock,
The clock struck three,
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The mouse did flee,
Hickory, Dickory, Dock.
(Important Must have the ticking and striking effects of a Grandfather
clock, and don’t forget the strike and cuckoo three times.)
(9) Hickory Dickory Dock: orchestra
We have just recently learned, through letters, that we have a great many
colored friends listening in to our programs. This pleases us a great deal,
and we are dedicating this next song, “Shout Yo’ Glory”—one of my
“Songs of the South”—to this special group of listeners.
(10) Shout Yo’ Glory: Ravell with Guion at the piano
In certain remote places in the South, the Southern darkey still believes in
Voodooism. And where this belief is practiced, the darkeys stand very
much in awe of the Voodoo Man—sometimes called “The Snake Doctor.”
The Voodoo Man, a weird, sly, uncanny looking creature, with his snakes,
charms and various concoctions and methods of frightening the darkeys, is
believed by many to have the power to heal the sick, cast out devils, to
bring about rain, fortune or misfortune, or cast spells upon anyone whom
he chooses. To the cunning Voodoo Man, his supposed power is his
means of livelihood. Yes, it’s his “racket,” and he often works it
overtime. The darkeys dare not refuse him for fear of a “bad spell”—
sickness, even death, or some calamity. And so—I have written this
Voodoo song, which Mr. Ravell will now sing for you. It is one of my
“Imaginary Early Louisiana Songs of Slavery.”
(11) Voodoo: Ravell with Guion at the piano
And now—a number of mine you all know—“Howdy Do Mis’
Springtime,” played to you by George Shackley and his orchestra.
(12) Howdy Do Mis’ Springtime: orchestra
Friends, I want you to hear a little semi-popular song of mine—“Waltzing
with You in My Arms.”
(13) Waltzing With You in My Arms: Ravell with Guion at the
piano
(14) The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Ravell with Guion at the
piano
(shots—horses hoofs, loud, then fainter and fainter)
(Yells back)—Good night, folks—AAAAAA-hay, OOOOO OOO-hoo.
Cowboys leavin’ town!
(15) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra

Announcer
Hearing America with Guion, episode 10, Station WOR, August 25. 1931, 8:00-8:30
p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
Ol’ Paint: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
Announcer:

Ravell:
Guion:
Guion:

Ravell:
Guion:
Ravell:
Guion:
Ravell:
Guion:

Sheep an’ Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion and orchestra;
Prairie Dusk: orchestra;
Voodoo: Ravell and orchestra;
Wrong Livin’: Guion;
Claire: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
Jazz Scherzo: orchestra;
Cowboy’s Meditation: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Ravell with Guion at the piano;
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger and Company, one of America’s
great stores located in Newark, New Jersey, we again pay our respects to
American music in presenting the tenth program of a series, “Hearing
America with Guion,” in which the well-known composer-pianist, David
W. Guion, spelled G-U-I-O-N, who has arranged so many songs and
dance tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and Southern negro life, as
well as tunes of his own making, will not only play for you, but will tell
you how he came to collect, arrange and write some of these numbers.
Mr. Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and the WOR
Orchestra under the direction of George Shackley. Mr. Guion and Mr.
Ravell are both native sons of the great Southwest. Look-out, folks, here
they come!
(Sound of horses’ hoofs in the distance—then nearer and nearer. Pistol
shots)
Whoopla!
Set em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(Gives cowboy call) AAAAAAAA-hay, OOOOOOOO-hoo—Cowboys in
town!
Whoa Capitan! Whoa there, Paint! What’s-matter—can’t yuh
keep still fo’ a minute? Never saw such a’ ol’ hoss fo’ wigglin’ around!
Well, Paul, ol’ boy, you all packed up?
Yeah, Dave—“the Boss” is shiftin’ me to Montan’ fo’ the winter. Got
“special work” fo’ me, so he says. Guess this is “goodbye” fo’ a spell.
We fellows sho’ hate t’ see you go, boy. An’ there’s yo’ ol’ cow-hoss
standin’ there with tears in his eyes—he’ll miss you, too, pardner.
Dave, I sho’ hate t’ leave “Ol’ Paint,” but he’s too old to take along—
needs a rest, anyway, I reckon.
Let’s play an’ sing ’im a “goodbye” song ’fore you go. What-d’-you-say?
Tune up, Dave.
(3) Ol’ Paint: Ravell with Guion at the piano
“Sheep and goat, walkin’ to de pasture,
‘Sheep,’ sez de goat, ‘Kin yuh walk a lil’ fastuh?’
Sheep fell down an’ broke his shin,
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Goat died laffin’ wid a big, broad grin.”
These are the words to an ol’ fiddle tune or “breakdown” as we call ’em
out West. Some folks say it’s Western, others say it’s an ol’ negro tune.
The first time I heard it was while trottin’ on my mother’s knee, and again
at the cowboys’ and old fiddlers’ dances and reunions in the little Texas
cow-town where I was born. I’ve arranged this ol’ breakdown for piano
and orchestra and will now play it for you, with the assistance of Mr.
Shackley and his orchestra. Ready, boys?
Boys in
orchestra:
Guion:

Guion:

Ravell:

Guion:

Yeah! Let ’er go!
(4) Sheep an’ Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion and orchestra
Folks, this next number of mine, “Prairie Dusk,” or “Nocturne,” I wrote a
year or so ago. I’ve recently arranged it for orchestra. I wrote this little
mood picture one rainy afternoon when I was all alone in my little shack
on a Texas prairie. It was one of those early spring afternoons—the sun
was tryin’ its best to shine through the clouds and rain. There was a red
glow over the prairie—above me the rain was softly patterin’ on a tin roof,
and way off I could hear the lonely call of a wild coyote—the nearby call
of a bird. I felt strange, somehow unreal, and while in this mood, I went to
my piano and wrote this number, “Prairie Dusk.” Mr. Shackley and his
orchestra will play it for you.
(5) Prairie Dusk: orchestra
Friends, this next number is a repeat number—a special request—from
many of our listeners.
In certain remote places in the South, the Southern darkey still
believes in Voodooism. And where this belief is practiced, the darkeys
stand very much in awe of the Voodoo Man—sometimes called the
“Snake Doctor.” The Voodoo Man, a weird, sly, uncanny looking
creature, with his snakes, charms and various concoctions and methods of
frightening the darkeys, is believed by many to have the power to heal the
sick, cast out devils, to bring about rain, fortune or misfortune, or cast
spells upon anyone whom he chooses. To the cunning Voodoo Man, his
supposed power is his means of livelihood. Yes, it’s his “Racket,” and he
often works it overtime. The darkeys dare not refuse him for fear of a
“bad spell,” sickness, even death, or some calamity. And so, I have
written this Voodoo song, which Mr. Ravell will now sing for you, with
the assistance of the orchestra. It is one of my “Imaginary Early Louisiana
Songs of Slavery.”
(6) Voodoo: Ravell and orchestra
(The Law) Alright, get up from there an’ come on out here! Got the goods
on you now! Come Mere I Said! Put them hand-cuffs on an’ get a move
on you! Gonna send you up this time!
(starts playing) Oh, Mistuh, please turn me loose! Ah ain’t done
nuthin’—sho’ nuff ah ain’t! An dare’s mah “Sugar-Baby” lef’ all alone!
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Whut I gwine do wid ’er while I’se done sent down de road?
(7) Wrong Livin’: Guion
Folks, that was one of my most recent numbers. I wrote both the words
and music. It’s called “Wrong Livin’” an’ that was me a-singin’, too. I
just found out I could do it—hope it wasn’t too bad—now was it?
And now—a little popular song called “Claire.” This will be sung
to you by Mr. Ravell.
(8) Claire: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Another popular tune of mine, “Jazz Scherzo.” I wrote this little number
just for fun, one day, when I had nothin’ else to do. Hope you like it. Mr.
Shackley and orchestra will play it for you.
(9) Jazz Scherzo: orchestra
And my favorite cowboy song, “The Cowboy’s Meditation.” Will you
sing it for me, boy?
Shore will, Dave.
(10) Cowboy’s Meditation: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(11) The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Ravell with Guion at the
piano
(Shots—Mr. Guion gives cowboy yell) AAAAA-hay, OOOOOOO-hoo,
Cowboys leavin’ town!
(horses’ hoofs—loud, then fainter and fainter)
(12) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra

Announcer:
Hearing America with Guion, episode 11, Station WOR, September 1, 1931, 8:008:30 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
When the Work’s All Done this Fall: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
Arkansas Traveler: Guion;
5.
In Galam: Ravell with orchestra;
6.
De Massus an’ de Missus: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
7.
Little Bo-Peep: orchestra;
8.
Little Tommy Tucker: orchestra;
9.
Life and Love: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
10.
Compensation: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
11.
Waltz of Sorrow: orchestra;
12.
O My Lawd What Shall I Do?: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
13.
Howdy Do Mis’ Springtime: Ravell with orchestra;
14.
Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger and Company, one of America’s
great stores located in Newark, N. J., we again pay our respects to
American music in presenting the eleventh program of a series, “Hearing
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America with Guion,” spelled G-U-I-O-N, who has arranged so many
songs and dance tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and southern
negro life, as well as tunes of his own making, will not only play for you,
but tell you how he came to collect, arrange and write some of these
numbers. Mr. Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and the
WOR Orchestra under the direction of George Shackley. Mr. Guion and
Mr. Ravell are both native sons of the great South-west. Look-out, folks,
here they come….
(Sound of horses’ hoofs in a distance—then nearer and nearer. Pistol
shots)
Whoopla!
Set ’em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(Gives cowboy yell) AAAAAA-hay, OOOOOO-hoo—Cowboys in town!
Say, Dave, is that ol’ long-lanky, Charlie Smith standin’ over there in
front o’ Jim’s Place?
Charlie Smith! I should say not. He got bumped off years ago, fellow.
His hoss fell on ’im one dark and stormy night while he was tryin’ to keep
his cattle from stampedin’.
That must o’ happened when I was in Montan’.
Yeah, it did. I don’t think anybody cared, though, very much. Never
seemed to get along with the boys—kind ’o hard on ’em.
What did he do with his outfit?
Gave ol’ Fred his saddle, George got his bed, and Bill his pistol, I think.
The boys made up a pretty good song ’bout ’im. Want t’ hear it?
Yeah, how does it go?
(3) When the Work’s All Done this Fall: Ravell with Guion at
the piano
Not a bad song, is it?
Pretty dern good, I’m thinking. By the way, the boys tell me you’ve made
an arrangement of “The Arkansas Traveler.” They say it’s a pippin’!
Yeah? Well, I did take a couple o’ the ol’ fiddle breakdowns and work
’em into a piano piece. “Whoa Mule” is one of em. You’ve heard it—the
words run somethin’ like this—
Whoa Mule! Whoa Mule! Whoa Mule, wait ’til ah git de saddle
on!
Whoa Mule! Whoa Mule!
Ol’ Man, kin ah marry yo’ daughter?
Go in dar an’ git ’er if yuh wan’ ’er!
Marry dat gal fo’ a dollar an’ a quarter!
Whoa Mule! Whoa Mule! Whoa Mule, wait ’til ah git de saddle
on!
Sure, I know it—Ol’ Coxy used to play it on his fiddle.
Yeah—an’ it fits right in with the ol’ tune of “Arkansas Traveler.” Makes
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a good combine.
Play it for me, Dave.
Alright, fellow—gimme elbow room!
(4) Arkansas Traveler: Guion
Boy, that’s some piece—but how do you keep from getting’ all twisted
up?
Elbow grease, fellow, elbow grease! Now folks, I want you to hear Mr.
Ravell sing two of my “Imaginary Early Louisiana Songs of Slavery.” “In
Galam,” is the first. It is the story of an African boy, captured and brought
to this country and sold at auction to the highest bidder. Now an old man,
he sings this song of longing—longing to go back to his own people—to
be in Galam—the land of his birth. This song is sung in the FrenchEnglish patois.
(5) In Galam: Ravell with orchestra
And now—the second generation of slaves—the son of the African slave,
sings. His is a song of Hallelujah. Knowing nothing of Galam—or
Africa—he sings about his old Massus and Missus, and how “When dis
ol’ world’s all blowed away, de Lawd’s gwina up an’ take a holiday.
Gwina fly us up to Hebben, all robed in white, shoutin’ Hallelujah day an’
night.”
(6) De Massus an’ de Missus: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Now friends—let’s go back to our childhood days and listen to a couple of
little “Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes”—for
Little Bo-Peep has lost her sheep,
And can’t tell where to find them,
Leave them alone and they’ll come home,
Wagging their tails behind them.
Little Bo-Peep fell fast asleep,
And dreamt she heard them bleating;
When she awoke, ’twas all a joke—
Ah, cruel vision so fleeting.
Then up she took her little crook,
Determined for to find them;
What was her joy to behold them nigh,
Wagging their tails behind them.
(7) Little Bo-Peep: orchestra
And—
Little Tommy Tucker, sing for your supper,
What shall he sing for? White bread and butter.
How can he cut it without any knife?
How can he marry without any wife?
(8) Little Tommy Tucker: orchestra
These were two of my arrangements of the “Mother Goose Nursery
Rhymes,” and played to you by George Shackley and his orchestra.
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Friends—I want you to hear two of my love songs. The lyrics
were written especially for me, by my friend Marie Wardall. “Life and
Love,” is the first.
(9) Life and Love: Ravell with Guion at the piano
And now—“Compensation.”
(10) Compensation: Ravell with Guion at the piano
I’ve asked Mr. Shackley and Orchestra to play you one of my waltzes.
“Waltz of Sorrow,” it is called.
(11) Waltz of Sorrow: orchestra
And now, Mr. Ravell will sing for you one of my “Songs of the South.” I
wrote both the words and music. It is called “O My Lawd, What Shall I
Do?”
(12) O My Lawd What Shall I Do?: Ravell with Guion at the
piano
Another of my Southern Songs, “Howdy Do Mis’ Springtime.” The
Southern Darkey is never happier—and I might say lazier—than in the
spring-time, but who isn’t? Who wants to work when the breath of Spring
is in the air—when the magnolias begin to bloom, and the mocking-birds
sing? And so Mr. Ravell will sing “Howdy Do Mis’ Springtime,”
accompanied by the orchestra.
(13) Howdy Do Mis’ Springtime: Ravell with orchestra
Folks—I hope you’ve enjoyed my hour “Hearing America with Guion,”
tonight. If you have—write in and tell me so. I appreciate all my letters.
Good Night.
(14) Turkey in the Straw: orchestra

Announcer:
Hearing America with Guion, episode 12, Station WOR, September 8, 1931, 8:008:30 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
All Day on the Prairie: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
Pickaninny Dance: Guion;
5.
The North Wind Doth Blow: orchestra;
6.
I Love Little Pussy: orchestra;
7.
At the Cry of the First Bird: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
8.
Minuet: orchestra;
9.
Little Pickaninny Kid: Ravell with Guion or orchestra;
10.
The Harmonica Player: Guion;
11.
McCaffie’s Confesstion: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
12.
The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Ravell with Guion at the piano;
13.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger and Company, one of America’s
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great stores located in Newark, New Jersey, we again pay our respects to
American music in presenting the twelfth program of a series, “Hearing
America with Guion,” spelled G-U-I-O-N—who has arranged so many
songs and dance tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and Southern
negro life, as well as tunes of his own making, will not only play for you,
but tell you how he came to collect, arrange and write some of these
numbers. Mr. Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and the
WOR Orchestra under the direction of George Shackley. Mr. Guion and
Mr. Ravell are both native sons of the great Southwest. Look-out, folks,
here they come!
(Sound of horses’ hoofs in the distance—then nearer and nearer. Pistol
shots)
Whoopla!
Set ’em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(Gives cowboy yell) AAAAAA-hay, OOOOOOOOO-hoo, Cowboys in
Town! (hums and whistles a bit of “All Day on the Prairie”) What is that
dern little ol’ tune I’m hummin’, Paul,—been runnin’ thru my head ever
since I left the ranch this mornin’?
Why that’s “All Day on the Prairie,” Dave—don’t you know your own
song?
Yeah—but I’ve written so many, I can’t keep up with ’em. How ’bout
singin’ it—maybe I can get it out o’ my mind, then.
All right, Dave—chord up—can’t sing it without the ol’ pi-anno.
Well, here we go—key of A flat.
(3) All Day on the Prairie: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Pretty good, boy, for a fellow that’s been punchin’ cattle all day.
Well, I’ve done worse, Dave. By the way, what was that purty pi-anno
tune you were playin’ for the boys last nite?
Why that was “Pickaninny Dance,” I reckon. Want to hear it?
Yeah—that’s some piece.
(4) Pickaninny Dance: Guion
Friends—when I was ’bout as big as a minute, my mother used to read and
sing all the little Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes to me. I’d listen to ’em
by the hour. So not long ago I arranged all these little tunes for piano and
orchestra. Tonight, I want you to go back a few years with me and listen
to:—
The North wind doth blow,
And we shall have snow,
And what will poor Robin do then?
He’ll sit in the barn,
And keep himself warm,
And tuck his head under his wing. Poor thing.
(5) The North Wind Doth Blow: orchestra
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And—

I love little Pussy, her coat is so warm,
And if I don’t hurt her, she’ll do me no harm.
I’ll sit by the fire and give her some food,
And Pussy will love me, because I am good.
(6) I Love Little Pussy: orchestra
Guion:
These little arrangements of mine were played to you by George Shackley
and his Orchestra.
And now I’m going to ask Mr. Ravell to sing for you one of my songs. I
wrote this number three or four years ago. It is called, “At the Cry of the
First Bird,” sub-titled, “The Crucifixion,” The poem is from “Ancient
Irish Poetry.”
At the cry of the first bird
They began to crucify Thee,
O cheek like a swan
It was not right ever to cease lamenting.
It was like the parting of day from night.
Ah, though sore the suffering
Put upon the body of Mary’s Son,
Sorer to Him was the grief
That was upon her for His sake.
(7) At the Cry of the First Bird: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(Station Announcement)
Guion:
Most every composer has written a minuet. And so, several years ago, I
decided to write one. You will hear it tonight, as played by George
Shackley and his Orchestra.
(8) Minuet: orchestra
Guion:
And now a little darkey song of my own making—
Lil’ Pickaninny Kid, yuh sho’ a-lookin’ sad,
What de white trash gone an’ did
To mek yuh feel so bad?
Daddy heahed ’em call yuh names,
Yuh cried an’ answered back
When dey kep’ yuh frum dere games
’Cause yo’ skin am black.
But, doan yuh nebber cry no mo’, Lil’ Kinky-head,
Daddy knows yuh ain’t no lily-white,
You’s a choc’late drop instead.
All de white folks ain’t so white
As de Good Ol’ Scriptures say,
You’s a angel, an’ de Lawd’s
Gwina mek yuh white, some day.
Sung to you by Mr. Ravell.
(9) Little Pickaninny Kid: Ravell with Guion or orchestra
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Did you ever see and hear an old Southern darkey playin’ on his
harmonica to his little dancin’ cut-the-pigeon-wing pickaninnies in the
shadow of the cabin door at the close of the day? Well, I have—hundreds
of times, and that’s why I wrote this little number, “The Harmonica
Player.” It’s one of my “Alley Tunes.” Hope you’ll like it.
(10) The Harmonica Player: Guion
Friends, this next song, “McCaffie’s Confession,” is a Texas Frontier
Ballad. It’s honest-to-goodness frontier history. The story goes—a fellow
by the name of McCaffie, somewhat of a desperado, fell desperately in
love with a bar-maid, or entertainer, by the name of Hattie Stout. Now
McCaffie’s wife, strange to say, objected! (Women do those things, you
know!) So—McCaffie just shot his wife and ran away with Hattie, the
pretty bar-maid. Well, “The Law” stepped in, as it sometimes did in those
days, tried and sentenced McCaffie to hang. This song is McCaffie’s
confession and his warning to the young men to lead the straight and
narrow path! It will be sung to you by Mr. Ravell, my “pardner.” He’s
McCaffie, for the time being, and, friends, the noose is already around his
neck!
(11) McCaffie’s Confession: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Now that we’ve hung McCaffie, we’ll be on our way back to the ranch.
(12) The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Ravell with Guion at the
piano
(Gives cowboy yell) AAAAAAAAAA-hay, OOOOO-hoo—Cowboys
Leavin’ Town!
(Pistol shots, horses’ hoofs—loud—then fainter and fainter)
(13) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra

Announcer.
Hearing America with Guion, episode 13, Station WOR, September 15, 1931, 8:008:30 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
What Shall I Do with a Drunken Sailor: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
Barcarolle: orchestra;
5.
A Heart-Break: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
6.
Jazz Scherzo: Guion;
7.
Little Black Rose: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
8.
Southern Nights: orchestra;
9.
Please Shake Dem ’Simmons Down: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
10.
Claire: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
11.
Texas Foxtrot: orchestra;
12.
Sail Away for the Rio Grande: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
13.
The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Ravell, Guion and orchestra;
14.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
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(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger & Company, one of America’s
great stores located in Newark, N. J., we again pay our respects to
American music in presenting the 13th program of a series, “Hearing
America with Guion,” spelled G U I O N—who has arranged so many
songs and dance tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and Southern
negro life, as well as tunes of his own making, will not only play for you,
but tell you how he came to collect, arrange and write some of these
numbers. Mr. Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and the
WOR Orchestra, directed by George Shackley. Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell
are both native sons of the great Southwest. Look-out, folks, here they
come!
(Sound of horses’ hoofs in the distance—then nearer and nearer. Pistol
shots!)
Whoopla!
Set ’em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(Gives cowboy yell) AAAAAAA-hay, OOOOOO-hoo, Cowboys in
Town!
Say, Paul, look at that guy comin’ out o’ Jim’s saloon over there—
drunk as a lord. He’s an ol’ sailor an’ been tankin’ up fo’ a couple o’
days. I heard ’im singin’ “What Shall I Do with a Drunken Sailor” last
night while Bud and me were havin’ a round or two at pokes—hasn’t got a
bad voice.
Let’s call ’im over here an’ get ’im to sing it for us.
Hey there, Sailor—come mere! How ’bout singin’ us that ol’ sailor
chanty you sang for the boys last night?
(drunkenly) Got (hiccough) a pi-anno? (hiccough)
Yep—there she sets inside there, over in the corner.
(drunkenly) Well, lead me—(hiccough)—to her—(hiccough)—boys—
(hiccough)
Hep ’im in there, Paul, an’ set ’im down.
(3) What Shall I Do with a Drunken Sailor: Ravell with Guion
at the piano
Well, so much—for a drunken sailor. And now, friends, I want you to
hear “Barcarolle,” one of my piano numbers recently arranged for
orchestra. I shall leave it to your own imagination as to why I wrote it. A
composer, you know, can’t tell all his secrets. Maybe the music itself will
tell you. Listen in.
(4) Barcarolle: orchestra
Folks, all of us have had a heart-break—it’s just human. I’ve had mine,
and so, when I ran across this little poem, “A Heart-Break,” I just had to
set it to music. It’s only a plain, simple little song, but I think you will
enjoy hearing Mr. Ravell sing it. It might bring back a memory to you.
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(5) A Heart-Break: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Folks, this little number, “Jazz Scherzo,” I’m now going to play for you,
was written several years ago, and I wrote it just for fun—you know, I was
in a good humor and had nothing else to do. Here it is….
(6) Jazz Scherzo: Guion
“Little Black Rose” is just another of my darkey lullabies—a tune of my
own making. It’s about a couple of little new-born Southern babies, one
as white as snow and born in the big house down the avenue—the other as
black as night and born in a little shanty along the alley-way back of the
big house down the avenue. The little white baby, according to the black
baby’s mother, is getting all the attention and this is her lullaby as she
sings to her little black rose, whom she calls for short, Ebenezer Brown.
(7) Little Black Rose: Ravell with Guion at the piano
You will now hear Mr. Shackley and the Orchestra in a set of waltzes of
mine called “Southern Nights.”
(8) Southern Nights: orchestra
“Please Shake Dem ’Simmons Down” is another of my humorous darkey
songs—a tune of my own making. The words were picked up here and
there from Southern darkeys. It’s all about Mistah Raccoon and Mistah
Possum. Mistah Raccoon wuz up in de ’simmon tree, eatin’ up all de ripe
and juicy ’simmons an’ de little greedy-gut wouldn’t shake none ob ’em
down t’ Mistah Possum. Mistah Possum, he couldn’t stan’ it no longer, so
he got mad an’ shake his fist in Mistah Raccoon’s face an’ called him
names. Mistah Raccoon, he jump down out ob de tree an’ claw Mistah
Possum along de ribs an’ haid, but Mistah Possum, he jes’ grin an’ tumble
ober and play lak he daid.
(9) Please Shake Dem ’Simmons Down: Ravell with Guion at the
piano
This next number, “Claire,” is just a little popular song written by a cousin
of mine and me. We wrote this little song for a friend of ours who is in
vaudeville, and as a special request from him, we are giving this number
tonite.
(10) Claire: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Folks, just for fun, I thought you might be interested in hearing the very
first number I ever wrote and had published. It’s a popular number called
“Texas Foxtrot.” It was played up and down Broadway for many years.
In fact, it can still be heard. You often hear it at Roxy’s as danced by the
famous Roxyettes. Perhaps you will recall it. Mr. Shackley and Orchestra
will now play it for you.
(11) Texas Foxtrot: orchestra
And now, friends, for out closing number, we are going to give you
another of my sailor chanies. This song—“Sail Away for the Rio
Grande”—is a chanty from the Chilean Coast and was sung to me by an
old sailor from South America. I arranged it for voice and piano several
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years ago. Here it is….
(12) Sail Away for the Rio Grande: Ravell with Guion at the
piano
Well boys—another week—another broadcast. Let’s give ’em a little
“Whoopla,” then we’ll all head back to the ranch!
(13) The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Ravell, Guion and
orchestra
(Gives cowboy yell) AAAAA-hay, OOOOOOOO, Hoo, Cowboys Leavin’
Town!
(Pistol shots, horses’ hoofs—loud—then fainter and fainter)
(14) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra

Announcer.
Hearing America with Guion, episode 14, Station WOR, September 22, 1931, 8:008:30 p.m.
1.
Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
Roy Bean: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
The Lonesome Song of the Plains: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
5.
Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion and orchestra;
6.
When You Go: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
7.
Return: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
8.
Ding, Dong, Bell: orchestra;
9.
Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat: orchestra;
10.
Ride a Cock-Horse to Banbury Cross: orchestra;
11.
Jubilee: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
12.
De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
13.
Mistuh Jay-Bird: orchestra;
14.
The Cowboy’s Meditation: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
15.
The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Guion, Ravell and Boys;
16.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
(1) Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: Through the courtesy of L. Bamberger & Co., one of America’s great
stores located in Newark, N. J., we again pay our respects to American
music in presenting the fourteenth program of a series, “Hearing America
with Guion,” spelled G U I O N—who has arranged so many songs and
dance tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and Southern negro life, as
well as tunes of his own making, will not only play for you, but tell you
how he came to collect, arrange and write some of these numbers. Mr.
Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and the WOR Orchestra,
under the direction of George Shackley. Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell are
both native sons of the great South-west. Look-out folks—here they
come!
(Sound of horses’ hoofs in a distance—then nearer and nearer. Pistol
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shots.)
Whoopla!
Set ’em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(Gives cowboy yell) AAAAAA-hay, OOOOOO-hoo, cowboys in town!
Well, Pardner, what are you goin’ to sing for our radio friends tonight?
Well, I hadn’t made up my mind—what about “Roy Bean”?
That’s as good as any. Friends, everyone in the West knew or knew of ol’
Judge Roy Bean, who was called “The Law West of the Pecos.” And,
friends, he was just that. Why, he ran that whole country out ther along
the Pecos River—didn’t seem to fear God, devil nor man. His word was
law, and believe me, brother, there wasn’t any arguin’, but he was a square
sort of a guy, too, and had a keen sense of humor. Aside from bein’ the
Justice of Peace, he was a bar-tender, a preacher, a barber, an
undertaker—sometimes an old shoe mender. He held court out on the
porch of his little shack. (Within his shack was a full-grown saloon—and
between court, which sometimes lasted fifteen minutes, he would serve
drinks to customers!) He once tried a dead man for drinkin’ himself to
death. Since the poor corpse couldn’t testify in his own behalf, Judge
Bean fined him fifty dollars, as that amount was all the dead man had on
’im! His one love was the late Lily Langtry, whom he followed all over
America—even changed the name of his little Texas town to Langtry in
Lily’s honor. Ol’ Bean was one of Texas’ most interesting characters in
the early days—and now, I want you to hear the song I’ve made up about
’im—I call it “Roy Bean.”
(3) Roy Bean: Ravell with Guion at the piano
One hot summer day, while I was ridin’ across the plains on my cowpony, El Capitan, I came to an old dejected lookin’, half-fallen-down
shack. In order to get out o’ the blisterin’ heat, and also to rest my horse, I
stopped there for a couple of hours. While sittin’ there on the front porch
of this ol’ place, the plains suddenly seemed to me the most lonesome
place on earth. As I sat there, lookin’ across mile after mile of prairie, a
little tune crept into my mind. I had no manuscript with me—nothin’ to
write on except an old letter in one of my pockets. This quickly came into
use, and I wrote this little song I’ve called “The Lonesome Song of the
Plains.” My pardner will now sing it for you.
(4) The Lonesome Song of the Plains: Ravell with Guion at the
piano
“Sheep an’ Goat, walkin’ to de pasture,
‘Sheep’, sez de goat, kin yuh walk a lil fastuh?
Sheep fell down an’ broke his shin,
Goat died laffin’ wid a big broad grin.”
These are the words to an old fiddle tune, or breakdown as we call ’em out
West. I’ve arranged this ol’ tune for piano and orchestra, and will now
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play it for you, with the assistance of Mr. Shackley and his orchestra.
Like all other ol’ break-downs, it was whistled, sung or played once upon
a time by someone, somewhere in America. Some folks say it’s
Western—others say it’s an old darkey tune. The first time I heard it was
while trottin’ on my mother’s knee, and again at the cowboys’ and old
fiddlers’ dances and reunions in the little Texas cow-town where I was
born. Ready, boys?
Yeah—let’s go!
(5) Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion and orchestra
I have asked Mr. Ravell to sing for you one of my most recent love songs.
It is called “When You Go.” I hope you will like it.
(6) When You Go: Ravell with Guion at the piano
And now “Return” another of my love songs. This song I wrote several
years ago.
(7) Return: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Now, friends, will you go back a few years with me, and listen to three of
my arrangements of the little “Mother Goose Nursery Rhymes”? The first
one—
Ding, dong, bell, Pussy’s in the well;
Who put her in? Little Tommy Green;
Who pulled her out? Little Tommy Trout.
What a naughty boy was that,
To drown poor Pussy Cat.
(8) Ding, Dong, Bell: orchestra
And now a humorous one—
Pussy-cat, pussy-cat, where have you been?
I’ve been to London to visit the Queen.
Pussy-cat, pussy-cat, what did you there?
I frightened a little mouse under her chair.
(9) Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat: orchestra
Now, friends, if you didn’t like that one—don’t blame it on the
orchestra—blame it on me—for I arranged the melody in the key of E flat,
and the accompaniment in the key of E natural. You know—just for the
fun of it. Now comes—
Ride a Cock-horse to Banbury Cross,
To see a fine lady upon a white horse,
Rings on her fingers, and bells on her toes,
She shall have music wherever she goes.
(10) Ride a Cock-Horse to Banbury Cross: orchestra
Friends, I haven’t used any of my darkey spirituals in a long time, so
tonight Mr. Ravell will sing my arrangement of “Jubilee.” I’m sure you
all have heard this old tune, many times.
(11) Jubilee: Ravell with Guion at the piano
And now, one of my humorous darkey songs—“De Ol’ Ark’s a550

Moverin’.” This arrangement of mine has sung itself around the world.
(12) De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Mr. Shackley and his orchestra will now play for you one of my very
latest numbers—a tune of my own making. It is called “Mistuh Jay-bird,”
and is written in the form of a “slow-drag,” Southern style.
(13) Mistuh Jay-Bird: orchestra
And now, my favorite cow-boy song, “The Cowboy’s Meditation,” sung
to you by my pardner, Paul Ravell.
(14) The Cowboy’s Meditation: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Well, pick up your belongings, boys and let’s head back to the ranch.
(15) The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Guion, Ravell and Boys
(Gives cow-boy yell) AAAAAA-hay, OOOOOO-hoo, Cowboys leavin’
town!
(Pistol shots—horses’ hoofs loud, then fainter and fainter)
(16) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
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Announcer
David Guion and Orchestra, episode 1, Station WEAF, January 6, 1932, 10:30-11:00
p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
Home on the Range: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion and orchestra;
5.
To the Sun: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
6.
Voodoo: Ravell with orchestra;
7.
The Harmonica Player: Guion;
8.
Little Pickaninny Kid: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
9.
Texas Foxtrot: orchestra;
10.
What Shall I Do with a Drunken’ Sailor?: Ravell with Guion at the
piano;
11.
Mr. Jay-Bird: orchestra;
12.
I Want to Love Someone, Why Can’t it Be You?: Ravell with Guion at
the piano;
13.
The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Ravell with Guion at the piano;
14.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
No script has been located for this inaugural show.
David Guion and Orchestra, episode 2, Station WEAF, January 13, 1932, 10:3011:00 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
Home on the Range: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
Sheep an’ Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion and orchestra;
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5.
To the Sun: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
6.
Voodoo: Ravell with orchestra;
7.
The Harmonica Player: Guion;
8.
Lil Pickaninny Kid: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
9.
Texas Foxtrot: Guion and orchestra;
10.
What Shall I Do with a Drunken Sailor: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
11.
Slow Drag: orchestra;
12.
Slow Drag (fast, hot and jazzy): orchestra;
13.
The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Ravell with Guion at the piano;
14.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Note to Announcer: (Make local announcements every fifteen minutes except on
dramatic programs which depend on a succession of thought.)
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: The National Broadcasting Company, this evening, pays its respects to
American music in presenting the second of a series of programs, in which
the world famed Composer-Pianist-Narrator and Lyricist, David W.
Guion—spelled G-U-I-O-N—who has arranged so many songs and dance
tunes of the cowboy, frontiers-man, sailor and Southern negro life, as well
as tunes of his own making, will not only play for you, but will tell you
how he came to collect, arrange, and write some of these numbers. Mr.
Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and orchestra under the
direction of Leon Rosebrook. Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell are both native
sons of the great South-west. Look out, folks, here they come!
(Sound of horses’ hoofs in a distance—then near and nearer. Pistol shots)
Ravell:
Whoopla!
Guion:
Set ’em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Ravell with Guion at the
piano
Guion:
(gives cowboy call)
What keeps the herd from runnin’,
Stampedin’ far and wide?
The cowboy’s long, low whistle,
And singin’ by their side. (whistles part of “Home on the Range”)
(3) Home on the Range: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
Home on the Range—Gee, pardner, that was shore pretty. Makes me right
down home-sick.
Ravell:
Does kind o’ get a fellow, Dave.
Guion:
Yeah, it does.
Ravell:
By the way, what was that lively jig you were playin’ for the boys the
other night?
Guion:
Must o’ been “Sheep an’ Goat, Walkin’ to the Pasture.” You know, the
first time I ever heard that ol’ tune was while trottin’ on my mother’s
knee.
Ravell:
Yeah?
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Guion:

It’s an ol’ fiddlers’ break-down. I’ve danced to it hundreds of times, down
home in Texas, until I was almost ready to drop. The words run somethin’
like this…
Sheep an’ Goat, walkin’ to the pasture,
“Sheep,” says the Goat, “Kin you walk a little faster?”
Sheep fell down and broke his shin,
Goat died laughin’ with a big, broad grin.
Want t’hear it?
Ravell:
Yeah—play it for me, Dave.
Guion:
Tune up, boys—let’s give ’em “Sheep an’ Goat.”
(Boys in orchestra tune up)
(4) Sheep an’ Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion and orchestra
Guion:
The day’s labor is over, on an old southern plantation, and the sun—like a
huge ball of red fire is sinking in the West. A negro slave—the muscles of
his immense black body gleaming—pauses a moment to pay child-like
homage in song to his God. This is the hymn of worship, as to the sun, he
sings.
(5) To the Sun: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
In certain remote places in the South, the Southern darky still believes in
Voodooism. And where this belief is practiced, the darkies stand very
much in awe of the Voodoo Man—sometimes called the “Snake Doctor.”
The Voodoo Man, a weird, sly, uncanny looking creature, with his snakes,
charms and various concoctions and methods of frightening the darkies, is
believed by many to have the power to heal the sick, cast out devils, to
bring about rain, fortune or misfortune, or cast spells upon anyone whom
he chooses. To the cunning Voodoo Man, his supposed power is his
means of livelihood. Yes, it’s his racket, and he often works it overtime.
The darkies dare not refuse him for fear of a “bad spell,” sickness—even
death, or some calamity. And so—come with me, folks, to the land of the
mysterious voodoo—where the [b]oom of the throbbing tom-toms sends a
shiver to your spine. Listen! I hear them now.
(6) Voodoo: Ravell with orchestra
(Station Announcement)
Guion:
Did you ever see and hear an old Southern, cotton-headed darkie playin’
on his harmonica, to his little dancin’, cut-the-pigeon-wing pickaninnies,
in the shadow of the cabin door at the close of Day? Well, listen, folks,
and see if this number brings this little southern scene to your mind. It’s
called “The Harmonica Player,” and is one of my “Alley Tunes.”
(7) The Harmonica Player: Guion
Guion:
Lil’ pickaninny-kid, yuh sho’ a-lookin’ sad,
What de white trash gone and did
To mek yuh feel so bad?
Daddy heahed ’em call yuh names,
Yuh cried an’ answered back
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When dey kep’ yuh frum dere games
’Cause yo’ skin am black.
But doan yuh neber cry no mo’, li’l Kinky-head,
Daddy knowed yuh ain’t no lilly-white,
You’s a choc’late drop, instead.
All de white folks ain’t so white
As de good ol’ Scriptures say,
You’s a angel, an’ de Lawd’s
Gwina mek yuh white—some day.
(8) Lil Pickaninny Kid: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Folks—just for fun, I thought you might be interested in hearing the very
first number I ever wrote. It was way back in 1916—the “Texas FoxTrot”—and it can still be heard on old Broadway. Let’s go, fellows!
(9) Texas Foxtrot: Guion and orchestra
Say, Paul, look at that guy comin’ out o’ Jim’s saloon over there—drunk
as a lord. He’s an ol’ sailor an’ been tankin’ up all afternoon. I heard ’im
singin’ “What Shall I Do with a Drunken Sailor” a-while ago. Hasn’t got
a bad voice.
Let’s call ’im over here an’ git ’im to sing it for us.
Hey there, Sailor—commere! How ’bout singin’ us that ol’ sailor chanty I
heard you singin’ over at Jim’s place?
(drunkenly) Got—(hiccough) a pi-anno? (hiccough)
Yep—there she sets over there in the corner.
(drunkenly) Well—(hiccough) lead me—(hiccough) to her—(hiccough)
boys—(hiccough)
He’p ’im over there, Paul, an’ set ’em down.
(10) What Shall I Do with a Drunken Sailor: Ravell with Guion
at the piano
And now a Slow Drag, folks. Southern Style! The ink on this manuscript
is hardly dry—as it was written just a little while a-go. It’s one of those
good-for-nothin’, lazy, triflin’, no-’count, blue numbers. If you like it,
folks, let me know an’ I’ll write you another one. Come on, you lazy
rascals—let’s get goin’!
(Orchestra makes funny noises)
(11) Slow Drag: orchestra
Now let’s see what Harlem would do to the same tune.
(12) Slow Drag (fast…hot and jazzy): orchestra
(13) The Bold Vaquero (chorus only): Ravell with Guion at the
piano
(pistol shots… horses hoofs… loud then fainter and fainter)
(gives cowboy yell) Goodnight, Mother.
(14) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
This program has come to you as a presentation of the National
Broadcasting Company, from the NBC Studios in New York.
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David Guion and Orchestra, episode 3, Station WEAF, January 20, 1932, 10:4511:00 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
Ol’ Paint: Ravell with Guion at the piano (from manuscript);
4.
Prairie Dusk: orchestra (from manuscript?);
5.
A Heart Break: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
6.
Little Tommy Tucker: orchestra (from manuscript);
7.
Howdy Do Mis’ Springtime: Ravell with orchestra;
8.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
9.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Note to Announcer: (Make local announcements every fifteen minutes except on
dramatic programs which depend on a succession of thought.)
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: The National Broadcasting Company, this evening pays its respects to
American music in presenting the third of a series of programs, in which
the world famed Composer-Pianist-Narrator and Lyricist, David W.
Guion—spelled G-U-I-O-N—who has arranged so many songs and dance
tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and Southern negro life, as well
as tunes of his own making, will not only play for you, but will tell you
how he came to collect, arrange, and write some of these numbers. Mr.
Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and orchestra under the
direction of Leon Rosebrook. Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell are both native
sons of the great Southwest. Look out, folks, here they come!
(Sound of horses’ hoofs in a distance—then near and nearer. Pistol shots)
Ravell:
Whoopla!
Guion:
Set ’em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
(gives cowboy yell) Whoa captain! Whoa there, Paint! What’s-matter,
can’t yuh keep still fo’ a minute? Never saw such a’ ol’ hoss fo’ wigglin’
around!
Well Paul, ol’ boy, you all packed up?
Ravell:
Yeah, Dave—“the boss” is shiftin’ me to Montan’ fo’ the winter. Got
“special work” fo’ me, so he sez. Guess this is “good-bye” fo’ a spell.
Guion:
We fellows sho’ hate t’ see yuh go, boy. An’ there’s yo’ ol’ cow-hoss
standin’ there with tears in his eyes. He’ll miss you too, pardner.
Ravell:
Dave, I sho’ hate t’ leave “Ol’ Paint,” but he’s too old to take along—
needs a rest, anyway, I reckon.
Guion:
Well, let’s play an’ sing ’im a “good-bye” song ’fore yuh go. What-dyuh-say?
Ravell:
Tune up, Dave.
(3) Ol’ Paint: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
Now folks—a little mood picture of mine—written one early spring
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afternoon, when I was all alone, in my little shack, on a Texas prairie.
The sun was tryin’ its best to shine through clouds and rain. There was a
red glow over the prairie. Above me, the rain was softly patterin’ on a tin
roof, and way off, I could hear the lonely call of a wild coyote. I felt
strange—unreal—and while in this mood, wrote this little number,
“Prairie Dusk.”
(4) Prairie Dusk: orchestra
Every one, at one time or another, has had a heart-break. So, listen in,
folks, to mine.
(5) A Heart Break: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Come with me, for a moment, folks, back to the “Mother Goose” days—
when
Little Tommy Tucker, sang for his supper
What did he sing for? White bread and butter.
Aw, how did he cut it, without any knife?
Yeah, how did he marry, without any wife?
(6) Little Tommy Tucker: orchestra
The Southern darkey is never happier—and I might say lazier—than in the
spring-time. But who isn’t? Who wants to work, when the breath of
spring is in the air—when the magnolias begin to bloom, and the mocking
birds sing?
(7) Howdy Do Mis’ Springtime: Ravell with orchestra
(8) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(pistol shots—horses’ hoofs loud, then fainter and fainter)
(gives cowboy yell) Goodnight, Mother.
(9) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
(Closing announcement) This program featuring David W. Guion, Paul
Ravell and an orchestra under the direction of Leon Rosebrook is a
presentation of the National Broadcasting Company. It has come to you
from the NBC Studios in New York. Until next week, good night.

David Guion and Orchestra, episode 4, Station WEAF, January 27, 1932, 10:3011:00 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
All Day on the Prairie: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
Barcarolle: orchestra;
5.
Turkey in the Straw: Guion and orchestra;
6.
In Galam: Ravell with orchestra;
7.
De Massus an’ de Missus: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
8.
The North Wind Doth Blow: orchestra (manuscript);
9.
Pussy Cat: orchestra (manuscript);
10.
The Man in the Moon: orchestra (manuscript);
11.
Mother: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
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12.
When You Go: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
13.
Creole Juanita: Ravell with orchestra (manuscript);
14.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
15.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Note to Announcer: (Make local announcements every fifteen minutes except on
dramatic programs, which depend on a succession of thought.)
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: The National Broadcasting Company presents the fourth of a series of
programs, featuring David W. Guion—composer—pianist—narrator and
lyricist. Mr. Guion has arranged many songs and dance tunes of the
cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and southern negro life, as well as tunes of
his own making. He will not only play for you, but will tell you how he
came to collect, arrange, and write some of these numbers. Mr. Guion
will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and orchestra under the direction
of Leon Rosebrook. Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell are both native sons of the
great Southwest. Look out, folks, here they come!
(Sound of horses’ hoofs in a distance—then near and nearer. Pistol shots)
Ravell:
Whoopla!
Guion:
Set ’em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
(gives cowboy yell, whistles and hums a bit of All Day on the Prairie) You
know that dern little ol’ tune has been runnin’ through my head all day
long.
Ravell:
All Day on the Prairie? That’s one o’ my favorites, too, Dave.
Guion:
Yeah, I heard you a-singin’ it to Jim’s youngest gal over at the party the
other night.
Ravell:
An’ she liked it, too.
Guion:
Well, you better be practicin’ up, boy, if you’re figgerin’ on corralin’ that
purty little sage hen.
Ravell: Chord up, Dave… I can’t begin too soon.
(3) All Day on the Prairie: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
If you like barcarolles, folks, maybe you’ll like this one. Anyway—I
wrote it especially for you a year or so a-go.
(4) Barcarolle: orchestra
Guion:
(sings)
Oh, the duck chews tobacco
An’ the goose drinks wine,
The pig plays the fiddle
On the pumpkin vine.
I picked up a hammer
Hit the turkey in the jaw
An’ he gobbled out a song,
Called Turkey in the Straw!
(5) Turkey in the Straw: Guion and orchestra
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Now, folks, I want you to hear two of my “Imaginary Early Louisiana
Songs of Slavery”—“In Galam” is the first. It is the story of an African
boy, captured and brought to this country and sold at auction to the highest
bidder. Now an old man, he sings this song of longing—longing to go
back to his own people—to be in Galam—the land of his birth. This song
is sung in the French-English patois.
(6) In Galam: Ravell with orchestra
And now—the second generation of slaves—the son of the African slave,
sings. His is a song of Hallelujah. Knowing nothing of Galam—or
Africa—he sings about his ol’ Massus an’ Missus, and how
“When dis ol’ world’s all blowed away,
De Lawd’s gwina up an’ take a holiday.
Gwina fly us up to Hebben, all robed in white,
Shoutin’ ‘Hallelujah’ day an’ night.”
(7) De Massus an’ de Missus: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Friends—will you go back with me, to the “Mother Goose” days, and
listen to—
“The North Wind doth blow, and we shall have snow,
And what will poor Robin do then?
He’ll sit in the barn, and keep him-self warm,
An’ tuck his head under his wing. Poor Thing!”
(8) The North Wind Doth Blow: orchestra
Meow! Meow!
“Pussy Cat, pussy cat, where have you been?
I’ve been to London, to visit the Queen.
Pussy Cat, pussy cat, what did you there?
I frightened a little mouse under her chair!”
And just between you and me, and the gate post, friends—“Pussy Cat” is
all wet, mussed up, and slightly out of tune!
(9) Pussy Cat: orchestra
Now wasn’t that cute? I say it was! Do you remember this one?
“The Man in the Moon, came down too soon,
And asked his way to Norwich;
He went by the South, and burnt his mouth,
With eating cold plum-porridge!”
(10) The Man in the Moon: orchestra
If you like my arrangements of these little tunes, folks, write in an’ tell me
so, an’ I’ll give you more of ’em.
Friends—down in Texas, there’s the sweetest ol’ Mother in all the
world. She’s just had her seventy-fourth birth-day. 686 And this is my
song, to her, and for her.
(11) Mother: Ravell with Guion at the piano

Actually her seventy-fourth birthday would not be until December 19, 1932.
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When you go, a hush falls over my heart,
And in a trance of my own dreams—I move apart;
When you go, the street grows like a vacant place,
What if a million faces pass, if not your face?
When you go, my life stops like a ship becalmed at sea,
And waits the breath from heaven, that blows you back to me.
(12) When You Go: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Would you like to hear, “Creole Juanita,” a little love song of mine—
about old Louisiana?
Yep.
(13) Creole Juanita: Ravell with orchestra
(14) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(pistol shots…horses’ hoofs…loud, then fainter and fainter)
(gives cowboy yell) Good Night, Mother!
(15) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra

Closing
announcement: This program, featuring David Guion and Paul Ravell, is a presentation of
the National Broadcasting Company, from the NBC Studios in New York.
David Guion and Orchestra, episode 5, Station WEAF, February 3, 1932, 10:3011:00 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero [probably in full]: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
In Texas: read by Guion;
4.
Home on the Range: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
5.
[Two] Indian Melodies: Chief Max Big Man;
6.
Pickaninny Dance: orchestra;
7.
At the Cry of the First Bird: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
8.
Hey Diddle Diddle: orchestra (manuscript);
9.
Hickory Dickory Dock: orchestra (manuscript);
10.
Sing a Song of Sixpence: orchestra (manuscript);
11.
Return: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
12.
Minuet: orchestra;
13.
Dixie Day: orchestra (manuscript);
14.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
15.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Note to Announcer: (Make local announcements every fifteen minutes except on
dramatic programs which depend on a succession of thought.)
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: The National Broadcasting Company, pays its respects to American
music, this evening, in presenting the fifth of a series of programs, in
which the world famed Composer-Pianist-Narrator and Lyricist, David W.
Guion—spelled G-U-I-O-N who has arranged so many songs and dance
tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and Southern negro life, as well
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as tunes of his own making, will not only play for you, but will tell you
how he came to collect, arrange and write some of these numbers. Mr.
Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and orchestra under the
direction of Leon Rosebrook. Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell are both native
sons of the great Southwest. Look out, folks, here they come!
(Sound of horses’ hoofs in a distance—then near and nearer. Pistol shots)
Whoopla!
Set ’em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero 687: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(gives cowboy yell)—AAAAAAAAAA-Hay-OOOOOOOOOO-Hoo,
Cowboys in Town!
(3) In Texas: read by Guion
I’m thinking tonight of the wide open range
Of the mesquite, the pine and the sandcliffs, strange
Where the sly desert wolves and the rattlesnakes glide
And the cacti and rocks form the Great Divide
In Texas
Where the desert breeze bids the day adieu
As the crimson sky turns a royal blue
While the night-birds sing their roundelay
And the coyotes bark sounds far away
In Texas
And I’m livin’ again at the brandin’ time
When you’re hot and dusted with alkali grime
I’m hearing the longhorns’ bellowing dinge
And I’m smellin’ the branded cow’s hair singe
In Texas
And I’m thinkin’ too of the town of my birth
There’s no other place that was like it on earth
Nine saloons, a hotel, and a General store
And I’ll never forget—big white knobs on the door
In Texas
And another thing was, my first round-up when I
Rode a wild bronc and was thrown sky-high
Back in the days when they judged cow-boy pluck
Was “stick to your saddle and let ’em buck”
In Texas
Where a critter is governed by God’s common code
And his front potch sets back fifty miles from the road
Where the gals shore are gifted with feminine powers
And beauty and grace of the wild prairie flowers

The second revision of the repertoire list for this program indicates that this song was
to be performed “in full.”
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In Texas
Yes, I’m thinkin’ tonight of the wide open range
Of the mesquite, the pine and the sandcliffs, strange
Where the sly desert wolves and the rattlesnakes glide
And the cacti and rocks form the Great Divide
Down Home,
In Texas
(4) Home on the Range: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
Folks—that, as you know was my arrangement of “Home on the Range.”
Given tonight, because hundreds of you have written in and requested it. I
hope you enjoyed it as much as we enjoyed playin’ and singin’ it for you.
I want you all to know I deeply appreciate your letters—your
requests—your many nice gifts. They are my only applause. I’m tryin’ to
please you—give you what I think is red blooded, real American music.
After tonight my programs will be changed to Tuesday evenings,
from 10:15 to 10:30. I hope you will follow my series as long as it is on
the air, and that you’ll write in, if you like me.
Now, a little surprise for you—a distinguished guest and friend of
mine, all the way from Ol’ Montan’. Here, tonight, in full Indian
regalia—Chief Max Big Man, of the Crow Indian Reservation, who will
entertain you with two of his tribal melodies. The first, to be played on a
red cedar Indian flute over a hundred years old. The second, to the
accompaniment of the Indian tom-tom. Chief Max Big-Man.
(5) Two Indian Melodies: Chief Max Big Man
Guion:
Thank you, Chief—that was real Western atmosphere, and enjoyed by all
of us.
Folks—did you ever see a couple, or more, of little pickaninnies
dancin’ the ’possum-trot-back-step-buck and wing dance, to the
accompaniment of a banjo, plunked out by an old cotton-headed, Southern
darkey? Well, anyway, this little group, which one can always find behind
one’s barn, or in the shadow of any cabin door, down South, is what gave
me the idea for this little number, “Pickaninny Dance,” you’ll now hear on
the orchestra. Keep in mind the old darkey and his banjo, little hotten-tots
in calico dresses, braided pigtails sticking straight out in every direction
and little brown dirty bare feet shuffling in the sand—doing naturally and
easily that which many a modern tap dancer might spend half a lifetime
learning.
(6) Pickaninny Dance: orchestra
(Station Announcement.)
Guion:
Now, a song of mine in a more serious vein. “At the Cry of the First
Bird,” sub-titled, “The Crucifixion.” The poem is from “Ancient Irish
Poetry.”
At the cry of the first bird
They began to crucify Thee,
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O cheek like a swan
It was not right ever to cease lamenting.
It was like the parting of day from night.
Ah, though sore the suffering
Put upon the body of Mary’s Son,
Sorer to Him was the grief
That was upon her for His sake.
(7) At the Cry of the First Bird: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Back to our child-hood days, now—the good old “Mother Goose” days,
when
Hey diddle diddle, the cat and the fiddle,
The cow jumped over the moon;
The little dog laughed, to see such sport,
And the dish ran away with the spoon!
(8) Hey Diddle Diddle: orchestra
And—
Hickory, dickory, dock;
The mouse ran up the clock;
The clock struck Three,
The mouse did flee!
Hickory, dickory, dock.
(9) Hickory Dickory Dock: orchestra
Now—
Sing a song of Six-pence, a pocket full of Rye;
Four-and-twenty Blackbirds, baked in a pie;
When the pie was opened, the birds began to sing;
Wasn’t that a dainty dish to set before a King?
The King was in the counting-house, counting out his money;
The Queen was in the Parlour, eating bread and honey;
The maid was in the garden, hanging out the clothers;
When ’long came a Dickey Bird, and snipped off her nose!
(10) Sing a Song of Sixpence: orchestra
Friends, I want you to hear a little love song of mine. It’s called,
“Return.”
(11) Return: Ravell with Guion at the piano
I guess most every composer has written a minuet—anyway—I want you
to listen to mine, friends—and here it is.
(12) Minuet: orchestra
Now a little darky song of mine—both the words and music—“O My
Lawd, What Shall I do?”
(13) O My Lawd What Shall I Do: Ravell with Guion at the
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And just for fun, a little jazz tune—“Dixie Day.” Listenin’ in Murray?
(13) Dixie Day: orchestra
(14) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(pistol shots—horses’ hoofs—loud, then fainter and fainter)
(gives cowboy yell) AAAAAAAAAA-Hay-OOOOOOOOOO-Hoo,
Cowboys Leavin’ Town! Goodnight, Mother!
(15) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra

Closing
announcement: This program, featuring David Guion and Paul Ravell, is a presentation of
the National Broadcasting Company, from the NBC Studios in New York.
David Guion and Orchestra, episode 6, Station WJZ, February 9, 1932, 10:15-10:30
p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
Little Joe the Wrangler: Ravell with Guion at the piano (manuscript);
4.
Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion and orchestra;
5.
Some o’ These Days: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
6.
I Love Little Pussy: orchestra (manuscript);
7.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano (possibly omitted);
8.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Note to Announcer: (Make local announcements every fifteen minutes except on
dramatic programs which depend on a succession of thought)
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: The National Broadcasting Company, pays its respects to American
music, this evening, in presenting the sixth of a series of programs, in
which the world famed Composer-Pianist-Narrator and Lyricist, David W.
Guion—spelled G-U-I-O-N—who has arranged so many songs and dance
tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and Southern negro life, as well
as tunes of his own making, will not only play for you, but will tell you
how he came to collect, arrange and write some of these numbers. Mr.
Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and orchestra under the
direction of Leon Rosebrook. Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell are both native
sons of the great Southwest. Look-out, folks, here they come!
(Sound of horses’ hoofs in a distance—then near and nearer. Pistol shots)
Ravell:
Whoopla!
Guion:
Set ’em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
(gives cowboy yell)—AAAAAAAAA-Hay-OOOOOOOOO-Hoo,
Cowboys in Town! Paul, let’s play an’ sing “Little Joe the Wrangler,” for
688

This passage was crossed out on Guion’s copy of the script, with a question mark
written in the margin. It is doubtful that the song was performed.
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the folks tonight—I b’lieve they’d like to hear it. Been a-hummin’ it over,
all the way into town—kind o’ stuck there in my mind.
Ravell:
Can’t beat it, Dave.
Guion:
“Little Joe the Wrangler,” friends, is another of my arrangements of the
old cowboy tunes, and honest to goodness, it’s a true story. The song
itself is in the form of a narrative, and it tells its own pathetic little story—
for, “Little Joe the Wrangler,” a little Texas lad, and pride of a certain
cow-camp, lost his life while tryin’ to quiet a mad herd of stampedin’
cattle, one dark an’ stormy night.
(3) Little Joe the Wrangler: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
Sheep an’ Goat, walkin’ to the pasture,
“Sheep,” says the goat, “Can you walk a little faster?”
Sheep fell down an’ broke his shin,
Goat died laughin’ with a big broad grin!
(4) Sheep and Goat Walkin’ to the Pasture: Guion and orchestra
Guion:
Folks, do you like Darkey Spirituals? Well, if you do—here’s one o’ my
favorites—“Some o’ These Days.”
(5) Some o’ These Days: Ravell with Guion at the piano
[Guion:
And—
“De Ol’ Ark’s A-Moverin’, a-moverin’, a-moverin’,
De Ol’ Ark’s a-moverin, an’ I’se gwine home.”
Another of my Spirituals—and this one, has sung itself, many times,
around the world.
(6) De Ol’ Ark’s a-Moverin’: Ravell with Guion at the piano] 689
Guion:
I just had to give you one of my little “Mother Goose” numbers. This
time—
I love little Pussy, her coat is so warm,
And if I don’t hurt her, she’ll do me no harm.
I’ll sit by the fire, and give her some food,
And Pussy will love me, because I’m so good.
(6) I Love Little Pussy: orchestra
(7) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano 690
(pistol shots—horses hoofs—loud, then fainter and fainter)
Guion:
(gives cowboy yell) AAAAAAAAA-Hay, OOOOOOOOO-Hoo,
Cowboys Leavin’ Town! Goodnight, Mother!
(8) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Closing announcement:
Announcer: This program—featuring David Guion and Paul Ravell, is a presentation
of the National Broadcasting Company from the NBC Studios in New
York.
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This portion was crossed out on Guion’s copy of the script and was likely not used.
Possibly omitted, as there is an X in the margin of Guion’s copy of the script.
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David Guion and Orchestra, episode 7, Station WJZ, February 16, 1932, 10:1510:30 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
The Cowboy’s Meditation: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
The Harmonica Player: orchestra;
5.
The Lonesome Whistler: orchestra;
6.
Creole Juanita: Ravell and Guion with orchestra;
7.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
8.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Note to Announcer: (Make local announcements every fifteen minutes except on
dramatic programs which depend on a succession of thought.)
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: The National Broadcasting Company this evening presents the seventh of
a series of programs featuring the Composer-Pianist… Narrator and
Lyricist, David W. Guion… spelled G-U-I-O-N. Mr. Guion who has
arranged many songs and dance tunes of the cowboy, frontiers-man, sailor
and Southern negro life, as well as tunes of his own making, will not only
play for you, but will tell you how he came to collect, arrange, and write
some of these numbers. He will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and
orchestra under the direction of Leon Rosebrook. Mr. Guion and Mr.
Ravell are both native sons of the great Southwest. Look out, folks, here
they come!
(Sound of horses’ hoofs in a distance… then near and nearer… pistol
shots!)
Ravell:
Whoopla!
Guion:
Set ’em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
(gives cowboy yell)—AAAAAAAAAAAAAA-Hay, OOOOOOOOOOO
Ho Hoo-Hoo-Hooo!
What keeps the herd from runnin’,
Stampedin’ far and wide?
The cowboy’s long, low whistle,
And singin’ by their side. (whistles part of Cowboy’s Meditation)
(3) The Cowboy’s Meditation: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
Folks… that, as you know, was my arrangement of “The Cowboy’s
Meditation”… one of the oldest of cowboy tunes and my favorite. And
now… did you ever see or hear an’ ol’ Southern darkey, playin’ on his
harmonica, to his little dancin’, cut-the-pigeon-wing pickaninnies, in the
shadow of the cabin door, at the close o’ day? Well listen in, to the
“Harmonica Player,” one o’ my “Alley Tunes,” arranged for orchestra.
(4) The Harmonica Player: orchestra
Guion:
And… a lonesome darkey boy, softly whistling to himself, as he ambles
down the alley in the dead o’ night… kind o’ blue… kind o’ happy, kind
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Announcer:

o’ half miserable? Another of my “Alley Tunes,” “The Lonesome
Whistler.”
(5) The Lonesome Whistler: orchestra
Now a song of Ol’ Louisiana… “Creole Juanita,” one of my very latest
numbers.
(6) Creole Juanita: Ravell and Guion with orchestra
Well, Paul let’s head back to the ranch.
(7) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(pistol shots… horses’ hoofs… loud, then fainter and fainter)
(gives cowboy yell) … AAAAA-Hay, OOOOOOO-Hoo, Cowboys Leavin
Town! Goodnight, Mother.] 691
(8) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
This program, featuring David W. Guion, is a presentation of the National
Broadcasting Company from the NBC Studios in New York.

David Guion and Orchestra, episode 8, Station WJZ, February 23, 1932, 10:1510:30 p.m.
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
3.
Roy Bean: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
The Lonesome Song of the Plains: orchestra;
5.
Wild Geese: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
6.
Arkansas Traveler: Guion;
7.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
8.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Note to Announcer: (Make local announcements every fifteen minutes except on
dramatic programs which depend on a succession of thought)
Note: Do not use the phrase “ladies and gentlemen” in introducing or closing this
program.
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: The National Broadcasting Company presents the eighth of a series of
programs featuring David W. Guion—spelled G-U-I-O-N. Mr. Guion,
who has arranged many songs and dance tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor and Southern negro life, will play for you, and tell you how he
came to collect, arrange, and write some of these numbers. Mr. Guion
will be assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone, and orchestra under the direction
of Leon Rosebrook.
Mr. Guion and Mr. Ravell are both native sons of the great
Southwest. Look out, folks, here they come!
(Sound of horses’ hoofs in a distance—then near and nearer. Pistol shots!)
Ravell:
Whoopla!
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Set ’em a-fire!
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(gives cowboy yell) AAAAAAAAAA-Hay, OOOOOOOOOOO-Hoo,
Cowboys in Town!! Folks—I want you to hear one of my Texas Frontier
Ballads—“Roy Bean.” Everyone in the West knew, or knew of, Ol’ Judge
Roy Bean, who was called “The Law West of the Pecos.” And, friends, he
was just that. Why, he ran that whole country out there—didn’t fear devil
nor man. His word was law, and believe me, brother, there wasn’t any
arguin’. Justice of the Peace, bar-tender, preacher, barber, undertaker, and
ol’ shoe mender, was Roy Bean.
(3) Roy Bean: Ravell with Guion at the piano
One late summer day, while ridin’ across the plains on my cowpony, El
Capitan—I came to an old dejected lookin’, half-fallen-down shack. In
order to rest my horse, and also to get out of a prairie storm, that was fast
comin’ upon me, I stopped there for a couple of hours.
While waitin’ there—listenin’ to the wind and the rain, beatin’ at
the window—the plains suddenly seemed to me the most lonesome place
on earth. As I stood there—lookin’ across mile after mile of prairie—a
little tune crept into my mind. I had no manuscript with me—nothin’ to
write on except an old letter, in one of my pockets. This quickly came
into use, and I wrote this little number, “The Lonesome Song of the
Plains.”
(4) The Lonesome Song of the Plains: orchestra
Folks, did you ever thrill at the sight and sound of wild geese flying over,
in the early part of the fall? Ever hurry out into the open to see these
beautiful birds, and hear their honking cries, as they flew so swiftly over?
Well one moon-light night, last fall, I heard the familiar beating of wings,
and honking cries above me. I watched this silver line of beauty pass out
of sight. And—this song, “Wild Geese,” was written for you.
(5) Wild Geese: Ravell with Guion at the piano
“Arkansas Traveler” like all other old break-downs was written, whistled,
fiddled or sung, once upon a time, by someone, somewhere in America.
I first heard it while trottin on my mother’s knees—then at the
Cowboys’ and Old Fiddlers’ dances and reunions, in my old home town,
in West Texas. In my piano transcription of “Arkansas Traveler,” which I
will now play, you will also hear another old fiddle tune by the name of
“Whoa Mule, Wait Till I Git de Saddle On.” And—lookout, folks, this
mule has his ears back an’ is kickin’ in every direction!
(6) Arkansas Traveler: Guion
(7) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Run Paul—There Comes the Sheriff!!
(pistol shots—horses’ hoofs—loud—then fainter and fainter)
(gives cowboy yell)--AAAAAAAAA-Hay-OOOOOOOOOOOO, Hoo,
Cowboys Leavin’ Town!! Goodnight, Mother
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(8) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Closing
Announcement: For the past fifteen minutes you have been listening to a musical
program featuring David W. Guion and his compositions. Mr. Guion was
assisted by Paul Ravell, baritone and an orchestra under the direction of
Leon Rosebrook.
This program is a presentation of the National Broadcasting
Company from the NBC studios in New York.
NOTE: Announcers will not give their names on programs requiring only formal
introductory notes.
David Guion and Orchestra, episode 9, Station WJZ, March 1, 1932, 10:15-10:30
p.m. 692
1.
Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra;
2.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano (probably verse only);
3.
McCaffie’s Confession: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
4.
Pickaninny Dance: orchestra;
5.
Run Mary Run: Ravell with Guion at the piano;
6.
Southern Nights: orchestra;
7.
The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
(1) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Announcer: The National Broadcasting Company this evening presents the ninth of a
series of programs featuring the celebrated Composer-Pianist-Narrator and
Lyricist, David W. Guion—spelled G-U-I-O-N. Mr. Guion, who has
arranged many songs and dance tunes of the cowboy, frontiersman, sailor
and Southern negro life, as well as tunes of his own making, will not only
play for you, but will tell you how he came to collect, arrange and write
some of these numbers. Mr. Guion will be assisted by Paul Ravell,
baritone, and orchestra under the direction of Leon Rosebrook. Mr. Guion
and Mr. Ravell are both native sons of the great Southwest. Lookout,
folks, here they come.
(sound of horses’ hoofs in a distance—then nearer and nearer—pistol
shots)
Ravell:
Whoopla
Guion:
Set ’em a-fire
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
(gives cowboy yell)—AAAAAAAAAA-Hay, OOOOOOOOOO-Hoo,
Cowboys in Town. Friends, this next song, “McCaffie’s Confession,” is a
Texas Frontier Ballad. It’s honest-to-goodness frontier history. The story
goes—a fellow by the name of McCaffie, somewhat of a desperado, fell
head-over-heels in love with a bar-maid, or entertainer, by the name of
Hattie Stout. Now McCaffie’s wife, strange to say, objected (Women do
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This script appears in draft form only and was likely never used.
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those things, you know) So McCaffie just shot his wfe and ran away with
Hattie, the pretty bar-maid. Well, “The Law” stepped in, as it sometimes
did in those days—tried and sentenced McCaffie to hang.
This song is McCaffie’s confession and his warning to the young
men to lead the straight and narrow path. It will be sung by my
“pardner”—he’s McCaffie, for the time being, and friends, the noose is
already around his neck.
(3) McCaffie’s Confession: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
Ever see little pickaninnies dancin’ the ’possum-trot-back-step-buck-andwing dance, to the accompaniment of a banjo, plunked out by an ol’
cotton-headed, Southern darkey? Well, this little group, which one can
always find behind one’s barn, or in the shadow of any cabin door, down
South, is what gave me the idea for this little number, “Pickaninny
Dance.” Keep in mind the old darkey and his banjo, little hotten-tots in
calico dresses, braided pigtails stickin’ straight out in every direction and
little brown, dirty, bare-feet shufflin’ in the sand—doing naturally and
easily that which many a modern tap dancer might spend half a lifetime
learning.
(4) Pickaninny Dance: orchestra
Guion:
Now Brudder Ravell, how ’bout leadin’ us on wid dat Gwine to Galilee
Song?
Ravell:
Start up de tune, Deacon Guion
(5) Run Mary Run: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
Folks—if you like waltzes, maybe you’ll enjoy hearing a group of waltzes
of mine—called “Southern Nights.” The first theme is “Sleepy Valley,”
then “Mocking-bird Lane,” “Blue Bonnet Way,” “Swanee Shore,” and
again, “Sleepy Valley.”
(6) Southern Nights: orchestra
(7) The Bold Vaquero: Ravell with Guion at the piano
Guion:
(gives cowboy yell)—AAAAAAAAAA-Hay, OOOOOOOOOO, Hoo.
Cowboy’s Leavin’ Town. Goodnight, Mother
(8) Signature: Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
David Guion and his “Singin’ Cowboys,” Carnegie Hall, November 17, 1934.
(partial script)
At rise of curtain, singer is seated at the piano, picking out a tune awkwardly with one
finger. Roper stands at center opening looking out. Both are singing. Tune finishes and
singer rises.
Singer:
What yer lookin’ at, Joe?
Roper:
Stranger headin’ this way. Ridin’ like a fool!
Singer:
(crosses and looks off) Why, he ain’t no stranger. (turns down)
Roper:
Who is he?
Singer:
Don’t you know who he is? That’s Dave Guion!
Roper:
Dave Guion, eh? What’s he sellin’? (coming down)
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Singer:

Roper:
Singer:
Roper:
Singer:

Roper:
Singer:

Roper:
Singer:
Roper:
Singer:

Roper:
Singer:
Roper:
Dave:
Singer:
The others:
Singer:
Dave:
Singer:
Dave:
Roper:
Dave:
Someone:
Someone:
Someone:

Sellin’ nothin’. He’s a cowpuncher, same as anybody else. Why, that guy
was born here. Me and him was at school together. I remember that little
rascal could play the pianner long before he could spell it and bo’ you
ought to hear him play.
Where’s he been?
New York. Why, they say up East, he’s one of the leadin’ American
composers. Roll that in your Bull Durham!
Well, what d’ye know!
Why, Dave was the first ever to write up cowboy songs and these here
fiddle tunes fer them big symphony orchestras up East. And didn’t he
have a big show with his cowboy songs at Roxy’s Thea-ter in New York,
and on the radio, too?
Is that right?
Sure. And now Sousa’s band and Paul Whiteman and all of ’em playin’
and singin’ his music. Why, they tell me, all on account of Dave, New
York’s goin’ cowboy.
The hell you say!
I’m tellin’ you, he’s got Broadway lookin’ like a dude ranch.
Then by golly, if he’s that good at music, he ain’t no cowboy.
He ain’t eh? No cowboy, eh? You’re crazy! (walks away in disgust, then
turns back) I s’pose he didn’t ride rodeoes up to Cheyenne, Wyoming nor
Estes Park, Colorado and get his self all writ up in the American
magazine? That’s more’n you ever done! No cowboy, eh? (starts to r
[sic] in disgust)
Come back here.
You’re plum ignorant.
Did you ever hear of a real musician who was a cowboy?
(off stage) WHOOP—EEE!!!
Yep. There’s one.
(Enter Dave Guion up c [sic] He cracks his whip)
Whoop—eee!
Hallo Dave. This guy never heard of a cowboy bein’ a muscian.
No?
Will yer show him somethin’, Dave? He needs educatin!
Sure. If you fellers’ll sing some of the old time songs we used to sing.
Bet yer life!
All right, how’d you like “Turkey in the Straw”?
Boy you sure did play it.—yeah [illegible]
Bill, now come with “Home on the range.”
Well Jack Its up to you know. Strut your stuff.
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David Guion, Cowboy Composer, and his “Singing Cowboy” in Home on the Range
Carnegie Hall, November 17, 1934? 693
1. Home on the Range (introduction only): orchestra
2. The Bold Vaquero: Guion and singer
3. Home on the Range: Guion and singer
4. Turkey in the Straw: Guion and orchestra, orchestra joining in on latter half.
5. Harmonica Player: Guion
6. The Cowboy’s Meditation: Guion and singer
7. Ol’ Paint: Guion and singer
8. Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
Playing time: 15 minutes.
Simple stage setting in “Two.”
Guion and singer in cowboy regalia as curtain rises.
Interior (back wall) of typical bunk house.
Properties: Chaps, dungarees, colored shirts, ropes and other cowboy paraphernalia
hanging on wall.
Concert grand piano at right center (from actor’s viewpoint); Navajo rug and bullsnake
whip flung carelessly over end of piano.
Old saddle, blanket and bridle thrown to one side—camp stool—left center.
Curtain rises to short introduction of “Home on the Range” played by orchestra.
Guion, seated at piano, smoking cigarette; singer carelessly leaning in bow of piano.
Lights gradually come up dim to bright with spot on both figures.
(1) Home on the Range (introduction only): orchestra
Orchestra stops abruptly and plays rousing introduction to “The Bold Vaquero”
(rollicking, lively cowboy song) while Guion and singer give typical cowboy yells.
Orchestra fades out as Guion takes up accompaniment at piano. Singer takes up whip,
advances to center of stage.
(2) The Bold Vaquero: Guion and singer
Singer:
(loudly cracking whip as he shouts out) Whoop-la. Set ’Em Afire! A
cowboy’s life for me!
Song ends with cowboy yells from both singer and Guion as they take off hats and bow.
Guion standing, cuts into applause, leans over keyboard, glances at singer, facing singer
and audience.
Guion:
(western drawl) Pardner, how ’bout singin’ that ol’ song everybody loves
fo’ the folks out here…. I believe they’d kind o’ like to hear it.
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A note in Guion’s handwriting indicates that “This program was used at Carnegie
Hall—one of my All Guion Programs—also used in my NBC & WOR programs, etc.”
But it clearly was not used on radio programs, for which the stage directions, props and
costumes would have been superfluous. It is noteworthy that the script excludes several
pieces listed on the concert program for the Carnegie Hall performance. Also, the script
specifies that the playing time is fifteen minutes, but the Carnegie Hall contract required
that Guion appear for a minimum of thirty minutes. This contract, signed August 10,
1934, is in the David Guion Collection, Crouch Fine Arts Library, Baylor University.
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Singer:
You mean “Home on the Range”?
Guion:
Yeah, that’s it. Will yo’ sing it fo’ me, boy?
Singer:
Shore will, Dave.
Guion seats himself at piano and starts playing “Home on the Range,” as lights soften to
dull red glow, singer stepping over closer to Guion.
(3) Home on the Range: Guion and singer
Lights come up at applause. Guion and singer take bows.
Singer:
(cutting in applause) Dave, you’ve made everybody kind o’ homesick with
that song o’ yours. How ’bout livenin’ em up with one o’ them
breakdowns I heard yo’ playin’ the other day?
Guion:
(steps to center of stage, addresses orchestra) Boys, did yo’ all ever hear
tell o’ “Turkey in the Straw”?
Boys:
Shore! Yeah! Bet we have! etc.
Guion:
Well, tune up them fiddles an’ let’s go.
Fiddles tune up and orchestra cracks down on “Turkey in the Straw,” giving short
introduction as Guion goes back to piano. Stage darkens to spot on Guion; singer lights
cigarette and takes seat on camp stool. Orchestra stops abruptly and Guion plays his
famous arrangement of “Turkey in the Straw.”
(4) Turkey in the Straw: Guion and orchestra, orchestra joining in
on latter half.
Both pianist and orchestra end with flourish. Singer is interested listener.
Guion takes bow, singer applauds Guion, and if time and applause permit, Guion encores
with “The Harmonica Player.”
Guion:
Now, folks, I want yo’ to hear a little number of mine called “The
Harmonica Player”… an imitation on the piano of a West Texas “Ol’
Timer” playin’ on his harmonica to the rest of the fellows as they gather
around the campfire after the day’s work is done.
(5) Harmonica Player: Guion
Singer is still seated; keeps time softly to the music, with his feet.
Guion, standing at piano, takes bow at close, then turns to singer as lights come up in
full.
Guion:
Now, Pardner, git up from there and show the folks out yonder what a real
cowboy song sounds like—my favorite of all the cowboy tunes, folks—
“The Cowboy’s Meditation.”
Singer gets up, tugs at his breeches in typical cowboy fashion, leans on piano as Guion
seats himself, and starts playing “The Cowboy’s Meditation.”
(6) The Cowboy’s Meditation: Guion and singer
Lights soften to dreamy serenadish music. As song progresses it becomes brighter in
character; lights gradually come up, song ends brilliantly in flood of lights, singer taking
center of stage.
Guion, (standing) and singer, take bows. Guion again seats himself at piano, cuts in
applause with lively chorus of “The Bold Vaquero,” orchestra joins in as singer and
Guion sing last half of chorus. Guion joins singer, going to center of stage, and at finish
with hats high in the air, give typical cowboy yells and run off stage.
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Orchestra immediately playing “Goodbye Ol’ Paint,” while bows are being taken.
Guion, taking last bow in spot, beckons out singer and encores with “Ol’ Paint.”
(7) Ol’ Paint: Guion and singer
At close orchestra cuts down on Guion’s “Turkey in the Straw” and last bows are taken
and curtain falls.
(8) Turkey in the Straw: orchestra
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